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PREFACE

This handbook, Design for Reliability is the first in a series of five on
reliability. The series is directed largely towrd the working engineers who
bave the responsibility for creatipg and producing equipment and systems
which can be relied upoli by the users in the field.

The five handbooks are:

1. Design for Reliability, AMCP 706-196
2. Reliability Prediction, AMCP 706-197

S3. Reliability Measurement, AMCP 706-198
4. Contractin, for Reliability, AMCP 706-199
5. Mathematical Appendix and Glossry, AMCP 706-200.

This handbook is directed toward reliability engineers who need to be
familiar with the mathematical-probabilistic-statistical techniques for pre.
dicting tke reliability of various configurations of hardware. The material in
staldard textbooks is not repeated here; the important points are summa.
rized, and references are given to the standard works.

The majority of the handbook content was obta ed from many indi-
viduals, repoits, journals, books, and other literature. It impractical here to
acknowledge the assistance of everyone who made a conrbution.

The original volume was prepared by Tracor Jitco, Ihc. The revision was
prepared by Dr. Ralph A. Evans of Evans Associatea, Durham, N.C., for the
Engineering Handbook Office of the Research Triangle Institute, prime con-
tractor to the US Army Materiel Command. Technicl guidance and coordi-
nation or. the original draft were provided by a committee under the direc.
tion of Mr. 0. P. Bruno, US Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency, US
Army Materiel Command.

The Engineering Design Handbooks fall into two basic categories, those
apjtoved for release and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The
US Army Materiel Command policy is to release these Engineering Design
handbooks in accordance with current DOD Directive 7230.7, dated 18
September 19;o3. All unclassified handbooks can be obtained from the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Procedures for acquiring
these handbooks follow:

a. All Department of Army activities having need for the handbooks
must submit their request on an official requisition form (DA Form 17,
dated Jan 70) directly to:,

Commander
Letterkenry Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201

(Requests for classified documents must be submitted, with appropriate
"Need to Know" justification, to Letterkenny Army Depot.) DA activities
will not requisition handbooks for further free distribution.
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b. All other requestors, DOD, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corpe, non.
military Gwernment gencies, contractor private industry, individuals,
universities, and others must purchase these handbooks from:

Neaonal Iechnical Information Service
Department of Commerce
Spfleid, VA 22151

Classified documents may be released on a "Need to Know" bask verified by
an otficial Department of Army representative and processed from Defense
Documentation Center (DDC), ATTN: DDC-TSR, Cameron Station,
Alexandria, VA 22314.

Comments and suggestions on this handbook are welcome and should be
addressed to:

Coauzder
US A ry Materiel Develofnt and adinees Coenand
Alexandria, VA 22333

(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which we avail.
able through normal publications supply channels, may be used for com-
ments/suggestions,)

Ix(
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b. All other requestors, DOD, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, non-
military Government agencies, contractors, private industry, individuals,
universities, and others must purchase these handbooks from:

National Itechlical Information Service
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151

Classified documents may be released on a "Need to Know" bask verified by
an official Department of Army representative and processed from Defense
Documentation Center (DDC), ATTN: DDC-TSR, Cameron Station,
Alexandria, VA 22314.

Comments and suggestions on this handbook are welcome and should be
addressed to:

Comander
US Army Material Development and Readineus Coaund
Alexandria, VA 22333

(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which ae avail.
able through normal publications supply channels, may be used for com.
ments/suggestions.)
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS largely to items which have simple missions,
e.g., equipment, simple vehicles, or compo-

A - availability nents of systems. For large complex sys-
MTBF - mean time between failures, time- 1  tems--e.g., an antiaircraft system (including
MTFR - mean time to repair, time -1 the radars and weapons), a squadron of tanks,

1,11 - subscripts to indicate systems I, II or a large communication network--it is more
appropriate to use more sophisticated con-
cepts such as system effectiveness to describe

1-1 GENERAL the worth of a system.

The reliability engineer must Io more
Reliability engineering is the doing of than merely collect data and perform actuar-

those things whic. insure that an item will ial services during the design, development,
perform its mission successfully. The pres- and field use of equipment. He must be sensi-
sumres and constraints on engineers to produce tive to the countless decisions made during
equipment and systems at minimum cost with the evolution of a product, and he must assist
maximum utility in minimum time have beet- in making these decisions, The reliability engi-
very severe. Thus arose the original discipline neer has a responsibility to build specific
of reliability which has two parts:' amounts of longevity into equipment. He

(1) Paying attention to detail must be able to trade off the reliability
(2) Handling incertainties. parameters against the many other important

parameters such as cost, weight, size, and
As engineeis and administrators became more scheduling. Great emphasis is placed on fail-
adept at quantifying the effort to produce ures whose cause car be eliminated. Reliabil-
equipment and systems that could be relied ity mathematics must reflect the engineering
upon, clasfcation schrmes for this effort search for causes of failure and the adequacy
were developed. hnder such sc mes, the of their elimination. It must permit s-reliabil-
word "reliability" has several meanings, all re- ity prediction from the planning phase
lated to the dictionary, but some of them through the field-use phase to assure that fail-
rather narrow and specific. ure probability does not exceed a permissible

The traditional narrow definition of s-re- bound. -Reliability is a quantitative probabil-
liability (Ref. 3, Version A) is "the probabil- istic factor, which must be predictable in
ity that an item will perform its intended design, measurable in tests, assurable in pro-
function for a specific interval under stated duction, and maintainable in the field. In
conditions". In reliability calculations, the short, it must be controllable throupsout the
following extended definition is more often life cycle of the product. Other system char-
actually used: acteristics, such as maintainability and safety,

also affect the mission-performing equipment
s-Reliability is the probability that the and its related subsystems, including mainte-
item successfully completes its mis- nance and support equipmert, checkout and
ion, given that the item was in proper servci.g, repair parts provisioning, anA actual

condition at the mission beginning, repai, functions. Thus, reliability and other
design considerations prqvidp the basis for
developing adequate systems which conform

The convention adopted in all Parts of to mission objectives and requii ,nents. This
this series is to use "s-" followed by the word overall program is called system engineering.
when the term is used in a specially defined The purpose of this chapter is to provide a
statistical sense-e.g., s-reliability, i-normal, general widerstanding of system engineering
s-availability, s-confidence, and of reliability trade-offs with maintain-

This concept of s-reliability is applicable Aib~ity, safety, and performance.
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1-2 SYSTEM ENGINEERING phases, and their relationships to one another
are summarized in Fig. 1-1. More details on

In recent, years, the word system has system management are given in Ref. 8.
come to include: System engineering consists of four steps

(1) The prine mission equipment in an interacting cycle (Fig. 1-2). Step 1 con-
(2) The facilities required for operation siders threat forecast studies, doctrinal

and maintenance studies, probable Arm-' task, and similar
(3) The selection and training of per- sources of desired materiel and system objec-

sonnel tives; then it translates them into basic func-
(4) Operational and maintenance pro- tional requirements or statements of opera-

cedures tion. The usual result of Step 1 is a set of
(5) Instiinientation and data reduction block diagrams showing basic functional

for test and e-vaiuation operations and their relative sequences and re-
(6) Special activation and acceptance Jationships. Even hough hardware may help

programs shape the basic system design, it is not specifi-
(7) Logistic support programs. cally included in Step 1. Step 1 is intended toform a first hypothesis as a start toward the

Specifically, a sysem is defined (Ref. 1, Ver- form a stio.

sion A) as: "A composite, at any level of com-

plexity, of operational and support equip- In Step 2, the first hypothesis is evalu.
ment, personnel, facilities, and software ated against constraints such as design, cost,
which are used together as an entity and ca- and time and against specific mission objec-
pable of performing and supporting an opera- tives to create criteria for designing equip-
tional role", ment, defining intersystem interfaces, defin-

ing facilities, and determining requirements
System engineering (Rgf. 2) is the appli- for personnel, training, training equipment,cation of scientific, eng~o:eering, and manage- and procedures.

mient effort to:

(1) Transform an operational need into a Step 3 corisists of system design st-.4ies

description of system performance parameters that are performed concurrently with Steps 2

and a system configuration through the use of and 4 to:

an iterative process of definition, synthesis, (1) Determine alternate functions and
analysis, design, test, and evaluation functional sequences

(2) Integrate related technical param' (2) Establish design, p ersonnel, training,
()s anegsurae ompatbilityhnial p i, and procedural data requirements imposed byeters and assure corr.patibiity of all physical, the functions

functioral, and program interfaces m a the fins

manner that optimizes the total system desigt in ) Find the best way t satisfy the mis-
binrequiremnnits

(3) Integrate reliability, maintainability, (4) Select thc' best design approach fur
safety, survivability (including electronic war- integrating mission requirements into the act-
fare considerations), human factors, and other ual hardware and related support activities.
factors into the total engineering effort. Normally, the studies in Step 3 involve trade.

From the system management viewpoint, offs where data are in the form of schematic
system engineering is but one of five major block diagramis, outline drawings, intersystem
activities required to develop a system from and intrasystem interface requirements, corn-
the initial, conceptual phase through the sub- parative matrices, and data supporting the
sequent contract definition, engineenng de- selection of each approach. Some of the scien-
velopment, production, and operational tific tools used in the system design studies in
phases. These five activities (procurement and Step 3 are: probability theory, statistical
production, program control, configuration inference, simulation, computer analysis,
management, system engineering, and test and information theory, queuing theory, servo-
deployment mmagement), their general func- mechanism theory, cybernetics, mathematics,
tions within each of the system evolutionary chemistry, and physics.
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STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 4

TRANSLATE SYSTEM ANALYZE FUNCTIONS INTEGRATE REQUInE-
REOUIREMENTS INTO & TRANSLATE INTO RE- MENTS INTO CONTRACT
FUNCTIONAL REtOnE- Q UIREMENTS FOR DE- END ITEMS, TRAINING,
MENTS 1 SIGN, FACILITIES, PER- & TECHNICAL PROCE-

SONNEL, TRAINING, DURES
AND PROCEDURFS

I I I
I II I

I. I
STEP 3

J SYSTEM/DESIGN ENGI-

I NEERING TRADE-OFF

L_. STUDIES rO DETERMINE -

REQUIREMENTS AND

DESIGN APPROACH

FIGURE 1-2. Fundomental System Engineering Process Cycle

Step 4 uses the design approach selected Other factors that are part of the system
in Step 3 to integrate the design requirements engineering proccss-such as reliability, main-
from Step 2 into the Contract End Items tainability, safety, and human factors-exist
(CEI's). The result of Step 4 provides the cri- as separate but interacting engineering disci-
teria for detailed design, development, and piines and provide specific inputs to each
test of the CEI based upon defined engineer- other and to the overall system program. Per-
ing information auid associated tolerances. tincnt questions at this point might be: "How
Outputs from Step 4 are used to: do we know when the design is adequate?" or

"How is the effectiveness of a system meas-
(1) Determine intersystem interfaces ured?" The answers to these questions lead to
(2) Formulate additional requirements the concept of system effectiveness.

and functions that evolve from the selected

devices or techniques 1-3 SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
(3) Provide feedback to modify or verify

the system requirements and functional flow System effectiveness is defined (Ref. 3,
diagrams prepared in Step 1. Version B) as: "a measure of the degree to

When the first cycle of the system engi- which an item can be expected to achieve a
neering process is completed, the modifica- set of specific mission requirements, and
tions, alternatives, imposed constraints, addi- which may be expressed as a function of avail-
tional requirements, and technological prob- ability, dependability, and capability". Cost
lems that have been identified are recycled and time are also critical in the evaluation oflemstha hav ben ientiiedare ecyled the merits of a system or its component. and
through the process with the original hypoth- mus evetuayse iu in makne ad
esis (initial design) to make the design more istve dei in edin the ain
practical. This cycling is continued until a itae orsdiscardfny equipmete
satisfactory design is produced, or until avail- maintenance, or discard cf any equipment,
able resources (time, money, etc.) are expend- The effectiveness of a system obviously is
ed and the existing design is occepted, or until influenced by the way the equipment was
the objectives are found to be unattainable. designed and built. It is, however, Just as
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influenced by the way the equinment is used tires of this type survive high-speed, high-
and maintained; i.e., system effectiveness is temperature operation under high impact
influenced by the designer, production engi- loads, then the blowout (failure) is due to
neer, maintenance man, and user/operator, lack of reliability, since such severe environ-
The concepts of availability, dependability, ments (90 mph, 1100 F, jagged hole) are with-
and capability included in the definition of in the capability of the tire type. If, however,
system effectiveness illustrate these influences the design requirements specified less severe
and their relationships to system effective- environments (60 mph, 800 F, no jagged
ness. MIL-STD-721 (Ref. 3, Version B) p.o- holes), then the failure was due to a lack of
vides the following def'iitions of these ..on- capability. Thus, in the first case, the system
cepts: (tire) had adequate capability, but its reliabil-

(1) Availability. A measure of the degree ity was low. In the second case, the reliability
(1) Ahich a it As inmanperaue f the -dmay have been high, but the capability (for

to which an item is in an operable and corn- that particular usage) was inadequate. In both

mittable state at the start of a mission, when cas howevr the systemaeffeten fo r

the mission is called for at an unknown cases, however, the system effectiveness for

(random) point in time. the applied usage was low.

The optimization of system effectiveness
(2) Dependability. A measure of the is important throughout the system life cycle,

item operating condition at one or more from concept through the operation. Optimi-
points during the mission, including the zation is the balancing of available resources
effects of reliability, maintainability, and our- zto steblnigo vial eore
effetsiovreability, heitemoditon ad stre (time, money, personnel, etc.) against result-
vivability, given the item condition(s) at the ing effectiveness, until a combination is found
start of the mission. It may be stated as the that provides the most effectiveness for the
probability that an item will: (a) enter or desired expenditure of resources. Thus, the
occupy any one of its required operational optimum system might be one that:
modes during a specified mission, and (b) per-
form the functions associated with these (1) Meets or exceeds a particular level of
operational modes, effectiveness for minimum cost, and/or

(2) Provides a maximum effectiveness
(3) Capability. A measure of the ability for a given total cost.

of an item to achieve mission objectives, given
the conditions during the mission. Optimization is illustrated by the flow dia-

Dependability is related to reliability; the gram of Fig. 1-3 which shows the optimiza-
intention was that dependability would be a tion process as a feedback loop consisting of
more general concept than reliability. No the following three steps:
designer should become bogged down in (1) Designing many systems that satisfy
m-nti dkicusaons whenintniL, clear, the operational requirements and constraints.

As an example, consider the use of (2) Computing resultant values for
machine guns against attacking aircraft. Since effectiveness and resources used
the design intent was to provide increased (3) Evaluating these results and making
firepower and area cover-ge for ground sup- generalizations concerning appropriate combi-
port combat, the effectiveness of this "sys- nations of design and support factors, which
tem" (wachine gun) will b~e very low. The are then fed back into the model through the
machine gun does not have an intended capa- feedback loops.
bility for antiaircraft use. This fact, however,
has little to do with the availability or de- Optimization also can be illustrated by
pendabiity of the machine gun. That parti- the purchase of a new cai, or more specifi-
cular application by the user/operator is cally, of putting into precise, quantifiable
simply a misuse. As another example (adapted terms the rules or criteria that will be follow-
from Ref. 4, par. 2.7.3), consider a previously ed in the automobile selection procesf,. Al-
serviceable vehicle tire that has a blowout at though automobiles do have quantifiable
90 mph on a !..t day (110F) due to impact characteristics, such as horsepower, cost, and
with a jagged hole in the pavement. If most seating capacity, they are basically similar in
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most cars of a particular class (low-price TABLE 1-1.
sedans, sports models, etc.). Thus, the selec.
tion criteria essentially reduce to esthetic PARTIAL LISToFOPTIMIZATIONTECtNIOUEV
appeal, prior experience with particular
models, and similar intar4ibles. In the same I. Mathematical Techniques
sense, the choice of best design for the weap-
on system is greatly influenced by experience Birth and deth processes
with good engineering practices, knowledge Calculus of flnita diffrences
assimilated from similar systems, and econom. Calculus of variations
ics. Despite this fuzziness, the selection cr1. Graient theory

Numerical approximation
teria must be adjusted so that: Symbtllc logic

Theory of linear integrals
(1) The problem size can be reduced to Theory of maxima and minima

ese the choice of approa*,hes
(2) All possible alternatives can be exam-

ined more readily and objectively for adapta II. Satistical Tehniq
tion to mathematical representation and Bayesian analysis
analysI, Decision theory

(3) Ideas and experiences from other dis- Experimental design
ciplines can be more easily incorporated into Information theory

the solution Method of s

(4) The final choice of design approach. Soat p

es can be bond on more precise, quantifiable
terms, permitting more effective review and IlL Programming Techniques
revision, and better inputs for future opti- Dynai programming
mization problems. Linea programming

Nonlinear programming
The choice of parameters in the optimization

model also is influenced by system definition.
The automobile purchaser, for example, may IV. Other
not consider the manufacturer's and dealer's Gaming theory
service policies. If these policies are consider- Monte Carlo tehniues

ed, the system becomes the automobile plus Queuing thenry
the service policies. If service policies are not Renewal theory
considered, the system consists only of the Search thorySignal flow graphs
automobile. Simulation

Value theory
The actual techniques used to optimize

system effectiveness are beyond the scope of
this chapter. Table 1- (Ref. 4), for example,
lists only some of the more commonly used 14 THE ROLE OF RELIABILITY
techniques. Specific details are contained in
the references already mentioned and in Ref. The reliability effort includes not only
26. Ref. 4, for example, contains methods the hardware but also the actions, procedures,
and examples of basic mathematical and sta- software, and operators that use the hard.
tistical concepts, simulation, queuing theory, ware. The reliability depends on the reliability
sequencing and Markov processes, game requirements, the testing, and the emphasis
theory, linear and dynamic programming, placed (n reliability by management (both
information theory, and others. These tech- Government and contractor) thr out the
niques are not peculiar to system effectiveness life cycle of the equipment. Oft" as dead.
optimization nor are they limited to system lines approach, something must be sacrificed
engineering. (cost, schedule, performance, reliability);
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management decides what t will be; e.g., will Efforts to improve reliability are con-
management decide that a paper "demonstra- strained by:
tion" be substituted for a physical demonstra-
tion of reliability? (1) Cost of design effort

(2) Cost of parts manufacture
It is muih easier to talk about optimizing (3) Calendar time schedules

reliability and to analyze ways of doing it (4) Manpower available to do the job
than it is to get a physical system which is (5) Availability of purchased compo-
optimized. Achieving high reliability is an nents or materials
engineering problem, not a statistical one. (6) Volume or weight of finished prod.

uct
Before reliability can be optimized, one (7) Operator training limitations

needs to look at ways reliability can be chang- (8) Uncertainty about actual use condi-
ed and the kinds of constraints that can be tions
imposed upon efforts to change it. These clas- (9) Maintenance phUosophy, and logis-
sifications are convenient for discussion. They ties
do not in themselves limit anyone's activities. (10) Logical consequences of various
Not all changes which are made with the in- uet regulations
tention of improving reliability actually do (11) User resistance to some configura.
improve it-especially when there is insuffi- tions
cient information about the mission. (12) Management refusal to effect ad.

ministrative changes
Reliability can be modified by changing: (13) Lack of knowledge about material
(1) The overall approach to the problem or component properties or about the way a

(e.g., wire lines or a microwave link for a com- part will be made.
munication system) Other techniques and constraints ar like.

(2) The configuration of the system ly to be important in any particular job. Some
(e.g., an aircraft can have propeller oy jet of the changes and constrains are not easily
engines, wings over or under the fuselage, and quantifiable, and the ones listed are certainly
the mounting and number of enginea are nut mutually exclusive. All of this makes a
adjustable) complete mathematical analyris virtually

(3) Some of the modulec or subsystems impossible.
(e.g., motor functions can be performed elec- It is worthwhile to have many of the crit-
trically, hydraulically, or by mechanical levers ical failure modes such that the equipment
and gears) fail r e viz., th th a e e grade d

(4) Some components (e.g., use high fails gracefully; viz., ther is a very degraded
reliability parts or commercial ones) mode of operation which is still feasible after

(5) Details of manufacture (e.g., holes in the major failure. For example, if the power
steel can be punched, drilled, reamed, and/or steering on a vehicle fails, it may still be
burned) possible for it to limp to safety if the vehicle

(6) Materials (e.g., wood, plastics, metal can be steered by hand.
alloys) The repair philosophy during a mission

(7) Method of operation (e.g., the opera- must be stated explicitly. Standby redun-
tor of a radio-receiver can be required to tune dancy often can be considered a special case
each stage separately or it can all be done of repair-it is just a question of how the
with one switch) changeover is effected in case of failure. In

(8) Definition of mission success (e.g., some situations, the mission will not be a fail-
range and resolution of a radar) ure if the equipment is down for only a very

(1) Amount of attention to detail (e.g., short time. In what state vill a repair leave
an allo., can simply be selected from a hand- the system? Is the entire system to be
book table, or many tests can be run on many restored to a like-new condition after each
alloys to find the one which holds up best in failure? Will only a subsystem be restored 1o %
?ervice). like-new or perhaps the equipment will be

1-8
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returned to the statistical condition it had just (1) Actively participate in selecting pre-

before failure? In general, the exact situa,,Ion ferred parts having established reliabilities,
will not be known, and it is a matter of engi- and thus promote standardization within mili-
neering judgment to pick tiactable assump, tary systems.
tions that are reasonably realistic. (2) Participate in design reviews at

The design approaches and requirements appropriate stages to evaluate reliability

are investigated by the system reliability engi. objectives and achievement thereof.
(3) Monitor attainment of reliability

nleer. They include the following: requirements throughout the entire program.

(1) The definitions of (a) the mission, (b) (4) Work with other members of the
successful completion, and (c) proper condi. system engineering team to integrate reli-
tion (at mission beginning) must be sufficient- ability with other engineering areas.
ly explicit to make the relabii. -alculations. Thus, the reliability engineer performs system

(2) Relationships and interactions be- engineering from the reliability viewpoint.
tween reliability and each of the other system These methods and techniques are discussed
parameters (maintainability, etc.) must be in greater detail in later chapters and other
carefully analyzed. Parts. Additional information is provided in

(3) A method of estimating reliability the references at the end of this chapter; e.g.,
must be selected to permit quantitative de- MIL-STD-785 (Ref. 1) specifies the require-
scription of the consequences of each design. ment for system reliability programs, MIL-

(4) Reliability objectives must be match. STD-721 (Ref. 3) defines terms for reliability
ed to the system mission, and related disciplines, and AR 702-3 (Ref. 5)

(5) System reliability levels must be re- establishes Army requirements for reliability
lated to overall program resource allocations, and maintainability.

These and others are discussed in this hand-
book and Parts Three, Four, and Five. 1-5 THE ROLE OF MAINTAINABILITY

The techniques used in this analysis
include development of a model that con- Maintainability is a characteristic of de-
siders: sign and installation of equipment. s-Maintain-

(1) Required functions for each mission ability is defined (Ref. 3) as the probability
phase that an item will be retained in a specified

condition, or restored to that condition with-
(2) Identification of critical time periods in a given time period, when maintenance is

for each function

(3) Establishment of external and inter- performed according to prescribed procedures
na e sabiron ment o e ah functint- and resources. Maintenance consists of those

nal environmental stresses for each functional actions needed to retain the desigpied-in char-
e ment acteristics throughout the system lifetime.

(4) Operational and maintenance Maintainability, like reliability, must be de-
concepts igned into the equipment.

(5) Hardware and software system ele- s
ments for each function Maintainability engineering is similar to

(6) Determination of any required func- other engineering practices, but it emplsizes
tional redundancies. recovery of the equipment after a failure and

reductions in upkeep costs. Maintainability
Specific design techniques, such as stress de- engineers consider the purpose, type, use, and
rating, redundancy, stress/strength analysis, limitations of the product, all of which influ-
apportionment of reliability requirements, ence the ease, rapidity, economy, accuracy of
prediction, design of experiments and tests, its service and repair, effects of installation,
parameter variation analysis, failure mode and environment, support equipment, personnel,
effect analysis, and worst case analysis, are and operational policies on the item geom-
the "tools of the trade" for reliability engi- etry, size, and weight. Thus, maintainability
neers. Additionally, the reliability engineer studies assist in the development of a product
must: which can be maintained by personnel of
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ordinary skill under the environmental condi- that has a nonrepsirable weapon system
tions in which it will operate. becomes, on breakdown of the weapon, in

immensely heavy mobile radio from the view-
1-5.1 RELATIONSHIP TO RELIABILITY pointr its users.

The primary objectives ot the Army reli-
Reliability is related to he effectiveness ability, availability, and maintainability

of the maintenance performed on a system. (RAM) programs are to assure that Army
this mainteiian+ e is incorrect or not timely, materiel will:

the system mn fail. Maintainability, on the

other hand, cn provide designed-in ease of (1) Be ready for use when needed
maintenance rnd, thereby, increase the main- (2) Be capable of successfully complet-

tenance effectiveness. ing its mission and
(3) Fulfill all required maintenance ob-

From a system effectiveness viewpoint, jectives throughout its life cycle.
reliability and maintainability jointly provide
system availability and dcpendability, Incre. Ref. 8 provides guidance on management of
ed reliability directly contributes to system reliability and maintainability programs, and
uptime, while improved maintainability re- Ref. 5 delineates concept., objectives, respon-
duces downtime. If reliability and maintaln- sibilities, and general policies for Army reli-
ability are not jointly considered and con- ability and maintainability programs.
tinually reviewed, as required by Ref. 5, then Policies and guidance on life cycles of
erious consequences may result. With mill- Army equipment are provided by Refs. 6 and

tary equipment, faikres or excessive down- 9. Amplification of Army reliability and
time can jeopardize a mission and possibly maintainability policies can be found in the
cause a loss of lives. Excessive repair time and relerences at the end of this chapter. Fig. 1-4
failures also impose burdens on logistic sup- iluitratea some of the fundamental relation-
pott and maintenance activities, causing high h 3# between reliability and maintainability.
costs for rep air parts and personnel trainhig,
expenditure of many zJan-hours for actual 1-5.2 DESIG N GAUIDELINES

,epair and service, obligaton of fac lities and
equipment to test and service, and to move- System maintainability goals must be
ment and storage of repair parts. apportioned among three major categories:

From the cost viewpoint, irliability and (1) equipment desig., (2) personnel, and (3)
maintainability must be evaluated over the support. To accomplish this, a maintenance
system life cycle, rather then merely from the concept must be selected, and a mathematical
standpoint of initial acquisition. The overall model developed to describe the concept.
cost of ownership has been estimated to be Initially, the goals can be apportioned based
from three to twenty times the original acqui- upon past experience with similar systems,
sition cost. An effective design approach to and upon general guidelines presented here
reliability and maintainability can reduce thia and in the references for this chapter. As the
cost of upkeep. design progresses, the initial apportionment

The reliability and maintainability char- can be changed by trade-offs among these

acteristics of an item are relatively fixed aad three categories. The. design goals can be fur-

difficult to change in the field. Thus, the sol- ther apportioned to the subsystem and com-

dier/user finds hLhelf faced with acepting rmnent levels. Allocating maintainability for

the item reliability as a determination of subsystems and components of a complex
whether the item will function correctly or rstem can be difficult ue to the mathemati-

not; as long a it tions, h an it. cal/statistical complexity of the model. SomeConsequently, sliabfuy data do not seatly of the problems associated with combining er
concern him (Ref. 7). Maintainability, on the apportioning downtime and sugested ap-
other hand, provides the soldier/iser with his proaches to their solution are covered in Refs.
only means of returning the equipment to a 7, 10, 11, and 12.

serviceable condition. A tank, for example, The design category covers the physical
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aspects of the equipment, including the re- (1) Reduce maintenance needs by
quirements for test eqdxipment, tools repair designing reliability inht equipment to insure
parts, training, and maintenance skill levels, desired performance over the intended life
Equipment design, packaging, test points, cycle.
accessibility, and other factors directly in- (2) Use reability improvements to se
fluence these requirements. The personnel time and manpower by reducing preventive
category considers the actual skill levels of the

maintenance requirements and, thereby, pi-
maintenance technicians, their job attitudes vide more operational time for components.
and motivations, experience, technical knowl-
edge, and other personnel characteristics (3) Reduce downtime by improving
associated with equipment maintenance. The maintainability through simplification 0. test
support category encompasses the logistic and and repair procedures to reduce trouble-
maintenance organizations associated with shooting and correction time; for exumple,
system support. Some of the area included in provide easy access and simple adjustments,
support are: tools, test equipment, and repair (4) Decrease the logistic burden (particu-
parts stocked at specific locations; the avail- lary in combat ares) by using standard part,

ability of equipment technical publications; tools, test equipment, and components, and
supply problems characteristic of, or peculiar by planning for interchangeability of parts,
to, particular maintenance sites; allocation of components, and assemblies.
authorized maintenance levels; and establish-
ment of maintenance organizational struc- (5) Simplify equipment operation and
tures. maintenance requirements to that highly

Some guidelines for engineers designing trained maintenance specialists will not be
and developing Army equipment are: needed.

IAVAI LABI LITY/DEPENDAOI LITY

SRELIABIL"TY MAINTAINABILITY] :

DESIGN FACTORS SUPPORT FACTORS DESIGN FACTORS SUPPORT FACTORS

QUALITY ENVIRONMENT PROVISION FOR FAULT: PERSONNEL
APPLICATION EQUIPMENT DETECTION TRAINING
SIMPLICITY MAINTENANCE LOCALIZATION LOGISTICS
REDUNDANCY I HUMAN FAIL. ISOLATION MAINTENANCE
PROVENI URES!ERRORS CORRECTION ORGANIZATION

PROCEDURES FOR
CHECKOUT
TEST

EASE OF MAINTENANCE

FIGURE 1.4. Rellabity/Ma6intainabllity Re/ati onhipS7
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1-5.3 PREDICTION Repair times are obtained from prior
experience, simulation of repair tasks, or

Military specifications and contractual data from similar applications on other
requirements incorporate maintenance time systems. Component failure rates, however,
restrictions that must be met by the designer. have been recorded by many sources as a
Thus, predictions are needed to establish how function of use and environment. Some of
dose the equipment will be to these require- these sources are lil-ted in Refs. 13-17, and
merits during its development cycle and in its ia Appendix B. Actual prediction techniqes
end-use phase. Similarly, a prediction of how are covered in detail in Ref& 7, 10, 11, and
long an item will be inoperative during main. 12.
tenance is importznit to the user, because the
user is derived of the equipment contribu- 1-5.4 DESIGN REVIEW
tion to his mission Prformance. This predic-
tion must be quantitative and be capable of The design review process originally was
being updated as the item progresses through established to achieve reliability obj3ctives,
successive development phases. Two advan- but has since been extended to include all
tages of predicting maintainability are that: system characteristics throughout the life

cycle (see Chap. 11). Maintainability specifi-
(1) It identifies areas of poor maintain- cations require that a formal design review

ability which must be improved, program be established and documented for
(2) An early assessment can be made of each development.

the adequacy of predicted downtime, quaiityand quantity of muintenance and support per- A design review involves four major
aonequantiy tofom and u pprt, pe tasks: (1) assembling data, (2) actual review
sonnel, and tools and test equipment. (3) documentation, and (4) followup. For

maintainabulity, the first task (assembling
use recorded reliability and maintainability data) includes engineering drawings; mock-
userieco ied frt aomaiabltys ups, oreadboard assemblies, or prototypes;
experience obtained from comparable systems maintanability prediction data; maintain-

and components under similar conditions of ability esddaa; n d t inte
ute nd oeraion.Thu, itis ommo to ability test data; and a description of theuse and operation. Thus, it is common to mitnnecnet

assume that the principle-of-transferability is maintenance concept.

applicable. Basically, this principle is that data The review ought to be performed by
from a system can be transferred and used to people familiar with maintainability theory,
predict the maintainability of a comparable maintenance processes, and human factors.
system that is in the design, development, or The quantitative review techniques use predic-
evaluation phase. Obviously, this approach tion data to identify areas needing improve-
depends upon establishing some commonality ment, and the qualitative techniques use the
between systems. Usually this commonality experience and knowledge of the review
can be inferred on a broad basis during the board members, plus available reference
early design phase; but as the design is refin- material. The review ought to impartially
ed, the commonality must be established analyze a design, isolate real or potential
more exactly for equipment functions, main- maintainability difficulties, propose solutions,
tenance task times, and levels of maintenance, and document the proceedings so that the

designer can incorporate any needed changes.
The data used in maintainability predic- Thus, the designer benefits from the expdri-

tions depend on specific applications, but, in ence of other technical disciplines, and the

general, prediction methods use at least the equipme.t is improved. Design review meet-
following two parameters: ings must be held at each stage during the

(1) Failure rates of components at the equiment development to exercise control
specific level of interest over the design, and to allow easier incorpora-

(2) The amount of repair time required tion of changes. Further discussion of reviews
at each maintenance level, is in Chapter 11.
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1-5.5 AVAILABILITY MTTRz - 0.1 hr

Maintainability trade-off techniques are MTBF, - 2 hr

used by designers to weigh the potential MTTR, - 10 hr
advantages of a maintainability design change MTBFz - 200 hr
against possible disadvantages. If mission
requirements allow it, trade-offs can be made Then the s-availability is
between maintainability and other param-
eters, such as tiliability, or among the three A, - 1/[1 + (0.1/2)] - 0.952 (1-2a)
categories of maintainability equipment-i.e., All - 1/[1 + (10/200)) - 0.952 (1-2b)
design, personnel, and support.

Availability is one of the important char- Both iystems have the same s-availability, but
acteristics of equipment and systems. Gen- they are not equally desirable. A 1O-hr MTTP
erally speaking, s-availability is said to be the might be too long for some systems whereas a
probability that, at any instant, an item is in 2-hr MTBF might be too short for some sys-
proper condition to begin a mission (see the tems.
second definition of #-reliability in par. 1-1). Even though reliability and maintain-
There are many variations for an exact defini- ability individually can be increased or
tion (see Ref. 10); they usually explicitly decreased in combinations giving the same
state what kinds of downtime are to be ex- system availability, care must be taken to
cluded or included in the calculation. Ref. 10 insure that reliability does not fall below its
ought to be consulted for formal definitions specified minimum, or that individually
of #-availability; for the purposes of this para- acceptable values of reliability and maintain-
graph s-availability will be taken as ability are not combined to produce an

A = 1/[1 + (MTTR/MTBF)] (1-1) unacceptable level of system availability.

Other trade-off techniques involve:
where

A availability -alculated wi,,hout (1) Increasing system availability by
considering downtime for sched- improving maintainability through trade-offs
uled or preventive maintenance, between design and support parameters, for
or logistic support. Ready time, example, by using sophisticated maintenance
supply downtime, waiting or equipment to rcduce maintainability require-
administrative downtime, and ments. This method, however, may increase
preventive maintenance down- overall program costs.
time are all excluded (see Ref. 10 (2) Comparing costs versus availability
for definitions), for a basic system, a redundant system, a

MTBF - Mean Time Between Failures, basic system plus sophisticated support equip-
ignoring downtime. ment, etc., to determine which approach pro-

MTTR =  Mean Time To Repair, viz., the vides tha highest availability for the least cost.
average time required to detect
and isolate a malfunction, make (3) Extending system-level techniques to
repair, and restore the system to subsystem or component levels and then
satisfactory performance (see the working upward to the overall system level.
definition of A for other con- Refs. 7, 10, 11, and others at the end of
ditions). this chapter provide edditional discussions of

s-Availability can be improved by reduc- trade-off techniques.
ing MTTR and by increasing MTBF. Either
MTTR = 0 or MTBF -+ - would provide per- 1-6 THE ROLE OF SAFETY
fect s-availability but, oi course, neither is
possible. A safety program, one of the basic ele-

As examples, consider systems I and II ments of the system engineering effort, has
with the following objectives:
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(1) System design must in'flude a level of may be unsafe, because system failures may
safety consistent with mission requirements. cause injuries or loss of life of operators or

(2) Hazards associated with each system, users.
subsystem, and equipment must be identified, People are a more important part of safe-
evaluated, and eliminated or controlled to anaccetabe leelty than of reliability, because of possible
acceptable level, injury to users or bystanders even when the

(3) Hazards that cannot be eliminated mission is not imperiled. The human subsys.
must be controlled to protect personnel, tem is discussed further in Chapter 6.
equipment, and property.

(4) Minimum risk levels must be deter- Just as a reliability/maintainability guide.
mined and applied in the acceptance and use line requires that components that are diffi-
of new materials, and new production and cult to maintain should be made more reli.
testing techniques. able, a reliability/safety guideline requires

(5) Retrofit actions required to improve increased reliability of components that are
safety must be minimized by conservative unsafe to repair or replace. Some additional
design during the acquisition of a system. safety guidelines and techniques are discussed

(6) Historical safety data generated by in the paragraphs that follow. Their relation.
similar system programs must be considered ships to reliability and to system engineering
and used where appropriate (Ref. 18). produce data that are useful to these other

The purpose of safety analysis is to iden- disciplines and, similarly, allow use of infor-
tify hazards and minimize or eliminate id mation generated by studies performed bytifyhazrdsandminmizeor limnat riks, other technical fields.
Statistical and analytic techniques, however,
are not a replacement for common sense.
Sometimes, establis ment of an acceptable 14.2 SYSTEM HAZARD ANALYSIS
risk level can result in unnecessary hazaA n-l
when a change with a slight, acceptable As shown in Fig. 1-1, system lifetime is
increase in cost or decrease in effectiveness divided into five phfes: (1) concept formula-
would eliminate the risk entirely. This reason- tion, (2) contract definition, (3) engineeringing is particularly pertinent when the event, development, (4) product~bn, and (5) opera-
even though its probability of occurrence is t/on. During the concept formulation phase, arelatively low, might cause system failure. preliminary hazerd analysis identifies poten.tial hazards associated with each design and

16.1 RELATIONSHIPS TO RELIABILITY must be reviewed and revised as the system
progresses through subsequent phases. This

Safety, like reliability and other system analysis is qualitative and develops safety cri-

parameters, can be expressed as a probability, teria for inclusion in the performance and

as, for example, the probability that no design specifications formulated in Step 2 of

unsafe event will happen under specified the system engineering process (par. 1-2). The

operating conditions for a given time period. preliminary hazard analysis also must consider

Thus, safety-analysis techniques closely paral- solutions to safety problems, outline inade-

lel and, in some cases, actually use methods quately defined conditions for additional

commonly associated with reliability. The study, and consider specific technical risks in

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) the proposed design.

and Cause-Conseqence chart, for example, The subsystem hazard analysis is basically
are reliability and safety tools. They are dis- an expansion of the preliminary hazard analy-

cussed in detail in Chapters 7 and 8. In gen- sis and usually occurs in the contract defini-

eral, safety is a specialized form of reliability tion phase. Its purpose is to analyze the func-

study. Thin does not imply, however, that tional relationships between components of

safety is a subordinate activity or derived dis- each subsystem and identify potential hazards

cipline of reliability, but only that the activi- due to component malfunctions or failures.

ties of safety and reliability are closely relat- Thus, the subsystem hazard analysis is similar
ed, both in concepts and in techniques. A to Step 3 of the system engineering process
3ystem that is unreliable, for example, also (par. 1-2) and, in fact, provides inputs to Step
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3. An FMEA and Cause-Consequeice chart, basically involves an analysis of all possible I
adapted to the safety viewpoint, are included methods to improve safety, and a determina-

to evaluate individual component failures and tion of the degree to which each method
their influences on safety within each subsys- should be used. The analysis involves the
tern. investigation of safety hazards due to poor

The contract definition phase also in- design, assembly errors, incorrect materials.

cludes the system hazard analysis, which is improper test procedures, inadequate mainte-
basically an extension of the subsystem analy- nance practices, careless handling during
sis in that the system hazard analysis treats transportation, system malfunctions or fail.
safety integration and subsystem interfaces on ures that create unsafe conditions, and similar
an oveall system basis. Trade-off and inter- sources. Reliability and maintainability trade-
action studies during this phase must inter- offs, in conj.nction with safety analysis, can
lock with the system hazard analysis to obtain reduce such hazards by use of standard com-
maximum system effectiveness and balanced ponents having proven reliability; ease of
apportionment among the various contribu, maintenance; and familiarity to operator/
ting disciplines (safety, reliability, etc.). usela, maintenance technicians, and produc-

tion and test personnel. Similarly, reliability
The operating hazard analysis encompas- techniques such as redundancy, derating, and

ses safety requirements for personnel, proce- stress/strength analysis can be used to provide
duro, and equipment in such functional areas higher reliability and lower the probability of
as installation, maintenance, support, testing, unsafe conditions. Safety/maintainability con-
storage, transportation, operation, training, siderations, in addition to standardizing parts,
and related activities. This study, like the can improve safety by reducing or eliminating
previous ones, must be continued by reviews hazards during maintenance through such
and revisions throughout the system life methods as reducing weight and/or size to
cycle, and involves having other disciplines prevent personal strain or dropping hazards,
(reliability, human factors, etc.) work with eliminating sharp edges or projections, consid-
the safety engineers. ering proximity of parts or subassemblies to

Thus, hazard analysis, through a compre- dangerous items or conditions (high tempera..
hensive safety program, provides many useful tares, moving machinery, etc.). One trade-off,
inputs to the system engineering process and which must be carefully evaluated for its
to other system parameters. These inputs--if effect on reliability or maintainability, is the
effectively developed and intelligently used- ue of remote control devices to isolate opera-
can reduce overal! program costs, contribute tors from safety hazards. These devices may,
to economical scheduling, and make the task themselves, create reliability or maintain-
of interaction and trade-off studies much ability difficulties, or may increase system
easier, since safety analysis techniques parallel engineering efforts unacceptably, or de-rease
or duplicate studies in reliability, maintain. system effectiveness through influences on
ability, human factors, and other system dis. reliability and/or maintainability. In almost
ciplines. all cases, remote control devices will increase

system costs and development time. Remote
14.3 TRADEOFFS control devices also will create their own

unique problems of component, subassembly,
Some trade-offs have been mentioned or iu bsystem interfaces and in. ,xactions.

previously. The increase in reliability of parts
that are relatively unsafe to repair or replace The references at the end of this chap-
represents one such consideration. Trade-offs ter discuss in greater detail the design objec-
must be treated in the initial design phases, so tives, interactions, and trade-offs associated
that changes can be made early to preclude with safety. Safety terms, for example, are
later problems in costs and scheduling or bare- defined in Ref. 3, while Refs. 18 and 19
ly adequate fixes, give military policies, guidelines, and objec-

tives for system safety. Other approaches to
The selection of trade-off alternatives safety are discussed in Refs. 20-25. Ref. 22

1-15
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in particular treats the subject of safety/re. otherwise could be concentrating on provid-
liability relationships and trade-offs, and pro. ing the Army with an effective system, rather
vides additional information on analytic than solving problems that should have been
methods, including FMEA and Fault Trees. found and corrected earlier and with less

effort. Thus, the importance of thorough.

1-7 SUMMARY comprehensive trade-off and interaction
studies cannot be overemphasized, although

Consideration of interactions and tr . the cost for this extra effort must be provided

offs must not be limited to the solution of
problems that are easily identified or solved. From the reliability viewpoint, the cost
Too often, a problem that is difficult to of designing to reduce the probability of an
handle i simply ignored or treated with an unwanted event is usually less than the subse.
expedient fix. Invariably, it is these fixes and quent cost to redesign and correct the result,
ignored problems that reappear as major ing system problems. The loss created by the
obstacles to schedule milestones and attain- failure or malfunction, for example, must
ment of technical objectives, or contribute to include system damage plus losses of time,
cost overruns. Comprehensive trade-off and mission objectives, and, perhaps, the lives of
interaction studies must be made, therefore, people associated with the correct functioning
in the initial design phases, so alternatives can of the system. With this viewpoint, the
be applied intelligently to preclude these reliability engineer must answer the following
downstream obstacles. question: Does tha initiation of a given

corrective action sufficiently reduce the prob.
The heavy emphasis on tradeoffs in is ability of an unwanted event to make the

chapter does not mean that the designer 15 action worthwhile? This is a tough questionalways faced with trade-off difficulties. In to answer. Fortunately, the reliability engi.
many situations, what is good or reliability is neer is aided hi his derision by the other
good for safety, maintainability, etc.; i.e., system engineering disciplines. The safety
some things are just good all around, engineer, for example, can evaluate the risk to

As the gap between design drawings and operators or other system personnel in the
actual hardware narrows in the engineering vicinity of the failure, and the human factors
development phase, the importance of trade- engineer can ovaluate the responses of person.
offs, interactions, and thorough studies in nel to the failure to aid in predicting sec.
each system discipline increases. Schedule ondary accidents (injuries resulting from
and cocts become critical restraints, and hwuaan reactions to the failure).
changes to the system must be made prompt- In designing for reliability, interactions
ly and only when actuaally needed. Many pro- and trade-offs should be applied 'o overall
grans have suffered schedule and cost ovwr- system objectives as they relate to future
runs in production, for example, because improvements in technology, expansions of
effective studies either were not made, or system capabilities, and variations in predic.
were not used intelligently to identify and ted enemy actions and equipment. In other
correct difficulties. An error invariably costs words, consideration should be given to
more to correct during production (or later) designing some capacity into military systems
phases than it would if the same solution had to assimilate improvements throughout the
been found and implemented during earlier life cycle. In the vehicle tire discussion of par.
phases. )n ui7ne cases, tooling must be modi- 1-3, for example, if technology did not permit
fled or even discarded and new tooling fabri- fabrication of a tire capable of reliable opera-
cated., parts must be scrapped or modified, tion in 90 mph, 110°F, and jagged surface
engireering drawings must be changed, cost environments, and if desired military objec.
proposals must be prepared for changes, and tives included these environments, then
new studies must be made to evaluate the system design should plan for eventual devel.
iripact and interactions created by these opmert of such a tire. These plans would
changes. These activities require the time and include increased braking capacity for the
lulents of the engeers and managers who higher speeds, better suspensions for the jag-

i~ii
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ged surfaces, sturdier wheels and bearings, and Handbook, System Analysis and Cost.
other related aspects. Another approach to Effectiveness.
designing for the future involves the use of 5. AR 702-3, Army Materiel Reliability,
high reliability components in a system having Availability and Maintainability (RAM).
components with relatively low reliability. 6. AMCP 11-6, Program Evaluation and
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offs with system parameters, for Systems and Associated Subsystemsand Equipment.
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CHAPTER 2 THE ENVIRONMENT

2-1 INTRODUCTION 2-1.2 PREDICTING ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS

A series of the Engineering Design Hand-
books deals explicitly and in detail with envi- Basically, there are two parts of the envi-
ronmental problems: Refs. 1, 10, 17, 18, and ronmental problem:
19. This chapter gives a brief summary of
some of the elements of the environment. (1) A consideration of the properties or

Those Handbooks should be consulted for characteristics of the environment.

specific information. (2) An analysis of the effects caused by
the environment.

Some miscellaneous aspects of environ-
ment vs reliability are covered in Refs. The first part leads to a division of the envi-

11-16. ronment into three broad categories: (1)
man-independent, (2) man-made, and (3)

2-1.1 MILITARY OPERATIONS man-altered. Mari-independent environment is
an ambient condition and consists of climate,

A ractically all military operations require terrain, vegetation, and other elements exist-

information about the environment. In addi- ing at or near the surface of the earth. Man-
tion, the materiel and eqjaipment used during made environment involves conditions such as
these operations must provide satisfactory radioactivity and shock waves from nuclear

explosions, air pollution from fuel combus-
peformance in the environment. Consequen- tion, and interference from electromagnetic
tly, design and development engineers must wave generation. Man-altered environment
be familiar with the relizbility aspects of envi- results from the interaction between man-
ronmental influences and with methods used independent conditions and man's activities;
to prevent or reduce significant adverse for example, increased ground and air temper-
effects due to the environment. Some general atures caused by cities, erosion and decreased
ization is possible for both the influences and ground moisture levels due to removal of
the methods used to compensate for the vegetation, and ecology modification by
effects, but the limits established for each chemicals and pesticides. Since Categories 2
must be reasonable. Un'ess design, test, and and 3 pertain to cQ.ditions caused by man,
evaluation criteria are based upon a realistic they usually are combined into one categorymodel, the results will show only that the called induced environment.
desigu operates satisfactorily within the arti-
ficial conditions of the environmental model. AMCP 706-115 (Ref. 1) divides environ-
Whether designing equipment or devising envi- mental characteristics into elements and fac-
ronmental tests, there are two basic consid- tors, which are defined as:
erations: (1) Element: a broad and qualitative

(1) Decide which environmental factors term such as climate, terrain, etc.
are important because their effects might be (2) Factor: a constituent of an element
adverse to military operations. which can be measured quantitatively. Fac-

(2) Determine which of these conditions tors of the weather, for example, are temper-
are most likely to occur. ature, wind, rain, etc.; factors of terrain are

Both considerations require knowledge of elevation, soil, soil moisture, etc.

environmental elements and factors, but the Thus, there are three basic environmental
first also involves a study of military activities elements: (1) climatic, (2) terrestrial, and (3)
and equipment that may be affected by the induced., Environmental factors associated
environment, with each of these three elements are shown

2-1
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TABLE 2-1 MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS'

CLIMATIC TERRESTRIAL INDUCED

Temperature Elevation Shock
Solar Radiation Surface Contour Vibration
Atmospheric Pressure Soil Acceleration
Precipitat.ion Subsoil Nuclear Radiation
Humidity Surface Water Electromagnetic Radiation
Ozone Subsurface Water Airborne Contaminants
Salt Spray Vegetation Acoustic Noise
Wind Animals, Insects Thermal Energy
Blowing Sand and Dust Microbiological Modified Ecology
Ice or Frost Formation
Fog

in Table 2.1 (adapted from Ref. 1). Specific and lower effective temperatures (due to the
combinations of individual factors and the windchill factor) in the arctic. Conversely, the
frequency and intensity with which each fac- manner and rate of the reactions of the item
tor occurs in the combination are associated to the effects of environmental factors may
with geographical environmental clasaifica. change with the intensity, duration, or fre-
tions such as arctic, desert, tropic, and tern- quency of the factors. An air filter on a jeep
perate. The tropic, for example, has tempera- may function satisfactorily in a desert envi.
tures ranging from moderate to high, heavy ronment, even though above average amounts
rainfall and high humidity, dense vegetation, of dust and sand are present. But if this jeep
many animals and insects, many microbio- were involved in a dust or sand storm, the
logical factors, and moderate to high levels of increased intensity and duration of blowing
solar radiation. From a design standpoint, sand and dust might cause the filter to
these factors are important. High ambient become clogged and inoperative.
temperatures, for example, increase the opera-
ting temperatures in heat-sensitive equipment. Environmental prediction methods

Similarly, high humidity and microb.ological require some numerical means of expressing
factors encourage corrosion and fungus. intensities, frequencies, etc., hence, the effec-
Dense vegetation requires that protrusions, tiveness of the prediction will depend upon
such as an antenna, either. be mechanically the quantification techniques and how they
protected or made sufficiently flexible to pre. are applied to the relationships among con-
clude breaking. If a piece of equipment, a jeep tributing factors and between individual

for example, i'iust function in arctic and factors and their effects. Usually, environ-
tropical environments, the design problems mental specialists deal with environm~entl

factors in a form suitable for numerical mes-
would include protection against freezing, uring and recording, while military users com-
etc., along with the pfotective measures mony ers en ironmntayconerionsmi
included for tropic operation. monly express environmnental conditions in

terms of geographical environmental features,

Inherent in the prediction of environ- or as combinations of factors.
mental conditions is the implication that
frequency, duration, intensity, and inter- Thus, the problem of designing, testing,
actions among factors also will be considered, and evaluating for environmental conditions
For example, wind causes blowing sand and becomes one of determining the most prob-
dust in the desert, salt spray on the ocean, able operating extremes and evaluating the

2-2
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effects on the design within these extremes. ard the significant properties of each factor,
To this end, several approaches have been such as amount, frequency, duration, and
developed, including an operational analysis force; these data have been used for some
(Ref. 2), a map-type presentation showing time, and are reasonably available for many
geographical (environmental) areas wl'ere geographical areas. How environmental fac-
enviro mental design limits would be exceed- tors combine, however, is more diffic:dt since
ed for specific types of equipment (Ref. 3), one factor may cause another factor to occur
and the use of computers to analyze data on (wind, for example, cauiing blowing sand or
environmental conditions. dust), or may intensify other factors (rain

causing increased humidity), or may even
2-2 EFFECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT decrease the effects of another factor (solar

radiation causing a decrease or even elimina-

2.2.1 GENERAL CATEGORIES tion of fungous or microbiological effects).
Thus, each factor and its associated properties

System failures due to environmental must be compared with all other possible fac-
influences can be divided into two kinds of tors to idenify and evaluate possible adverse
effects: (1) mechanical and (2) functional. combinations.
Although both effects prevent the system
from satisfactorily performing its intended
mission, only mechanical effects represent an 2-2.2.2 Combinations

actual defect or failure of one or more com-
ponents. The functional effects encompass Environmental conditions always occur

system bnctions that have been altered as combinations of factors, For any given

adversely or impeded by environmental influ- situation, there always will be such factors as

ences. The jeep filter mentioned in par. 2-1.2, pressure, temperature, and humidity, even

for example, was clogged and rendered though the values of each factor may be con-

inoperative by sand and dust. The sand and sidered normal for the situation. Usually,

dust environment caused the filter to fail and, specific environmental combinations are

therefore, is a mechanical effect. On thc other identified by the factora that deviate signifi-

hand, blowing sand and dust wuuld have a cantly from their normal values. Thus, the

functional effect on an optical rangefinder, duration, frequency, and intensity with which

since the visibility would be reduced and the each factor occurs are the important consid-
otherwise functional rangefinder rendered eration, rather than the actual combination of

unable 0 perform its intended function. factors, because these abnormal factors are

Table 2-2 (Ref. 4) shows some principal usually the ones that cause poor reliability.

effects and typical induced failures caused by For example, even though the humidity is
environmental factors. zero, the humidity factor is still present, and

the reliabilit .fficulty for zero humidity is

2-2.2 COMBINATIONS OF NATURAL EN. desiccation, as &,own in Table 2-2. Of course,

VIRONMENTAL FACTORS the situation could exist where zero humidity
is desirab!e. In this case, even though zero

2-2.2.1 Evaluation of Environmental Charac- humidity is not a difficulty, it still represents
an important design consideration in the sense
that devices to reduce the humidity may not
be required.

The characteristics of an environment are
determined by which environmental factors In mcvt combinations, extreme values of
are present and how these factors combine. environmental factors occur individualy,
Each of these two areas rmust be considered although, as pointed out in par. 2-2.2.1, the
when evaluating environmental character- interrelationships between combined factors
istics. The first one, which f- tors are present, significantly can affect the txpected values of
is the easier to handle and usually involves individual factors. In some cases, however,
liating of all peitinent environmental factors because of their combining relationships, an
that may adversely affect the prolosed design extreme of one factor may intensify another A

2-3
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TABLE 2-2. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

FACTOR PRINCIPAL EFFECTS TYPICAL FAILURES INDUCED
WSE NOTS 2)

High temperature Thermal aging: Insulation failure
Oxidation Alteration of electical properties
Structural chang
Chemical reaction

Softening, meltng, and sublima- Structural failure

Visoosity reduction, and evapora- Losu of lubricating properties
tionanInrsdweromoigpr

Physical expansion Structure;' failure, Increased mechainical surem,
- -d Increased wowoit and -oigpr

Low temperature IcesdvcoiyadLoss at lubricating properties
Solidification

Ice formation Alteration of electrical or mechaica
functioning

Embrittlernent Loss atf mechanical strength (se note 1),
cracking, fractuiring

Physical contraction Structural failure, hIncr-ae wear on moving

High relative Moisture absorption Swellng, rupture of container, physical break-
humidity dow, loss of docetrinl strength

Chemical reaction: Lose of mehanical strength
Corrosion Interference with function, les of eetical
Electrolysis propertieso -nues conductivity of

islators

LOW relativ Desiccation: Loss ofmechanlcee strengui
humidity Embrittlement Structural ollaps

Granulation Alteration of electrical properties, 'dustnV

Hi1h pressure Compression Structural ollaps
Penetration of sealing
Interference with function

Low presure Expansion Fracture of container, explosive expansion
Outgasslng Alteration of electrical propertie, loss of

mechanical strength
Reduced dielectric Insulation breakdown and arcing, corona and
strength of air omon formation

Solor radition Actinic and pHRselA Surface deterioration, aleaton of electical
relations: propertes

Ein.'wttlement Discoloration of materials, ozon formation

Sand and dust Abrasion Increased wear
Clogging Interfeirence with function, dutration of

eletia -rpwi
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TABLE 2-2. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS Wcand)

FACTOR PRINCIPAL EFFECTS TYPICAL FAILURES INDUCED
(SEE NOTE 2)

Salt spray Chemical reactions: Increased wear, loss of mechanical strngo
Co'rrosion Alteration of electrical properties, Interfeec

with function
Electrolysi Surface deterioration, structural weaktening,

incre,'id conductivity

Wind Force application Structural colap, interference with tunc-tion,
loss of mechanical strnot

Deposition of materials Mechanical Interfererwe and dlogging, acceler-
ated abrasion

Heet loss 'low velocity wind) Accelerated low-temperature effects
Heat gain (high velocity wind) Accelerated high-temperature effects

Rain Physical s$ues Structural collaps
Wate absorpton and immersion Increase In weight, Incrase heat removal,

electrical failure, structural weakening
Erosion Reval of protective ceatings, structural

I wealening, surface deterioration
corosion Enhanced chemical re-atons

Bloin snow Abrasion I nresdwear
Clogging Interference with function

Temperature dia Mechanical stres Structural collapse or weakening, seal damage

Migh, speed Meetin Thermal aging, oxidation
particles Y(nuclear Transmutation and ionization Altration of chemical, physical. and electrical
Irradiation) propeties production of gase and secondary

particles

zero gravity Mechanicel streis Interruption of gravity-dependent functions
Absence of convection cooling Aggravation of hightemperatura effects

own Chemical reactions: Rapid oxidation
Crazing, cracking Alteration of electrical or mechanical

propertes

Embrittleemn Lori of mechanical strngth
Granulation Interference with function

Reduced dielectric strength of air Insulation breakdown and arcing

Explosive de- severe Mechanical dreass Rupture and cracking, structural collapse

compasson ____

Diesoulta gass Chemical reactions: Alteration of physical and electrical properties
Contamination

Reduced dielectric strength Insulation breakdown and arcing

Acceleration Mechanical stress Structural collapse

2-5 j
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TABLE 2-2. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS (cont'd)

FACTOR PRINCIPAL EFFECTS TYPICAL FAILURES INDUCED
(SEE NOTE 2)

Vibration Mechanical stres Loss of mechanicl strength, interference with
function, inaresed wer

Fatigue Structural collapse

Magnetic fields Induced magnetzation Interference with function, aleration of
electrimal properties, Induced heating

1. This Is not nelsarily true for metals. Low temperature raises tensile strength
and stiffness but reduess deformation and toughness for metals. Metals have
many different failure mechanisms; a metallurgist ought to be consulted.

2. In general, the following terms may be applied to semiconductors and dielectrics:
a. Alteration of electrical properties: increm or decrease of dielectric constant.
b. Loss of electrical properties: decrease of dielectric constant to the extent

that the materiel falls to serve its design function.
c. Loss of electrical sft th: breakdown of arc-resistanae

factor until it, too, may approach an extreme
value. Heavy rainfall, for example, will cause Ternprstufe
the relative humidity to reach an extreme ;Hin

value. Similarly, solar radiation and tempera-
ture also may exist simultaneously as extreme
values.

AR 70-38 (Ref. 5) discusses climatic envi- I Rid St

ronmental factors and their extremes from >
the viewpoint of military importance and |TenrSra
relationship to research, development, test, Low
and evaluation of materiel. Fig. 2-1 (Ref. 6)
illustrates the environmental extremes and Snow
how they vary relative to httitude at the sur-
face of the earth. Similarly, Fig. 2-2 (Ref. 6)
shows the distribution of vxtrenres at these 90 eo 3o 0 3o so 90
latitudes for various altitudis above the sur- N titud
face of the earth. Both figures ar, very quali-
tatave and do not represent actual values (no
vertical scale is shown). Additionally, gince
the extremes do not occur all at the same FIGURE2-1. LatitudinalDktrbution of
time, these figures do not r~present realistic Envir on tExtwMiW6
combinations.

Thus, it is necessary to consider environ-
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FIGURE 2-2. SmbIdoU DIributon of Enviro- -.
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mental combinations of factors at values Tmwsor,

somewhat below their extremes. One method FIGURE 2.3. Camprison Bewwn TeP O tu ro,/
is to select the most significant environmental Or Enviromental Fatom'
factor and establish its probable extreme
value. Next, determine the second most signif-
icant factor and assign it the highest value
that occurs naturally with the first factor. the environmental factors, and hypothetical
Then, the third most significant facte.- is variations are indicated versus temperature
identified, and its te-1 value occurring with (hot to the left, cold to the right). Depending
the values of the first two factors is determin. upon the specific analytic requirements, wind,
ed. This relative ranking system is continued for example, could be expressed as speed in
in descending order of significance and vaiues miles-per-hour, pressure in pounds per square
until the last pertinent factor has been couid- inch, etc. Similarly, snow could be denoted m
ered. Obviously, this methoe' can result in an depth in inches, load bearing on a ktructure in
extremely large number of issible combina- pounds per square inch, etc. After completing
tions, since the number 'i combinations the initial graphical analysis, a third factor can
increases as the factorial of the number of be included. For example, an evaluation could
factors involved. Ten factors, for exarrple, be made in which the occurrence of tempera.
provide 10! - 3,628,800 possible combina- ture, wind, and blowing snow is considered as
tions. Thus, a more reasonable approah is a possible combination. Meteorological data
needed. Since a possible combination may not for each factor then can be compared startis.

be a practical combination from a reliability tically with the values for the other factors,
viewpoint, a study of practical combinations and probabilities determined and compared.
will be more useful. Thus, the probability that "specific values (or

ranges) for each factor occur with specific
2-2.2.3 Practical Combinations values (or ranges) of the other factors" will

provide a weighting or relative ranking se-
A comparison of temperature with every quence for evaluating the selected combina.

other pertinent factor is a reasonable begin- tion. Since some combinations, although envi-
ning in analying multiple combinations. One ronmentahy practical, will only occur in
approach is to compare temperature to other specific geographical areas, they can be elimi-
factors graphically as shown in Fig. 2-3 (Ref. nated from the analysis if the equipment will
6). Since Fig. 2-3 ; i;,tended only to illustrate not be used in these areas. On the other Land,
a technique, no vemtical scales are shown for local environmental peculiarities must be con-
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sidered carefully in any study, since they may parameters and roughing out the initial
create effects that otherwise would go unde- design, the designer ought to analyze the
tected in a generalized analysis over a large probable operating environment. The results
area. Furthermore, many optimistr predic- can then be applied tosystem components to
tions of the future are wrong; 'If the worst determine the environments experienced by
can happen, it will happen." individual components and how these individ-

In addition to the graphical approach, ual environments will affect component

environmental factors may be combined in operation and reliability. Thus, individual part

pairs and analyzed by a chart similar to Table specifications can be selected to compensate

2-3 (Ref. 7). The techniques involved in for environmental influences, rather than

developing a chart are similar to those for the having to add environmental compensatingmethods after the design has progressed to
graphical method, and the same general com- me afte tdes hs prore to
ments apply to both approaches. more advanced stages. The environmental

analysis must consider all phases of the

2-2-3 COMBINATIONS OF INDUCED mission profile, i.e., the equipment stockpile.
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS to-target sequence. Some of the distinct

phases that must be evaluated are transporta-
All environmental conditions are influ- tion, handling, storage, standby-idle time,

enced to some extent by the presence of man standby-active time, use or operational time,

or man's products. The basic act of breathing, and maintenance. Each phase creates its own
for example, consumes oxygen and releases peculiar influences on equipment reliability.
carbon dioxide and water vapor into the The circulation of air during operation, for

atmosphere. While the breathing of one man example, may prevent the accumulation of
in the middle of a forest will not cause a moisture or dust, while the same item in
noticeable change in the concentrations of storage may not have this circulation and may

water vapor, or carbon dioxide, the corrode or grow fungus. Table 2.4 (adaptedoxygen, waeremelyrmoran i the from Ref 6) shows some effects of natural
change is extremely important in the closed and induced environments during the various
atmosphere of a spacecraft life-support phases of the lifetime of au item. Table 2-5
system. Similarly, the motion of a hydraulic (adapted from Ref. 6) provides reliability con-
piston causes shock and vibration, and the siderations for pairs of environmental factors.
piston operating pressure and friction create Ref. 7 gives more information on combina-
heat. If the piston intake stroke allows mois- tions of environments.
ture to enter the cylinder, the moisture may
cause corrosion which, in turn, could lead to
increased friction, greater wear, and addi- 2-3 DESIGNING FOR THE ENVIRON-
tional heat. Any contaminants, such as sand MENT
or dust, that enter the cylinder with the
moisture will also contribute to increased Equipment failures h, ve three convenient
friction, wear, and heat. Even the color of classifications:
paint used on equipment can affect reliability, (1) Poor design or incorrect choice of
since optically light colors such as white or materials or component.
silver also reflect significant amounts of infra- (2)e I a te ol components
red, while optically dark colors such as black (2) inadequate quality control which
or olive-drab will cause higher internal tern- permit deviations from design specifications
peratures by absorbing infrared. These exam- mental effects or influences.
ples illustrate that induced environmental
factors, either singly or in combination, repre- fhe perceptive reader, at this point, will have
sent the major environmental problems from observed that the first and third classes are
r reliability viewpoint, related. Specifically, the careful selection of

design and materials can extend item reliabil-
2-2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS ity by reducing or eliminating adverse envi-

ronmental effects. Needless to say, this is not
After establishing the desired equipmewt a profound thought, butl merely one that is
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TABLE 24. ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS'

_____ I hini±
Albado -0- - .
ArldaSArleI .....- .A. x. .

_quds 0 0
Cownle Radiation _ _

.onwt Air 0
OUet Int"Imloatry

Dust.L T re il I .... .
lleovlelt. Atniherl -a -Foe x - x o - o

From X - X 0 1 X

Fun,, X X
Ge ftneem 0

Grvity -X X X - a . X
MAN-INDEPENDENT l X C I I

ENVIRONMENTS Ignited Gm m ---

Ineom . I . L U
I.ihnlns X X I, X tL . L

,,llutan. A ir x x -

Pveuure, Air - - 0 J O
R min X X X a . fK
Sa~llt Atmeohere X IC U • j
S1now and 8 W X X .41
bot Plame
Soar R1diaton X X
Tmpersture X Ix X 0 0 ?.
Teperature Shock x x X 1X
Terrain X - -

Trapped Radiation Von Alme) J-
Turbienee SjWind, wL 11he X x I

Accelesraftin ___ .... J...
Acoustic Vbration - - - -

Countermeasures 4[
Enemy Action __ X X i -

Explaa' Atmacjhwe- - - - - -

Flutter 4i

Ionized Gas X
Magnetic Fialda 0 0 0
Moisture X :" a 4 4K
Nuclear Radiation X I,, , .
Prasaure S

INDUCED Shock X X a.
ENVIRONMENTS Temperature .. a

Temperatu e Shock - I J U
Vibration - X " X X

O Operational Operational effect: Function. Mecheal.cel/Physlial affact:
mission, etc., Influenced, Direct pLtyslcal alWration of

EFFECTS:, X - Mechanlcal/Phytcall rather than drect physical iltm. Examples: Corroelon.
alteratio- of Item fracture, puncture, melting.

J - Either or both Example: Reduced visibility
c. _d by tog.
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TABLE 2-5. VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL PAIRS'

#Wh 7iawtorfwre and Neat, Wiy H/0h esmpeaure end Low Awesuae #1f Twnwartuaend& S altv

High Temperature tendsh to hs crane Each of theen environmnts depends High temperature tends to Incerese the
the rate of moisture penetration. The on the other. For example, a pressure rats of corrosion caussd by sift say.
flewel deterioration effect of humi- dseu, ouessing of condlituents
Ity are 'ncoesend by high tempeonus. of maeras Increases; end n tampers-

tlura Inreaest rate of outilasslig
incrases. H ence, each tends to Ifitef-

- dfy the effects of the other.

mgh lisaepeeeuan d sa Radkeon MAOh ?bnestunt #ad Fun~w NOg Tempautuw vi~d idnd Dust

This Is a mn~rndapendent combine- A certain degree of high temnperesure The erosion rate of snd mn be ac.
tion tha cause Wncasing effects on Is nweAaaey to permnit fungus end celereted by high temnpeature. How-
organic miterIals. microorganisms to Wrow. But. above erow, high tempeatsure reduce send

1600F (71C) fungus and microorpen- and duso penetration.
isms cant develop.

NMob Thn1fateaau and 0"ek and NKoh Tempeare and 1*4*oV*
lb'raloo N10h Tempereture end Aeculeetn Arrnosohere

Slince both of these anvlonmns This combination produces the iano Temperature hos very little efec on
afe~ essnceN mtina propertiee. effect an high temnpaeture and shock the l~rltton of en explosive stmoa.
they will Inserelfy each oter effacts and vbrat.~n. phare, but It dust affect *be air.-iepor
The asimne that the effect am mum- ratio which lsean Important cofialilsra-
sifld dependsan the magnitude of tian.
sash aiwironmnt In the ombltnetlon.
Plticso and polym we more oue
ceptible to this com bination Owen
to~s unieseten tmay Igh tempers-

aim amr Invokved.

Low ?ispsver* and MaiN/t Nigh Terreerauraend Oaon
Humidity d wnee ith tempaeture; Starting at about 3000F 1110C,
but low temnperature inuces moisture temnperature starts to reduce ozone.
Pcondes atIon, end, If the temnpeature Above @P~cut 5200F 1271fC) ozone
is low enough, fromt or ice, cannot exist at prasera nctmally tn-J

countered.

Low Tainceratro~ end Solar fedia ion Low Temperature and Low Phsature Low Terrperau eiaend Wat 4iray

Low umnpereture tends to reduce the This combination can accelerate leak- Low temperature m'duo.. the oorvo.
effects of solar radiation, stnd vice age throughmsuls, tc. slon roleof salt opfav.

WI.Low T wm nsauit ed Said nd Dust Low Temperaturr &end Fawigus

Low temnperaturs oncraes dust pow Lo tzzempraur rduestu

troton. rowt. Atsubzero1wrienstrea
fnirerani upnco nnsiI
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TABLE 26. VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL PAIRS' (cont'd)

Low TW~Wawe &Wd &,We* end Low Tenwer and Iwpfho
Whrodton LOW Tons.,etu" and Acselevaon A&M40hke.

Low tlqetrimwe tends to intensify This comnbination produces the am Turmperature ho ery litt efe~ on
te elivets of dhock end vibretion. It effect mrs low isnyareture and shock the Igntion of en explosiveeme
is however a tono"nto only at end vibration. Owee. It doss hor.s offet the
very low "~form tIW. elrA"po rado which Is an Imsportont

considemetion.

Low Temper. sand Oxoate Nwndefy sond Low Pt'esuv. NwwmVhy and bt Slaw

ouris efets wre reduced it lWWr Humidity immses the effecs of low H1ig Immndt rosy dIfle the ask
tonsrtures boot aown Compioen- prasure, particlarlsy in relatIon to consntetoin but it hano NObf8-i

tion Increases with law tunyse elemtroi or slecriod ewlisment. on the corrosive astion of the wkt.
tuff. However, the actua efe~IV~s of

this conthirmtion is determined lowg
Iy by the toeuwture.

Manh and Furrow NW, Vde and Sand end Dust mWomdhy one Solama Alw

HwumdilV helps the growth of fugu Sand end duet hew a natural affinity Humidity Intensflee the deteriorating
end n e isnie but a"~ nothing for weer and this contieto In' e ffect of sowa radiation on organic
to "nohr effect msess deterioretion. mWraerials.

MasaIUY and lAbvetaf 00o r W And We and AammbredWm N*Wt -W 9oftolu Ameehw

r- s cmslwtlcn tWnd to h Pess The periods of shock and aseelere Humniiy has no effe o e w tim ga
the rate of bredown- of olemkole tion we c aidse d too short for tlon of an ewlcve auncww, but
niateil. thew eiiom ntst be affected by a high hu"dit will redm tr Pies

hurmidity, Mare of en e"Pics".

morseWity Old Oaw' Low ermw aid Smit &way Low Avail and b*e abe

O02" resets with moisture to form This combintion is not eitpected to This consinctwon adm "othing te
hydrogen peroxide. which hes a ocurlmeall efferts.
pawte deterorat efec an pistics
and elsomers thsn #w additive
effects of mloisture arid ceoni.

Low Ammo &Wd Fungus

This ombination adds nothin to the
overal effecu.

Low Aressua &Wd Show* w
Low PAoemand - * Saimid Dust Low Phimum aid 1'breda AI 4O

This cormbnation only ous in wx- This cormbinman bitensfies effect These co ninatloe only becom PIns-
tranve imm during which smill duet in all equlpment astegorims but most portent at the lvpwermnvlmntel
particiss am carried to high alittede. Iy with electronic end electrical levels, In cnrminMItim With hos

equipawnL tenoitrow.
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TABLE 2.6. VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL PAIRS' (cont'd)

Abtamhv Sa0t Aker and Fwrow SON b&ay and Aksf and Omit

At low premarub an electrical dis, This Is conicloded or, Incompethle This will have the mem cond
thwpl Is emWe to dwAp but the conltlon. effect am hinmidity and w4n and dust.
m plmedws tmher is hrder to It.

&Nt Slow and V&7kAn bit b en rd bAwk or Ackrie Salt Simr arid ImplseIwo A tmopAtw

TWi vdNl hews the am oonddne Them con lvw wift produc no This Is eansidere -n 'nomi be

afm em oWmltV awd vibration. added afets omone ln

br* Spay anid owna bier Rdame, ari ow~, bbflsSr R anu end Sind sod Dust

Thae uhonments hinee the emma lle. of the resulting hea from It Is suqiectedl that this conthil
eamned effect a im""t anW solar radiation, this monblnetl w~ll produes hlsh tempeatures.

ozone. pobosly -v~ the em cw
binad ~fec ma hih tepealure and
fungus. Further, the ultraviolet In uni
fltered radiation Is an effective fungl*

Soar Platwi an 02800 Fwmput and Ozone SmW Madetmn and Shock or
Aamilwation

This earbkbiation inrm the rate Fungus Is deetroyed by ozone. Theme combinations Produce no ad
of oistion of meterias ditiornA offects.

aw RadAPatin d Vandenw Sand and Dust and Vftmtion

Whder vibrtion conditione, slar ma Vibration might pasaibly Increase the
dission deteriorate pistics, eow wearing effects of md and dust.
marm oils as.; at a hIier rate.

sock And Vilterio Vffimdon and Aommtin

This eonlnatlon produces no ~dAM This wcontitlon Produces incresed
e~~~ffectffcs mw encountered vith high

tampareo end low pressures in the
hyperenvironmental ranges.

SaW fRadhan enid Explow"
Airmoothwo

This contlnatlon Produces no added
effects.
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sometimes forgotten or perhaps relegated to (2) The rate of almost all chemical reac-

mental -footnotes. The environment is neither tions is influenced markedly by the tempera-
forgiving nor understanding; it methodically ture of the reactants. A familiar rule-of-thumb
surrounds and attacks every component of a for chemical reactions is that the rate of many
system, and-when a weak point exists, the reactions doubles for every rise in tempera-
equipment reliability suffers. Design and reli- ture of 10 deg C (Ref. 8); this is equivalent to
ability engineers, therefore, must understand an activation energy cf about 0.6 eV.
the environment and its potential effects, and Basically, heat is transferred by three
then must select designs or materials that methods: (1) radiation, (2) conduction, and
counteract these effects or must provide (3) convection. One, or a combination of
methods to alter or control the environment these three methods, therefore, is used to pro-
within acceptable limits. Selecting designs or tect against temperature degradation. High
materials that withstand the environment has temperature degradation can be minimized by
the advantage of not requiring extra compo- passive or active techniques. Pasve tech-
nents that also require environmental protec, niques use natural heat sinks to remove heat,
tion and add weight and costs. while a-tive techniques use devices such as

In addition to the obvious environments heat pumps or refrigeration units to create
of temperature, humidity, shock, and vibra- heat sinks. Such design measures as compart-
tion, the design engineer will create environ. mentation, insulation of compartment walls,
ments by his choice of designs and materials, and intercompartment and intrawall air flow
A gasket or seal, for example, under elevated can be applied independently or in combina-
temperatures or reduced pressures may release tion. Every system component should be
corrosive or degrading volatiles into the sys- studied from two viewpoints:
tem. Teflon may release fluorine, and poly- (1) Is a substitute available that will
vinylchloride (PVC) may release chlorine, generate less heat?
Certain olid rocket fuels are degraded into a (2) Can the component be located and
jelly-like mass when exposed to aldehydes or positioned so that its heat has minimum
ammonia, either of which can come from a effect on other components?
phenolic nozzle cone. These examples illus-
trate that internal environments designed into For a steady temperature, heat must be
the system can seriously affect reliability. iemoved at the same r.te at which it is gener-

ated. Thermal systems such as conduction
Many aids are available to design and reli- coolin-, forced convection, blowers, direct or

ability engineers in selecting materials and indirec . liquid cooling, direct vaporization or
components, e.g., the text, Deterioration of evaporation cooling, and radiation cooling
Materials, Causes and Preventive Techniques, must be capable of handling both natural and
by Glenn A. Greathouse and Carl J. Wessel irduced heat sources. Fig. 2-4 compares the
(Ref. 8). In addition, military specifications, effectiveness of several such methods.
standards, and handbooks provide both gen-
eral and specific guidance on this subject. Passive sinks require some means of pro-
Appendix B lists data banks that consolidate gressive heat transfer from intermediate sinks
and evaluate materials and components from to ultimate sinks until the desired heat extrac-
the reliability viewpoint. tion has been achieved. Thus, when heat

sources have been identified, and heat re-
2-3.1 TEMPERATURE PROTECTION moval elements selected, they must be inte-

grated into an overall heat removal system, so
Heat and cold are powerful agents of that heat is not merely redistributed within

chemical and physical deterioration for two the system. Efficiently integrated heat
very simple, basic reasons: removal techniques can significantly improve

(1) The physical properties of almost all item reliability.

known materials are modified greatly by Besides the out-gassing of corrosive vola.
changes in temperature. tiles when subjected to heat, almost all known
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Natural Cooling of suitable materials, can aid in protecting an
Fre Convection 0.5 Max item against failure caused by severe environ.an R d atonISFoamd coad iati mental stresses from shock or vibration. One

oirect Liquid cooling factor, however, which is not often consid-
Vepor astion cooling ered, is that the vibration of two adjacent

W 5 10 components or separately insulated subsys.
WAn.2 (based on 40 dog C rin) tems can cause a collision between them if

Plank e-d--ent 025 maximum excursions and sympathetically

Free Air induced vibrations are no evaluated by the
etlli Condudesigner. Another failure mode, fatigue (theMellcConduction Ma tendency fo: a metal to break under cyclicFreLd Coneio stressing loads considerably below its tensile

FiGre Lid Con strength) is an area of reliability concern due
Veporization Cooling - to shock or vibration. This includes low cycle

0 5 10 15 20 fatigue, acoustic fatigue, and fatigue under
combined stresses. The interaction between

Wtin.? (for internmal cooling multiaxial fatigue and other environmental
of sealed units) factors such as temperature extremes, tem.

perature fluctuations, and corrosion requiresFR2..Comern of Her Remov Meods careful study. Stress-strength analysis of com-
ponents and parameter variation analysis are
particularly suited to these effects. Destruc-

materials will expand or contract when their tive testing methods are also very useful in
temperature is changed. This expansion and this area. 'or one-3hot devices, several ffi-
contraction causes problems with fit between cient nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
parts, sealing, and internal stresses. local methods are available-such as X ray, neutron
strew concentrations due to nonuniform tem. radiography, and dye-penetrant-wl ' h -.an be
perature are especially damaging, because used to locate fatigue cracks. D , .,ping a
they can be so high. A familiar example is a simple design that is reliable is much better
hot waterglass that shatters when immersed than elaborate fixes and subsequent testing to
in cold water. Metal structures, when subject- redesign for reliability.
ed to cyclic heating and cooling, may ulti. In addition to using proper materials and
mately collapse due to the induced streases configuration, the shock and vibration
and fatigue caused by flexing. The thermo- experienced by the equipment ought to be
couple effect between the juncture of two controlled. In some canes, however, even
dissimilar metals causes an electric current though an item is properly insulated and isola-
that may induce electrolytic corrosion. Plas- ted against shck and vibration damage, repet-
tics, natural fibers, leather, and both natural itive forces may loosen the fastening devices.
and synthetic rubber are all particularly sens. Obviously, if the fastening devices loosen
tive to temperature extremes as evidenced by enough to permit additional movement, the
their rittleness at low temperatures and high device will be subjected to increased forces
degradation rates at high temperatures. Table and may fail. Many specialized self-locking
2-6 summarizes some of the basic precautions fasteners are commercially available, and fa&
for reliability at low temperatures. An always tener manufacturers usuully will provide valu-
present danger is that in compensating for one hble sistance in selecting the best fastening
failure mode, the change will aggravate methods.
another failure mode.

An isolation system can be used at the
2-3.2 SHOCK AND VIBRATION PROTEC- source of the shock or vibration, in addition

TION to isolating the protected component. The
best results are obtained by using both

Basic structural design techniques, such methods. Damping devices are used to reduce
as proper component location and selection peak oscillations, nd special stabilizers

-.. . . .. .2-1 5
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TABLE 2-6. LOW TEMPERATURE PROTECTION METHODS'

EFFECT PREVENTIVE MEASURES

Differential contraction Careful selection of materials
Provision of proper clearance between moving parts
Use of spring tensioners and deeper pulleys for

control cables
Use of neavier material for skins.

Lubrication stiffening Proper choice of lubricants:
Use greases cormpounded from silicones, diesters or
silicone-diesters thickened with lithium stearate

Eliminate liquid lubricants wherever possible.

Leaks in hydraulic systems Use of low-temperature sealing and packing compounds,
such as silicone rubbers.

Stiffening of hydraulic systems Use of proper low-temperature hydraulic fluids.
Ice damage caused by freezing

of collected water Eliminat'on of moisture by-,
Provision of vents
Ample draining facilities
Eliminating moisture pockets
Suitable heating
Sealing
Desiccation of air.

Degradation of material prop-
erties and component reliability Careful selection of materials and components with

sptisfactory low-temperature capabilities.

employed when unstable configurations are this observation can be misleading since the
involved. Typical examples of dampeners are attitude in which a part is mounted, its loca-
viscous hysteresis, friction, and air damping. tion relative to other parts, its position within
Vioration isolators commonly are identified the system, and the possibility of its fasteners
by their constructior and material used for or another component fasteners coming loose
the resilient element (rubber, coil spring, can alter significantly the imposed forces.
woven metal mesh, etc.). Shock isolators Another component, for examnple, could
differ from vibration isolators in that shock come loose and strike it or alter the foics
requires stiffer spring and a higher natural ac* ng on it to the extent that failure results.
frequency for the resilient element. Some of
the types of isolation mounting systems are The following basic considerations must
underneath, over-and-under, and inclined iso- be included in designing for shock and vibra-
lators. tio~n.

A specific component may initie-y (1) The location of the component rela-
appear to be sufficiently durable to withstand tive to the supporting structure (i.e., at the
the anticipated shock or vibration forces with- edge, corner, or center of the supporting
out requiring isolation or insulation. However, structure)
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(2) The orientation of the part with hanced by moisture, as is the galvanic cor-
respect to the anticipated direction of the rosicn between dissimilar metals,
shock or vibration forces Some design techniques that can be used

(3) The method used to mount the part. singly or combined to counteract the effects

2-3.3 MOISTURE PROTECTION of moisture are: elimination of moisturetraps by providing drainage or air circulation;

Moisture is a chemical and, considering using desiccant devices to remove moiqture

its abundance and availability in almost all when air circulation or drainage is not pos-

environments, is probably the most important sible; applying protective coatings; providing

chemical deteriorative factor of all. Moisture rounded edges to alow uniform coating of

is not simply H2 0, but usually is a solution of protective material; using materials resistant

many impurities; these impurities cause many to moisture effects, fungus, corrosion, etc.;

of the chemical difficulties. In addition to its hermetically sealing components; gaskets and

chemical effects, such as the corrosion of other sealing devices; impregnating or encap-

many metals, condensed moisture aiso acts as sulating materials with moisture resistant

a physical agent. An example of the physical waxes, plastics, or varnishes; and separation of

effects of moisture is the damage done in the dissimilar metals, or miterials that might corn-

locking together of mating parts when mois- bine or react in the presence of moisture, or

ture condenses on them and then freezes, of components that might damage protective

Similarly, many materials that are normally coatings. The designer also must conside-

pliable at low temperatures will become hard possible adverse effects caused by specilic

and perhaps brittle if moisture has been methods of protection. Hermetic sealing, gas-

absorbed and subsequently freezes. Con- kets, protective coatings, etc., may, for exam-

densed moisture acts as a medium for the ple, aggravate moisture difficulties by sealing
moisture inside or contibuting to condensa-

interaction between many, otherwise relative- tion. The gasket niaterials must be evaluated
ly inert, materials. Most gases readily dissolve carefull for out-gassing of corrosive volatiles
in moisture. The chlorine released by PVC
plastic, for example, forms hydrochloric acid or por incompatibility with adjoining surfaces
when combined with moisture. or protective coatings.

Although the presence vi moisture may
cause deterioration, the absence of moisture 2-3.4 SAND AND DUST PROTECTION
also may cause reliability problems. The use-
ful properties ,)f many nonmetallic materials. In addition t the obvious effect of re-
for example, depend upon an optimum level duced visibility, sand and dust primarily
of moisttre. Leather and paper become brittle degrade equipment by:
and crack when they are very dry. Similarly,
fabrics wear out at an increasing rate as mois- (1) Abrasion leadirg to increased wear
ture levels are lowered and fibers become dry (2) Friction causing both increased wear
and brittle. Dusting is encountered in dry and heat
environments and can cause increased wear, (3) Clogging of filters, small apertures,
friction, and clogged filters, and delicate equipment.

Moisture, in conjunction with other Thus, equipment having moving parts requires
environmental factors, creates difficulties that particular care when designing for sand and
may not be characteristic of the factors acting dust protection. Sand and dust will abrade
alone. For example, abrasive dust and grit, optical surfaccs, either by impact when being
which would otherwise escape, are trapped by carried by air, or by physical abrasion when
moisture. The permeability (to water vapor) the surfaces are improperly wiped during
of some plastics (P'C, polystyrene, poly- cleaning. Dust accumulations have an affinity
ethylene, etc.) is related directly to their for moisture and, when combined, may lead
temperature. The growth of fungus is an- to corrosion or the growth of fungus
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In the relatively dry regions, sich as 2-3.5 EXPLOSION PROOFING
deserts, fine particles of dust and sand readily
are agitated into suspension ;n the air, where Protection against explosion is both a
they may persist for many hours, sometimes safety and reliability problem. An item that
reaching heights of several thousand feet. randomly exhibits explosive tendencies is one
Thus, even though there is virtually no wind that has undesirable design characteristies and
present, the speeds of vehicles or vehicle- spectacular failure modes. This type of func.
transported equipment through these dust tional termination, therefore, requires
clouds can cause surface abrasion by impact, extreme care in design and reliability analyses.
in addition to the other adverse effects of thesand or dust. Explosion protection planning must be

directed to three categories (not necessarily
Although dust commonly is considered mutually exclusive) of equipment:

to be fine, dry particles of earth, it also may (1) Items containing matera sucep.

include minute particles of metals, combu- (1 Ite siontr
tion products, solid chemical contaminants, tible to explosion let.Tee te omsmypoid iet(2) Components located near enough toetc. These other forms may provide direct cause the explosive items to explode !

corrosion or fungicidal effects on equipment, cas tEqepsen tm t eddmince this dust may be alkaline, acidic, or (3) Ecquipment that might be damaged
microbiological, or rendered temporarily inoperative by over-mpressure, flying debris, or heat from an ex-

Since most eqdipment requires air circu, ploeion,
lation for cooling, removing moisture, or The first category includes devices containing
simply functioning, the question is not flammable gases or liquids, suspensions of
whether to allow dust to enter, but, rather, dust in the air, hypergolic materials, com-
how much or wiat size dust can be tolerated. ds i h spontaeolycm oe i n
The problem becomes one of filtering the air pounds which spontaneously decompose in
to remove dust particles above a specific certain environments, equipment containing
nominal size. The nature of filters, however, is or subjected to high or low extremes of pres-
such that for a given working filter area, as sure (includes implosions), or any other

the ability of the filter to stop increasingly systems capable of creating an explosive reac-

smaller dust particles is increased, the flow of tion. The second category is fairly obvous

air or other fluid through the filter is decreas- and includes many variations on methods for

ed. Therefore, the filter surface area either providing an energy pulse, a catalyst, or a

must be increased, the flow of fluid through specific condition that might trigger an explo-

the filter decreased, or the allowable paticle sion. A nonexplosive comporent, for

size increased; i.e., invariably, there must be a example, could create a corrosive atmosphere,
compromise. Interestingly enough, a study by mechanical punctuze, or frictional wear on

R. V. Pavia (Ref. 9) showed that, for aircraft the side of a vessel contaiing high-prersto

engines, the amount of wear was proportional air and thereby cas the air container to

to the weight of ingested dust, but that the explode. The third category encompasses

wear produced by 100-.m dust was approxi- practically everything, including items in the

mately h&lf that caused by 15-pm dust. The first two categories, since a potentially explo-

15-mim dust was the most destructi-,e -f all sive device (such as a high-pressure air tank)

sizes tried. can be damaged or made to explode by the
overpressure, etc. from another explosion.

Sand and dust protection, therefore, Thus, some reasoning must be applied when
must be planned in conjunction with protec- considering devices not defined by the first
tive measures against other environmental two categories. From a practicai standpoint,
factors. it is not practical, for example, to explosion protection for items in the third
specify a protective coating against moisture category ought to be directed to equipment
if sand and dust will be present, unless the that might possibly be near explosions. The
coating is carefully chosen to resist abrasion sides of a maintenance van, for example, will
and erosion or is self-healing, be subjected to overpressures from exploding
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enemy artillery rounds. If designed for protec- almost this much can fall on a horizontal sur-
tion against anything but a direct hit, the van" face on the ground ct roon (Ref. 10).
would be extremely difficult to transport. Sor radiation principally causes physical
Thus, mobility (and size) and protections or chemical deterioration of materials. Exam-
against blast are traded off. On the other end pies ar the effects due to increased tempera-
of the compromise scale, however, is the bad ture and deterioration of natural and synthe-
effect on the reliability of internal equipment tic rubber. As defined in par. 2-2.1, these are
when explosion protection is minimal or non- mechanical effects. Radiation also can cause
existent. functional effects, such as the temporary elec-

The possibility of an explosive atmos- trical breakdown of semiconductor devices
phere leaking or circulating into other equip- exposed to ionizing radiation. Considerations
ment compartments must be recognized, to include in a radiation protection analysis
Lead-acid batteries, for example, create are the type of irradiated material and its
aydrogen gas that, if confined or leaked into a characteristics of absorption and sensitivity to
amall enclosure, could be exploded by electi- specific wavelengths and energy levels,
cal arcing from motor brushes, by sparks from ambient temperature, and proximity of reac-
metallic impacts, or by exhaust gases. Explo- tive substances such as moisture, ozone, and
sive environments, such as dust-laden air, oxygen. Some specific protection techniques
might be circulated by air distribution are shielding, exterior surface finishes that
systems. will absorb less heat and are less reactive to

are very radiation effects of deterioration, miniinizing
Explosion protection and safety ex vry posure time to radiation, and ren oving

important for design and reliability evalua- expos reatie trialion, and en ofpossibly reactive materials by circulat n of
tions, and must be closely coordinated and air or other fluids or by careful locatn of
controlled. Just as safe equipment is not system comlponents. More extensive iL-'vrna.
necessarily reliable, neither is reliable equip- tion is given in Ref. 10.
ment necessarily safe; but the two can be
compatible, and often a. 2-4 OPERATIONS RESEARCH METHODS

2-3.6 ELECTROMAGNETIC-RADIATION Par. 2-2 discussed the complexity of
PROTECT ION describing the effects of the complete envi-

ronment,
The electromagnetic spectrum is divided

conveniently into several categories ranging Operations analysis, the system concept
from gamma rays at the short-wavelength end of input-transform-output, provides a power-
through X rays, ultraviolet, visible, infrared, ful tool for dealing with this complex situa-
and radio, to the long-wavelength radiation tion and allows relationships between several
from power lines. Solar radiation is the prin- inputs, between inputs and outputs, and
cipal reliability concern. Damage near the between the transformation function and
surface of the earth is caused by the electro- effectiveness of output.
magnetic radiation in the wavelength range Problem solving is always helped by dia-
from approximately 0.15 to 5pm. This range gramining the conditions. Fig. 2-5 provides a
includes the longer ultraviolet rays, visible picture of the overall environmental situation.
light, and up to about midpoint in the infra- A climate consists of an envelope of natural
red band. Visible light accounts for roughly environmental factors of natural ambient con-
one-third of tne solar energy falling on the ditions. A generic classification of the envi-
earth, with the rest being in the invisible ultra- ronmental factors contains temperature,
violet and infrared ranges. The solar constant humdt, ra to, ciptain tma

humidity, radiation, precipitation, contamina-
(the quantity of radiant solar heat received
normally at the outer layer of the atmospher o
of the earth) is, very roughly, about 1 kilo- A systematic procedure is also valuable
watt per square meter or 1 horsepower per for handling technical review and technical
square yard. In some parts of the world, review reporting and evaluation, and is partic-
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MILTARY FUNCTION MILITARY TASK

OPERATION ANALYSIS

PROBABILITY OF ENVIRONMENT 1

OCCURRENCE

PROBABILITY OF
MITIGATION OR---.. *-ENVIRONMENT
ENHANCEMENT q

ABSOLUTE VALUE P *--ENVIRONMENT
MOST LIKELY VALUE-,

__ __ __ *--ENVIRONMENT "n"

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
STUDY

ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA
AND

SIMULATION METHODS

FIGURE 2-5 Environmentul Sitution Diagrm 2

ularly applicable to PERT methodology, the set and subset. Performance procedures
Accordingly, the algorithm in Fig. 2-6 was are located in the horizontal rows.
designed to encompass the performance of By using the concept in Fig. 2-7, the
each task and of the total program. Thus, per- By and tus o nce g -, be
formance at both levels will have several progress and status of performnce ca be

recorded, reported upon, and evaluated "points of contact and will overlap, each block and each row. Interrelationships

The matrix in Fig. 2-7 shows these inter- are included in the blocks, and modes provid.
w-,en and interrelated points of contact. ed by the rows. Thus, blocks and rows repre-
Tasks are grouped as follows: the left column sent checkpoints, and the figure becomes
contains environments consisting of all rele- heuristic and modus or.--,di for both man-
vant environmental factors; the columns to agement and technical performance. More
the right are either factors of a subset of one details of these methods can be found in Refs.
or more environments, or are operations on 2 and 6.
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Problem stateent Consist of the input of to -.-
put.Zransform-output system process, and cmww

STA~h ROBLEMobjectives arid remewanm at particular took. It
I STA= PRBLEMmust be firmly etalished that theres is a prjbWem.

that it is unique, and that it exists as affirns, by
its various allieatts.

Factors of the "rel" environment are established,
the reel environment consisting of those elens

EXAMINEand/or interrelationships ot elements known and
"REAL"established to have effects on equiprmnt perfor.

RONMENmnos. Effect implies both degradation and im-
provement.

Represents model building point, deacrbing sliu-1
tion in only essential features in order to pro.
dlude obscuring the problem. Mathematical do-

RESATE PROBLEM sciption employs set terminology, oftablishing

of IN TERMS OF that the sot IL ienvirornentl consists of a bodyREAL"ENVIRNMENTof properties dividing jIInto subsets, aid havine
a measure function for any such ant and a prob-

adity doesit function.

Postulation points at which hypotheses are eSOaW
Nked end method d...ignated; questions can be

Eanswere in conformance with situation model.
< PRORAC Task performance relative to a set or an element

must have points of overlap and of interreation-I
NT, ship. Scientific inference and dosign of expeni-

mmtse stablished for requirements.j

Acquire dot from severel gouross, eiia., maco-
meteorologica and inlcromoloorological natural

ACOUIRFenvironment information 1published natural
V EXPERIMENTAL'- environment dateD. informetlon gps must be

DAT BSEfilled by Iel and& laboratory measurements as
tablishing deta relative to neatursi characteristics

enoff col.

Analyze twtst to yield onvirorimentel envelope for
eash sltusiaton int probebifity density format ex-

DEFINE proesed as meevijmedie, pea values, a&W degree
VI ATANT of expec tton. If empirical relationships we indi-

RITERIAcated, develop curves with deterministic properties.
Test criterla and simulation methods.

rut orltore into usef ul form adopt"bl to catalog
ing and iiseminstlon in an information system.

TRANSPOSE CRITERIA Trensao aciteria must be completely suitable

VI iNTO PECATJ E, is twevi arL4 operetiona: how.~ lr decisions
SPE~llCA~ON' ~entailing likely ocaurrentii. margi for error, anidAND STANDARD3 ink of failure; anid mus be suu 10/ ceirputar-

ization.

FIGURE 2-6. Algorithm for Program Performarct"
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TASK

TASK PERFORMANCE U MT

0 309-

1., STATE PROBLEM X *K

11. EXAMINE "REAL" ENVIRONMENT B I
II. RESTATE PROBLEM IN TERMS OF

"REAL" ENVIRCNMENT
POLAR - -

& IV. ESTABLISH PERFORMANCE REUIREMENTS
ARTIC -

V. ACQUIRE EXPERIMENTAL DATA BASE

VI. REFINE DATA INTO CRITERIA

VII. TRANSPOSE CRITERIA INTO FEATURES,
PROCEDURES. SPECI FICA TIONS, AND STANDARDS

,. STATE PROBLEM

11. EXAMINE "REAL" ENVIRONMENT

III. RESTATE PROBLEM IN TERMS OF - -

"REAL" ENVIRONMENT 
X

TROPTCAL IV. ESTABLISH PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

V. ACQUIRE EXPERIMENTAL DATA BASE X

VI. REFINE DATA INTO CRITERIA

VII. TRANSPOSE CRITERIA INTO FEATURES,

PROCEDURES, SPECIFICATIONS, AND STANDARDS

I. STATE PROBLEM

II. EXAMINE "REAL" ENVIRONMENT

Ill. RESTATE PROBLEM IN TERMS OF

ARID- "IO"REAL" ENVIRONMENT E

DESERT JIV. ESTABLISH PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

V. ACQUIRE EXPERIMENTAL DATA BASE

VI., REFINE DATA INTO CRITERIA

IVII. TRANSPOSE CRITERIA INTO FEATURES,
PROCEDURES, SPECIFICATIONS, AND STANDARDS-

NOTE:, "X" =INCONSEQUENTIAL SEVERITY OF EFFECTS; NOT APPLICABLE.

FIGURE 2-7., Matrix of Interrelationships of Tasks6
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CHAPTER 3 MEASURES OF RELIABILITY

30 LIST OF SYMBOLS given that the item was in proper condition
(available) at the mission 'eginning. Some

Cdf - Cumulative distribution function times, quantitative reliability measures are
MfTBF = mean time between fNflures assigned as a goal in the conceptual stage,

MTTF = mean time to failure before any design or hardware has been faini-
pdf = probability density function cated. In this case, the system must be design-

Sf = 8urvivor function, Sf = 1 - Cdf ed and the subsystems and parts selected to
t = time to failure (for nonrepairablc preserve thi desired reliability. At each

items) time betwoen failures (for deci-jon point in the concept, design, or fabri-
repairable items) cation phase, the system reliability must be

predicted. In these cases, the predicted reli-
31 INTRODUCTION ability is compared with the required reliabil-

ity, and such changes and trade-offs made as
Engineers face tremendous difficuities in are necessary. This reliability constraint

attempting to measure reliability, maintain- imposed upon designers and developers of
ability, safety, or other product character- equipment is not different in spirit from theistics precisely with a single number. The cost constraints imposed on an architect. He

reason for the difficulty is that products are wishes to create as distinguished a building as
usually complex, are made up of many differ- possible within the limits of his allowed costs.
ent parts, serve many different uses, and Nor is it different in spirit from the weight
operate under many different conditions. The constraints imposed on an aircraft designer
question "how good is a jeep?" migbt well who must consider engine, equipment, and
take 50 pages of explanation and great detail fuel requirements against the weight of the
to arrive at a plethora of answers. How then is paylovd. The difference with the constraint
it possible to measurt the reliability of a jeep on rmliability is that it has been more recently
with a single number? recognized. Reliability, like cost and weight,

By using a single number to measure reli- must be specified in advance; the quantitative
ability, some information is lost. But the con- measures of reliability make it possible to do
venience of one number -or perhaps a few this.
numbers-makes up for the lost information. Of the several measures of reliability, it

All the measures given in this chapter are is a matter of engineering judgment to decide
related to probabilities. The methods for which to use. Many times it will make little

calculating (predicting) reliability are given in difference, but sometimes it will. A supplier,

Part Three, Reliability Prediction. A discus- once given the measure as a specification,

sion of many concepts in probability and might well try to maximize his gains by
statistics together with information about changing anything but the specified measure.

specific probability distributions are given in See Part Five, Con trotting for Reliability.
Part Six, Mathematical Appendix and Gloe- 3-2 PROBABILITIES O SUCCESS AND
sary. Techniques involved in estimating and
measuring reliability by means of test results FAILURE
on existing items are given in Part Four, Reli- The traditional narrow definition of reli-
alility Measurement. ability as a probaLility of success is repeated

The process of designing, criating, and here from par. 1-1:.
producing reliabie hardware is an engineering
one, not a statistical one. But the measures of "s-Reliability is the probability that
reliability are statistical; so thp engineer does an item will perform its intended
need to be faniliar with probability and function for a specific interval under
statistics. stated conditions."

Reliability is a measure of the ability of
an item to complete its mission successfully, This definition has two major shortcomings:
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(1) It does not cover one-4hot items like etc.) In the usual application of failure distri-
ammunition. butions it is presumed that no failure/repair

(2) It does not explicitly consider the pairs are allowed, although pyeventive mainte-
condition of the item at the beginning of the nance is considered occasionally. The statisti-
mission, whereas vlrtually all calculations and cal concepts of failure distributions are
predictions of s-reliability do consider it. explained in Part Six, Mathematical Appendix

Most of the theoretical analyses of reliability and Glossary. The probability density func-

which appear in the literature and those in tion (pdfl is the description of a distribution

Part 7 ReliAbility Prediction use the fol- most often used in discussions. It historically
lowing definition which allevites those two has been used, it has mathematical conveni-

shortcoming: ence, and its shape is usually quite character-
istic of the distribution (whereas all cumula-
tive distribution functions tend to look alike).

"s-Reliability is the probability that It will be used in this paragraph. The uses of
an item successfully completes its mis- failure distributions are classified conven-
sion, given that the itew was in proper iently into interpolation, extrapolation, and
condition at the beginning of the calculations of moments and percentiles.
minion."0 Interpolation (usually a smoothing type)

means calculating a value of the pdf for a fail-
In a practical situation, the four elemenls ure time that is within the region where data

of the definition must be carefully explained, are available, but for which there was no test
defined, and delineated, result or for which some smoothing of data

(1) The item was needed. The choice of failure distribution
(2) The mission (especially any limita- is not critical in interpolation. Many distribu-

tions on repair during the mission) tions will give equally good results, especially
(3) Successful completion when goodness is evaluated witff respect to
(4) Proper condition (especially the the usual tremendous uncertainty in the data.

manner in which it is assured). Extrapolation means calculating a value

For a theoretical analysis one usially specifies of the pdf for a failure time that is outside the
the repair philosophy for the componerts region where data are available. This is the
during the mission, and in what conditions most popular and the moat misleading use of
the components ray appear during the distributions. It is misleading because the user
mision. Proper-condition almost always is forgets that he doesn't know the behavior in
assumed to be "every component is good", this region; he then confuses "numerical pre-
not merely that the item is functioning. cision in calculation" with "accuracy of de-

One-shot items are covered in par. 3-7. scriing the real behavior". One method of
avoiding this trap is to use two regions of fail-

The probability of failure often is calcu- ure time: internal and external. The internal
lated, rather than probability of success, region is essentially the one where interpola-
because of the significant-figure difficulty tion, or very mild extrapolation, is possible.
with probabilities near 1 and because of the The external region is the one where gross
easy approximations for small probabilities, extrapolation would have to be used. Very
Failure and success are complementary often it will be in two parts, one on either
events; the sum of their probabilities is 1. side of the internal regiou. One then estimates

the fraction of the population which li' with- I
3-3 FAILURE DISTRIBUTIONS in these two subregions. In any subsequent

calculation, a further assumption might have
A failure distribution gives all the infor to be made about where in the subregion the I

mation about times to failure, not just a single values might be; but then the user is on guard
number. (This paragraph is written as if the that he is guessing and that he should see
variable of interest is failure-time, but the what happens for several different guesses.
variable could easily be strength, damage, There is absolutely no law of nature that says
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pdf's must be smooth tractable curves. The Table 3-1. The table illustrates tradition more
use of the e ternal region is illustrated in than it describes the real world.
Chapter 10, "Parameter Variation Analysis".

3-4 FAILURE RATE
Calculation o! momentts and percentiles is

done conveniently from the distributions The term "failure rate" is defined several
using existing formulas and tables. But it is ways in the literature. But its use in the fol-
not necessary that the distribution be known lowing way is so entrenched that it is not
before moments and percentiles can be feasible to use another term. Other names for
estimated, Moments can be directly estimated failure rate are conditional failure rate, instan-
from the data-indeed, equating sample taneous failure rate, hazard rate, and force of
moments to population moments is a well- mortality.
known technique for parameter estimation.
The usual moments are the mean and vari- "Failure rate (for continuous variables) is the
ance. Percentiles can be estimated directly ratio of the prob-bility density function to
from the data only in the interior region. If the survivor function."
percentiles must be calculated in the exterior
region, then guesses (possibly implicit) must
be made abuut the failure-time behavior in The probability density function (pdf) and
that region. survivor function (Sf) are discussed in Pa.

Six, Mathematical Appendix and Glosury.
Four of the common distributions and The survivor function is sometimes called the

their traditional aoplications are given in reliability function; Sf E 1 - Cdf where Cdf is

TABLE 3-1

GENERAL APPLICATION OF COMMON DISTRIBUTIONS

Distribution Typical Applications Comments

Exponential Large, often-repaired systems. Failure due to Often used , i .*,ient data exist
occasional, unpredictable environmental ex- to show the furin o the distribution.
tremes.

Weibull Mechanical and electronic components. Often used in any situation where the
Fi, igue life. date do not rule it out. It is mathema-
Antifriction-Bearing life. tically tractable.

Lognormal Time to repair. Often used where the log transform is
Life of semiconductors, easy for the data. Very similar shape,
Fatigue life. ;n its central region, to the Weibull.,
Antifriction-Beating life.

s-Normal Life, where limited by physical wear. Otten used where insufficient data
(Gaussian) Weerout life. e ,ist to show the exact form of the

Describe relat;ve!v small variability in any d;tribt'tion, but when the exponentiai
characteristit of anythirg is clearv r,.o applicable
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the cumulative distribution function (for con- TABLE 3-2
tinuous variables). A longer way of saying it BEHAVIOR OF THE FAILURE RATE
is--Failure rate is the rate of failure, at a time
instant, given that the item was not failed at
the beginning of that instant. DiMibution Foilure-Rate Behavior

The formula for failure rate is

failure rate - (3-1) Exponential Constant

The difference between failure rate and
the probability density function is that the Weibull Monotonic. The direction
pdf is a prrdiction made at time = 0 about the depends on the shape pera-
future; whereas the failure rate is a prediction meter; can be always in-
about only the next instant. Both have the crasing (without bound),

same units: reciprocal time. always decreasing (to zero

Occasionally someone in the literature "at infinity"), or constant.

distinguishes between the failure of nonrepair-
able items and the failure rate of repairable
items. This is a worthwhile endeavor, but the Logwrmal Increases to a maximum,
distinction, for simple systems, is not likely to then decreases to zero
find its way into the literature. If the system "at infinity"
is not simple and if the repair strategy is com-
plicated-i.e., if there are many conditions
(states) of the system that must be distin- s-Normal (Gaussian) Always increases (without
guished-then failure rate is an ambiguous ill- bound)
defined term. Instead, transition rates
between conditions are given for all possible

anstionL

The reasons that failure rate is so popular (1) Constant failure rate. An item of any
a measure of reliability, as opposed to the age statistically has as long a life left as one of
pdf, are: any other age. One should not replace good

items when their hazard rate is constant.
(1) Often one really is not interested in

making predictions far into the future ("If it (2)tIst ea si avsh re live le teweis oeraingnowwil itstil beopeatig a statistically have shorter lives left than newer
is operating now, will it still be operating a items. Replacing old nonfailed items can be a
long time from now?"); rather one wishes to i ea.
know only about the future itself ("For those good idea.whic ar stll oeraingthe, ho lielyare(3) Decreasing failure rate. Older items
which are still operating then, how likely a statistically have longer lives left than newer
they to fail?"), items. This is a case where the "bad die

(2) The assumption of constant failure
rate is made so often, sometimes implicitly, young'.

that it is a common figure of merit for a corn- These behaviors are statistical and mean only

ponent or system. what they say--nothing more. An individual
item with a decreasing failure rate might be

Whenever no time dependence is given for a wearing out, but could still live long because
failure rate, usually the failure rate is presum- its initial strength was extremely high.
ed to be cons#Ant. When the failure rate is increasing with-

Table 3-2 sbows the failure rate charac, out bound (--a), it is srnetimes said to be in
terfstic for the four common distributions, a wearout phase. Distributions with this prop-
The implications of failure rate behavior are: erty are then said to be wearout distributions.

3-4
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The s-normal (Gaussian) and some Weibull if the MTTF exists; where
distributions are wearout distributions. The
exponential and lognormal distributions are pdf - probability density function
not. Sf = survivor function

The parameter of a Poisson process is also The M7TF is used because it is tractable
a failure rate. See Refs. 1 or 2 for more de- and traditional. In some instances, the exist

Wks. ence of many long-lived items inflates the

The failure rate of a system is often fairly MTTF so that it is not characteristic of lives
high at the beginning when it is put into com- actually observed in the field. Very ofter a
mission. This is largely due to human frailty median time-to-failure is more characteristic
in one form or another. Then, once the severe of the lives that will be observed in the field.
weaknesses have been removed (possibly even For short times, failure rate is often a better,
by redesign) the failure rate often settles more useful reliability measure than MTTF;
down to a reasonably constant value the early failures will hurt the system-no one
(fluctuates within a factor of 2 or so). Some cares about the exact life of the very long-
systems, if they are used long enough, have a lived systems.
rise in failure rate because many of the com- The means and medians of the common
ponents seem to near the end of their useful distributions are given in ofrt Six, Mqthematl.
lives. If this failure rate behavior is plotted as dispr i x a n lr.
a function of time, it has the so-called bath. cal Appendix and Glossary.
tub shape. Many electronic systems become 3 TIME BETWEEN FAILURES
obsolete before their failure rate rises appreci-
ably. Some systems are debugged thoroughly This concept applies to repairable item.
before being delivered. The b&htub curve is In any repair situation one must know the
neither inevitable nor always desirable. It is p repie ition oe musternowathi
better to avoid the term and separately dis- presumed condition of the item after repair in
cue variations in failure rate if they will be oneto mace a su mptio ns:
important. conventional tractable assumptions:

(1) A repaired item is "good as new".
3-5 TIME-TO-FAILURE This means that, statistically, the repaired

item is just like a new one.
Thi concept applies to nonrepairable (2) A repaired item is "bad as old". This

items. It is sometimes called time-to-first- means that, statistically, the repaired item is
failure, but that concept usually is confusing just as bad as it was before failure. An
since further failures are implied, but yet example is a jeep, just after a failed set of
time-between-faiiures is obviously not meant. distributor points has been replaced; the over.
(One can, of course, calculate and use any all condition of the jeep has not been signifi.
figure he chooses, provided both he and the cantly altered by the repair.
intended reader understand it.) In this para.
graph, each item fails but once and so "fail- If the failure rate is constant, then the two
ure" is "first failure". If the item is repaired assumptions are equivalent, since age is irrele-
and returned to a like-new condition, then it vant in predicting future life.
is considered a different, new item. When the -.paired item is "good as new",

Not all failure-time distributions have a the time-between-failures is the same as time-
mean (i.e., the mean is "infinite"), but the to-failure. If not, then the repair philosophy
usual ones do. The mean time-to-failure must be explicitly enumerated.
I MTT1~F is The memrt time-between-failures (MTBF)

MTTFf {t}t d dt appears often in the reliability literature; it is
MTTF =  t pdf {t} dt {t} dt defined just as in Eq. 3-2. Unfortunately, the

(3-2) repair situation is rarely explained. In some

~. '8-5
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cases, the author may have been confused Another case where fraction defective is
and, if it is a theory paper, the author may appropriate is where a distribution of strength
not even realize what his implicit assumptions of an item is reasonably known between some
are. Virtually always when MTBF is given a limits; e.g., the strength has an s-normal dis-
specific value (e.g., MTBF = 100 hr), the fail- tribution with mean 10,000 lb and standard
ure rate of the item is presumed constant (or deviation of 1000 Ib, in the range 7000 to
reasonably so). When failure rate is constant, 13000 lb. On the weak side, the actual
the MTBF is just the reciprocal of the failure strength is not known, the items are just con-
rate. sidered defective and the fraction defective is

estimated, say 0.5%. One rarey will care if aFor large complex repairable systems small fraction has strengths above 13000 lb
where no few components are responsible for because they will not affect appreciably the
many of the failures, and where the system reliability.
has had many failures already, the failure rate
is reasonably constant and MTBF is a reason- Another use for fraction defective is
able concept. where one doesn't care how good an item is,

Theoreticians have to be more wary of or how long it lasts, just as long as it is good
this concept than do engineers. enough. Then those which are good enoughconstitute the fraction, good; the others are

3-7 FRACTION DEFECTIV7 the fraction defective.

For one-shot items, such as ammunition,
the time concept in reliability is not appropri- RE FER ENCES
ate. They either function, or they fail in some
way. So the fraction defective (or fraction 1. W. Fellei, An Introduction to Probability
good) is a useful concept. One often wishes to Theory and its Applications, John Wiley
classify failures into several categories For and Sons, Inc., N.Y., 1966.
ammunition, two common categories are duds 2. M. L. Shooman, Probabilistic Reliability:
and prematures; generally, the frartion of pre- An Engineering Approach, McGraw-Hill
matures should be much less than the fraction Book Co., N.Y., 1968.
of duds.
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CHAPTER 4 MODEL BUILDING AND ANALYSIS

4-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS ceptual model is incomplete: it ignores some
things and describes others in an approximate

Cdf = Cumulative distribution function fashion.
f(t) = pdf{t}
f(x) =  pdf{x) After having made a set of assumptions

F(x) - Cdf{x . for a conceptual model, the engineer then
g(y) - pdf{y } operatis on those assumptions with mathe-
G(y) = Cdf .' } matics and logic; he analyzes them by anydf = prbability density function means at his dieposal. While developing the

R(t) = Sf {t} logical implications of a set of assumptions,
Sf - Survivor function, Sf - I - Cdf he often doesn't like the results: they don't
t a a random variable, tine seem to fit; they appear to be inconsistent
x - any random variable with his beliefs, etc. Then he has two rational
y - F(x) choices:

scale parameter, see Table 4-1 (1) Change his beliefs about the way the
shape parameter, see Table 4-1 world is, if he is convinced that the set of

X a failure rate assumptions is very realistic; and/or
(2) Go back and modify the assump-

tions, so that their logical implications do in

4-1 INTRODUCTION fact fit his beliefs about the world.

The creation of a conceptual model is a cir-
No one can analyze the real world situa- cular, often haphazard, process wherein ideas

tion or the real hardware; he can only analyze come from everywhere and get analyzed,
his mental picture of the situation or hard- tested, compared, junked, and accepted.
ware. This mental picture is called a concep- A conceptual model is often mathemati.
tual model (often shortened just to "n.odel"). cal in nature and the same formalism will

The idea of a conceptual model is adap- describe several different situations. It is
ted from the idea of a physical model such as important to keep the distinction between the
a model car. In a physical model, the charact- mathematics itself (which is quite general,
eristics of importance are reproduced quite completely impersonal, and always "true")
well. In a model car these might be propor- and what it represents in an engineering sense.
tions, shape, and color. The characteristics of All reliability analyses and optimizations
little or no importance are not usually repro- are made on conceptual models of equipment,
duced at all; e.g., there may be no motive not on the equipment itself. The engineer for-

power and the tires may not be pneumatic.
The "inbetweens" receive indifferent treat- gets this at the peril of the person in the field

ment. The physical model is an abstracting of who uses, not the engineer's conceptual
something important from the physical world; model, but the real hardware.
it is an imitation. This chapter describes the procedure used

to create mathematical models of systems.
A conceptual model is analogous to a -

physical model. Since everything in the The models can then be analyzed by the
universe affects everything else to some methods in Part Three, Reliability Predation.
degree, however slightly, any exact treatment For systems with (a) repair, and (b) many
would be hopelessly complicated. Therefore elements that are treated separately, a more
the engineer decides how he will look at the complicated description is needed than for
situation and makes a set of assumptions simple nonrepairable systems. The possible
(both explicit and implicit) about what he states (conditions) of each element are defin-
will ignore and what he will include in the ed, and the state (condition) of the system is
conceptual model. By its very nature, a con- the set of states of the elements. This

S..4-
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approa-.h is sometimes called the state-matrix of spare parts and repairmen; and finally, a
approach because the state of the system is consideration of the mission to be performed
described, not by a single number, but by a by the system., Careful consideration of these
matrix of numbers. The approach is discussed aspects yields a set of rules (which will be
more fully in par. 4-2. referred to as up-state rules) which define

Some terms that will be used are defined: satisfactory operation of the system (system
up) and unsatisfactory operation (system

(1) Element. An element of a system iL down), as well as the va:ious ways in which
an item whose failure and repair character- these can be achieved. If a system operates in
ittics are considered as a unit and not as a more than one mode, a separate reliability
collection of items. diagram must be developed for each.

(2) Up. An item is up if it is capable of
performing its function; i.e., it is available. For complicated systems, a Cause-
There might be various degrees of being up, Consequence chart migh~t be more appropriate
each with different failure behavior than a reliability diagram. See Chapter 7 for a

eac owit df n fie behaor. if itisnot discussion of Cause-Consequence charts and
up. fault trees. Regardless of which is used, the

(4) On. An item is on if it is both up and model building is similar. This chapter uses
operating. reliability diagrams because the discussion is

(5) Idle. An item is idle if it is up and simpler that way.

not operating; i.e., it is being held in standby. A considerable amount of engineering
(6) Stete. The state of an item is a state- analysis must be performed in order to

ment of its condition, as measured by its char- develcp a reliability model. The engineering
acteristics which are considered important. analysis proceeds as follows:
The states are often given names such as Up, (1) The engineer develops a functional
In Repair, Degraded, Standby, or Failed. block diagrma of the sy'tem based on his

(7) State-matrix. the state-matrix of an knowledge of the physical principles govern-
item is the matrix of the states of the ele- ing system operation.

(8)ements of a s m (2) The engineer uses the results of per-
(8) Series. Elements of a subsystem are formance evaluation studies to determine toin series if they all must be up for the sub what extent the system can operate i a

system to be p. degraded state. This information can be pro-

vided by outside sources.
4-2 MODEL BUILDING (3) Based on the functional block dia-

grain, and the amount of acceptable perform-
To compute the reliability and maintain- ance degradation, the engineer develops the

ability measures of a system, there must be a reliability block diagram, and the up-state
mathematical model of the system. The rules.
appropriate mathematical model is a reli- (4) The reliability block diagramn and the
ability model which consists of a reliability up-state rules are used as inputs to the equa-
block diagram or a Cause-Consequence chart: tions for system behavior and for calculating
all equipment failure time and repair Lime dis- various measures of reliability and
tributions; a definition of thp statefj af each maintainability (including availability). The
element and of the item; and a statement of actual analyses are described in Part Three,
maintenance, spares, and repair strategies. Reliability Prediction.

A reliability block diagram is obtained The reliability diagram is a pictorial way
from a careful analysis of the manner in of showing all the success or failure combina-
which the system operates-i.e., the effects of tions of the blocks in the system. Those corn-
failures on overall system performance of the binations must be known before the reli-
various parts that make up the system. the ability diagram can be drawn; one does not
support environment and constraints includ- "derive" the combinations from the diagram
ing such factors as the number and assignment for the first time; rather, they are implicit in

4-2
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it since they were put there by the originator listed; examples are Good, Degraded, Waiting
of the diagram. The rules for drawing the for Preventive Maintenance, Waiting for Re-
diagram are: pair, and Failed. Some of the element states

(1) A group of eements that are essen- might also be grouped-eg., operating might

tial to performing the mission are drawn in include Good, Degraded, or Waiting for Pre-
tsatper frming the i nventive Maintenance. Then the possible sys-
series (Fig. 4-1(B)). tem states are listed and are grouped conven-

(2)r elements at cran n stie (fo. iently. Very often, Up ot Down are sufficient
other elements are drawn in parallel (Fig. descriptions of the system, but anything the
4-1(C)). designer and users agree on can be used-e.g.,

(3) Each block in the diagram is like a deinradursgeeocnbesdeg.switch. The switch is closed when the element a communications receiver which is not Down
sitch Ther sitc is o s pe when the more than 5 min might not be considered
it represents is good; it is open when the Failed. Next, the transition rate between each
element is failed. Any closed path through the pair of states is specified. The usual assump-
diagram is a success path. tion (Markov Chain) is made that the transi-

(4) Elements shown in parallel are some- tion behavior depends only on the two states
times ambiguous. The usual convention is that involved, not on any other past history. If the
if any one is good, the subsystem is good (see
Rule 3). But some subsystems might require, transition rates are not constarit, the problem

for example, that 2 out of 5 are good, for the will be intractable for all but the simplest of

subsystem to be good. These combinations systems. If there ae many elements, each

are difficult to draw in the simple way; so the with several states, the problem can easily be
techniques of Fig. 41(F) sometimes are used. intractable. More details on this approach can

be found in Ref. 1 and Part Three, Reliability

The failure behavior of each redundant Prediction.
element must be specified. Some common The reliability block diagram is basically
assumptions and terminologies are: a graphical, logical presentation of successful

(1) Hot standby (active redundancy). system operation. A functional block diagram
The standby element has the same failure rate and its associated reliability block diagram are
as if it were operating in the system. illustrated in Figs. 4-2 and 4-3.

(2) Cold standby (passive redundancy, As the system design proceeds, a series of
spares). The standby element cannot fail. This reliability block diagrams must be developed
often is assumed for spares on a shelf, or to progressively greater levels of detail (Fig.
spares that are not electrically connected; but 4-4). The same level of detail ought to be
the assumption may well not be true. maintained in a given block diagram. A docu.

(3) Warm standby. The standby element metation and numbering system should be
has a lower failure rate than an operating instituted so that the family of reliability
element. This is usually a realistic assumption, models developed for the system can be or-
but often is not a tractable one. ganized for ready use.It is possible for standby elements to '

v ige fsile frestanoe elets to The elements of the overall reliability dia- Ihave higher failure rates than operating ele- ri u h ob sco p e e sv sf ai l

ments. In those cases an attempt ought to be gram ought to be as comprehensive as feasible
made to have the standbys in operation at all in order to reduce the complexity of analysis.
times--e.g., (1) an electronic system which is Fig. 4-5 depicts a number of illustrative
powered can stay warm and thus not be reliability block diagrams together with their
damaged by moisture, (2) ball or roller bear- up-state rules; they vary in complexity start-
ings can Brinell when they are not rotating, ing with the simplest (a single item) and pro-
and (3) seals can deteriorate when not splash- gressing to levels of increasing complexity. An
ed by fluid. example of specifying the support subsystem

The state-matrix approach does not use a would be the system described by (E) of Fig.
reliability diagram b'cause of the limitations 4-5; it has two repairmen, one of whom is
of such diagrams. Rather, the staes (condi- assigned to items A and E, and the other is
tions) in which each element can be found are assigned to the remaining items; items A and

4-3 .,f
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Systm is up itf im A isup

System Is up If
(A m*O ) a up M_
(A ,.' C Aws E) we up Ea
(D!!?. E) are up e

Sysel is up if: (D AND Cxu. B) ame up
A is up A.
I is up &.".
C Is up

'°0 0 Co Ei D
System is up if: (F) A
A is up L.

0 Is up

System is up If:,
at leat 3 A's are up AN.
at lent 2 B'0 am up Ako

UISYSI %- -at leat I C is up ANa

the number of (As + B's + CI) up is

5UJ5YS#1 at leat 10

System Is up If:
SUBSYS #1 Is up mo
SUSSYS #2 Is up.
SUSYS #1 Is up If:
at lost i A's we up.
UIUSYS #2 is up If: Note: am mens bothlad
(D we E) am up on !.mean and/or

(F ,a IG _H)I e up..

FIGURE 4.1. Example of Reliability Block Diagrams and Up-state Rules'
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MAJOR SYSTEM5

LEVEL I

rSYSTEM

LEVEL 11

a b OUd

~ -~ - - - .S mm

ASSEMBLY

LEVEL V

FIGURE 4-4. Proposuive Expansion of R*l1abf/Ut,, Block DIkgen

D require a spare part which is taken from a mefts must be upfor the system tobe up. A
pool of five spares; item B requires no spares set of rules must be defined for each block or
for its repair; item C is not repairable; and in section in the reliability block diagram.
the case of conflicting demands on repairmen The failure and repair distributions of
and/or spares, the order of priorities to be ec qimn utb eie.Tems

follwed s DA, B E.condnon failure distributions are exponential,
The up-state rules are in addition to the lognormal, and Weibull; and the most corn-

diagram and define what combinations of ele- mon repair distributions are exponential and
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lognormaL Great care must be taken when repair distributions, redundant sections, and
selecting repair and failure distributions; they can operate in a degraded mode. Frequently,
need to be reasonably tractable and reason- systems of this kind cannot be evaluated by
ably accurate. For complicated systems, non- ordinary analytic methods. Another advan-
constant transition rates present an almost tage of using simulation is that the effect of
hopeless analyti. difficulty. the logistic system on the r & m meaure can

be explored in detail, e.g., the effect ofOther facto.a that must be defined are amnsrtv onieo viaiiy

the repair and maintenance strategies and administrative downtime on availability.

spares allocation. The maintenance strategies 4E
define the number of repairmen assigned to 44.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF A
each section. The repair strategies define the SIMULATION PROGRAM

order in which equipments are repaired if
more than one equipment is down. The spares Simulation of a complex system for the

allocation defines the number of spare equip- estimation of r & m measures is best accomp-
ments assigned to each section. lished by means of a computer plgram

because of the large number of calculations

4-3 ANALYSIS that are required to estimate the r & m men-
ures to an adequate level of *-confidence.

Figures-of-merit can in principle be com- Simulation is the direct obervation of the
puted for any electrical or mechanical system system model "in action". It's a "try it and

if a reliability model can be developed. A see approach. The name Monte Carlo (from
variety of techniques is available for comput- the gambling city) often Is used when the

ing the figures-of-merit. The specific tech- simulation is probabilistic and repetitive.

niques to be used on a problem depend on the Monte Carlo simulation always is implied (in

parameter to be computed, the complexity .his chapter) by the word simulation.

and type of system, the type of failure and The input data consist of:
rapair distributions, and the nature of the (logistic syie~. All of these factors must be (1) A list of element. in each section

logiticsyse-m.Allof hes facorsmus be(2) The failure, repair, and other event
considered in detail. Simulation techniques t hebfailur, ea ir nt

relibiliy prdic- distributions of each element
and computer programs fo it(3) System failure criteria, which can in-
tion often are used. Because of their com-
plexity, detailed discusions of aift dfiure ude allowable downtime

and stress/strengLh analysis are reserved for (4) If the system operates in more than

later chapters. Stress/stic.igth analysis is one mode, the input data must define the

cussed in Chapter 9, and drilt failure is dis- equipment list and failure criteria f)r each

cused in Chapter 10. Part Three, Reliability mode and the fraction of time the system

Prediction discusses the analysis of the mathe- operates in each mode.
matical model, once it has been developed. The logic of such a program follows (Ref.
For a system of any complexity, it is likely 3):
that the analysis will not be feasible until (1) Select an operating mode.
many aimplifying assumptions have been (2) Generate time to failure for all vle-
made in the original model. Ref. 1 is a good ments by random sampling from the failure
textbook on analytic methods. distributions.

(3) Search for the element with earliest
44 SIMULATION time to failure.

(4) Check element reliability configura-
Simulation techniques (Ref. 2) can be tion and failure criteria to determine if such

used to determine the appropriate reliability failure results in system failure. Check opera-
and maintainability measures (r & m meas- ting procedure to determine when the ele-
ures) for complex systems. This approach is ment failure will be discovered.
is, very useful for evaluating systems whose (5) Proceed to the next event. Generate

elements have nonexponential failure and a new time for that event. There may be
4

4- .
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several competing events to be considered. Let
(6) If system failure occurs, record this

along with the reason for failure and the time f(x) m pdf{x}, Fig. 4-6(A)
at which failure occurred. F(x) Cdf{x}, Fig. 4-6(B)

(7) Repeat Steps (1)-(6) until the desired y F~x)
number of events have occurred. G(y) Cdf{y }, Fig.. 4-6(C)

(8) Print out results. g(y) = pdft'y}, Fig. 4-6(D)

There ar many simulation programs and
langages in existence. It rarely will pay to where x = any random variable.
write one from scratch. The best procedure is
to contact the people who run the computer By studying the Figs. 4-5(A) through 4-5(D),
and se what is available for that computer. one can convince himself that y does have the

A considerable amount of information uniform distribution over the interval 0 to 1.

n be obtained from this program. For exam- Fig. 4-5(E) is just Fig. 4-5(A) redrawn with

pie, the distribution of downtimes and times the axes reversed. By choosing (with uniform

to failure, availability, and reliability for each pdf) a number between 0 and 1, a value ofF

element and for the system can be obtained is obtained. By entering the F-axis in Fig.

to any desired level of b-confidence. The 4-5(E) (say F = 0.6), then going up to the
-o anydete level determinde the m- curve, one finds the value of x to be 4. One

berofdence leveasde t b the numpu . can as easily use the survivor function Sf as
ber of rus made on the computer, the Cdf since it involves only a reversing of

The basic principle of Monte Carlo simu- the horizontal scale in Fig. 4-5(E). In practice,
lation is sampling from statistical distribu- the calculations of x's from the F's can be
tions. This sampling process must be random, done in several different ways. Ref. 4 dis-
so that a source of randomness is required. cusses several of them. Rarely will the design
The most appropriate source of such random- engineer be concerned about the details of
news is a sequence of random numbers. When such calculations. He needs only enough
a deterministic algorithm is used to generate a understanding to talk intelligently to a com-
sequence of "random" numbers, they aie puter programmer or to use a~a existing simu-
called pseudo-random numbers. Choosing an lation routine.
adequate set of pseudo-random numbers is an
art in itself and must be considered seriously In practice, this process can be mecha-
in any large scale Monte Carlo simulation nized by using a table to represent the graphs
(Ref. 4). When the simulation is being per- in Fig. 4-5. Analytic methods also can be
formed by hand calculation, a published table used. The analytic methods include-
of pseudo-random numbers can be used (Ref. (1) Analytic inversion of the cumulative
4). For a large scale simulation performed on distribution function and the calculation of
a computer. a subroutine called a pseudo- the value of this function for the value of a
random number generator generates the selected uniform random variable
pseudo-random numbers. (2) Numerical inverse interpolation in

The distribution of a variable can be de- the distribution function determined analyti-
scribed by its cumulative distribution func- cally

tion (Cdf). The basis for Monte Carl, simula- (3) A process of numerical inverse inter-
tion is the fact that the distribution function polation in a numerical approximation to the
of any Cdf is uniform between the values of 0 cumulative distribution function
and 1. (4) The numerical approximation to the

inverse cumulative distribution function itself.Fig. 4-6 illustrate why a random number

from the uniform distribution (on the interval The analytic method of inversion is illus-
0 to 1) can be used to generate a random trated for the exponential distribution, which
variable which has any desired distribution., is so important in reliability engineering.

4-10
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The pdf of time to failure is TABLE 4-1

f(t) = X exp(-ht) (4-1) FAILURE AND REPAIR DISTRIBUTION FOR
ELEMENTS A AND B IN THE EXAMPLEThe Sf is

The Welbul urviva function is SfW- { - a)
R(t) = exp(- t) (4-2) the NIUs of t cOnaponding. to et - at--% tilD

The inverse of the Sf is ponts fr the Sol

t - -[n R(t)/7 (43) hr dimansoahas 50% "A%

Faiwre
For example, let X - 5.0 X 10 " /hr and let 3 time, A 1200 1.4 920 1200
values of R-from the uniform distribution
over [0,1]- be 0.'23, 0032, 0.247. Then the Four

3 corresponding values of t are time, B 1600 1.8 1310 100

t - [(In 0.723)/(5.0 X 10"6/hr)] Repair

[(-0.3243)/(5.0 X 10'/hr)] thu., A 31 3.4 2.3 3.1

6.49 X 104 hr (4-4) Rpir
t -[(In 0.032)/(5.0 X 10l/ht] time, e 7.4 4.6 6.8 7A

6.88 X 105 hr (4-5)
t -[(In 0.247)/(5.0 X 10"6 /hr] • Ttimshnwthosewhihw. iby W%

2.80 X 10 s hr (46) end 36.8% of the occasions: they given kin of the typ-
The simulation procedure is illustrated by alo times associaed with the dietribution. The 50% point

the very simple example that follows; any isthe mediean; the V.8% point i 1/.eand is shown beaeu

practical system will have many more compli- i o t a, v., t - . The value of t for the W%
cations. The system has the following proper- point is calculted by setting the Sf to 0 %. The thes e

ties: rounded to 2 significant figuree.

(1) There are 2 elements, A and B. The
system fails if either A or B fails.

(2) Upon the failure of A or B, the failed bution.

element is repaired. Then both are given pre- (2) Choose 2 pseudo-random numbers.

ventive maintenance to restore them to like- Assign #1 to element A, #2 to element B; this

new condition. is arbitrary, but makes no difference since the

(3) All failures and repairs are numbers are random enough. Calculate the

s-independent, corresponding failure times for A and B; the

(4) All failure and repair times have one with the shortest failure time is the one

Weibull distributions. (Part Six, Mathematical that fails.

Appendix and Glossary gives details on this (3) Choose a pseudo-random number.

and many other distributions.) The details of From Step 2, the identity of the failed ele-

the distributions are given in Table 4-1. ment is known. Calculate the repair time.

(5) Preventive maintenance requires 2.0 (4) Add the preventive maintenance

hr. time.
(5) Record the duration of the up and

Find the up-down time behavior of the sys- down times. This life-cycle is finished. If more

tem by simulation, are to he run, go to Step 2.

The program steps are as follows: (6) The simulations are finshed, the dis-
tributions of up and down times are reason-(1) Prepare the simulation program for ably well known. Calculate the quantities of

this specific problem, including details of the interest, e ., -availabity, and punt them

distributions. This means that the program out.

must "know" the 5 properties of the system

previously listed. The exact form of inputing Three life-cycles will be examined. Table

the information depends on the simulation 4-2 lists the pseudo-random numbers that will

program being used. All pseudo-random be used; they were taken from Ref. 4, Table

numberr are from the [0,1) uniform distri. 26.11, but they could have come from any

4-11
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TABLE 4-2 Step 5. Up time u 1153 hr. Down time =

LIST OF PSEUO-RANDOM NUMSERS FROM 5.08 hr.

THE UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 2.0) hr - 4.50 hr.

Step 5. Up time is 1670 hr. Down time is
CYSs, 4.50 hr.

.20431 .96806 CYCLE 3
.43328 .01169 .931 Step 2. The 2 pseudo-random numbers

.Z1729 .61815 .95317 are 0.96806 and 0.99605; they are the Sf for
A and B, respectively.

gnerator of random numbem. The bunching The failure time for A is (1200 hr) X
effect in cycles 1 and 3 is just the "luck of the (-In 0.96806) 1/1.4 - 103.7 hr.
draw"; that's the way it happens sometimes. The failure time for B is (1600 hr) X (-In

0.99605) 1/1'8 - 74.02 hr. B fails first; so the
CYCLE 1 system was up for 74.0 hodirs.

Step 2. The 2 pseudo-random numbet Step 3. The pseudo-random number is
am 0.38856 and 0.48328; they are the Sf for 0.95317. B is being repaired. The repair time
A and B, respectively. (Failure times are cal- for B is (7.4 hr) X (-in 0.95317) 1/4,. = 3.82
culated from the formula in Table 4-2.) hr.

The failure time for A is (1200 hr) X Step 4. The preventive maintenance time
(-In 0.38856) 1/1.4 for B is 2.0 hr; so the down time is (3.82 +

The failure !me for B is (1600 hr) X (-In 2.0) hr - 5.82 hr.

0.43328) 1/1.8 - 1449 hr. A fails first; so the Step 5. Up time - 74 hr. Down time =
system was up for 1153 hr. 5.82 hr.

Step 3. The pseudo-random number is Step 6. The up/down time pairs are
0.87729. A is being repaired. The repair time shown in Table 4-3.
for A is (3.1 hr) X (-In 0.37729) 1&4 - 3.08 An estimate of the s-unavailability (poor
hr. though it is from only 3 cycles) is "total

Step 4. The preventive maintenance time down time"/"total up and down time" -
for A is 2.0 hr; so the down time is (3.08 + (15.40 hr)/ (2897 hr + 15.40 hr) - 0.0053.
2.0) hr- 5.08 hr. s-Availability - I - s-unavailability - 1 -
CYCLE 2 0.005. - 0.9947.

Packaged simulation programs can estimate
Step 2. The 2 pseudo-random numbers the uncertainty in that value. Other reliabil-

are 0.20431 and 0.01169; they are the qf for
A and B, respectively.

The failure time for A is (1200 hr) X TABLE 4-3
(-In 0.20431)1/14 = 1670 hr. UP/DOWN TIME PAIRS FOR THE EXAMPLE

The failure time for B is (1600 hr) X (-In
0.01169)11.8 3667 hr. A fulls first; so the
system was up for 1670 hr. P

Step 3. The pseudo-random number is 1153 5.08
0.61815. A is being repaired. The iepair time
for A is (3.1 hr) X (-In 0.61815) 1/8.4 = 2.50 1670 4.50
hr. 7

Step 4. The preventive maintanance time Total 2897 15.40
for A is 2.0 hr; so the down tim is (2.50 +

4.,2
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ity-maintainability measures can be calculated 6. I. R. Whiteman, RESCRIPT - A Compu-
as desired. Two big advantages of a simulation ter Programming Language for Reliabil.
exercise are: ity, Presented at Fifth Annual West

(1) It forces the designer to consider all Coast Reliability Symposium, Los

aspects of the failure-repair behavior of every Angeles, California, 1964.
element of the system in all possible situa- 7. Van B. Parr, "Automated Reliability
emnt oTrade-Off Program - ARTOP II7, Pro-
tons. ednso h 97Ana ypsu

(2) It graphically shows the designer the ceedings of the 1967 Annual Symposium
on Reliability, 847-857 (1967).

kinds of failure-repair behavior the system 8. R. B. Coffelt, "Automated System Reli.
typically exhibits, ability Prediction", Proceedings of the

The simulation example took about 1 1967 Annual Symposium on Reliability,
man-hour including the calculations with an 302-4 (1967)
engineering electronic calculator., Large svs- 9. J. F. House and John LaCapra, Systemq
tems can require man-months of time to set Reliability Analysis and Prediction
up and hours of run time on large computer Through the Application of a Digital
installations. Computer, Presented at National Sym-

posium on Space Electronics and Tele-

4-5 COMPUTER PROGRAMS metry, Miani Beach, Florida, 1962.
10. B. F. Shelley and D. 0. Hamilton, "A

Reliability predictions for complex sys- Mechanized Aircraft Reliability Analysis
tems frequently require a large amount of Model", Proceedings of the Tenth Na.
tedious computation. A number of computer tional Symposium on Reliability and
programs have been developed for performing Quality Control. 560-6 (1964).
reliability predictions. A detailed listing of 11. Charlotte McFaul, Deep Submergence
programs is presented in Table 4-4. Some of Rescue Vessel Reliability Prediction,
them may be proprietary. A check should be Technical Memo 415/65, U S Navy
made at one's compute! installation to deter- MEL, Annapolis, Maryland, 1965.
mine what programs are available and what 12. S. A. Weisbug and J. H. Schmidt, "Corn-
ones can be obtained. puter Technique for Estimating System

Reliability", Proceedings of the 1966
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CHAPTER 5 ALLOCATION OF RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

5-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS R, = system s-reliability xe
quirement

AEG Active Element Group T - mission duration
At availability of a subsystem T, = defined .by Eq. 5-72 (par.

A, availability of system 5-2.7.1)
Cc = cost constraint (par. tk - operating time for subsys.

5-2.7.1) tem k, 0 < tA, < T
C1 cost of each unit in stage k U - 1 - A (also used with sub-

0 < C, < 1 (Dimensionless) scripts)
C, complexity factor far (par. u - utility assigned to subsystem

5-2.5) for subsystem k k, 0< u < 1 (dimensionless)
g = an effort function (par. W - relative failure rate of sys.

52.7.3) tern
M = number of modules in sys- W - defined by Eq. 5-117

tem w. - relative failure rate of sub-
m = minimum number of units system k

to be up for system to be wk - rating (par. 5-1.2.5) for sub.
up (par. 5-3.4) system k

mh = number of nuodules or AEG yj - ),i/#u
types in subsystem k /, ,u for the system

N =  number of subsystems Kh - failure rate allocated to sub-
n = number of subsystems in system k

series (par. 5-3.2) X, - required system failure rate
- constraint allocation vector u - repair rate (constant)

(par. 5-2.7.1) p - a rati of new to old failure
"l, = number of type i AEG's in rates, (see Eq. 5-56)

subsystem k A - "hat", used on R (per.
= number of extra redundant 5-2.7.3) to imply state-f.

units in stage k (par. the-artvalue

5.2.7.1)
old = subscript, implies the old

system; as opposed to the
which -1 INTRODUCTIONnew system about which

calculations are being made. Allocation techniques permit the engi-
Q 1 - R (may have same sub- necies prm een

script on both R and Q)im- neer to assign various effectiveness parameters

plies a quantity which is al to individual subsystems by knowing the over.

located, e.g., see Xk and P. all system effectiveness requirement and
q = unreiability for each nit in system design. Several allocation procedures

ab y fr eare available for situations such as reliability

r = number of repairment for without repair R(t), reliability with repair

system (par. ".2) RR(t), instantaneous availability A(t), and
RA, RRI= s-Reliability of subsystem A steady-state availability A . The procedure

s-Reiablit of ubs stm A used depends on the effectiveness measure,
or B or of element Bi the extent of knowledge of system desin,

ri = relative failure rate of type i and whether constraints on cost or other pa-

AEG rameters must be considered at the same time.
rk rating (par. 5-2.5) for factor

i of subsystem k If the measure selected for the system is

s-Reliability allocated to reliability without repair, subsystem reli.
subsystem k ability or failure rate car be assigned directly

= cost for stage k ($1000) from the system requirement.
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When reliability with repair or instan- the design. If it is, just interpret the failure
taneous availability is chosen as the measure rate as "mean failure rate for the mission".
of system effectiveness, the allocation proce- (2) Each subsystem is operating, i.e., has
dure depends on the system configuration. a nonzero failure rate, for a time which can be
For a simple series system with the proper less than the mission duration. No subsystem
servicing configuration, the system effective- operates for zero time.
ness measures can be expressed directly as the (3) Each subsystem contribution to
product of the subsystemi measures and the system failure is weighted by its utility. This
subsystem measures can, in turn, be expressed implies that the system does not always fail if

as a function of subsystem failure and repair the subsystem fails. Utility can be considered
rates. For configurations with redundant sub- in two ways:
systems, the system level effectiveness meas- (a) The mission is composed of tasks.
ure usually must be computed as a function The utility of a subsystem is then the fraction
of subsystem failure and repair rates, using of the mission that is not performed if only
the tramsition matrix technique described in that subsystem is not working.
Chapter 4. In either case the allocation pro- (b) There are varied missions. The utility
cedures are more complex than those used for of a subsystem is then.the fraction of missions
allocating reliability without repair. that fail if only that subsystem is not work-

The allocation process is approximate. ing. No subsystem has zero utility.

The effectiveness parameters apportioned to (4) The system complexity is allocated

the subsystems are used as guidelines to deter- to subsystems on an additive basis. System

mine design feasibility. If the allocated effec- complexity is normalized to 1, and the sum of

tiveness parameters for a specific subsystem the subsystem complexities is the system

cannot be achieved at the current state of complexity. Complexity is related to esti-

technology, then the system design must be mated failure proneness of the elements com-

modified and the allocations reassigned. This posing a subsystem. Allocation methods differ

procedure is repeated until an allocation is on their bases of assigning complexity to each

achieved that satisfies the system level re- subsystem.

quirement and all constraints, and results in (5) System failure rate is a weighted sum

subsystems that can be designed within the of the subsystem failure rates.
state of the art. These assumptions are consistent with

Of course, sometimes tue system goals the formula:

will have been too optimistic; however, that is
a contractual problem--see Part Five, Con- N
tracting for Reliability-not an allocation X,,T -E u. XK tk (5 1)

problem. Also, another management problem, k-i
actually meeting the assigned goals, is not dis-
cussed. Some managers assign a small extra where
reduction to everyone and save the "surplus"
to give to those who cannot meet their assign- X8 = requiied system failure rate, time-1

ed goals. T - mission duration, time
N - number of subsystems

5-2 SYSTEMS WITHOUT REPAIR uk -utility assigned to subsystem k,
O<uh<l, dimensionless

This situation is reasonably straightfor- failure rate allocated to subsystem
ward. The basic idea is to allocate reliability k, time- '
goals to each subsystem so that each subsys- tk operating time of subsystem k,

develop. The following assumptions are made.,

(1) All failure rates are constant. Rarely Eq. 5-1 is conventional for s-independent,
is any other assumption justified this early in series systems except for the utility.

5-2
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The following allocation of failure rate is old one, with the exception of a new reli-
conistent with Eq. 5-1. ability requirement, Eq. 5-2 can be simplified.

Ck(5-2) The basic assumption is that
fl u, , (5. . 0-d&)

where (tk/)U .,od (58)

C= complexity factor of subsystem h, where

0N old - subscript denoting the old system.0 < Ck < 1,,EC, = 1, dimensionless

Aul Eq. 5-2, when combined with Eq. 5-8,
If i. in Eq. 5-2 is substituted in Eq. 5-1, an simplifies to
identity results, which demonstrates that Eq.
5-2 is indeed a solution to Eq. 5-1. h = Xk.old (5-9)

5-2.1 EOUAL ALLOCATION
Example Problem No. 2 illustrates the

This is the simplest situation. It arises procedure.
under the following additional assumptions
about the system:

(1) All utilities are 1: u. - 1 for all k 5-2.3 SIMPLE-MODULAR COMPLEXITY
(2) All subsystems operate for the entire

mission: t. = T for all k Each subsystem is presumed to be com-
(3) Each subsystem is of equal com- posed of a-independent modules in series,

plexity: C,, = 1/N for all k. each of which has the same failure rate. Com-

Eq. 5-2 becomes plexity is taken to be the faction of modules
in the subsystem

(3)C,,=m,IM (5-15)

Eq. 5-3 is equivalent to
A k = R, Z/N (5-4) where

Mk/- number of modules in subsystem k
where - number of modules in the system

R, = s-Reliability allocated to each sub- Then Eq. 5-2 becomes

system
R. = system s-reliability requirement (i, AM) (5-16)
When the s-reliability R is near 1, it is

often desirable to calculate the s-unreliability Example Problem No. 3 illustrates the pro-
Q. cedure.

Q -= 1 - R (5.5)
It is easier to understand, because it is tke It is possible to calculate subsystem 8-reliabil-
probability of failure. Example Problem No. 1 ity, but its meaning is distorted by the utility
illustrates the application of reliability goals. and operating time factors in Eq. 5-1. It is

better not to make the calculation since the
5-2.2 PROPORTIONAL COMPLEXITY proper explanations will be lost too easily,

and the results will appear erropeous without
When a new system is very similar to an the explanations.

5-3
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Example Problem No. 1

A group of 8 roller bearings is required to have an s-reliability of 0.99 and the conditions of
Eq.. 5-3 and 5-4 are assumed to be satisfied. What s-reliability is to be allocated to each bearing?

Procedure Example

(1) Et R. to the required system s-refiability, 27" = 0.99 )
and N to the number of subsystems. N-8 (5-6)
Solve also for Q, by Eq. 5-5. Q, -1- 0.99- 0.01

(2) Solve for A. by Eq. 54 and Q,, by Eq. (8 "10.99)1/8 - 0.99874 (5-7)
5-5. -k 1 - 0.99874 - 0.00126

Each bearing can have only about 1/8 the failure probability of the whole system. The
application of the formulas presumes that bearing failures are a-independent of each other; e.g.,
failure is nwt due to a sudden stoppage of lubricating-oil flow to all bearings.

54 -
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Example Problem No. 2

An old hydraulic power supply must be upgraded to a better failure rate. The characteristics
of the old system are given in Columns 1, 2 of Table 5-1, and the conditions for Eq. 5-9 are
assumed to be satisfied. The failure rate requirement for the new upgraded system is 200 per 106
hr. Allocate this requirement to the subsystems.

Procedure Example

(1) Set . and .,.1Od to the given values. X, - 200 per 10( hr (&10)X..d-26e 10 hr

(2) Calculate X,/),.a.J ', .= 200 2t 106 hr (5-11)

X 256 per 104 hr
- 0.78125

(3) Fill in column 3, Table 5-1, by Eq. 6-9. =(3 per 106 hr) X 0.78125
2.344 per 10' hr

-(1 per 106 hr) X 0.78125
= 0.7813 per 10hr

(5-12)

-o - (67 per 106 hr) X 0.78125=52.34 per 10 hr

(4) Round off the 1k to 2 significant figures

for Table 5-1; so too much accuracy will - 2.3 per 106 hr
not be implied. . p

"52 per 106 hr
(5) Confirm that the sum of allocated failure ZK =2.3+0.78+ 59+36+23

rates for the new system does not exceed + 20 + 3.1 + 0.78 + 2.3
the requirement, i.e., E, -< 200. (Units +52 (5-14)
are "Per 106 hr".) -199.26 < 200

In practice, more attention would be devoted to the pump and starter which together
account for over 50% of the system failures, and little if any to the reservoir, trainer, filter,
flexible coupling, and manifold which together account for less than 5% of the system failures.

I
-i
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Example Problem No. 3

An early-warning radar has a reliability requirement of 0.90 for a 12-hr mission (Ref. 2). The
system is described in Table 5-2, columns 1, 2, 4, and by the following information: if the
moving-target indicator is failed (but the rest of the system is operating), then 25% of the targets
will be lost in ground clutter. Other subsystems are essential. The mission value is presumed
proportlional to the number of targets. Allocate the failure rates to each subsystem.

Procedure Example

(1) Assign known values. R. - 0.90 IT - 12 hr.(1)

(2) Determine total number of modules M in
system, i.e., M - En.. M - 256 (5-18)

(3) Calculate mission f ilure rate by Eq. 4-3, As -In 0.90/12 hr
i.e., A, - --(In R,)IT. = 0.1053612 hr (5.19)

= 8.78/1000 hr

(4) Fill in column 3, Table 5-2, by Eq. 5-15. C- 35/533 - 0.0657

C2 -91/533 - 0.1707

* . (5-20)

Ca - 88/533 - 0.1651

(5) Fill in column 5, Table 5-2, i.e., t. /T. tj /T - 12/12 - 1.00

(5-21)

t5 /T - 6/12 = 0.50

(6) Fill n column 6, Table 5-2, i.e,, u,.
RI-ntial Subsystems have a utility of 1. u Iu =U US =U 4 =1 (522)Nonesential subsystems have e utility us = 0.25
equal to the fraction of targets l! when
that subsystem Is failed.

(7) Fill in column 7, Table 5-2, by Eq. 5-16. 0 X 8.78 per 1000 hr

- 0.5769 per 1000 hr

". 0.1'707_ 8.78 per 1000 hr
1.00 x 1.00

= 1.499 per 1000 hr

0 X 8.78 per 100 hr S

5-6
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(8) Round ofI9, to 2 sgnlficant fgures for -0.S8 per 1000hr
Table -, column 7; so too much "
accuracy will not be implied. (6-24)

m "12 per 1000 hr

The hilure rates in column 7, Table 5.2 do
not sum to ) a 8.78 per 1000 hr (Eq. 5-19)
because of the various weighting factors. To
chA.vck the calculations, Eq. 5-1 has to be used.

(9) Fill in column 8, Table 5-2, i.e., u.X5 th. 1) 1.00 X (0.58/1000 hr) X 12 hr
- 0.00696

(5-25)

5)0.25 X (12/1000 hr) X 6 hr
- 0.01800

(10) Sum column 8 by Eq. -1.
E - 0.00696 + 0.01800 + 0.1680

+ 0.04560 + 0.01800
- 0.1054 (5-26)

(11) '." ipao with requrement ,,T -8.78 X 0.104 < 0.1054 (5-27)
.. O54

The requirement is satisfied to within the accuracy of the problem statement.

5-7I
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TABLE -1 5-2.4 DETAILED COMPLEXITY
FAILURE RATES FOR OLD AND NEWFAILUREDRATE S FOLDAEach subl,,ystem is composed of ActiveElement Gro,.ps (AEG) as explained in Ref.

Fawn e", per 16 hr 4. The compexity of each subsystem is pro-
I) (3) portional tc the relative failure rate of its

Oo sown Od stem Nweyaes AEG's. The AEG's for each subsystem are
presumed to be s-independent and in series. A

1. Relovoir 3 2.3 table of reladve failure rates is required. Some
2. St, lnw 1 0.78 are given in Appendix A of Ref. 4. Failure
3. Pm, 75 9. rates in Ref. I can be adapted to this purpose,
4. Motor 46 36. as can in-house data. All AEG failure rates
s. Cheok Valve 30 23. must be rndative to one reference, eg., mech-
6. Rele Val" 26 20. anical elemaents cannot have one reference and
7. FlR 4 3.1 electronk parts another reference. In some
& FlexIl CopIng 1 0.78 older explanations of this procedure (Rr-x. 4),
9. Ma"Ifol 3 2.3 the data are presumed to have several refer-

10. Starr t_1L 52. ences; all thc data must then be normalized to
Tot (Systm) W 199.26 < 2W one of tte references.

TABLE 5-2. EXAMPLE RADAP SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

ii I I ii II
Suimb " nk  Ck tk t/IT uk 4 ukJtk

1. Power Supply 35 .0657 12 '00 1.00 0.58 0.00696
2. Trmanitter 91 .171 12 1.00 1.00 1.5 0.01800
3. Receiver 88 .1651 12 1.00 1.00 1.4 0.01680
4. Display and 231 .43:,A 12 1.00 1.00 3.8 0.04560

Control
. Movlng-target 8 .161 6 0.50 0.25 12. 0.01800

Indicator

Total 533 1.0000 0.1054

Minion duration T 12 hr
Mission s-reliability requirement 0.90

W- 8.78 per 1000 hr
-0.1064
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The subsystem complexity is (3) Performance Time. The element that
operates for the entire mission time is rated

w/W (5-28) 10, and the element that operates the least
time during the misson is rated at 1.

(4) Environment. Environmental condi-
wA = nih (5.29) tions are also rated from 10 through 1. Ele-

-I ments expected to experience harsh and very

N severe environments during their operation

W=.Wk (5-30) are rated as 10, and those expected to en-
counter the least severe environments are
rated as 1. I

where The ratings are assigned by the engineer

ntk - numt-er of type i AEG's in sub- using his engineering know-how and experi- I
system k ence. An estimate is made of the types of

r, - relative failure rate of type i AEG parts and components likely to be used in the
W - relative failure rate of subsystem k new system and what effect their expected

W - relative failure rate of the system use has on their reliability. If particular com-
mA - number of AEG types in subsystem ponents had proven to be unreliable in a par-

k ticular environment, the environmental rating
is raised. The ratings can be selected by indi.

Example Problem No. 4 illustrates the vidual engineers, or through some form of
procedure. voting techniqve among a group of design

engineers.

5-2.5 FEASIBILITY-OF-OBJECTIVES AL- The 4 ratings for each subsystem are
LOCATIONS multiplied together to give a rating for the

Ths ws subsystem; the subsystem rating will be
Thsveopd hniye adapted o f. between 1 and 104. The subsystem ratings aredeveloped priarily as a method of allocating hen noraized so that their su is 1. The

reliability without -pair, for mechanical- normalized subsystem rating su is used in

electrical systems. In this method, subsystem I 'I
allocation factors are computed as a function place of the factor Ck (tA /7) in Eq. 5-2. The

of numenical ratings of system itrcacy, state utility of each subsystem is considered to be

of the art, performance time, and environ-

mental conditions. These ratings are estimated N
by the engineer on the basis of his expeiience. .,T - k rT (5-42)
Each rating is on a scale from 1 to 10, with k-I

values wisigned as discussed:

(1) System Intricacy. Intricacy is evalu- KA = C (5-43)

ated by considering the probable number of where
parts or components making up the systen: CL - complexity of &ubsytein k
end also is judged by tht assembled intricacy
of thes parts or components. The least intri- I w'O (5-44)
cate system is rated at 1, and a highly intri-

cate system is rated at 10. ,
(2) State of the Art. The state of present Wa rl'k r , t A (545)

engineering piogress in all fields is considered.
The least developed design or method is W. (546
assigned a value of 10, and the most highly L-5

deveioped is ansigned a value of 1.

5'f -I
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Example Problem No. 4

Consider a bombsight system comprising three subsystems: a power supply, navigation com-
puter, and optical equipment. The power supply and the optical equipment are series elements in
the reliability model; since both must work for the system to be up, the utility of these subsys-
tems is 1. Since the optical equipment can be controlled manually in the eveait of navigation
computer failure, the navigation computer utility is less than 1. Estimates made on the basis of
performance of simil systems indicate that 57 mission failures occur for every 100 missions in
which the navigation computer and nothing else failed. Therefore, the utility of the navigation
computer is 0.57. The system reliability requirement R, is 0.94 for 6 hr of system operation. The
operating time of the power supply and optical equipment is also 6 hr; that for the navigation
computer is 5 hr. Detailed steps for conducting the apportionment follow. The system data are
given in Table 5-8, columns 1, 2, 3, 7a, 8.

Procedure Exanple

(1) Assign known values. R, - 0.94 (5.31)
T -6hr

(2) Calculate , by Eq. 4-2, i.e., As = - -In 0.94/6 hr (5-32)
-QnR')/T. - 10.31 per 1000 hr

(3) Fill in column 4, Table 5-3, Le., rln,,. r, n. 1  - 4.3 X 40 - 172
Round off to I decimal place, which is r. n., 2.2 X 3 - 6.6
more than enough accuracy. .

**1(5-33)

rs nss -61X 1-61
rs n. . - 0.030 X 3 - 0.1

(4) Calculate column 5, Table 5-3, by Eq. W1 W 172 + 6.6 + 27

5-29. 206.6

w2 =30+ 207 + 77 + 39 + 16
+ 192 + 61 + 154 + 0.4 (5-34)

- 776.4
ws - 11 + 5.4 + 1.9 + 9.6

+61+0.1
-89.0

(5) Calculate W by Eq. 5-80. W - 206 + 776 + 89 (5-35)
-1071

(6) ,lculate C. by Eq. 5-28. C1 - 206/1071 = 0.192
C2 - 776/1071 - 0.725 (5-36)
Ca -89/1071 - 0.083

(7) Calculate column 7b, Tble 5-3, i.e., t IT -6 hr/6 hr - 1
t IT. t2 /T - 5 hr/6 hr 0.833 (5-&d7)

ta IT - 6 hr6 hr - I

6404
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(8) Fill in column 8, Table 5-3. utility u, u1
from statement of the problem, Us = 0.57 (538)

(9) Calculate the , for column 9, Table 5-3, us - 1

by Eq. 5-2. Round off to 2 significant QI ?L X 10.31 per 1000 hr
figures in the table, so too much accuracy 1.980 per 1000 hr
will not be implied. Place .unroundedvalues in parentheses for calculating2,§ X101pe10 h
column 10, the check column. 10.31 per 1000 hr

= 15.75 per 1000 hr

- X 1 X 10.31 per 1000 hr

= 0.8559 per 1000 hr

(10) Calculate column 10, Table 5-3, i.e., u, 1 t - 1 X (1.980 per 1000 hr) X 6 hr
U1 K th. 0.01188

uS Kt- 0.57 X (15.75 per 1000 hr) X 5 hr
-0.04489

us K t s - X (0.8559 per 1000 hr) X 6 br
-0.00514 (540)

(11) By Eq. 5-1, the sum of column 10, sum - 0.01188 + 0.04489 + 0.00514
Table 5-3, ought to be equal to XT. - 0.06190 (541)

X.T -- n R.
=_0.06188

The requirement is satisfied within the accuracy of the problem statement.
As in the previous example, in par. 5-2.4, the subsystem s-relkbili", Is not calculated.

All
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where where

w = subsystem rating
W = system rating AB = subscripts denoting subsystems AB

r; = rating for factor i of subsystem k; i bscrip denoting elements X
= 1 is intricacy, i = 2 is state of the B , (vipt .oge2)
art, i = 3 is performance time, i = 4 1,2 (viz., Bl 2)
is environment.R s.libiy

X failure rate of an element, or mean

Example Problem No. 5 illustrates the failure rate fr B and s (over nil-

procedure. sion time T)
T - mission time

5T - #-Expected number of failures dur-
5-2.6 REDUNDANT SYSTEMS ing the mission; i.e., the fraction of

times the item will fail, when a
The technique described so far in par. 5-2 great many mision we coniderd.

can be used to allocate reliability without
repair for simple redundant systems consisting s. 5-52, 5433, n 5-64, where ubscript
of two redundant units. Relationships have are shown, are true only for thore subscripts;

been developed for both active and standbyalways true.
redundancy by calculating an equivalent series
failure index for the redundant subsystem.
Ref. 6 describes the procedure and gives 5-2.7 FIEDUNDANT SYSTEMS WITH CON.
graphs for calculating some of the conversion STRAINTS
factors. The Ref. 6 procedure is based on
finding a common multiplier for all failure A project engineer frequemty must
rates--even those in redundant systems. This dvlm nt ag sum of f ntdevelopment and procurement of lug and
procedure permits the use of the basic alloca o
tion formulas developed for series systems. pocueen on mst tae p)acet

procurements often must take place within

Before jumping into the allocation prob- severe time and budget limitations. Although
lem for systems that contain redundant ele- the budget limitations may place very severe
ments, the designer must ask himself: 'hat restrictions upon the final system
criterion do I want to use in this allocation?". configuration, the project engineer is under
The allocation in par. 5-2.2, where previous pressure to deliver i system that has high per-
failure rates are known or estimated, finds a formance for a given cost and satisfies opera-
common factor (k.*/. ,1d) with which to tional requirements. This paragraph considers
multiply all failure rates. If this factor is ap- several methods of achieving maximum sys-
plied to all elements in a subsystem that con- tern reliability for a given set of constraints.
tains redundancy, the system failure rate will Since weapon sytems are complex, the inter-
be too low. relationships among system design chamcter-

The Example Problem No. 6 and Table, istics often are not obvious; therefore, a
methodical approsci, to design optimization is

5-5 illustrate the situation. The formulas for required.
calculation, and the notation are:

The allocation methods described in thi
RO = RA RB (5-52) parsgraph offer the engineer a set of con-

RB - 1- (1 - R 1 )2 (5-53) venlent tools that are relatively esy toa pply.
RB I ( 1 - (1 - B (5-54) They are algebraic in nature and can be olved

R = exp (- XT) (5-5a) using a slide rule. However, thes techniques
XT = -In R (5-55b) cannot be applied to the more complex prob-

lem of designing an optimal system in the face
P - (XT)1.A/(,T).od (5-56) of constraints.

IRS Ui
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Exmpl Problem No. 5
A mechanlical-electrical system consists of the following subsystems: propulsion, ordnance,

guidaMce, flight control, st uctures, and auxiliary power. A system reliability of 0.90 in 120 hr is
sequired. Engineering estimates of intricacy, state of the art, performance time, and environments
can be made. The subsystems and their ratings are described in Table 54, columns 1-5. Compute
the allocated failure rate for each subsystem.

Procedure Example

(1) Compute the product of the ratings r for w'1 -5X 6X 5X 5
each subsystem and their sums-i.e., fill - 750
in column 6, Table 5.4-by Eqs. 545 and I
5-46.. o

w' -6X 5X 5X 5 (547) g

-750
W' 750 + 840 + 2500 + 2240

+ 640+ 750
a 7720

(2) Comute the complexity factors Ck for - -750/7720
each subsystem-i.e., fill in column 7, - 0.097
Table 5-4-by Eq. 5-44.

* • (548)

Cog - 750/7720
- 0.097

(3) Compute system failure rate )s from , -lnO.90/120hr (5-49) I
system specifications by Eq. 4-3; R. , 0878.0per0 hr
0.90 aW T - 120 hr. -880pr16h

(4) Compute the allocated subsystem failure K- 0.097 X (878.0 per 106 hr)
rate - fill in column 8, table =85.17 per 106 hr
5-4-by Eq. 5-43. K2 - 0.109 X (878.0 per 106 hr)

(5-50)

- 0.097 X (878.0 per 106 hr)85.17 per IOA hr

(5) Round off failure rates X. to 2 significant

figures, so that too much accuracy will - 85 + 96 + 280 + 250 + 73 + 85 (5-51)
not be implied; sum and compare with X. - 869 < 878
Eq. 5-49.

I5-14
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Example Problem No. 6

SYSTEM: OLD

Procedure Example

(1) State the given quantities. (.XT)A = 0.0500 (5-57)
= 0.0500 j

(2) Calculate the remainder of the columns
of Table 5-5.
Use Eq. 5-55a for RA. RA 

= exp(-0.05) - 0.9512
Use Eq. 5-55a for R s. RD = exp(-0.05) = 0.9512
Use Eq. 5-52 for R,. R" - 0.9512 X 0.9512 = 0.9048
Use Eq. 5-54 for R i. RD = 1 - (1 - 0.9512)% = 0.7792
Use Eq. 5-55b for (XT) B . (XT)B I -In 0.7792 - 0.2495
Use Eq. 5-55b for (XT),. (kT)* W -In 0.9048 - 0.1000 (5-58)

SYSTEM: NEW NO. 1

(1) State the given quantities. (XT)A - 0.0500/2
= 0.0250 (5-59)

(XT)BI = 0.2495/2
-0.1248

(2) Calculate the remainder of the columns
of Table 5-5.

Use Eq. 5-55a for R8 . R81 R exp-0.1248) - 0.8827
Use Eq. 5-53 for RB. RB - 1 - (1 - ').8827)% - 0.9862
Use Eq. -55a for RA R4 exp(-0.025) - 0.9753
Use Eq. 5-52 for R,. R, a 0.9753 X 0.9862 - 0.9618
Use Eq. 5-55b for (XT),. (XT)B i -In 0.9618 - 0.0389 (5-60)
Use Eq. 5-55b for ( T)ru o t2B -In 0.9862 = 0.0139
Use Eq. 5-56 for p and round off to 2 p, = 0.0389/0.1 - 0.39
significant figures. PB 1 0.1248/0.2495 = 0.50

SYSTEM: NEW NO. 2

(1) State the given quantities. (XT)A = 0.0500/2 - 0.0250 (5-61)

(2) Calculate the remainder of the columns ()'B = 0.0500/2 - 0.0250
of Tble 5-5.

Use Eq. 5-55a for RA. RA = exp(-0.0250) = 0.9753
Use Eq. 5-55a for RB. RB R= exp(-0.0260) - 0.9753
Use Eq. 6-52 for R,. A, = 0.9753 X 0.9753 = 0.9512
Use Eq. 5-54 for R(T1. RBD =I 1 - (1 - 0.9753)% = 0.8429
Use Eq. 5-55b for (X),.  (,T), --In 0.9512 = 0.0500 (5-62)
Use Eq. 5-55b for (X T)B . (XT)B = -In 0.8429 0.1709
Use Eq. 5-56 for p and round off to 2 0 -0.009 = 0.50
significant figures. 

= 0.0500/0.1 = 0.50

PB1 = 0.1"09/0.2495 = n.68

516
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The analysis that follows uses the tabulation ir Table 5-5.
The factor XT is the s-expected number of failures in a mission. In the old system, those

failures are evenly split between A and B. The elements BI and B2 have 5 times the failures that
A has,

In New No. 1, the failure rates for the elements have been equally improved, by design. Now
A has 2 times the failures of B, i.e., B has been improved more than A has.

T-i New No. 2, the failure rates for the subsystems have been equally improved, by design.
The s ;tem ftilures are evenly split between A and B, as in the old system; however, B1, B2 only
needed the,-• failu'e rates reduced to 68% of the old value, while A needed its failure rate reduced
to 50% of its old value.

The degree of imbalance depends on the kind of system and the numbers chosen for
illustration, but the principle remains: there is no one "right"' way to allocate reliability
improvement to elements of redundant systems.

A quick-and-dirty method of allocating reliability improvement is to apply the system
improvement factor to each element, as in par. 5-2.2. The new system will then be better than
needed. Take this "bonus" and allocate it to the series subsystems that appear least capable of
meeting the improvement goals. With the widespread use of engineering calculators for small
systems and computerized calculations for large systems, the trial-and-error method proposed
here is quick (no special formulas are needed) and is good enough.

The quick-and-dirty method will be illustrated for the system in Table 5-5. Suppose the
system is to have its failure rate halved.

SYSTEM: NEW NO. 3 ("Quick Pnd Dirty" Allocation)

(1) State system failure reduction. p, " 0.50
- 0.1000 X 0.50 (53)
- 0.0500

(2) Apply the reduction factor to each See, System: New No. 1
element of the Eystem as described in the
steps that follow.

(3) rind the surplus failures, i.e.,
0.0500 - 0.0389 = 0.0111 (5-84)

( NT) o.3 - (X T) .. No.1 (5-64)

(4) Decide on the basis of difficulty of extra for B - 0.0111 X (2/3)
meeting goals, i.e., where to allocate the -0.0074
surplus failures. Assume the element B1 extra for A - 0.0111 X (1/3)
and B2 will be difficult to improve; -0.0037
acco'tdingly, give B about 2/3 and A ()s - 0.0139 + 0.0074 (&65)
about 1/3. -0.0213

(AT)A - 0.0250 + 0.0037
- 0.0287

5-17
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(5) Calculate the remainder of the columns
in Table 5-5.

Use Eq. 5-55a for RA. RA - ep(-0.0287) - 0.9717
Use Eq. 5-55a for RB. Rx - @Z(-0.0213) - 0.9789
Use Eq. 5-52 for R. R, - 0.9717 X 0.9789 - 0.9512
Use Eq. 5-55b for (XT),. T), - -In 0.9512 - 0.0500
Use Eq. 5-54 for Re,. RD -1- (1 - 0.9789)% - 0.8548

0-) 1- -In 0.8548 - 0.1569

Use Eq. 5-55b for XT)B,. PS "0.0500/0.1000 - 0.50
Use Eq. 5-58 for p and round off to 2
significant f-gures.

The problem has been "solved"; no complicated charts or theory had to be used; ad the

results look reasonable. BI and B2 require le improvement than does A, and the system goal of
00% reduction in ).T wa met.

Whenever redundancy is involved in a subsystem, that subsystem will not have a constant
failure rate, nor will the system. The allocations of XT (or of X) then depend somewhat on
mision time. This is another reason why it rarely pays to use anything but quick-and-dirty
methods of allocation. In very large system, the calculations will be long and tedious, but the
principles on which the calculation are based ought to be simple.

'3-

i ~5-18 t '
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A number of different optimization tech- implemented with a simple algorithm that
niques are available that work well for many consists of only arithmetic operations. Some
different types of problems. The methoda are advantages of the dynamic programming
general; however, only a limited number of approach are:
variables will be considered, permitting the
use of simple examples. Also, from a practical (1) Large problems can be solved with a

point of view, limiting the analysis to a few m um mber lao a coms-

variables results in mathematically tractable mu " may be very large for a complex sys-

problems whose results can be visualized by te a).
the nginer.(2) There is always a fite number of

the engineer, steps required in computing an optimum solu-

An allocation of subsystem reliability tion.
with constraints requires the existence of data (3) There are no restrictions of ony kind
or formulas that relate the constrained vari- on the form of the functional exp'essions for
ables to reliability, i.e., the cost (or weight, computing reliability or the fore, of the cost
etc.) of system alternatives of different reli- estimating equations. Nonlinear functions can
abilities must be computable. This is usually be used if required.
the area of greatest uncertainty in system The dynamic programming algorithms
design, and the cost data frequently are ob- pve ai tro g aloorihme
tained by means of a rough guess. Although provide a guide through the maze 0of porsible

tame bymeas o a oughgues. lthugh alternate calculations thsi may arise when big
the techniques deFcribed are general, the engi- stems ae bein a ay The yn ig

neer must keep in mind the fact that the systems are being analyzed. The dynamic pro-

results produced are very sensitive to the grmmning approach also can be applied to the

problem of reliability optimization of redun-
quality of the input data. dant systems with repair. The use of the

5-2.7.1 Simple Redundancy Allocation With dynamic programming algorithm does not in

a Single Constraint any way remove the requirement for comput-
ing the reliability and cost for each system
configuration. However, it minimizes the totalAs the complexity of weapon systems number of calculations by rejecting those con-

increases, their reliabilities tend to decrease. uroat ould reultin ahdec ng

One method for coping with this problem is rigurations that would result in a decresng
to design reliable systems using less reliable reliability or in cott, exceeding the cost con-

subsystems in redundant configurations. straints, etc,

The simple technique in this paragra.h Many algorithms can be developed to

describes a method for maximizing system solve dynamic programming problems. Gene

reliability subject to a single c -r itraint such ally, the algorithm chosen should be the one
as cost; it Iso can be extended to multiple that is more efficient, i.e., finds the solutionascost;aits an bndant extededtmultipe with the least number of iterations. For anyconstraints. An abundant literatui bs been reasonably large system a large number of cal-
develoed that describes the techn~ifues used culations are required- therefore, the engineer
for redundancy allocation, such as an must consider uJng the computer and should
multipliers and dynamic programming. consult the system programmers to s d what

ELample Problem No. 7 illustrates the progam are readily available.
procedure (Refs. 7 to 23).

5-2.7.3 Minimization ov Effort Algoithm
5-2.7.2 Dynamic Pogniming Allocation

The min:mization of effort algorithm
Dynamic programming a'uation (Ref. technique (Ref. 24) can be used to allocate

10) is another ucdul procedure when system reliability requirements to the subrybtems in a
reliability mus* e allocated to the subsystems way that minimizes the engiieering dasign
in the face of constraints on such factors as effort (cost, man-hours. etc.) required to
weight and cost. The dynamic programming achieve overoll system reliability. We are not
approach can be most useful because it can be applying a constraint to cost by merely trying

E-20
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Example Problem No. 7

A system consists of &,ur subsystems (called stages) whose reliabilities and costs are known.
The overall system reliability of 0.357 is completely unacceptable for a new application in which
at least 0.99 is !equired. One approach to achieving the .-ystem requirement is to add active
redundant units until the new reliability requirement is satisfied. Unfortilnately, a cost constraint
of $27,000 has been established. What systeui configuration maximizes system reliability and
satisfies this constraint?

Procedure Example

(1) State the system reliability requirement. R, - 0.99 (5.07'
(2) State the cost restraint. Cc -$27,000 (548)
(3) Tabulate the predicted cost, reliability,

and unreliability of each subsystem See Table 56.

(4) Define a vector it - (n,, n., ..., n,) which
is called the constraint vector where n =  it" (n, n ns , n.)(i)
number of (extra) redundant units in
stage 1.

(5) Define the cheapest allocation vector, X (0, 0, 0, 0) (670)
i.e., the one with no redundancy.

(6) Add a single redundant unit to each stage A -(1, 0,0,0)
in succession, generating four new sys-
tems each of which has a single redundar.L ;t3 - (0, , 0, 0) (571)
unit in one stage. Compute the allocation - (0,0, 1, 0)
vector for each. , -(0,0,0, )

(7) For each new system compute the term: T- (1,)ln (i -)

572I) -0.1494

wher TT =(21w(&72)
we 0.1141

C11  cost of each unit in stage i T(5.78)
Q, - unreliability of each unit in stage i

n - number of redundant units in stage -0.6)
i

n +1 I total number of units in stg (ii, T4( -2

- 00311

(8) Since the fLit term T1 is the largest, add i - (1, , 0, 0) (5-74)
a redundant unit in stage 1 and write the
allocation vector.

(9) Compute the system reliability and cost R, - (2 X 0.8) - 0.802) X 0,7
for this new system: X 0.75 X 0.85 (5-77)

R. - (2K, - Rf)R2  R3 R4  (5-75) -0.428

C*= 2C, + C2 + C3 + 4 (5-76) C,"= 2 X 1200 + 2300 + 3400
+ 4500 (b.78)

= $12,600

5-21
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(10) Repeat Steps (6) and (7), un.i1'a system -,(2, 2, 1, 1)(57)
that satisfeft reliability requirement and
cost restraint ;j obtained. If the cost re6. (2, 2, 2- 1) (-0
straint is exceeded at R, - V.99, then
Select the system that vields the-highest

R ithi the cost constraint, in this
example, the computations are repeated
until systems represented by the follow.

F Ing redundancy allocation vectors are
obtained:

(11)-Compute system reliability and-cost for
each of these systems:

(&-85)

C., -3SC + 3C2 + k!3 + 2C4  '(5482) C0, -~,d (5-86)

R,2[ - R1 )31 [1 (1 R2 )31

X1(-R 8 )'fl (1 -,9.)2 1 (5.83), P., :!0,9288 (5-87)

C,2 - c1 + 3C2 + ±W 2P,4  5P)2 $2O(5 )

The system represented by the-redund'y alo ion vector 1j"2 =(2,-2 1) exceeds the
cost constraint. The system represehted by 11., vector )t satisfies the cost constradnt:-hygevere,
the system reliability falls far Short of the 0.9~9 required. The~ technique of redundancy aIlMVOcakm
is not sufficient, and a reliability improvement progra'm would b~e r'equired,
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TABLE 5-6 Tue effort function must obey the fol
COST AND RELIABILITY DATA AUOCIATED lowing asumptions:

WITH EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 7 (1) ,( 1.A,) ) 0 (5-92)
(2) 5(R,R:) ' nonirtcrssln , for

fxedA and nonincreasing in,), tr,
STAGEO O) RELIABILITY UNlLIABILITY fixed

I c1. o2 o 1-020 (3) g(RA) + (,;-,-,;) ( ) 5-

2 C2 -. 0.70 02-O0 o2 1  (4) e(0,R) has a derivative h(fl) such
3that Rh(R;) is strictly increasing in

4 C41 - 41 0. P4 -. -1S the intervi 0 <R ; < 1.

Theprocedure is Illustrated by miao
the Example Problem No. 8.

to minimize it. This technique is useful be.
cause the function that relates engineelng
effort in terms of man-hours or cost to reli. 3 SYSTEMS WITH REPAIR
ability need not be known exactly-but it
must obey certain basic assumptions. The For repairable systems, the, Ibshtims
technique is outlined in the paragraphs that effectlivene parameters (reliabilt, avail.
follow, ability, MTFF) cannot be derived dhly

from -the sysiem level parameters. lw ad, aA system consists of n subsystems, set of subsystem falhze and repair iates is
which are in sefles for reliability pupoes. aumed, and the sstem level effectivene.
Th* state-of-theart stem reiability k,(t) is parameter is computed. The computed result

is compared with the requirement, and theA,(t) - 4 )1(t) (t) ... R.(t) (5-89) Subsystem failure and repeir rates are modi-
fied. This process is--,repted until the system

The system must be redesigned to satisfy requirement is sailied.
a new reliability goal R,(t), where R,(t)
<,(t). What reliabilities must be allocated to The wistm effcarveneme ofW met can
the su system so that the new system reli- oe sabysed i a nd roa ritem alability is achieved and the overall design sets of stibystem failure and repair Yate". (all
effort is minihized? tanstion rates are presumed to be const en.t).

Therefore, engineeringjudgment must ba used

The design effort is expressed in terms of to narrow the choice of values. It is also
an effort function g(R, ): possible to Uade off falluz rates, repair mtes,

A , maintenance strategies, and costs in achieving
9,(R,,.R8) - g(RA) (r.90) the system requirement. The problem of

101 allocating subsystem parameters is really a

Where the super bar denotes "allocated problem of tradeoffs.

value". Each individual subsystem effort func- 5-3.1 AN ELEMENTARY APPROACH TO
tion is a function of its state-of-the-art reli- STEADY-STATE AVAILABILITY
ability A,' and allocated reliability 1;. The
required system reliability R,(t) is equal to The elementary problem discussed here
the product of the allocated subsystem reli- illustrates the way in which subsystem failure
abilities A,(t): aud repair rates can be allocated to satisfy as

system availability requirement. Consider aA. (t) ' ( t)A .(t) t)R(t) single unit whose required steady-state avail-
(&91) ability As is specified.
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nMpWI Problem No. 8,

A system consists of three sa-independet subsystms, A, B, C, all of which must-uncaion
without failure in-order to achieve system success. The predicted subsystem reliabilities are RA
0.90, Ra -0.80, and Re - 0.85, which results in a system reliability of 0.613. A system
relibllity requirement of 0.70 is established. Allocate reliability to each subsystem in amanner
that minimizes the total engineefrig effort. For simplicity, mume identical effort fimctions for
the three ubsystems.

Procedu Example
(1) State the system reliablity requirements R,(t) - 0.70 (5-94)

and the number of stbsystem. n 3
(2) Arranp the subsystem OOdlcted reli- Ra(t) 0.80

abilities in ascending order. R0 (t) 0.85 (5-95)

RA (t) 0.90

(3) Alow the subscripts-of the predicted reli- a, (t) 0.80 )
' abilities to take on' the following R4(t)' 0.85 (5-96)

values: B- 1, C = 29 A 3 and rewrite (5-9- 090)
the reliabilities.

(4) Compute the, series of terms:
N0.35 x 0.90 x 1,0r

"1r 1(t)" F R,(t) :.,
[| x+: A tj ,R- 1,2,3 (5-97) - 0.915

,0.)82
i r3 (t) = (9 ) is

' 0.888
whe

(5-98)
(5) Compare the following pairs of values:

R, (t), (t) 0.80 < 0.915
.R,(t), r,(t) 0.85 < 0.882
it (t), r3 (t) 0.90 > 0.888

(6) Define tAe largest subscript i such that: I" 2, becat~e 2 is the largest subscript for
R,(t) < r,(t) (51OO) which A,(t) < ri(t).

(7) The allocated subsy3tem reliabilities
"A (t), A (t), and Rc (t) are:

NA(t) - 0.90 (unchanged) f'A(t) - 0.90 )
A,(t) = 11 (t) = r.(t) (A101) Ra(t) - 0.882 (5-102)
Ac(t) Is(t) r2(t) (t) - 0.882
(8) ChecL the allocation:

I,(t) - 0.90 X 0.882 X 0.882 (514) - -

.(t) RA t. A•(t) t A() (--103) = 0.700

5- 24
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As -,M&= 1 5.105) ,(1) A single repaimnms repair any
T+ 1 (A) onof n identical, s-independent subsystems

h in series. The ratio of failure rate to repai
were rate is such that there is a strong possibilt

X =unit failure rate (constant), and that a second subsystem will, fail while the
A,= unit repair rate (constant). first one is being repaired.

(2) Same as (1) except a repairman is,
A gien vaiabiity Fig 54 ca be assigned to each subsystem and can only woit

achieved by any combination of failure rate on that particular subsystem.
and repair rrtc that gives-,the same ratio,, i.e., X (3) Same as (1) except some, inter-
and p can aissume any value 0,rovided the ratio mediate number of repairmen r leas than the
is fixed to--give the required avelability, Avail- number of -subsystems is- uuigned. Any repair-
ability can be increased ,by deereasing the fail-. man can work on any sy~stem.
ure mte or incieping the- rePair rate. Ccn- 4 eetcss(1-3 ihnndn
straiN. can be applied to A, 9'r p, or both. If tical subsystems.
costs can be related to X and I , a relatively The steady-state availability in Case (1)
ccnnplex tiae-d must be plirformed, even is:
for a simple 1-unit system.

AVAILABILITY
.99W

SEXAMPLE where

.7 _ -E -u - subsystem repair rate
X -s subsystem filure rate

A5 - - nnumber of subsystemnsin enes.

.56 .0 090 1.0e
.6 - - For example,If n - 4,andA~'9,h

Aacation m utio beomuwge s taet
theRaioof aiur R Te oRokRt 2  praht opt viaii

Cae()rpeet.he3~~~ui hc

RATIa wide coar it e of aica in proble candb

FeveREl 5a1s c adycosideed §vlai scto tb solveduigtesaemti
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The stady-atate availability of a series 5-34 FAILURE AND REPAIR RATE AL-N*,stm of n identical, e-indpedent subsy- LOCATIONS FOR REDUNDANT
tems is SYSTEMS

A system comnprising, several stages of re-
Aj- Ain - 1 + 7. (5-108) .dAudant subsystems whose XI/M ratioi less

than 0.1 can be treated as if the stages were
s-independent. Ite sysien steady;-tate avail-
ability A, is

As system .ea 4tate availability A A 1 '•A•A . A3  (5131)
A, subsystem avilability where
n = number of subsystems A, = the availability ofstageJ.

1xample 'Problemn No. 9- illustrate.s~ A the aalblt fsaej
irocedure P This ii equivalent to trating each stage #A

If it bad a repairman assigned to it. IR is also
5.3 A SIMPLE TECHNIQUE FOR ALLO- equivalent to saying that a single repairman is

C.AIMNE TECHNIUE AALO- asigned to the system, but that the pzobabil-
CATIN STEADy-TATE AVAIL- ity of a second failure occurring while thc
ABILITY TO VERIES SYSTEMS first is being repaired s very small. If the

A proedue simar to the metod in par. stages are not *-independent, the system avail-
5-2.2 for allocating reliability without repair ability must be computed by the state matrix
can be used when the ratio y, X1j < 0.1 approach. In either cae, the system requirz
for subsystem J, for 0iJ. The accuracy of the ment can be obiained with a range of failure
=thod ncreasee as 7 decreases. The avail- and repair rates. Trade-off procedures must be
kbility of a series system with r ;ystems used, to determine the best set of these
whose failures and nipas ar all .-lndepend- parameters.
eant is: The availiblity of a system of n identical

units where at least m of n must be operating
o - for the system to be operating is:

1+ f7 (5115) A 37 x~ 'rj)I-
(5112)

'y , "ratio for subsytem j with ally < 0.1
n - number of subsystens in series where

The system m - unit repair rate (constant)
X -e unit failure rate (constent)

7801d =7, + 72 + + n (5116) n - total number ofunits

A relative weighting factDr W, can be m - minimum number of units which must
computed from: be up for the system to be up.

W1 0/T. o I,d (&117) Availabilities can W computed as a func.
tion of repair reate to failuie rate ratios for 10

The new systemis similar indesigntothe systems of up to five redundant units in par.
old, and the relAtive weighting factors are the allel using Figs. 5-2 through 5-5 (Ref. 25).
same for each new subsystem. If the subsystems in the stage are not

Example R,blem No. 10 illustrates the identical, state matrix techniques can be used
procedure, to compute availability,
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EaRMle Problem No. 9
A system consists of three dentical, s-independent subsystems connected in series; The

availability requirement is C499, and: the repair rate is limited to 0.3 per hr. What is the iimium
failure rate which must be allocated t. each subsystem to satisfy the system requirement? A
repairman is assigned exclusively to each subsystem.

Procedure Exam~le
(1) State the systen availability requirement. As"T 0.99 "(5-109)
(2) Compute the availability of' each sub- At .9/ '511system by -()1/(5110) 0.9966(-1
(3) For each subsystem compute the ratio

X/p by: (51)

(5-112) -0.00336

(4) Compute X by, Eq. 5-113 withp .i - , pe .036X(. r 51
hr. The final answer is rounded off to 2 -1.0p1100)
significant figures to avoid implying too
much accuracy,

Case (3) represents a much, more complex
problem. Availability must be cmputdub
the state matrix approa~ti. An optimum ailo-
cation requires the use of dynamic program- ;
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EAle Problem No. 10

A system conssting of two #iendent subsems his an availabift of 0.90. Subu yuem
S availability of 0.97, and subsystem 2 h i ll of 0.93. A new system,

dedgai to this one, mis meet a required 0.95 availability. What-are the new subsstem avaabl-
irs and nitio of fdluh-to-repair rate?

Procedure Exaple

1) State the avaMibility requirement A, of A,- 0.95 (5-118)
the new aystem.

(2) Compute the mum y, of the 7-ratios £,r
the old system: -,.od - 0.0309 + 0.0753 (5-120)

-i, ~ 7 i +'5-119) = 0.1062

(3) Cqpute the retiive weight, b Wb q. w1qM
5-I117. 000

S0.709

(4) Compute an ovaU y, br Wthe new-sys-
lem'byv:

om - o ( . 1
(5-128) *0.0526(51)

(5) Compute the al oL-atd far each subs0
tethoitthe new design by: ",0.291 X 0.0526• ,0.0153 -16-].26)

*f Wo-v (5-1?5% , 0.109 X 0.0526
0.037i

(6) Comput& the avalabilities Ai located to
umch vizbsystemby: X, =  .1 "

+- 1+ (5-127) (5128)

lk
- 0.904

(7) Ceck the aliocated availability A, of thenew sysm by: A, = 0.985 X 0.964 (&130)
new =Aystem (5-129) v-0.1950(610 a

Since the allecatd ratios are known, the trde-off stvdies can be performed.

5-28
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Eimple Problem No. 11

A umtem consists of five identical, -independent subsystems connected iban active isdun-
-dant configuration. A system availability of 0.999 b required. Four out of fie submy tms muot
be opertg for the system to be u p. W hat isthe rqui ad 1/X ratio?

Procedu~e Exampl

(1) State the -system avalability requirement A 0
A. 0.999

(2) Compute t-e -Pystem unavailability U,
by:
U = 1 " As (5-134) us, 1 ' 0.999 (6-185)

= 0.0010

(3) Enter Fig. 55 for m 4 and'U 0.0010, P/- 100 (S-18)and determ inep/X.

iI
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Example Problem No. 11 illustrates the ST4TM/600000-00034, Space Tech-*
procdure. nology Liboratories, Los Angeles,

California.
8. R. E. Barlow andL. C. Hunter, "Criteria

5-3.5 RELIABILITY WITH REPAIR AND for Determining Optimum Redun-
INSTANTANEOUS AVAILABILITY dancy", IRE TrRisactions on Reliability

and Quality Control, RQC-9, 73-7 (April
Tn eneral, reliability with repair and 1960).

instantaneous availability only can be com- 9. R. E. Barlow and F. Proschan, Mathe-
pute uainq the state matrix approach. Except matical Theory of Reliabilty, John
for vary simple systems, -lgebraic expressions Wley and Hons, N;Y., 1965.
that represent reliability without repair and 10. R. Bellman and S. Dreyfus, "Dynamic
instantaneous availability as functions of sub- Programming ;rd the Reliability of
sy m repar fallce and repair rates are Multicomponent Devices", Operations
extiramely i,.umbersome and cannot be manip- . Research, 200-6 (April 1958).
ulated radily. The engineer must define the 11. G, Black and F. Proschan, "On Optimal
tnmstJon matrix of the system in order to Redundancy", Operations Research,
implement thlese procedures. 581-8(1959).

12. H. Everett, "Generalized Lagpnge Mul-
REFERENCES tiplier Method for Solving Problems of

Optional Allocation of Resources",
1. MIL-HDBK-217, Reliability Stress and Optrations Researcf, 399-417 (May

Failure Rate Data for Electronic Equip- 1963).
ment. 13. -B. J. Flehinger, "Reliability Improve-

2. W. H, Von Alven, Ed., Reliability Engi- ment Through Redundancy -at Various
neering, Prentie-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, System Levels", IBM Journal (April
NJ., 1964. 1958).

S. Reliability of MiliWary Ziectronic Equip- 14. R. Gordon, "OptmumRedundancy for
ment, Advisory Grorp on, Reliability of Maximum System Reliability", Opera-
Ebctronic Equipment (AGREE), Office iions Research,, 22943, (April 1957),
of the Asaistant Secretary of Defense, 15. J. D. Ketle Jr., "Leest-Cost Alloca-
U 8 Government Prnting Office, Wash- 'tions of Reliability Investment", Opera-
ington, D.C., June 1957. tions Research, (March 1962).

4. H. S. Balaban, et al., The Allocation of 16. J. Luttschwager, "Dynamic Program-
System Reliability. Vol. II. Step by-Step ming in the, Solution of a Multistage
Reliability Allocation Procedure- ASD Reliability- Problem", Journal of Indus-
TDR 62-20, Aeronautical Systems Div., trial Engfieering, 69-175 (1964).
USAF, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, 17. G. E. Neuner and R. N. Miller, "Re-
June 19e2. source Allocation for Maximum Reli-

5. F. E. Marsh, "Inherent Reliability De- ability", Proceedings of the 1966
sign Practices, Reliability Apportion- Annual Symposium on Reliability,
ment", Reliability Control in Aerospace 332-46 (1966).
Equipment Development, Society of 18. F. Proschan and T. A Bray, "Optimun
Automotive Engineers, Technical Pro- Redundancy Under Multiple Con-
gre Series, SAE, N.Y., 38 (1963). stants", Cperation3 Research, 800-14

6. Cost-Effectiveness Supplement Vol. III, (September 1965).
AFSC-TR-65-4, Weapons System Effec- 19. G. Pugh, "Lagrange Multipliers and the
tiveneu Industry Advisory Committee Optimal Alocation of Defense Pe-
(WSFIJAC), January 1965. sources", Operations Research, 54'k37

7. L. A. Aroian, Maximization of the (July 1964).
Reliability of a Complex Sysfesn by the 20. M. Sasaki, "A Simplified' Method of
Use of Items in Sequence, Obtaining Highest System R |iability",
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Proceiedings* of the Eighth National ity and Quality Con tro4 345.09
Symposium' on, Reliability and Quality (January 1964).
Con to'04 489"02 (Janiuary 1962). 24. A. Albert, A Measure of the Effort iJe-

21., M. Sasaki, "An Easy Allotmont'Method quired to Incre Reliability, Technica
Achieving Mamum Systemn Hellibilt Report No. 48. Applied Mathematics
ity" Proceedings of the Ninth National and Statistics Laboratory, Stanford

S ymum on Reliability and Quality U~est,16
Contro4 109.24 (January 1963). 25. 0G. H. Sandler, SystemRlibitEg-

2.R. A.'thakkar and R. C. Hlughes, "Aero- neerin& Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
space Power Systems: Maximizing'Rei- N.J., 1963.
ability with Respect to Weight", IEEE 26. NAVWEPS 00465-502, Handbooke of
Transaction, on Aerospace, 528434 ReliablityEng nn, June 1964.
(April 1964). 27. M. L. Shooman, -Probabilisic Reli-

23. L. Webster, "Choosing Optimum -System ability., An Rngineering Approaich,
Configurations", Proceedings of the McGraw AlktookCo.,XNY., 1968.
Tenth Na~tional Symposium onRellabil-
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ICHAPTER 6 HUMAN-FACTORS -

LIST OF SYMBOLS This field is defined in MIL-STD-721 (Re.7)
as: "A body of scientific facts about human

Cdf " CuOte distribution function characteristics. The term covers all biomedical
pdf - pobability density function -and psychosocial considerations; it includes,

PY{,- probabilitof.... but is not limited to, principles and applica-
Pr{'-I" contionai probability The "I"' tions in the area of human engineering, pet-i-is re ! ,_ 'fgilapthat. sonnel. selectidn , traihnjg' life support, job

f Survivor function: Sf 1 - Cdf performance aids, and 'human performance

evaluation."

6,1 INTRODUCTION Human actors engineering is applied to
research, development, test, and evaluation of

All systemp of concern in this-Handbook systems to insure efficient integration of man
are of, by, and Lor humans. Anaiyses of the into the-system environment. This integration
behavior and needs of humand are among the- is intended -to increase and peserve human
more controversial of the sciences; thus it is and machine performance in the system dur-
no surpilse that there are several competing lag operation, control, maintenance, and sup-
approaches to the handling and identification port activities. Human ehginering, therefore,
of people problems. Refh. 22 and 23 analyze becomes an *ctive participant in the system
some of these approaches; 'but even there, engineering process and, consequently, must
some disagreements exist about,,tiie conpar- be weighed against safety, reliability, main-
isons themselves. It is conveniei:t to classify tainability, and other system para'meters to
four types of human L.,eractions with a iys- obtain trade-offs providing increawed system
tem; the classes are convenient,:but not sharp effectiveness. During the concept formulation

azd clear cut: phase, human factors data are usedin predic-
(1) Design and production , a system tions of system effectiveness and for initial

(2) Operators and repairerc s mehan- fulction allocation studies. Humn reliability
(2),Opeator an re airr s m a stades during the contract definition phase

ical elements (human engineering)stdedtnghectrtdfitonp e
, are included in system reliability calculations,

elens(humanOperforan e preliaility)maintainability time.and performance evalua.S elements (human performance reliability)

(4) Bystanders (this classification is not iohs, system and sbu-stem safety analyses,
considered further because it is-18gely a safe- and specific human eigineering design cri.
trteria, The engineering development and pro-
ty matter, not reliability). duction phases provide specific man/machine

An example of the fuzziness between clawas interactions for amplification of previous
is an operator's haVing to decide what to do, studies, isolate and define trade-off and inter.
then doing it; there is considerable interaction action problems not previously identified, and
between the two activities. allow verification of prior debign decisions on,

An initial appraisal of the man/machine riabiliy, maintainability, safety, and other
system parameters which interact w.th human

system iuustconsider such aspects as: alloca- factors.
tion of functions (man vs machine), auto-
mation, acessibility, human tasks and their An amotated bibliography of 27 items
performance metrics, human stre. character- taken from NTIS reports is listed in Appendix
istics, information pre;cnted to the human C.
and the reliability of inferences coupled with
the decisions on the basis of such infor- 6-2 DESIGNAND PRODUCTION
mation, and accessibility. The answers to
these questions and the study of man/ma- On the average, people are average. This
chine interactions and interfaces fall within tuism is often forgotten by system designers,
the field variously called human factors, planners, and managers. Each wants to have
human engineering, or ergonomics (Ref. 28). well-aboye-average people in the tasks he is
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arranging. System designers do payr some by ordinary people who'have other things in
attention to this problem when considering mind than "babying" the equipment. He must
operators and repairers. But rare1y is it con- realize the difference between what peoplQ
sidered in the design and manufacturing areas, actually will do, and what he thinks they
although industrial and manufectuing engi- ought to do.
'71eers do dealwith it as they are able in their If the familiar production processes in aS constrictedregion of operation. Iftefmiaprdtonrosesna
cplant will have to change,, thenoa qualityassur-

Beginning with--the conception of a sys- ance effort must .be implemented to be sure

tern, it is important to realize the, limitations the system does change and that it changes
of -the people involved all Iiirough the life correctly.
cycle. Large organizations cannot and wid not A C.-se-onsequence chart (Chapter 7)
change rapidly, even though there is a man- is a good tol foryiewing the design-produc-
agement decree that the change will occur. tion process. It allows one to look at:
People cannot adequately plan complete

changes in a way of life or of work--there are (1) What can go wrong (causes)
too mAny unknown, unforeseen factors. (2) How likely it is to go wrong

(3) What happens when it-does go wrong
A system and its subsystems ought to be (consequences)

straightforward to design. Interfaces between (4) How to alleviate the severe cone
subsystems ought to be as simple as possible. ( H o eth e n
The more complexity, the more likely errors
are to occur. Checklists are a valuable aid to Anywheie people are. involved in doing som%-

* designers. Design reviem and other product thing, the Caus-Consequence chart-even -a
reviews (Chapter 11)ihelpto overcome human very simple -one--can help locate potential
limitations by puttjng some reduindancy in people problems.
the design system. System planners should be aware of the

The designer of an equipment needs to impact of administrative policies on the reli.
consider how it will be produced;-e.g., what ability of systems. In Ref. 10 it Is shown that
kinds of quality control Will be necessary, many reported failures were not the result of
what machlnes/operators will actually per- either faulty design or human error (for the
form- a task. Reducing the occasion of very Air Force F-106 avionics systems), but were
similar appearing parts, but which are differ- "required" by the procedural environment.
ent, can help avoid mistakes. A design that Ref. 10 ought to be ,read by every system
can accept looser tolerances might be better planner.
than one which requires tight'tolerances, even
though the latter would perform better if 6-3 HUMAN ENGINEERING
everything were right.

The designer needs to consider how the This area deals largely with motor re-
Tequden er netually e sid h the sponses of operators and with varied human

equipment actually will be repaired in the physical capabilities. Ref. 1-6 cover this
field. For example, if a repair when done right area adequately. Typical constraint# are that:
takes atout 8 hr, and when done almost-right
t;akes 1 hr, which way will it be done under (1) An operation ought to be within the
the pressures of understaffed maintenance physical capabilities of the central 95% of the
crews many of whom are inexperienced? One potential operators.
cannot expect that field service personnel will (2) A person is not required to do some-
have the knowledge about the system that the thing that his coordination Wil not allow him
dedigners have. Even where the situation is to do, e.g., something akin to patting his head
understood, the officer-in-charge under the with the left hand while rubbing his chest
pressures of command might well choose to with the right hand.
have the almost-right repair that takes only 1 (3) Real people cannot easily use, read,

* hr. The designer must always keep in mind and respond to controls and displays, espe-
that the equipment will be used and repaired cially in tunes of psychological stress.

6-2
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Mock-up under realistic conditions are TABLE 041. LIST OF PRED 'IVEMETHODS
very helpful ina uncovering forgotten- con-
stunits. Pot, example, -f an-equipment must OPERABILITYi METHODS
be uedat ngitinextrniey cold weather, A. ayc
have,& per.pn-Ay to use it in, a freezing, poor- 01. American Institute for Fiesearch lAIR) Date
ly l1it room for several hours. te

Miltar sandrd, rgaations,:speifica- *2 THERP-Technique for Human Error Rate

tionis, and other, publications contain guide- Prediction
lines, policies, and requiremnents for human 3. EPPS-Tcchnique for Establishing Personinel,
factors and human engineering. -For example, Performance Standards

Army requirements and policies for humanl 4. Piokrel(McDonald Method

enneeing programs are presented in Refs. . Mto
8-10 MI-ST-147 (fef.1), he IL-6. Throughput Method

STD-808 aeres (HtAS. 2-4),'and -MIL-H- 7 Askren/Regul~nski Method

46855 (Ref. 5) give ,design criteria require- -DIEI-D~svlv Eviuatve lex

ments, and definitions for human enginee- 9.Pror PerfrIOmalce Metric

ing in military systems. StandardIzation, 10. critical Human Performance end Evaluative
automatign, visual and auditory displays, Program~ (CHPAE)

controls, labeling, rorkspace design, mnain- B. Simulation
'tairlabtlity, remote handling daevices sty 01. Diia Simulation Method
haaards, i.nd environimental requirements we 2. TACOEN
some of -the subjects tzeated in these sources 4HS*U
(Refs. 1-5). flafinitions of human factors3.ooenPditvTenie
terms ar also fouind in. MlISTD-721 (Ref. 95. ORACLE*Operations Research and Critical Link

'1). Evaluator

MAINTAINABILITY METHODS

6.4 HUMAN PERFORMANCE RELI- 1. ERUPT-Elemntary Riliebilit,' Unit Parameter
AsO LTY Techniquie

2.Personnel Reliability Index

The analysis of human factors recognizes 3. MIL-HOUK 47 2 Prediction Methods
that both-human and machine elements can
fail, sred that just -as equipment failures vary "Methods chicribed in hef. 22. Roference o all methods
in th~ar elfects on a system, human errors can are given in RefI.2.
also 'have varying effect. on a system. In some
case, human errors result from an individual's
action, while others are a consequence of
systemp design or manner of use. Some human In the initial evaluation of a. design, the
errors cause total system, failure or increase man/machine system can, be pt into clearer

4 the risk of such failure, while others merely
create .,delays i reaching system objectives, -perspective by answering the following two
Thus, as with other system parameters, qetos
human factors exert a strong influence, on the(1 In the practical environment, which
design and ultimate reliability of all systems of the many characteristics that influence
hawing a rhan/intvhine intezfhce. A goodi sum- h uman performance are L-uly important;
mary and critical review of human.,perfor- which must be included in the design; and
mince reliability predictive methods is given under what circumstances is each character-
in Re.f. 22 which is "a summary 6f Ref. 23. istic important?
Both references contain excellent bibli- (2) What effec~t wilincluding or exciud-
ographies. Table 06-1 is taken from Ref. 22 ing particular c harecteriskics have on the
ind list. the available predictive methods. deaign of the system?
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6-4.1 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HU- tor engine6r provides valuable guidapce in
MAN FACTORS AND RELIABILITY the-design of system malfunction indicatori.

-Ref, 11 contains additionai information fn
B a nhuman reliability and i cludes method for

SBoth reliability and h, unai fors are collecting, analyzing, and uing system faif-

concerned with predicting, 'measuring, and Ire data i quantitative approach to humnI
improving system performance. System fail- elialty. A study of the feaiblty of

ures are caused by human or equipment mal- 4uantifying human reliability haactri*cP
functioas. Thus, system rervability must be ad subsequent development of a Iethod-
evaluated from the vwewpoint that the sys- ology for quantifying human performs, e,
tern consists not only of equipment and pro- mrror prediction, coitrol and meusure, nt
cedures, but also includes the people who are discussed in Refs. 1214, 30, 324.
use them. The reliability engineer must Ref. 31 is a comprehensive abstract 'of
analyzc and provide for reliability In the huniiar performance measures.
equipment and procedures, and also must
work closely with the human frctors enpi- 64.2 HUMAN FACTORS THEORY
neer to identify and plan for human reliabil-
ity factors -nd their effects on the overall
system reliabiiity. Similarly, the human fan- Baacally, human behavior ii a function
tore engineer is concerned, from the reliabil- of three parameters (Rtef. 2w):
ity viewpoint, with the reliability of humans ()) Stimuius-Input (i. any stimuli,
in p e rning or reacting io equipment and such a audio or visual sguas, falure Ica-
procedure activities, and the effect that tions, or out-of-sequence functions which act
system reliability will have on human activi- as sensry inputs to an opertor.
ties. When the mno/ma-chine interface is (2) Internal Reaction (0). the opera-
complex, for example, the possibility of tor's act of perceiving and linterpiatlng the 8
human error increases, with an accompany- and reaching a decision based upon there in-
ing increase in the probability of system fail- puts.
ure due to humanr error. Of particular con- (3) O-,put-Respo(se (A), the opeator's
cern to the reliability and human factors response to S based upln o. Talking, writing,
engineers are the frequency and modes of positioning a switch, 4r other responie are
'human failures, and the degree of adverse examples of R.
effect of human failures on the system. One
obvious approach to eliminating failures due All behavi0r is a combination of thes
to human error is to replace the human by a three parameters, with complex behavior
machine. This approach, however, must con- consisting of many S-O-R chains in series,
sider the complexity, reliability, interactions Parallel, or interwoven and proeeding con-
with other equipment, cost, weight, sire, currently. Each element in the S-O--R
awaptability, maintainability, safety, and chain depends upon successfully completing
many ,nore characteristics of a machine re- the preceding element. Human errors occur
placement for the human. An interesting when the chain is broken, as, for example,
facet of the hum an factors/reliability -ela- when a change in conditions occurs but is
tionship (and which- a o concerns the main- not perceived as an S; when several S's can-
tainability engineer) is that the continuation not be discriminated by the operator; when
of the system designed-in reliability depends an S is perceived but not un4erstood; when
upon the detection and correction of mal- an S is correctly recognized and interpreted,
functions. This task usually is assigned to bgt the correct R is unknown (i.e,, operator
humans. Thus, system performance can be cannot reach a decision, or complete 0);
enhanced or degraded, depending -upon when the correct R is known but is beyond
whether or not the malfunction information the operator's capabilities (i.e., operator
is presented so that it is understood readily. completes 0 but cannot accomplish R); ,)r
By studying human response to various when the correct R is within the opereto-'s
stimuli (audio, visual, etc.), the human fac- capabilities but is incorrectly performed.
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Ha~~mifatoureiablit, ifeymain- of. tak error tesi mathemahcal' modelinig of
talnbiltyand the sytem ngleerACr performance, prediction of purformance reli-

elemnt. ustbe dreced t a sste desgn bility, and-validation, are, applied 'tohuman
that, contributes to proper operator respons-es subsystems in much -the same mamneir as in
by crnating perceivable and lnterpietable the reliability of hardware subsystems.
to'smu blieqin reeackn i&- eoea Stochastic modeling and quantification of

t~ apbiiie. eebakought tob no. hmnperfoumance-reliability can
.0ozated nt design to verif that operaor either time-discrete or ti -me-continuous

Nao in oonrect. In other words, equipi- domains. Particularly uWefu techniques are:
men chraceritic mold erv asbot' 1) Data generation and processing, in.

Inpt ndfeebak tiuli to the operator. cluding tests of randomness, atationarlty,
These relationships between- human. and and ergodicity
equipmait element.are depicted in Fig. 6-1. 2) Failure, modes anid effe3 anaysi

(Chxpteir8
-643 MAN/MACHINE LOATO N (3) Parameter variation analysis (Chap.

RELIABILITY r10
(4) Cause-Consequence charts (Chapter

The-functioui blocX diagrms, allocation 7)

Inpuftw (.m sAWNnd) -

1OUIPMENTT R J

I tI

I Ilm
WW'

-------- Feadhec'. Resporms

FIGURE 6-1. Thi Manecinw Inmcuon.A
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(5), Estimation of suitable distributions Anothe- approach to man/machinie allo-
for random variables cation is illustratd by Mig. 6.2. This approach

(6) Deciionmaking methods. such as has three general steps:
-hypothesis testing, multiple decision and
sequential testing, sad formulating rules for (
strategies.. -(2), Generate Task Equipment Analyms

(TEA) ,data.
Many of these techniques are discumed in (3) Predictman/m*.hine reliability .ting
greater detail in Refs. 25,-3641. the TEA data as inputs -to the predicos

Reliability of a system is affected by the model.

allocation (not necearily quantitative) of The, predictive modelcan be developed in
system functions to either the man, the ma- tither the time-disdrete or 'time-continuous
chine, or both. Table 6-2 lists some of the domains, depending on the nature of the
salient chactejistics of the humans and humarn tack. The-human peifornance reliabil-
machines which are pertinent to the alioca- Ay is defined a(Ref. 42).
tion choice. Asis evident from studying Table
6-2, the predicton of human reliability is (1) r{task performance without eiror I
moIre difficult than the prediction of machine stress I(discrete)
relability. The machine's insensitivity to (2) Prtak performence without orin
extraneous factors (Item 10 in Table 6-1) an incrementoftimelszeu}(continuous).
versus the human's sensitivity to these ftor Embodied in the stress is the totality of all
is one consideration, leading to human perfor- factors-psychological, physiological, and
mahce variability and the subsequent cape- environmental-which affect human pirfor-
bilty to predict machine reliability more pre- mance.
cisely. In fact, a.human's response can be suf-

ficiently influefned to vary from 0.0001 to For discrete tasis such as pushing a but.

0.9999 relibility within conditions that ton or throwirig a lever, the task random vi-

would not affect a machine. The machine, for able ha only discrete value (often, the r',s-
example, does not react to environments of tie integers). Thereliability of some dlclte

combat which could produce severe psycho- repe ndtive task (haumin thatthe trias re
logical stress and breakdown hi a human. s-independent and have the sae prability)
Since the tradeoff depends partly on the, can We etimated simply as the fraction of the

nature of the system and human functions trials which are a success. The dscrtehuman

and partly on the way the llocation problem performance unreliability uometime can be
is approached, each design situation requires a approxa by the error-rate multiplied by
wmparate human factors analysis. Such vari- the time-interval (Ref. 24).
ables as cost, weight, size, hazard levels, The. time-continuous quantification of
adaptability, and state of techiplogy must be humar performance reliability is applied to
considered for each system. such tasks as:

One approach to the choice between man (1) Tracking a dgrul displayd on a
and -machine is to compare the predicted reli- screen criite feah hsapoah oee,(2) Manually controlling the pitch, roll,! rbilitis of each. This approach, however, adywo narrf

ibhould not be based solely on failure rates, yaw ofon arcraft
~ncehumas ae suficentl adptabe ~(3) Performing a vi~,ilance task which

hsu na nb might require, for exarmple, the detection ofrecover quickly and correct someh the presence (or abaence) of a specified event.
induced malfunctions. Gimihrly, humans have th p a of a th e i d vents
the flexibility'to handle unique situations t-at this type of task, the random variable s
might cause system failure if an unadaptable continuous in time over some domain.
machine were assigned the task. An approach The time-to-error has a random distri.
based~on ieliability comparisons ought to use bution, just er time-to-failure of hardware;
failure rates in conjunction with an analysis of this distribution will have a pdf, Cdf, Sf, and
man/machine characteristics and the desired failure rate (error rate). Depending on the
task accomplishments. specific task, & measure of human perfor-
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TABLE 62. CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMANS AND MAACHINESe

Charecterlstlcs Tending to Charactoristics Tonding' to
Favor Human Favor Mac~ines'

1. Ability to 6viect certain forms -of energy. 1. Monitoring men or other mochines.

2. Sensitivity to a widc variety of stimuli 2. Pa~rformance of routine, repetitive, precise.
w'thin a restricted range, tasks.

3. Ability to perceivoepatterns andgsneral- 3. Resp~ding quickly to control signals.
Ies abbut them.

4. Ablity to detc signals (including 4. Exerting large amounts of force smoothly
etesInhigh noise onvlronmentt. and precisely.

5. Ability to store large amounts of informa- 5. Storing and recalling large wiiour'ts of
tion for long periods and to remembeir precise data for short periods of time.
relevant fa-. at the approprlatetimei.

6. Ability to ust-judgment. 6. Computing ability.

7. Ability to improvise and adopt flexible 7. Range of sensitivity to stimuli.
procedures.

8. Ab$ity to handcrlow probability alter- 8. Handling of hirhly ~omplex operations,
nitives 0I. e., unexpected events). (I. a., doing many different things at onca).

0.- Ability to arrive at new and completely 9. Deductive reaoing abillty-
dlifferent solutions to problems.

10, Abilty to profit from experience. 10. Insensitivity to ext~ranieous factors.

11. Ability totrack In awidevariety of
situations.

12. Ability to perfo.-m fine manipulations.

13. Ability to perform when overloaded.

14;. Ability to reason inductively.

ruance reliability might be mean time-to-first- a certain time I strewl) The time-Tto-task-
error, mean time-to-error, median time-be- error-correction is analogous to time-to-repair
tweeii-errors, or somethig simila. Numerous and has a random~ distribution (and of -courge,
other measures similarly can be formulatid. all the' descriptions of such a distribution).
For example, because of the capacity, of the Refs. 12, 23, 27 provide a comprehensive
human to correc self-gerierated errors, it is trestmot.it of ,,aan-machibie reliability mociel.
germane to model some performance function ing in this context.
related t~o error. correction. In Ref. 24 such Examples of numerical evaluation of
performmnce measure is form~ulated is correct- these probabilities are:

abilty ad deinedas:(1) The human subsystem (operator) is
Pr{Compleion of task error correction in required to interconnect two machines in a
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KN WLEDGE OF M AS
CAPABILITIES AND
LIMITATIONS

REVISION OF TRAINNG
•PROGRAMAND PERSON.
NEL SUBSYiiTEM

DESCRIBE SYSTEM
FIJCTIONS AND ESTABLISH 'ESTAISH
REQOJIREMENTS DISTRIBUTION OF DISTRI3UTION PREDICT

-.- . j FUNCTIONS BETWEEN OF OPERATOR USE
REYISION OF MEN AND MACHINES TRL I '
SYSTEM-FUNCTIONS ..

-j I
H NE CAPABILITIES

AND LIMITATIONS

REVISION OF
MACHIN AAIII~

_ _ _ _ _ ' I2 _ __ __

FiG WrE 6-2. p kj rM~qMdrv R lit 4

decision ieuse. From TEA data it is -deter. 64.4 INTERACTIONS AND TRADE-OFFS
-mined that the probability of a successful
interconnection on a single trial is 10- The principal determinant of man/ma-
very difficult tk, chine performance is the complexity ,of

(2) Radar opera ors who are tracking human tasks within the systm. A sytem
multiple target signals have two types of derign that requires frequent aid precise ad-
errors: miss g a targetwhich is displayed,or justments by an operator may create reli-
false alarming. TEA data might show that the ability poblemIs associated with wear-out-or
tafime-t- -falseelarm is lognormally itri- maladjustment of thM control device, or
buted. As shown in Part Six, Mathematicdl maint*nability problems from repeated re-
Appendix and GOssary, the parameters of the placement of the worn control. On the other
distribution couid be estim d, (along with- had, a design providing an automatic ad.
their uncertainties) from soine, sample data. justing mechanism may cause problems of
The median time-to-fiist-false-alann could cost, weight, size, reliability, maintainability,
then be calculated, as could any other point or safety due to the control's complexity.
on the distribution. Similarly, for the same level of effectiveness,
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a sytemtha thoug deign loatonor very helpful to anyonetrying-t estijrt h
environment Is difficult to repair must neces- effebts of human braity on a system. It lists
$1arily be made more, relkble than-a system, 44,souice's of further informnation.
with a lew, complex man/machine intierface.
Tin., the rrani/mchlne iiteractlon can con,-
Utbt, to,. or detract- from , theefetiVenesaE"RNE
Of other diadplines depending upon trade-
offt and Interations selected during the ~ I.T47,Humant Engineering
system enginering proeess. adiinld~Deign Criteria for Military System,

EquipmsentanFciitie.
Refa. 6, 18421 g1 ilve ~ 2.t'es g MIL-STD-803A-l,_ Human -Engineering

guide. and appriaches for solvfr 'human D Iesign Criticia for Aerospace Systems
f~c~rs rc~beir ~n traeofs wih oherand, Equornera; Part 1: Aerospace
iisipines A aiubleconideatin, he seSystem Ground Equlpmeg4 1964.

of human factors informatomi by desigers# & 4MIL-8Th-803A.2,, Human Engineering
Is discussed arid illustrated with tests and

exanplesin ~h. M7.Design Oriterir for Aerospace Systems
examlesin I..85. 147.and Equipment, Part 21: Aerospace

64.5 THERP (TECHNIQUE 'FOR HUMAN, System Facilities and Facility Equip-
ment, 1964.

ERR(OR IATE PREDICTION) 4. MltSTD-803A-3, Human Engineoering
The human pedformanioe reliability model Design Criteria for Aerospace- Systems

develped at Sindi a Laboratorlesi.s defined a.and-Equipment, Part, 3: Aerospae Vie-
(Reft 42): 'hices and Vehicle Equlmen4, 967.

5. MIL-H-46855, Human Engineering, Re-
"1THERP is a milthod to predict quirements for Military 'ytmEup
human error .rates and to evaluate the mnen t, and Facilities.
degradation to al man-machine system 6. W, E. Woodson- and D. 'W. Conover,
likely to be caused by human errors in Human Engineering Guide for Equip-

iaeation- with equipment fanctioin- mnenti Designets, Univ, of Calif. Press,
ing, operatlhal procedures and prac- Berkeley, Caii., 1966.

ti.,and o6ther system and liuman '7. MILkSTD-721, Definition~s of Effective-
characteristics which influence-system nest Terms for Reliability, Main tain-
behavior." ability, Human Factora, and Safcty.

8. AR 70-8, Human Resourcet-Research
There are five steps in applying the Program.

model. 9. Anon., "Description of Human Factors
.(1.) DfNe6 the system failures (coikse- Reporis by Sandia Laboratories"', July

quencei). Work with tie failures one at a 1973, Available from Sandia Laborato-
time. ries, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115.

(2tismne.ayetehua oea 10. H. R. Leuba, "The Impact of.Policy on
(2) ist nd alyz thehumn opra-System R'eliability", IEEE Trans. 6n

tons related to ewien failure (task analysis).Reibit R1,1314 (Ags
,(3) Estimate -the appropriate error pr.ob- 1969). t -1,13-40(ugs

abiltie. 1. B. P. Davis and C. N. Cordqi, "!People
(4) Estimate the effects of human errors Subsystem MWaourernent for Total Reli-

on the system failure. Usually the hardware ai~" rceig fte17 n
characteristics will have -to be considered ini alit" yproceium o Re1bil0,A39
the analysis. (1070).

(5) Recommend changes to the man/ma- "2 .E.Mlret1,HuaFcorAs
chine systein and return to Step 2. pa.o eib~y ulcto o

-Ref. 42 summarizes and explains the U2296, Philco Corp., Newport Beach,
THERP model (and extolls its virtues). Ref. Calif., 19641.
4S is an annotated bibliogrzphy of the Sandia 13. J. A. Kraft, "~Mitigation of P'umai Error
Laboratories work in thi area and will be through Human Factors Design Engi-
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A.......Annal of Jth Reliability and 26. T. L. R*eguflDk, "Qusantification of

[ Maintainability Conference 7 300. Human Performance Reliability-~
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CHAPTER 7 CAUSE-CONSEQUENCE CHARTS

7.1l INTRODUCTION keep 'track of all of thesein- order, to keep
effort out of the-fault tre.

ACause-Consequence chart esecws neei theo'onetos~rcn
logical relationshipsbtencue (events sT re astocovetosfrcnwhih nalze innow e eti)ax stuting fault trees; it should'be followed rig-

consq~ncs (vent whch ae ~' cccem ormoty. The reason 5for following the conven-
on lyin *tions'is to have a fault tree whose parts M bn
onlyin hemslve, nt asthe increated by several people and which can be

fect other events). The chit usually is repre- wdef~tood by many ,pie . 5ne soine set
sented with, consiquences at 'the top ind msteflwdfutrchoIso
causes at the bottom;, and the words TOP be avoidod, one may as wel!l choose the set in
! Xd Bottom have ceine into common use to common us..describe those portions of the chart. A Faid-
"ure Modes and Effects A~iaysis (FMEA) It iswrtw.l keeping a Mie of genskal
deals largely wilh the bottom part of the s'abtrees for common ite.-ns (e.g., punips Pad
chat. Afalttreea prt of a auseCon- motors) to avoid havngb create that subtroe
sequence chart. It conbists of only one con- each time it Is needed. In each applicatioA,
sequence and .11 its associated branches; The the general ubfm in the file can. be pruned
remainder of this 'chapter deal mostly with to fit the applicaflon.
fut trees. The Caut*-Consequnce chart is Usually a -fault tree is drawn with the
created by juperimposing the separately same- orientation as the, Cause-Coriseqtuence
created fault trees. The Cause-Consequence chr:teruk(pestighe os-

char ca beuse toorgeizeone knwl- quence) is at the top and the leaves (reprw-
eodg about any set of causes-and their-con- etn~ecue)aea h otm
sequences; its use is not limited to hard- etnthcas)arathebto.
ware-oriented systems. During the course of constructn the

Th..prinipls offaut tre ceatin ~ fault tree, there will be many false starts,
straightforward, and easy to grasp. The nota bidalysse cags n itks
tion to be used and the discipline to be fol- ; enineerths llerneatdfkneador-
lowed ought to be learned before trying to system;ifatthscereokn ldgor

creae afaut tee or asysen.m. racice ganisation is useful precisely because It does
of Fault Tree Analysis is tedious, extremly require that the engineers know and make ex-

time~~~~ cosmnadms.rftbe plicit esswumptions about the relationships* of
harily, it is done i conjunction with an. tm nth ytm
FMEA (&ee Chapter'8) because both of -the Fault mee can be used for a complete
Analyses deal with causes and consequences. plant &3 well- as any of. the component systems
The bookkeeping aspects--vIx., the keeping anid subsystems. Fault trees provide an ob*e-
track of each item, it. states (conditions) tive basi for analyzing system design, per-
which are to be considered, and its place in forming trade-off s~udies,-analysing common
the hierarchy-are, very important because mode Lilures, demonstrating compliance with
mistakes are so easy to make. UnleKc & strict safety requiremen's, and justifying system
discipline of labeling items and their states is changes or additions.
followed, it is easy to make ezrors in identify- Telgco h prahmksi ii
ing items, e.g., two different codes might be biytolfrohenneig-dmaa-
assigned to one item. ment. Many -reliability techniques 'are induc-

A fault tree usually is constructed in tive and are conccrned primarily with asuring
parts because it takes so much room. Each that hardware will, accomplish reliably its
page of the fault tree refers to ot~er pages oi assigned functions. The fault tree method is
the fault tree and has certain conditions that concerned with assuring that all critical
are true for that page. One must carefully aspects of a system are identified and control-

M1C!IDflt PAGE BLANC,-NOT FlIW D
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led. The fault tree itself is-a graphictal repre- disadvantage is that silled personnel might
sentation of Boolean logic associated with the. develop at ult tree for a given system in dif-
development of a particular system failure ferent ways.

(consequence), called the TOP event; to basic Although certain single failures that canfailures- (causes), called primary events. For result in,gseveral componenitfaiures sirnultanie-
exem-'q, te TO evnt oul be e filue usly-caued comm~n mode failures*--can be

of a reactor scram system to operate during pitdotb ealdfutte ulss
an exursion, with the primary events being the analyst must be alert to inciude other

sof the individual smsystem corn- common mode failures properly iii the fault
tree and to be aware that fault tree analysis

In 1961 the concept of fault tree apalym does not inherently ferret out all common
was oadginated by Bell Telephone Labors- mode failures.
ta0s as a technique, for safety elvaluatloh of Most of this chapter is adapted from Ref.
the MINUTEMAN Launch Control System 1
Reft. 1). At the 1965 Safety Symposium,

(Mef. 2) several pperm expounded the virtues 7-2 GENERATION
of fault tree analysis. They marked the beginAning of a widespread interest in using fl A system component ist- basic-constitu-
nieg of a a despreadinite in usg faul ent for which failures ae considered primary
reactor industry. In the early 1970's ea failures during fault tree construction. Conse.
srides were made in the solution of fault quently, th W components of a given systm
trmes to obtain complete reliability informa- can change depen-ding on the TOP event being
tion about relatively complex systems (Ref. studied or the detail the analysc Wishes to
3-7). The collection and evaluation of failure include in the fault tree analysis. Some com.
data &ie still very important (Ref. 8-11). ponents have several operating states, none of-

which are necessaily, tled stater-. For ex-
Fault tree analysis is of major value in: ample, relay contacts can -bo.open or closed.

1, Directing the analyst to ferret out The. description of these states is called he
filures deductively romponent configuration.

2. Pointing out the aspects of a-system Fault tree construction is the "logical
which awe importInt with respect to the fail- development of the TOP evant. As the con-
ure of interest struction proceeds, each fault event also is

3. Providing a gr~phical ald for system developed until primary failures are reached.
managment people vwo are removed from A fault event is a failui rituation re3ulting
the system deign changes from the logicl interaction of 'rimary fail-

4. Providing options for qualitative or ures. The development of any fault event
quantitative system reliabilityoai .- ysis resu~ts in a branch of the fault tree. The event

5. Allowing the analyst to wconcentrate being developed is called the base event of the
on one.p~rticular system failure at a time branch. The branch is complete only when all

6. Providing the analyst with genuine events in the brench are developed to the level
insight into system behavior, of primary failures. 'Every event in a branch is

Fault tree mudels do have disadvantages. in the omain of the b event. In addition,
ifthe bbse.event is an input to an AND sate,

Probably the most outstanding is the cost of every event in the brnch s in the domain of
development in first-time application to a everinput to that AND gate.
system. As in the development of engineering
drawings, the cost is somewhat offset by fu. A fault tree gate is conposed of two
ture application of the models in accident pre. parts:
vention, inainu-nance scheduling, and system 1. The Boolean logic symbol that re-
modLications. The additional axpense is justi- lates t.e inputs of the gate to its output event
fled by the detail resulting from fault tree. 2. The output event description.
anaysis. Another disadvantage is that not *This nomenclature has been changed in 197f to "corn-
many engineer <xe familiar with it. A lesser rmn ca,;se" failure.
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A pt is equivalent to another gate if and are not event-symbok although traditionally
only if the logic symbol, the output event they have been classified as such. Te triangle
description, and the effective-boundary-con- indicates a trander from one part of the fault
ditioas associated with the output event are .tree to another. A line from the side of the
identical. These effective-boundary-conditions triangle (transfer-out triangle) denotes an
modify an event and are imposed by the an- e cfit transfer out from the associated logic
alyst or are generated by previously occurring gate. A line from theapex of the triangede-
fault events. A complete treatment of these notes an event transfer into the asmociated
effective boundary conditions-is given in Ref. logic gate from the transfer-out triangle with
12. The event description must have two the same identificktion number.
parts: (1) the incident ideiitification, and (2)
the entity identification. The incident identi- The other logic gates and events symbols
fication defines, as briefly as possible, the are showr and explained in Figs. 7-1 and 7-2.
fault without indicating any hardware in- A minimal cut set is a smallest set of pri.
volved. The entity identification specifies the mary events, inhibit conditiofio, and/or unde-
item involved. veloped fault events which must all occur in

Two kinds of symbols are used in a fault orc:cr for the TOP event to occur. The pri-
tree: logic symbols as shown in-Fig. 7.1,,and mary events represent the resolution of the
event symbols as shown in Fig. 7-2 (Re. fault tree. The minimal cut sets reprdsent the
1,8,13,17). mnodes by which the TOP event can occur.For example, the minimal cut set AI A2

The logic symbols (gates) are used to means that both the primary events A, and
interconnect the events that contribute to the A. must occur in order for the TOP event to
specified main (TOP) event. The logic gates occur. The occurrence of A, and As is a
that are used mcwt frequently to develop fault mode by which the TOP event occurs. If
trees are the baic AND and OR Boolean ex- either A, or A, does not occur, then the TOP
pressions. The AND gate provides an output event does not occur by this mode. The set of
event only if all input events occur simul- events A, A, C, where C is-another primary
taneously. The OR gate provides an output evont, i not a nininal cu set because C is

event if one or more of the input events are redundant and is not necessary for-he occur-
p .re~ent. Tenre of the TOP event; C can'either occur or

not occur, and as long as A, and A2 bothThe usu1,event-mbo T rethgle repre- occur, then the TOP event will occur. A mini-* s en a Ault eveiat resulting frohe the com mtl cut set is a collection of component fail-

ures all of which are necessmy and sufficientbination of more-basic faults Acting through toauestmfilr yhtmnmlctto oause system failure, by that .minimal cut
logic gates. T.N, circle designates a basic-sys- set, A complete set ofmiimal cut sets is all
tem-component failure or fault input that is
&-independent of all other events designsted the falure modes for the given system-failure.
by circles and diamonds. The diamond The minimal cut sets are important
symbol describes fault inputs that are con- because they depict which failures must be
sidered basic in a giver fault tree. However, repaired in order for the TOP 'failure to be
the event is not basic in the sense that labora- removed from the failed state, The minimal
tory data are applicable. Rather, the fault tree cut sets point out the weakest links in the
in simply not developed further, either be- system. The primary events in the 1-event
cause the event is of insufficient consequence minimal cut sets usually are the most impor-
or the necessary information is unavailable. In tant. A 1-failure analysis is a fault trea drawn
order to solve a fault tree, both circles and to obtain only the 1-everit minimal cut sets
diamonds must be used to represent events (1-failure) for the TOP event. For a 1-fialute
for which reliability information is necessary analysis, the fault tree ends whenever an ANID
to the fault tree. Events that appear us circles gate is rc-ached that does not have deeper
or diamonds are treated as primary events, common causes (which effectively transform

The triangles shown in Fig. 7-2 strictly an AND gate to an OR gate),

7-3
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- - RECTANGLE,L I I ] A fault event usually ri.s0ting from the

-combination of more-bas~f.lts, hlch
are acting through logic gates.

CIRCLE

A basic componentfault -an s-independent
event.

DIAMOND

A fault event not develcped to its cause.

DOUBLE DIAMOND

An imporit undeveloped fault-event that
requires further development to complete
the tult tree.

AInt TRIANGLE

A-connecting or transfer symbol.

UPSIDE DOWN TRIANGLE

A similarity transfer-the inut.i; similarbut not identical to the like identified input.

HOUSE

An event that usually occurs. Also, useful as a
"trigger event" for logic structure change within
the fault trce.

FIGURE 7-2. Fault Tree Evmt Symbols1$ 1
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Fault trees are very flexible with regard bounds of the system. System boundary con-
to the degree of detail to be included. In the ditions define the situation for which the
fault tree itself primary failures can be failures fault free is to be drawn. A most important
of the smallest mechanicallinkage in a micro- system boundary condition is the TOP event.
switch or failures of a power-generating sta- For any given .ystem,.there is a multitude of
tion. The resolution of the analysis is deter- possibilities for TOP events. Selecting an
mined by the needs of the analyst. Having appropriate TOF event is sometimes difficult.
determined the resolution, the analyst has The complete Cause-Conseqaence chart will 4
options with regard to evaluating the fault have many TOP events. One of them is chosen
tree, Indeed, the fault tree itself can be the for each fault :tree. Choosing good, useful,
final objective. In addition to the system visi- TOP events, is not ey because one is rarely
bility and understanding obtained by studying sure ho* high to go. The system initial con-
the fault tree, further qualitative analysis of figuration is described by additional system
the fault tree can produce all of the system boundary conditions. This configuration mut
modes of failure. Finally quantitative evalua- represent the system in the unbiled state.
tion is possible, i.e., probabilistic failure infor- Consequently, these system boundary -ondi.
mation can be obtained about the TOP event tions depend on the TOP event. Initial, 'di
and minimal cut sets from probabilistic failure tions are then system b6undary condins
information about the components. that define the compor.ent confi" .tns-ibr

Generation of fault trees has two which the TOP'event is .a4plicable. All compo-nents that -have, mote tan one operating state
steps: system definition and construction of nenerat haven thnone oper stanegenerate ik- iti-al condition. Systemi bound.the tree. Each-step.is discussed in the para.- 'graphs that follow ry -conditions also include any fault event de-

a alared to exist or to be not-allowed for the

du ation of the lault tree construction. These
7events -are called existing system boundary¢,conditions or nqt-alloued system boundary

System definition is often the most diffi-
cult task associted with fault te ay. ,conditions. An existing system boundary con-cult fp a ik associs with fauntioree nanySu. dition is 4eated as certain to occur, and aOf primary importance is A functional layout not-allowed system boundary condition is
diagram of the system showing all functional

treated as an event with no possibility ofinterconnections and identifying each system ocrig ete eitn o o-loe
occrrig.Neither *itn o o-loecomponent, (For some systems that are not

hardware oriented, such a diagram may not system boundary conditions appear as events
exist and, indeed, the Cause-Consequence in the final system fault tree. Finally, in cer-
chart itself might be the only feasible di- rain cases, partial development of the TOP

S grammatic ystem representation.) An exam- event, called the treetop, so is required as a
ple might be a detailed electrical schematic. system boundary condition. if the tdeetop

4 Physical system bounds are then established system boundary condition is required, it is
to focus the attention of the-analyst on tWe not considered as part of the fault tree con-
precise area of interest. A common error is struction process because it is obtained by

failure to establish realistic system bounds inductive means.
and thereby to initiate a diverging analysis. 7-22 FAULT TREE CONSTRUCTION

Sufficient information must be available
for each of the system components to allow Published information dealing with gener-
the analyst to determine the necessary modes alized fault tree construction is quite limited.
of failure of the components. This informa- Haasl (Ref. 1) has described some general con-
Vion can come from the experience of the cepts, and Fussell (Ref. 12) has presented a
analyst or from the technical specifications of construction methodology for electrical sys-
the components. - tems that is deductive and formal.

Next, the system boundary conditions An example demonstrates some of the
must be established. These boundary condi- fundamental aspects of fault -tree construc-
tions are not to be confused with the physical tion. A sample system schematic is shown in

7-6
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Fig. 7-3. The system physical boundR include minimal cut sets are, by inspection, the sets of
this entira system. The system boundary con- primary event:
ditlons are: 1. Motor Failure (overheated)

TOP Event Motor overheats 2. Fuse Failure (closed) Wirjng Failure
Initial Condition Switch closed (shorted)

Not-allowed Events Failures due to effects 3.. Fuse Failure (closed) Power Supply
external to system Failure (surge).

Existing Events a Switch closed Althou, these minimal cut set were
Treetop - Shown in Fig. 74. determined by examination of the fault tree,

usually a more formal procedure is needed.
One such approach ha been suiested by

SWITCH Vesely and Narum (Ref. 14). The Boolean
F-I __ -equation implied by the fault tree is construc-

ted by a computer. The primary events are
then "turned on" one at a time. Each time, a

MOTOR check is made to determine whether the equa-
SUPPLY MOTOR tion is "true"..Next, all possible combinations

| of two primary events are turned on andapin
the equation is checked each time vo deter-
mine whether it is true. Each time the equa-

WIRE lion is true, the collection of primary events
that were turned on is a cut set. After thes

VFIGURE 7.1 $amp/e System cut sets are determined, all cut sets that are
superuets of other cut sets are discarded so as
to winnow the minimal cut sets. Vesely and

- Naum (Ref. 14) have suggested a Monte
MT tCarlo approach whereby appropriate weight-

OVERHEATS ing of the primary events is used to accelerate
the process of determining the minimal cut
sets. However, doubt that ao the minimal cut
ets have been found is always present whe;
the Monte Carlo approah is ujed. In practice,
both of the preceding methods generally re-quire excessive computer time to obtain cut

PRIMARY EXCESSIVE sets containing more than three primary
MOTO CRENT'TO events.

FAILURE MOTOR

7-3.1 FINDING THE MINIMAL CUT SETS

FIGURE 74. First Treetop System Boundery
Condition for Smple System Ibis approach (Ref. 17) begins at the

TOP event and proceeds to the primary events
without simulation, Boolean manipulation, or
Monte Carlo. Rather, the fault tree is resolved
directly into the minimal cut sets. The execu-

7-3 MINIMAL CUT SETS tion time is, thereby, not an exponential func-
tion as it is with other -ethods, but -is

A minimal cut set is a collection of pri- approximately a linear function of the averge
mary failures all of which are neessary ahd length of the cut ets. A key point of this
sufficient to cause the failure by that minimal nvthod is that an AND gate alone always
cut set. A complete set of minimal cut sets is increases the size of a cut set while an OR
all the failure modes for a given system and gate alone always increases the number of cut 4
TOP event. For the fault tree in Fig. 7.5, the sets. To obtain the minimal cut, sets, this,

k7-7
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thi exmplthestem undary conditions tosi al reasyibti l wsi

hdtW Coditiof Switcrctes.

Evets ailresdu toeffcts of attrees; nominb alated=qualitatvel and
extiernl to sytquant-it save dualtatiieevalution Is veey

ertoIalTe noPERATE the to. Dig evourine ealutisn.
cludeBot n eer s eiare ofcue tin the reaider-

Treetop te inothe in.t tiet1 arbitrarilyd.
nameeis eab evaluad eech piarivy-ve

-NOT OPERATwth vle *.~ is eflow uing efivalitions

apply to this,,Approach:
PRIMARYNO CURRENT TO

MOTOR ATjgtFAILURE MOTOR P, input i togae
A Enumber of inputato pte w
X EBICS X
y ~ entry yin a BICS

FIGURE 7-. Sooqd Treetop Sy.nvm Boundvy AX variable representing entr y in
Cwion iv oSmpe Sysmm BICS X

xmax iElargest value of xyet ud
Ymax islargest value of 'yyet usedin

BICS x.
The, completed fault tree is shown in Fig.

7.7i Here the diamond symbol is used to indi- The values w, 0, p.,j, X. and the gate typecate that the event "switch open" is not do- (AND or OR) are assumed known, where
veloped to its causes. The switch's being open values of p. are discernible values of w orb
is a failure external to the system bounds and, "9, stefis e qa t h auin this analymi, insufficient information is repesetin the gtset imequal onter thale
available for developing the event. TOP event. From this point on, the goal is to

The eient "ftuie fails open" occurs if a eliminate all w vulues from the A1. matrix.
primary or secondary fuse failure occurs. When this elimination is completp, only*
Secondary fuse fe'lure can, rocur if an over- values remain and the BICS are determined. j
load in the circuit occurs, bnecause an overload To .ccompish this elimination, an (o value is
can cae the fuse to open. The fuse does not located in, th matrix, thevaluesof x,
open, however, every time an overload is pre. and (s are noted and
sent in the circait, because all conditions of
an overload do not result in sufficient over- A - pW.1. (7.1)
current to open 'the fuse. The inhibit coaidi-
tion then is used as a weighting factor applied
to aill the fiult events in the domain of the For oj an AND gate:
inhibit condition. Since th.- inhibit condition A,4=8x+1P, r2~ .'W1 7is treated as an AND logic gate in, apoai-XylX1 P 1 , ,,.,- 12
istic analysis, it is a probabiibtic zeighting where yxnax is incremented when. x is icre-
factor. The inK:Y# condition has man~y varia- mented.F
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For w an OR gate: by hand. This maximum is-an uppebound to"
* the maximum number of primary events: in

X, 1,2,...,ymax; -8 y. any minimal cut setfor that fault tree, The
lnmaxz+,n = 2,3,...A ;,n = y determination is similar to that for the num-

(7-8) ber of BICS. If yjj is aparuneter Wcited
with input i to gate- i where Yj,j - 1 for allwhere xmax is incremented when n irincrM40e- primary events, then

mented.

Eqs. 7-1 and 7-2:or'7-3 arerepeatedz until all Yii + Y1, +Y1 , + "' Y a,

the entriesin the 4X, matrix become values if fis an AND gate I (7-9)

of 0. The 9ics are then deterned. A simpler Y max {Yg, 1 Y1 2 # Y43 .YjJI LX

search procedure is ,sed to determine the '! i is an OR gate (7-.0)
minimal cut sets.

The number of BICS (the number of Yk,g Y1 (711)

rows in the A matrx) for a fault tree gen;
erally can be determined In a reasonable time where k- is the gate into which Gate i is input

by hand. The number of BICS is-an upper 2. If logic gate i is directly ivnder the TOP

bbund-to 'the number &f'minimal ct sets. If e then Y1 - YT0? is te maximum
X1, is a parameter associated with input j to number of primary eventI i any BICS for the
gate i, where x1,j -6 1 for all, prizary even61 -given fault tree. Yj is determined only when

then all it4 input parameters are determined; hence,
- the analyst must begin with gate. that have

X1  0 X *1 'XIjm ax only primary events (y,,. -, 1 for all j) as'in.
if isar'.AND gate (7-4) put.

X, g +-#A+ +,3 +0 * + For example, the fault tree in Fig. 7-5 is

if i is an OR- gate ' ) again considered. From Eq. 7-10, Yc - max
{1,1} land from Eq. 7.9,

9- X(7-6)
Y- - Y-. + Ya (7-12)

where k is the gate into wlhich Gate i is input Y - x {1,2} 2.
2. If logic gate i is directly under the TOY
event then X, - XTop is the number oUBICS
for the fault tree. The value xk is determined Therefore, the largest BICS contains two

only when a its input parameters are deter- primary events. The A matrix for the faultmined; hence, gates that have only primary tree of Fig. 7-5 is a 2 X 3 matrix. This method

events (x,j = 1 for all j) as input are the begin- easily-can be extended to determine the maxi-

ning points. mum number of 1-, '2-, 3-, ... 'vent BICS,
hence an upper bound on the 1-, 2-, .The computation is simple, as Can be seen event minimal -cut sets, respectiely, is deter-

from examining the fault tree in Fig. 7-5.From Eq. 7-5, X (1 + 1) = 2 and thened.
The fault tree of Fig. 7.5 illustrates the

from Eq. 74, method of determining minimal cut sets. Each

XB = (XB 1)(xB,2) = (XC)(XD,2) (2)(1) gate has been labeled with a letter and each
=2 (7-7) primary event with a number. The input is

then

and, finally, since A is an OR ga~e t

= Xo,P= (XA 1 + (T 1 ,2) =(XA:-)
+ XB = 3. 78) W, Gate Type 1w  p,,j

Therefore, the A. Y mati.Y contains three A OR 2 1 B
rows. The mximum number of prhnary B AND 2 C 2
events in any BICS foi a fault tree alsc jener- -O 2 43
ally can le Jeteimind in a reasonabla time -:
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Thesolution is begun by preparing a Aky, of otherBICS, all supersets are discarded. -The
matrix: " minimal cut sets remain.

_Y,, The advantage of, the method lios in the
speed with which it can determine large cut

x A sets. As a typical example, for a fault treeF1 w.th 2000 BICS, the smallest of which con-
tains 20 primary events and th largest of
which contains 25 primary events, the time

Since A is an OR gate, Eqs. 7-1 and 7-3 required, by the UNiVAC 1108 computer to
are used to give locate all the BICS ileas than 1f sec.

"AxW 7-3.2 MODIFICATIONS FOR MUTUALLY
Y EXCLUSIVE EVENTS

Most methods for obtaining minimal cut
sets must be modified somewh&t to handle
mutually exclusive fault events that appear in

To eliminate B, Eqs-4 and 7-2 are used the domain of the same AND logic gate. If
to obtain this modification is not implemented, errone-

ous "minimal cut sets" result. The manner in
which rroneoms minimal cut sets appear is

Y illustrated by'the example in the system sche-
Xmatic in Fig. 7-8. The purpose of the system

C 2is to provide light from the bulb. When the
ewitch is closed, the, elay contacts close-and
tne contacts of the circuit breaker, a normally
closed relay, open. If thiwrelay contacti opm,

Finally, since C is an OR gate, Eqs. 7-1 the light will Vo out and the oearator will
and 7-3 are used again to obtain immediately open the switch which in turn

catses. the circuit breaker contacts to close
and restore the light. Te system boundary
conditions include:

4 TOP Event No light
Initial Conditions Switch closed

Relay contactk closed
From the preceding matrix, the minimal Circuit breaker contacts

cut sets are as follows: open
Not-allowed Events E Operator failures

Minimal Cut Set Primary Events Wiring failures
... t Secondary- failures.
1 1 I
2 4, 2 Operator failures, wiring failures, and second-
3 3, 2 ary failures are neglected to simpliy tle fault

The results agree precisely with the re- tree (see Fig. 7-9).
suits obtained previously by inspection, Since Table 7-1 gives the primary events that
all the primary events in the fault tree are are de lared to be mnimal cut sets by conven-
different, the BICS in the preceding A x, tional methods of determining minimal cut
matiix are the minimal cut sets. If some of sets for ,the system shown in Fig. 7-89. As can
the BICS contain duplicate events, this dupli- be reasoned from Fig. 7-8, sets (6), (8), (10),
cation is eliminated by discarding redundant and (12) will not cause the TOP event. Only (
events. Alo, if some of the BICS are mpersets set (12), being logically impossible, could

7-12 
-,
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TABLE --. used :,o develop -these events wfl not mause
MINIMAL CUT SETS FOR SAMPLE SYSTEM 'TOP failure. Since X and '7 are b&60 in the

AS DETERMINED BY CONVENTIONAL MEANS domain of an AND logic gte, they were enim-bined in determinig the miniji cut. set.
Alleviating this -difficulty in the method of

(1) Pirn~y bub falurepar. 7-8.1 is eosakTemuual exclusive
% (1 Prrr,,ry ulbfaiureevents &re flaed. These event. then never are

combined; hence, erroneous minimal cut~ set.
(2) Prirnaiy Power Supply 1 failure are not obtained. However~ I f these erroneous

additional minimal -cut set. are consdered
13) Ralay contacts tranferf open the error is pneraflyL conservative;ki. a h*g-

Circuit breaker contacts fail oPen er system-ale probability is luI±d

(4) Resy contacts trnfroe Most--netbods for finding the minimal cut
Switch fails dlosed seta presume that the primary event. aro

a-ndieedent; correcting* them for, mutull
(5)Power Supply 2 failure exclusive events is more difficult.

( Circuit breaker contacts fail open

(6) owe Suply faiure7.4 FAILURE PRO13ABILIT-Y
&vltchfailsclose Thur ae basically threeimethods for sol-

(7) elaycoilopencircitslig fault trees: (1.) direct simulation (Ref.
Circuit breaker contacts fall 15i, (2) Mointe Carlol (Ref. 7), and (3) direct

analysis(Ref. 6).

(8) Relay coil open circuits Direct si'mulation basicaly. use Pool*a
Switch fails closed ioglc'hardwake (simlak-tothat in digital coni.

putors) i! a.one-to-one correspondence wfih
(9) Circuit breaker coil opens aircuh the fault (zec' B(e)leanhlo&.to form an analog

Circuit breaker conticts fail open circuit. TbA; method usually is prohibitively
4xrpnsive. A hybrid method obtains parts of

110) Cici-rae oloescrut the sclution~using the analog technique "~d
Switch fails dlosed patsfrom a digitta; colculation, in an effort to

be cost competitive. Because of the expense
(11) Switch transfers opn invo'ved, this method rarely iii used.

Circui&t breaker contacts fail openMneCaomthdarpeaste

(12)Swita trnsfes ~moat simple in priciple but in practice can be
Swith fals coudexpensive. Since Monte Carlo i not prmctic

without the t~e of A: digital conmputer, its
discussed in that framework. The mnod, easiy
understood Moixte Carla technique lscult:4
"direct uimidatictn". Teterm "simulation"

* hae ben deecte as rr~,eous fro the frequently is -used, in corjunction wrih'iohav ben-detcte, s erunou- fomCarlo methods, beciwr Monte Carlo is a fod j
minial ct ses thmselesof mathematical simulation. (This simulation

The ruson for these erroneous miimal should not be confused with direct analog
cut sets ig that -the fault ever ta "power remov- simulation.) Probability data are provided as
ed from Circuit Path C", Iseafter canledk~, input, and the simulation program representa
juid the fault evens "power not removed frc'n the fault ..ree on a computer to provide quan.
Circuit Path C", hereafter called fare mutu- titative. results. In this ms-nwr, thousands or,
ally exclusive fault events. Consequently, col- millions of trials can be simulited. A typia
lections of component failures that reflect simulation program i'volves the following
certain combinations of the primary events steps.

7-1a
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1. Assign failure data to -input faul TO

eventsuithntlete anid, if desired, repafr
da6L

2.Rep'ussnt the fault tree on a comn-
pute to provide quandtative resulat. for the
overWI WSyem performance, subsystem per.X2
toonance, and the baic pinpt event perfor.

P List the taiurthat leads tothe
undesouedn~and identify minimal cut',ets

4. Cnpute -and rank basic input failure

and availability performance rc-sults.

ln performig thew, steps, the computer pro.
amsimulate# thC aultt tree and using the' 7

input dat, randomly select. the various par,.-
motor data from a"Jgnefl statistical dWstrbu- FIGUREIt 74. aple Fault Tree Wo
tions; and then tests whether or not the TOP PrO babY Eve/u.!Zl
event occurred within the -sppecllled time
period. Etach test Isa tr., anda suffcient
nfumber Of' trias !$ r-un -,to obtainsthe desL'ed PAWUA2I- Pr{All-tPr{A21-- Pr(AIJIA2}Lquafititatove resoh~tion. Eadi time. the 111OP (744)
fvent, cccw, the contributing effects o I.nput _tA1nA2).r Pr({A1),Pr(A2jA1)'
event. and the logical gates causing the::'eci- (745)
fled: mOP event are stored and listedOa -'ni-
puier, output. The output provides a detiqed where
lierspatve ol.' the system ider simulated
opmrtIng conditions and providesa quantita- Al, A2 iany two event
dtebasis to support objctive decisions. lgcsmo o noadr

(often rep-'enCdass don)
To illustrate how-direct analysis mignt be i logic, syihbql for intersection

applied w~'a amiple rault tree for static condl- both/and (6ften represented-as m',-
tions, the, fault treoshown' in kig. 7-10 ic, tiplicitlon)
considered. It contains a-indepehdent, pri-

maryeven. AB, C andD wii ~Eq. 7-14 simply te that the piobabity, of
probabilitie of failure 06.1, 0.2, 0.%, -an 014,9 no stesr, h rbbltler h

respctiely Ths asw~tio ofcontan ~. ihd~vdual. events minus the probail'4, of
Ovectivly. Ths smtin ofshe s t;Ln aipl-e 4ii interjection. In terms of,'the fa ut tree,

from realistic tault tree evaluatioiA. The fauiltIo~rbfit fa2eenOR testh
tre. a s~wn n Fg. 40,is ot n nverd- owm of probablbtie of the two e'ntu attach-

out fom because Events X1, ,d _X2 are not ~t h aemnst. w~~yo h
.- inep~~de~--tey lotl are1~'ctios ~ two -even~ts both occurring. Ec-. 1-15 statp'.

that tile probability of an'interstction is ih
Priay'Event B. By Boolen nianiputionI
the iault tree shown in Fig. 7-11 is equivalent pobbh;fonP{A}tie e .

the ne how inig.7*~0; .~ bility of the other,-,giyon the, ocm~rreqice of
!~ et or bot fault trees amential The e isP A21).Itersoftfal

treeihowi ~ dentcal.tree in Fig, 7-11,the! prqbsbillty of 2-eventfru 6or ai Fig. 741li n convenient A gt st~pc~c. h rb~lte
o o aculating th roaity ofte Of the ttacher. O~ents, becau so pimary

TOP ~ent~events of a fauh trz are s-is d~penden1 ; (if
Two basic-laws of-probability iwre ,i=d n not, special. precaiuiins imus. taken as

P_ tult'tree evaluation. men doned E. par. 7'_'i:2).f
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TOP system failure probability it reduced to
TOP 0.0118,-or one-half its original value.

In spite of the-seeming simplcity of this
example, until reently, a practical' method

T 72 for solving -complex fault trees analytically
Awas not known for trees, containing primary

L2LJ ~ failures with- time-dejan dent failure'p'robibii f
ties aknd repair po b;1tV~o. With, the advent of
Kinetic Tree Theery (Ref. 6) analytic, solu-
tions requiring only1i relivey small- amounts
of computer time were pculblei for, complex( -trees. The fault tree itself is solved througha a
blondi of probability theory and ,differential,
calculus. AND, OR, and INHIBIT gates,,and-

general faiure and repair distrbutions are

iformation -is obtained ,as a function ,of 'time
and' hence, vith regard to reliability,-com-
plete kihetic! behavior is obtained. The eXPi4s-
dlons are simple and yield numerical results

F/Gb)'?E 7-1. Booem Equivlnt of Sanpi.Fauit efficiently, with an averag computer timeon
TreeShomw in Fig. 7-10. the ordp'r of one minute on thje.IBIM 360/75 t

computer- for a 500 primary failure fsul tree
(Ref. 6),

An elemeiaary example of P. fault tree
Sinc aU vens ar s-ndepndet inthe solution with failure and repair probabilities

faul tre sownin ig. .11 unikethe as %unctions of time Is tyo Identical, s-Mre-
eaentsoh tree shown in Fig. 7 1 0,k the pendent system urlt~, A. and t, operating

even prbabiitis ar astoliws:such that the simultaous falure of both is
evet pobailiiesareas ollws:required to cause system failures (see Vig

7-12). All failure and repair events are s-inde-
Pr{ 22}- Pr{C) PP{D} pendent.

Pr{(Z1) - PP (B 1 + Pp {Z2) - Pr {B) Pr {Z2) For Events A -and B, F(t) represents the
F~(TP) Pr(1I~ (A) (716) time-to-failure Cdf, and G(t) is time-to-.repair

Upon sub~stitution, dTeefnto: (-)

Pr{TOP}' Pr [A)1Pr{B}I + Pr (A4}Pr {C IPr {D) G(t) 1i-x
-Pr{AjPrfB},0{C}Pr{D} where

Pr (TOP) 0.0236. (7.17) X constant failure rate for a primary fail-

The probability of the system being in=ur rerat
the faied state is 0.0236 for the given pri- P cv.nstant rpai ae

mazyevert filur prbabiitie. Tis fuit If q(t) is the probability of the primary, faure
tree has two minimal cut sets, AB and ACD. existinF, at time t, then -from ILA. 16, pp.
Primary Event A appears in both minima cut 112-132,
sets and hence is most crucial to the system.
If the Pr {A I can be reduced to one-iaif ofqt i I- e'M'. (-9
its original value, iLe.,- from 6.1 to 0.05, the q At) p JA (1 (719)
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CHAPTER 8 FAILURE MODES,-1 ND EFF;CTS ANALYSIS

80 LIST OF SYMBOLS for example, sharp edges wnich can cut a ve-
hicle operator do not "fail", they are just

(CR) CRiticality, viz, the portion of there.
the system failure raWe due to
item i's failing in its mode j The principles of FMEA are straightfor-

( ) system criticlty, i, faiure rte ward end easy to ,prasp. The practice of
a* failure mode frequency ratio of FMEA is tedious, time-consuming, and very

item i for the'failure modej profitable. It is best done inconjunction with
- loss probability of item i for fail- Cause-Consequence charts and Fault Tree

ure mode J analysis; both 2re explained in Chapter 7. The
bookkeepig aects, namely, the keeping
track of each itm and, its plope In the hier-

ZE,E1 - sum over all i or1 archy, are, very important because mistakes
are so easy to make.

8.1 INTRODUCTION A FMEA also can be used as abasis for
evaluating redesign, substitution, or replace-

Failure Mo&ds and Effects Analysis ments proposed during manufacture,. assem-
(FMEA) (Ref. 1) is a technique for evaluatig bly,'installation, and checkout phases.
the relialilIty of a design by conaidering The FMEA co:nbsa of two phases which
potential failures and theireffect on the sys- provide -a documented analysis for all' critical
tem. I, is a systematic procedure for deter- components of a system. First, however, deft-
mining the cause of failures and defining ac- nitions of failure at the system, subsystem,
tions to minimize their effects. It can be and sometimes even part level must be estab-
appli.ed at nmy level from complete systems to lished.
parts. The basic approech is to describe or Phas 1 is performed in parallelwith the
identity each failure moc~e of' an item, i.e., st.rt of detail designand updated periodically
each ,possible way itcan fail to perform Rs throughout te development program asdie-
function. The analysis consists of identifyig tated by de-n changes..Phase 2 is performed
and tabulating the failure modes of an item, before, or concurrently with, the release of
along with the effects of a failure in each detal d.wings.
mode. Following this analysis, corrective
action cah be taken to imprcve the design by The Phase 1 analysis consists of theofol-
determining ways to eliminate or reduce the lowing steps:
probability of, 'occurrence of critical failure,pobability of ccrrnce ctiof cpril y (1) Constructing a symbolic logic block
r odes. This, corrective action s performed by darm i. h eiblt 'iga11• diagram, viz., the reliability diagram
considering the relativ seriousness of the mentioned in Chapter 4 or aCau-
eff~t.~o~ffircs. Consequence chart mentioned 41

itio-olijy of an item is the degree to Chapter 6.
Which satisfactory mission completion de- (2) Performing a failure effect analyr.is,
pends on the item. A miision usually has taking into account modes of failure
several tasks, e.g., a vehicle needs lo provide such as:
prompt safe delivery or its cargo and safe (a) Open circuits
delive'y of its crew. A mission also is classi- (b) Short circuits
fed conveniently into several time phases. (c) Dielectric breakdowns
Some failure modes of an item will affect (d) Wear
adversely some tasks and some phases, of a (e) Part-parameter shifts
mission, but not necessarily all of them. Some (3) Proper system and item identi-
failure modes concerning crew and public fication
safey ate not failures in the ordinary sense; (4) Preparation of a critical items list.

8-1
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During Phase2, theresults of Phase 1are scheme. These items can be assigned a simple
revised and updated as required by design code- such as that. illustrated in Fig.,,8-1. In
changes. In-addition, all items in the sstey m this illustration, the system is asigned a
are analyzed to determine their criticality letter; and the subsystems, sets, and groups
with respect to the system. are assigned numbers in a specifically ordeed

sequence. As an example, the code S-20341
8-2 PHASE 1 designates the first group _of the third .tt in

the, second subsystem of system S. The exact
During this phase the following detailed .coding system ased is not a imp..rtant as

steps ae'performed: making sure that each block in the diagram
has ia own number. Identical items (same

(1) A Symbolic L~g cr i drawing numbers) in different systems, or in
const ucted. This diagram isdeveloped for the the same system but used in different appli-
entire system to -indicate the functional de", cations, should not be assigned the same code
peoncies among the elements of the system number.

ind' to define and identify its subsystems, Itis

not a functional schematic or. a signal flow (U) During the failure effects analysis, a
dba*u, but a model for ue in the early number of changes tothe block diagrams may
analys to point out ,reakneiwes. Fip. 8.1 be required. Therefore, to minimlze the num-
vid-8-2 show-typical symbolic logic diaganls. ber of changes in the coding system, it is re-
Fi_'. '8-1 illustrates tie functional dependency commended that the failure effects analysis
amonj the !ubsystems, iset, groups, and units be completed before assignment of code
that make jp the system. Fig. 8-2 ifluifrates numberis finalized.
the functional dependencies among asem- (4) Based 6n the filure effects analysis,
blis,subassemblies, and parts that make up a list of criticg items should be prepared, This'

o t n n 8list will contin those items whose failure re-

(2) A failure effect analysis is performed suits in a possible loim,, probable oUm, or cer-
for each block in the symbolic logic block tain loss of, the next high, "od in the sym-
diagram, indicating the effect of itam failure bolic logic-block diagram... Ates that can
on the performance. of the next higher level cause system loss should be.1devfied cle4 dy
on the block diagram. Table 8-1 (Ref. 1) -in th;-lst.
-showsa typice! group -of failure -modes for
varioLt electronic and mechancial parts, repre- 8-3 PHASE 2
senting equipment of the mid-1960's. The
failure mode ratios are estimates and are to be Mi phase ii :mplemented by perfoming
revised on the basi of the user's experience. the fo owing steps:
However, they canbe used as-a guide in per- (1) The symbolic logic block diagram,
forming a detailed failure effects analyos. failure effects analysis, coding, and critical

Fig. 8-3 illustrais a useful form for con- items list are reviewed and brought up-to-
ducting a failure effect analysis. (See also Fig. date.
8-5 for an example of its use.), For each (2) Criticality is assigned, based on the
component in the system, appropriate infor- item applicable failure mode, the system loss
mation is entered in each column. Column probability, the failure mode freamlency ratio,
descriptions are given in Table 8-2. and the item unreliability. The aialysis of

criticaiity is essentially quantitative, based on
A numerical reference for all items in the 'a quvilitative'failure effects aralysis.

symbolic logic block diagrant must be pro-
i.ded by usng a standard coding system, such Criticality CR, is defined by the
as that specified in MIL-STD-16 (Ref. 2). Ali equation:
items below the set and grow levels are iden- (CR)•, #) (8-1)
tified using the rheme illustzted in-Fig. 8-2.

~' Items at and above the group and set, levels where
are not subiect to this standard nomenclature

4-2-
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-TABLE 8-1. PART FAILURE. MODES'

PART 'IMPOiTANT FAILURE, MODES, AND APPROXIMATE
PERCENTAGES.'OF-OCCURRENCE

Lai or deftortin'ofbldof 45

5

Coulvwilxed hor dSW

Damrlnf lue 0W
Cape ere-petid li sp 6swedesmttn

CbpnmFiedwl Openg fl 40

Ekat^~cAluminum Opsnrmal 40
Exessolve lealae current 15

Fied ig Shok circuits 70
or lu Ielstl Own of"lt 15

CBPNKtO-tFlxod olicufts-
Moellized fpsr Short oleils '30
or Film

P~etr~yh,1ata~mShort do~eults W5
Pixosuive Isaiap currenit 10
Decrossi In uspecllanhs 5

awgeContet flow"m 35

Cirit Brakwe Mehnlool falkir of tripping dwy' e 70

Stil -Ftlngwdsi 450

Lm, a( torque due, to coi failure 1 5

Celia lulonf deterwoation 76
open windlio~ 25

Connection, Ineta S1hors lpoor s~flng 30-
Meanmial faiure of moldir joints 25
Depadetlion of Inwiastion vatqno 20
poor 66~t reit"Goce
'2dhweoei nechanial failuires

Connectors, Sionodd taioue 30
W&erial deterotn 31)

Mdechenlool fo~Reo of solds' Jonts 25
".I'slena rme ui'ad 1*1' fm 15

Crysta Units, Openo '10
Ouaflz No o.~lltlone 1

Eled i Tua needeick rn, hkIp, ate.) 9
WSbrfinleturs) Catastrophic Ishorts ofans, .racl 10

aiAl. V.
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TABLE 8.1. PART FAiLURtE MODES! (oont'd)

PART IMPORTANT FAILURE ,AODES ANQ.-APPROXIMATE

.-- PERCENTAGESOFOCCURRENCE

Indicor Eght f(setrpic Maee,)W slu

feeste(adon, ioldesiaie) 25

Detarorelotfpleioic nurwe so

Loomp liMidmen C AUtVplfilaent brekage, i

q*WgiaW6P flaw of filaent omlelon) 0

MagetrsWindow puncturIng .26
0o~e ti defmion (rault from'srclnt, 40

and lopingi)

Mio Auggiodled Couil gleem OwLrke,7

Degradatin faccracy. frlction,dampng 25,

MIDm or"v Winding hieihru 20
ae3n eratorw 3eerhig eiiurae 20

Slipting br*we, and coommutators 5
Motm'e;3ervo 'leering failure 45
end Tachomete Winding failura 40'

ONi Sub (n~w MinlI datenrrs.;on

O.Rlinp,fruhben) Metenial deteriratn

Releve Contat feliuras 71
'Open ColPc 5'

RoeltliuPbd, ow e iruiw SO
Cerben end Mete. Film, 'Change of value 20

RoelotcnFixiod. Chenge of value ill
Compoeltio

"41111tre.Votbl Errati 6peration 9
Compoltion Inuailtion failure

Rue;ost ue*ne, Erratkc opewolon 5
WkWeund Open crcuit 40

Chan" of vlue 5

Raestee~Vr~ue.Open circuits 70
Wfrc'und, ProwcIon Euicinlv nolee 25

Swktchw Rotay Inteormitten contac

Switdhe Tog*l Spring breelag (fetipi.) 40
Intermitteont contmc 5

Synchrci Winding follure 40
leerin fellure 30
Sliprinq and bneh fellur. 20

ThrriwrsOpen circuit. 95

Tnuieonre Sqdw.w w v UPr
open itci W 5

Troneiiitiws High Coiector to :eaw 1nekap warmt lefo) 151

Germanhimn eid Silion Low.Collectr to Gemitter breebdown votae 37

(Bvioc
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TASkLE' 8.1. PART FAILURE MODAS1 (oont'd)

PART IMPOR -TANT- FAILURE' MS AND APPROXIMATE-

Opm drfsso

Vbrev6r" 1.1w eimi of $ami I osmehw

Conlis fiwus so

MODEasgu 15FRE PRB.MIY

FIMIEO-3 Fo~ftfwft~fly*orm

W7I
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TABLE 8.2. -COLUMN D)EiCARITIOt4S FOR FIGURE 8-3 -

COLUMN NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTIC.

t item, Item name
2 Code -item identification or circuit

clasignation dodo
2Function Concise statement of the item's

function
4 Failure Mode Concise statement of the Mode(s) '

of item failure
5 Failure Effect Explanation of the effect of e;abh

failure mode on the perfotipance
of the, next higher level irn
symbolic logic block diagram

6 Loss Probability, P Numerical index indirating the
-probability of system loss if thie
lzeni-falls in t he mode indicated

d failuze mode frequency ratio of modification of Fig. 8-8 to include the failure
item I for the failure mode j (see modefrequency, ratio and the failure rate.
table 8-1 for an example); iLe.,Ate
ratio of failures of the type b~eing Example Problem No. 12 illustrates the
considered to all -failure of the poeue

*It"m The C~R value of the preamplifir unit is
-loue probability of item i for failure 4.6 ner 106 hr (rounded off to 2 significant

mode 'i (ie., the probability, 'Of figures). 71isi number' c'an be interpreted 'as
system fail rek if the iteil fails). A the predicted- total number of system faMures
rjgested scale is Cetain Lpai-1.O0, per iiour due to preamplifier failures. Whether
Probable Lous-.50, Possible Lose or not this number i3 excessive, and thus calls

-0.10, No Effect.0,0 for corrective- action, depends upon the re-
x, failure rate -of item i quireanents for the systemh and the criticalitieu

(CR)Ij -system failure rate due-to itei , V'3 for other units in the system. If the number is
failing in its made j. excessive, it can be' reduced by any of thet Te system criticality is given by Eq. 8.4 following actions:

(1) Lowering the failuire rates of pcrU in
(CR)* - (8-2) the system by &erating

1-1 Jul (2) Dazcreaising the failure mode fre-
quency, raio through selection of

(CR)9 s system cri'c'~ity (failure rate)cte as(' S) Decreasing. lde loss pi'abability by
X/ sum over all failure modes of changing the systemn or preamplifier

- sm ve al tes.(4) Redesign using vaiu techniques

A form useful for conducting the critical- such. as redundancy, additional cool.
ity- analysis is given in Fig. 8.5. Thbis fonm is a ig rsicig

84 8
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E, ]!xaple ProblemNo.'12

The detait design of a radar system requires the use o I FMEA to determine the effect of item
_ ~failure qon t/he system. The FMEA analysis mut be performed at this time prior to frezing the"

design. Perform, in YFMEA analysis as i'ollows:

~() Develop a symbolic logic blbck diara
of the radar system. The units malting-upthe receiver subsystem are shown in de- See Fig. 8-4.

tail. in an, actualI anlysis, symbolic dia-
ili'grams must be. constructed for -aU other

subsystems.

(2) Fill in the worh sheets fo: AIl units in the
receiver subsystem. Repeat this pro- See Fig. 8-5.
cedure for all subsystems.

S (3) Qualitatively estimate the values of loss An ,Analysis indicates tha for-this syst#%m the
ii probability P fdr each part. following values of p are applicable: 1.0, 0;1,,

' wid 0.

(4) Determine the faiure mode frequency The resistor 20AIR1 is fixed, film (i.8 0);
Inaio a for each failure mode of every .from Table 8-1, it has two failure modes:
~Part. open and drift. ct(open),c 0.8 and a (drift) =

(5) Tabulate failure rates for each com- ),(20AIR1) = 1.5 per 10s hr for example.
:l pone~ft.

(6) Compute e e CR value for each failure CR(20AlRl - open)i- 0.80 X 1.00 X 1.5
, mode of each padby Eq. 8-1. X We hr

- 1.2 per 19s hr
SC/R(20AIR1 - drift) - 0-;0 X 0.10 X 1.5

per 10 hr

- 0.030 per 106 hr

alr(7) Compu the tunit (CR), The FMotal CR for the preamplifier unit is

by Eq. 8.2 4.sh35 perow0n hr (See Fio. 8d5).

- - tal na culasls yblcda
grmsmut e ontrctdora1 ohe
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8-4 COMPUTERANALYSIS circuit node 4oltae, for failure modes such
as open, and short of-parts and shorts beween

- A computeican be quite useiul in per- all node p;in. However, AMAP ineludes an(y
fdri0ing an FMEA, sWe alarge number of restors, diodes,. transistors, power sup4pl,
computations and a large amount of record and nodes. Thig automated approach to fail-
keeping are often required for systems of ure effects analy can be u.ed effectively in
reasonable size. other types of systems such as-structures and

In the failure effects portion oA the analy- proDulsion ystms, but no programs a
is the computer is used,primarily for func- known whichprovide these capabilities.

-ion evaluation, using performance models. Two other programs that can be used for
On the assumption that the computer pro- FMEA are:
gam contains the design equations relating
system outputs to various design parameters, (1) IM 045-NAA: Analy s failure mode

each item is allowed to fail in each one of its effects at system, subsystem, or part
modes, and the effect on the system is com-puted. (2) IM 066-NAA. Revision of IM

045-NAA, (Ref. 8)
Several computer programs are available (3) IM 063-NAA: Analyzes failure mode

for evaluating circuits. The NET-1 (Ref. 3) effects at system, subsystem, orpart
network analysis pTogram can be used for a level. (Ref. 7).
failure effects analysis of a circuit containing
transstors and passive circuit ilements. The REFERENCES
value of all of the circuit performance param-
eters would be printed out for each abnormal 1. Bureau of Ships Reliability Design Hand.
condition. NET-1 does not automatically con- boch, NAVSHIPS 94501, Chang 2,
sider failure modes of circuit parts such as Fleet Electronics Effectiveness Bianch,
shorts and opens; investigation of these re- Bureau of Ships, 28 February 1965.

- quire manually setting up a new run for each 2. MiL-STD-16, Electrical and Electronic
set of values of the parts. A shorted resistor Reference Designations.
would have zero resistance and an open resist- 3. A. F. Malmberg, "NET-1 Network
or would have infinite resistamc. Analysis Program". Proceedings of the

Eleventh National Symposium on Reli-
Circuit mlysis programs such as ECAP ability and Quality Control, 510-517,

(Electronic Circuit Analysis Program) (Ref. 1965.
4), wbich accept a topological input descrip) 4. H. N. Tyson, Jr., et al., "The IBM Elec-
tion of the circuit and synthesize the circuit tronic Circuit Analysis Program
equations, can be used to evaluate failure (cAP)". Prociedngs of the o96r An
effects, but computv: running time cm be- n m of e £966y A-nual Symposium on Reliabilfty, 45
come excessive since the circuit equations (1966).
may have to be generated over again for each 5. D. A. 'iausrath anid R. Ranalli, hcom-
run. For extreme filure modes such as an pe"| purer Studies c1 Abnomally Operaig
open or a short of a pert, the circuit configu- iuits", Proceedings of the 1966 A,-
ration is chanted and a completely new solu- y,nual Symposium on Reliability, 66-86
tion is required.,, (1966).

The AMAP (Autnmated Failure Mode 6. K. R. Brown, Failure Mode Analysis Pro-
Analysis Program) (ReL 5) isacircuit analysis gram (IM.045), Report No.
program that automates U'e failure effect 63-C5G-043-20-36, North American
analysis for DC circuits. It repeatedly solves Aviation, Inc., Downey, California,
the circuit equations, computing and pri'itig September 1963.

-,'
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- 7. K. L. Bond and D. S. Kordeil, Ground 8.D. S. KordWl1 Airborne failure Mode
Support Bqu4IImet Mode Aralysis, Analyst. Program I(JM-066), Repoit No.
program (M03,Report NWo., 64-CT-0434414, Nofth American Avia-
64.cr.0434441, North Anericai Avia-- ton, Inc., Puwny, Caifornia January

* tionInc., Downey, Caliornia, March 19%4 AD.459- 212.

8.14
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CHAPTER 9 MODELS FOR FAILURE -

90, 'LIST OF SYMBOLS 7* = coiffiin of vaiation, defin-

A=parameter in Eq. 9-50 a-. edbyr. 9-31
a,b - width and length of a plate = defined Ly Eq. 9-36
Cdf Cumulative distribution func- X x failuie rates,, we Aq. G49

qg coefficients in linear expan. menvleo
nion, deflnedby Eqs. 9-31C, D ff,ff a pplication, lactors for resistor

D - diameter f flr ratev,
d - desig load, factor -~r failure rate term, see Eq. 9-49
E - Young's modulus, modulus of a . sa dW, iation 0

.elasticity (units of stress) e parametei # of a distribution
e W strain (dimensionless) - parameter k, of a distribution
F =strength W genera 'namne for .a random
f Wstress variable, it canbe f, F,orPF f

G Cdf({O
=Sf {0 9-1 INTRODUCTION

4 - pdf {Oi
gaas - df or stndezd -nomalTwo main, classifications of material

(Gaussian) variable behavior are introduced for "things that cmuse
gau fc - Sf for a standard s-normal falrie,

(f(aussian) variable (1) Stressstrength. Any dtress below the
= paameersin q. -50failure-stress (strength) produces only a te-

h = hickess f a lateversible effect (suchls elongation or increased
I = length electric-current flow). When the stress is re-

MS = margin of safety moved, there is no damage--no evidence that
n = limit load factor the stress was ever -there. A good example is
n - number of xf' tensile strew in awst eel bar.

N s= parameters in Eq. 9-50 (2) Damage-ehdurance. The ap"HUeation
p - prowerit e it fucto of a-damager (such as a corosive fluid)-pro-

pdf prbabiitydenity uncion duces damage that cimuliates (usually irrevers-
p0  =parmetr inEq.950ibly). When the damager is removed, the

P'~L "3d = load, limit load, design load damage remains; if the damager is applied
PSM = probabilistic safety margin agithe damage increases again. The item

Q = robailiy offaii~ filswhen the damage exceeds the endurance
Sf = Survivor function, Sf =_1 of the material. A good example is fatigue

Cdf damage in aluminum alloys due to fluctuating
T = temperature, Eq. 9-50 bending stresses.

t,u = subscripts -+ tensile, ultimate Bohcnbtraeeierdemnsialyr
uot ca bees trete eithegth raerndstaoyo

va sriesorsrntrnol probabilistically. Data on probabilistic b 'ehav-

X1=random variable i ior are very difficult (expensive and time con-
y = a function suming) to obtain.

= scale parameter (same units as The simple explanationv of st~es-strength
u) and damage-en durance belie the complicated

=shape parameter (dimension- nature of failure in materials. Structurd mate-
less) rials have many modes of failure; e.g., tensile,

y= location parameter (saine units bending, shear, corrosion, impact, ductile,
as U) brittle, fatigue, corrosion-fatigue, stress-cor-
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rosion, embrittlement, fretting corrosion, and 'Even in mechanics where this model ii
mechanical abrasion. A description~of'a steel, applicable, determining the parameter 8 is not
alloy as "high 8trength" can be very mislead- always easy.. Ref. 13 lists six stress-strength
ing. Usually, in that case, only uniaxial ten- models for failure with multiaxial
sicn failure is implied, and iall other -failure stresses: maximum principal stress (Rankine),
modes are neglected. The.,impact strength, or maximum shear stress (Coulomb), maximum
ductile-brittle transition temperature might be strain energy (Beltrami), meximuni distortion
very poor. energy (Huber, von Mises, flencky); rmaxi-

mum strain (Saint-Venant), -and internal
Generally speaking, whenspecityFor ductil terials the di-

rials are being used, a specialist on each mate. energy o del, Fo bestewhen the dis-
rial ought to be consulted. Metallurgists and tortion energy model s best when the ten-
material engineers arethe mostlikely consult- sion/compression properies are the same, and
ants ip this area. MIL-HDBK-5 (Ref, 3) is a the internal energy model is best when they

good source of material, but does not cover are not the same (Ref. 13). Safety codes tnd
all failure modes. Handbooks such as Refs. to use the maximum shear model tor-ductile

10, 11 are helpful. Ref. 12 is a good book materials and maximumprincipal stress model

which describes some failure modes of metals for brittle ones. In each case, the strength is
and gives -case histories. Every designer should derived by conipnarion with the parameter of

the model when evaluated for-Uniaxial stress.read some case histories of structural failures. thi deaile ealuate s coplexsThis detailed example illustrates the complex-It can be a sobering, humble experience. ity of the subject even in. a situation that

This chapter introduces several types of "everyone knows and understands" and
mathematical analysis; it dcas not discuss the where generalization is easy. In this example,
detailed knowledgp of'materials that is so nec- even though more than one dimension of
essary to Fodci structural design. The designer stress are combined, they are of the same
qug.t aio to be aware that it is one thing to nature, viz., mechanical stress. The complex-
specify a nvtecial with certain guaranteed ity that can arise when this is not true is not
properties; it is another thing to get the~prop- often appreciated.
erties, month after month, on every bit of The criteria for failure have been implic-
material delivered under that specification. itly presumed to exist. Falure must be explic-
The stress/strength notation used in this chap- itly defined, and S" depends on that defini.

ter is taken from MIL.HDBK-5 (Ref. 3, July tion. For example, there are both yield and
72 update). It uses F for strength and f for ultimate strengths of metals which are defined
stress. differently, and, for semiconductor devices,

the breakdown voltages usually are'defirted in
9-2 DETERMINISTIC STRESS-STRENGTH terms of aspecic current or a change in cur-

rent.
A general stress-strength model can be It is conceptually easy to extend the

stated, simple stress-strength theory to the case

'"'here exist a scalar Sand a value where several different failure modes exist. If
of that scalar S" such that the port they are independent, the resultant strength is
fails if and only if S * (S* is the fairly simple. If not, the synergistic effects
strength), values of S < S' do no dam- can be taken into account in principle. In
age to the part; in fact, damage less practice, the problemis difficult if not impos-
than failure has no meaning. S can sible and is not pursued very far. Instead, sim-
only depeio irversibly on the environ- plifying assumptions are made and life
ment (mechaniial, electric, fluid, tem- mnarches on.
perature, etc.) Of the part."

The breakdown voltages, of semiconductor de- 9-2.1 TENSILE STRENGTH
vices and tensile failures of structural mate-
rials are presumed to be-adequately described This paragraph deals with tensile/coin-
by this model. pressive stress. The same principles are appli-

9-2
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cable to other mechanical stress and to more phenomenon is called yielding, and point B isgeneralized "Atresses" such as electric field, called the yield point of the material The,

MIL;HDBK-5 (Ref. 3) ought to be consulted stress associated with this p6int is the yield
for a more comprehensive discussion. No stress. Once'this poiit.is rachedin the mate-
mechanical designer ought ever to'be *ithout rial, all load can be removed~from the speci-
the latest version of MIL-HDBK-5. men and the stress returned to zero, but a

A structural nonviscoelastic matekial residual si, permanent et, wrn remai.
Any :peifinanent set is usually considered detri.

undergoes strain when a uniaxial stress is mental to a structural member.
applied. Most such, materials have a linear
region, i.e., Hook'j, law holds qs long rs the Beyond point B, stress and elongaon
stress i ,not ,ooligh. continue to change untll the maximum stress,

the Ultimate stress,ji, reached at point C. Rup-
ft = eE (9-1) ture of the material occurs at point D, which

where is, reached without any increase in stress or
-= tensile stress, forc(/area load. In fact, decreasing the load beyond

e = strain (elongation/original length), point C will not necessarily avert fracture.dimensionless. Strain is often given The curve of Fig. 9-1(A),exhibits this definite,
n n observed yield point; one which easily can be"units" of inches/inch. recognized as it~occuis during a tensile test.

The region near M is very machine dependent.
Even though the modulus of elasticity is inde- The fall-off in stress is caused bythe slow-rate
pendent of stress and strain in the linear Te- of pulling the specimen by the tensile ma-
gion (by definition of linear region), it does chine.

. depend on temnperature and on material com-
dpetn ond teructure adh fo terrns The matertils represented by Fig. 9-1(B),
position and structure. Although for ferrous however, do not exhibit as definite a yield

•rloys, it is remarkably independent of com- hoerdntexitase ayel
position and structure p point, although the other points on the curve

pre defined in the same manner ab their coun-

Beyond the limits of Hooke's law, strain terparts in Fig. 9.1(A). In materials such as
increases as the stress increases, but the linear- tho)se represented by Fig. 9-1(B), it generally
ity ceases. Plotting stress against strain for any is accepted that the yield point is the stress at
material gives the tensile-test diagrmn, Fig. the 0.2 percent "offset point", viz., the point
9-1. Fig. 9-1(A) is typical of a ferrous material at which the actual strain exceeds the linearly
such as carbon or alloy steel, and Fig. 9-1(B) extrapolated strain by 0.002. To find this
is typical of some nonferrous materials such point, draw a line through the point (e =
as brass and aluminum and of some stainless 0.002, S - 0) with a slope of E; where this
steels. The important distinction between the line intersects the curve is the 0.2 percent
two curves is that Fig. 9-1(A) shows a definite yield point of the material.
inflection point and change of curvature,whereas Fig. 9-1(B) does not. Similar diagrams will result for tests in
wg dcompression and in shear, Othough the modu.

Certain points on these curves have been lus might be different. These structural prop-
defined and are important material properties. erties are listed in tables in varioiis hand-
Consider first the stressstrain curve in Fig. books, such as MIL-HDBK-5 (Ref. 3) which
9-1(A). The region from zero to A is a reason- has johit military service approval.
ably straight line, showing that the material is The properties presented in most hand.
obeying Hooke's lay. (say, within'0.1% or so).
This leads to the definition of point A as the books are room-temperature properties. If a

proportional limit. It readily can be seen that problem involves elevated temperatures, the
the equation of this ine is the familiar ft= allowable properties must be those for the ele-
eE, where E is th slope i vated temperature; these are usually lower

than the room temperature properties.
Beyond point A linearity ceases, and at Although the tables in MIL-HDBK-5 generally

point B a sudden increase in elongation takes are room-temperature values, some curves do
place with little or no increase in load. This give the effects of temperature. If these curves
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are inadequate, the Military Specifications Therefore, to clarify their use in the-fol-
governingthe specific materials ought to pre- lowing discussion, they arc defined here.
sent the eleve edttempoerature data required if-senttheelev~d~empra~r daa mq' , Safety Factors Safety factors -are numn-
they exist. It is easy for the designer to fe
lulled:,by a false sense of security by data, in bt represnting a degree of uncertainty in

o athe expected load, the material properties,,orhandbooks and supplier's literatur. Not
much really is guaranteed unless: other pertinent data of the problem. These

Are applied to iedude the nomJital p-operbes
(1) -The data to be guaranteed appear in of the-material to.a lower value that'shall then

the purchase order not be exceeded, in the design aculations.
(2) The receiving inspection actually For example, tensile ultimate stress for

checks it 2024T4 aluminum alloy extruded bar stock is
(3) No waivers are given for discrepant published in MiL-HDBK-5'(July 72 update) as

material. 57,000 psi (for-< 0.50 in. diameter; L,A ba-
sis). A safety factor o2,3 applied to a member

9.2.2 SAFETY FACTORS, LOAD FAC -  designed in the alloy would, reduce this ulti-
TORS, AND MARGIN OF SAFETY mate stress to an allowable stress of 19,000

psi. Fatigue from repeated or cyclic loads
Load analysis is used to detertaine the sometimesis treated by applying a safety fac-

loads which exist ou the structure under con- tor to the ultimate stress of thematerial but it
sideration. Stress analysis is the means by is better to use fatigue curves if they are avail-
which the designer determines whether his able.
structure is adequate to withstand these loads
without failure. Since no universal criteria for Abrupt changes in cross section, notches,

• ' roovW.t, or other discontinuities ought to be
failure exist, they must be defined to suit
each problem. Mechanical failure can be di- avoided in- the design of structural parts, since

eahthese function ss stress raisers. When these
vided into ikour general categories: cannot be avoided, the designer must apply

(1) Rupture. A physical parting of the specific design factors l these local areas.
fibers or gains, of the material when Many handbooks publish tables and examples,
the ultimate (tensile or shear) stres or guides to the magnitude of design factors
is exceeded. which can be used and which are cobnsdered

(2) Yielding. The stress in the material adequate. However, the engineer must be cau-
ex'.ceeds its yield stress in tension, tioned to use care in his 3election of a design
compression, or shear and permanent factor from a handbook since the degree of
set takes place. uncertainty of the data usually is not pre-

(3) Bujkling. The stress exceeds an al- sented.
lowable stress that is determined by Load Factors. Load factors are numbers
the geometry of the loaded member. representing multiplying factors applied to
For example, columns buckle at a reresentin m u ct os appl e
stress which depends upon the length the load on the structure. Loads can be
to radius-of-gyration ratio; thin fiat caused by any number of environmental con-
panels buckle under a shear stress ditions suchoas an aircraft in arrested landing

that depends upon the ratio of panel or, in catapult. take-off, a truck proceeding
width to metal thickness, across country on rough or bumpy roads, or a.

(4) Deflection. Since all structural mem- ship subjected to an underwater blast, or the

bers deflect under loed, this deflec- firing of its own guns. Load factors usually

tion becomes a failure criterion in are expressed in terms of g, or gravity units.

certain problems, particularly those Since the load analysis has been performed

associated with vibration onviron- under a 1-g condition, the load factors easily
mants, can be taken into account by multiplying cal-

cu lated loads and reactions by the proper load
Some confusion exists among designers in factor. By this simple means, it is easy to take

the definition and use of safety factors, load into account different loading conditions in
factors, and margins of safety. different directions or at different points in
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the structure without directly affecting the stress shall be used as the failure criterion, the
original load analysis, limit load can be muliipliOd by some-lower,

minimum design load +factor, e.g., 1.15, in.
Limit Load. eLimit load is stead of the 1.5 previously noted (to conservethe-structure is expected to experience-it is wih n ot.Alpolm n xnpeweight and cost). All problems and exar~plos

the limit of the load on the structure. in this discussion, howeer, consider the d-

Deignh Load. Design load is larger than sign load' factors, and the 'margins of sifety
the limit load and is used to compare the are computed on the ultimate stress.
stress in the structural members. u a - Some sample problems will illustrate, the
tice for airborne tquipment is to define: preceding disrussion; Example Problem No.

IDsign Load - 1.5 X (limit load) (9-2) 13 foliows.

Although the 1.5 design load factor can be PSTRENGTH
modified by the indivfiual designer, it is~re- 9-3 PROBABILISTIC STRESS-
commended that the range of -selection re- Probabilistic strea /strength analysis i
main between 1.5 and 2.0. Larger factors tend rbabilit i analysis i a
to be too conservative and result in an over- reliability analysis technique used to analyze

structures and mechanical and electrical com-ponents. Pioneering work in this field was

Margin of Safety. Margin of safety MS is accomplished by Robert Lusser at Redstone
the fiaction increase of the computed stress Arsenal. A summary of Lusser's workis pre-
required to equal the allowable stress. It is sented in Ref. 1. For mechanical systems, the
calculated by the relationship: technique consists of computing the proba-

bilty that the applied stress exceeds the mate-
(allowable - uted rial 'strength, assuming that the strength varies

MS = (,sltress ( (9-3) from item to item and the applied stress is
computed stress variable. The strength of a particular class of

component or item varies because of irregular.If-' the computed stress equals the allowable iie ntem uftrngpos. yhs

stress, there is obviously a zero margin of saf ities in the manufacturing process. By this

ty, and~failure is imminent, Therefore, a pos* technique a system can be designed in such a

tive margin is desired in all design, and experi, way that the probability of failure is below

ence has shown tis some prescribed value. Once the allowableaeq e fr osthat a 15-percent margins failure probability is specified, the systemadequate for m ost pu rposes. Exceptions d sg ~ a a e e sc n b -o p t d
should be made to this rule in some instances designparameters can becomputed.
where a singl# bolt carries the load in tension Probabilistic stress/s rength analysis is
(50-percent margin recommended), or where concerned with the problem of determining
a particularly severe design condition has a the probability of failure of a part which is
negligible possibility of occurrence (zero subjected to a stress f and which has a
margin may be acceptable). shzngth F (Ref. 4). Both f and F are assumed

Allowable Stress. An allowable stress is de- to be random variables with known distribu-
fined as the stress that a member may be tions; the pdr of f and F ae illustrated in
allowed to reach (zero margin) and beyond Fig. 9-3. Failure occurs whenever stress ex-
which failure as previously defined is immi- ceeds strength. Therefore, the probability- of
nent. When yielding is the failure criterion, failure is equi'alent to the probability that
the allowable stress is the yield stress as modi- stress exceed strength.
fled by any imposed safety factors. For all The definitions of terms used in Fig. 9-3
other cases (e.g., when rupture is the failure and used later in the chapter follow:
criterion), the allowable stress is the ultimate
stress of tAe material (whether taken from a pdfa = probability density Njnction
handbook or calculated from a formula such Cdf = cumulative distribution function
as Euler's column formula) as modified by Sf = survivor function -

any imposed safety factors, In some special @ =parameters of the distribution, 8
problems where it is specified that the yield {f1, 02,...1

9-6 I
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Fample Problem No. 13
'A 2024T4 aluminum-alloy rod, 10 in. long 2, is loaded with 2000 lb P as shown in.Fig. 9-2.

Find, thediameter D of rod-required to tiupport this load when subjected. o a limit load factorn
of 3.2, a design load:factor d of 1.5, and a minimum margin of safety MS of 15 perent: (a) to
avoid rupture, and (b) to have a maximum elongation 5 of 0;04 in; under-1-g conditions.,

Procedure Example

(1) State the basic conditions. z - 10. in.

p - 2,000 lbn - 3.2 (9.4)d -l.5

MS 15%
(2) Determine the ultimate stress F, for the

2024T4 aluminum rod from MIL- F - 57 X 10' poi(L.,A basis) (95)
HDBK-5 (pp. 3-50, July 72 update).

(3) Since rupture is the defined failure crite-
rion and no safety factor is involved, the
allowable stress F is taken as the ultimate
stress Ft.. From the equation for margin
of safety MS (Eq. 9-3), the computed

4 = F/(I +MS) (9-6) f .5 X 108/(1 + 0.5) (94)• , " 49.6 X 10,

(4) Compute the required limit load P, by: --. 2 X 2,000 (99
PI, (9-8) - 6,400 lb

(5) Compute the design load Pd by: P = 1.5 > 6,400 (9.1)

P d PL (9-10) - 9,600 lb

(6) Compute the required cross-sectional area
A req of the rod by: Areq - 9,600/49,600 (9-13)

Areq = irD 2 : 4 = Pd/ft (9-12) - 0.194 ,in.'

(7) Compute the required diameter D,. of (
the rod by: Dj - (4 X 0.194/0A (9-15)

Dr.q = (4A/ir) (9-14) 4

(8) Compute the elongation 8 of the rod by: 8 - 2,000 X 10/(0.194 X 10.8

8 =PtI(AE) (9-16) X l06) (9 -17)
- 0.0095 in.

where E is the modulus of elasticity =
10.8 X 106 psi (from MIL-HDBK-5, pp.
3-50, July 72 update).
The elongation (0.0095 -in.) ia well within the elongation limit (0.04 in.). Therefore, the

required diameter is 0.496 in., and if the standard machine-shop tolerance is + 0.010 in., the
nominal diameter to be specified is 0.506 in. Standard 0.500 in. diameter extruded bar stock
available Aom a warehouse is probably the practical choice in this problem, be' use the tolerance
on the stock is less than - 0.010 in., which eliminates Ue need for machining.

9-7
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.. it helps to show the parameters explicitly.
The distributions of stress and strength ,ae
usually 44Wmned 'to be one- of the tractable
smooth, dtributions such-ias s-normal (Gaus-
sian), Weibull, or 1ognorrnal; but nature.itself

V is rarely' restricte by mathematical trat-
ability.

The concept of- safety factor can be in-
corporated into probabilistic stress/strength
analysis (Ref. 5). In par. 9-3.2, a method is
described for quantitatively defining a safety10 inch -- \X .Ofactor Ln terms of the-p,9sible, vaiiationa odf

component design variablesand-for comput-
ingthe probability of safety for-a given load.

9-3.1 COMPUTING PROBABILITY 0F
FAILURE

To compute the probability of failure,
one must compute the probbillty tiht one
random variable, called strest, exceedsanoth-
er random variable,, called stiength (Ref. 4).

In practical applicat ons, these-random vari-
ables are s-independent of each other,

There are 3 " orms 4ih which, the proba.bility of failure can conveniently be. written;

Q ep er  , l g,(u;e,)q.(u,0 )du (9-18)

FIGURE 9-2. Aluminum Simple Uniaxi Q{f OF} =o g,(u,F )G (u;ej)du (9-19)

Tension2

Q{OF. I} GF.f(Oe.9F) (9-20)

f i stress (also used as subscript) where Q {. } is the notation for probability of
F -strength (also used as subscript) failure. Eqs. 9-18 and 9-19 cai, be readily

F-f - exceedance of strength over stress transformed into each other by integrating by
(also used as subscript) parts.
( ) pEq. -18 is obtained from Fig. 9-3 as

4(-*) Pdf of ; the parameters of the follows. Pick a value of u as illustrated by the
distribution are o

- Cdf of 0; the parameters of the vertical dashed line. The element of proba-
distribution are 0. bility-of-failure is the probability g, (u ;8,)du

(.,) - Sf of 0;.the parameters of thedis- that the stress is in the neighborhood of u
tribution are times the probability 'GF(U ;O) that the

* - general name for any random vari- strength is below u. This element of proba-
able; it can be fF, or F-f bility is integrated over all possible values of u

to give the probability of failure.
The 9 need not always be wiitten, because a Eq. 9-19 is similarly obtained except that ,
distribution always has parameters; but often the element of probability-of-failure is the

9-Li
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probability g,.(u ;0y)du that the srength is in ly and s-normally distributed, their differ.
the -neighborhood of u times the probability encehu a s-normal dis1lbution whose mean
d,(u0,,) that the stress is above u. is Oie difference of the 2 means and whose

variance is the sum of the 2 variances. (This
Eq. 9-20 is derived by considering the dis- statement is true regardless of the distribu.

tribution of' ,F-f. G,(u;e,) is 'the Cdf of tions, but the results are very tractable for the
F-f at the-ppint u. The failure probability i n d• ..s-normual distribution.) Therefore F-f hu t
the probability that F-f,< 0; this probability s-norma distribution with meanp
is-G.f(O,O.) by definition of the Cdf.

Een though- it is possible to use any of P7 .t - P - (921)
the three equations 9-18, 9-19, 9-20 in a cal- and standard deviation v.f
culation, usually one will be much more tract- - +(2
able than the others.

The solution of practical problems re- The probability of failure Q is, from Eq. 9-20

quires the evaluation of an integral. For some
stress arnd strength factors, these integrals can Q = gwf (9.23)
be expressed in terms of known functions. In
other cases, the integrals must be numerically
evaluated. Several practical cases are consid-
ered: where gnu[ is the Cdf of the standard #-normal

(Gaussian) distribution. (Named analogously
(1) s-Normally Distributed Strength and to the error function.)

Example Problem No. 14 illustrates the
Given: procedure.

(1) Stressf has s-normal (Gaussian distribu- (2) Weibull Distributed Strength and
tion with mean ur and standard deviation Weibull Distributed Stress

2)or . The Weibull distribution is more difficult
(2) Strength F has s-normal (Gaussian) dis- to work with than the s-normal distribution.

tribution with mean p, and standard de- The probability of failure cannot be obtained
viation a,,. in closed form. The procedure used to com-

(3) Stress and strength are -independent, pute the probtebility rf failure 1or cases in
given that the parameters of their dis- which both stres and strength have Weibull
tributions are known. distributions is to develop the integral expres-

Find: Probability of failure. sion for probability of failure and to evaluate
this integral numerically. A detailed table of

Solution: Eq. 9-20 is easiest to use be- values of the integral for Weibull parameter
cause the distribution of F-f is easily calcu- values pertinent to mechanical problems is
lated. If 2 random variables are s-independent- given in Ref. 6.
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Example Problem No. 1.4:

A mechanical component-ha a a-normalstrength distribution with p,-,22( X 108 ,psi and o
-15X1'piThapled stress is a-normally distributed with 19 X 10' pi 'and or-2.0

X 1Q3 pod. What is the proability of L ailujre?

Procedure Example

(1) State the parameters of tha strength dis- jp - 22 X 103 pai
tributidn. - 1.5-X 103 psi }(9.24),

At - 19)( 109 psi1
(2) State the parameters of the applied, strew%. Ot 2.0 X 10, ps '(9.25)

-(3) Compute g,,, and a0 pq by Eqs. 9-21-and it., 22X 10 p 9 0' (96

L~i-;5X 108)2 + (2.0,X 104)''
2.5 Xlog psi (9-27)

(4) Determine the probability of fa;hire Qby Q pu
Eq. 9.23. This probability can be evalu-
ated using tables of guuf, viz., a-normal -~f.Z2 ~5(.8
(Gaussian) Cdf.

-9-10
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The mos.ouseful foim oftheWeibullCdf where
for stre/strerigth reliabilty prediction ib: PSM = probabilistic safety w.. gin

F = strength.,

Cdfu exp - : (9.29) JP.f = mean of F-f
OF fJ stndarideviation of F-f

-yhere F and, f are presumed to. be.;indepepdent;-Po

= location parameter (Same dimension Eqs; 9-21 and 9.22 hold.

asu)
a = scale parameter (same dimensidn as u)- The PSM is sometimes calhd asaety limit .

= shaoe p rametr (dimensionless). The statistical -properties ofF are pe-
u stress or strongth sumed to be known directly; whilerthosOe¢f~f

'See Part Six, Glossary -and' Mathematlial must be calculated from. other information.

Appendix for more discussion of the Weibull Suppose thatf is a function of several random
S disLdbution, Eq. 9-18 or 9-19 is Usid for the variables whose coefficients of qariation are
calculation of Q small enough that the function can reasonably

be linearized. The -following notation-is-used:
(3) Weibull. Distributed Strength and

s-ncrmay itributed Stress f = y(x 1, xs,. . . , Xi.)

This, too, is intractable. Eq. 9.18 or 9-49 i index, -1, . . . , n
must be numerically evaluated for every case. ,x " random variable which iffects f (93! A)

Ref. 6 has some tablesor this case. h- numbei of variables

The reasons that stress and strength mean fe. .t 1
often assumed to be s-norima]ly distributed 9, a stlndard deviation of x

(1) It is not a terribly bad approxima- (931B)
tion. tio. -coefficient. of variation of x, 4C 1

(2) Probabilities of failure are calculated o
readily, once the data areknown.

(3) It is difficult enough to get good a
data for your ;problem, even with this simple C

assumption. Most xtructura1 metals are order-
ed by. a specification th'at is not well related
to a sophisticated probabilistic analysis. Most ( 1
receiving inspections are .even less well abie to = y o; I • • • ,9 31C)

FIswre that. the material being received has 'the
properties that were assumed in the calcula- x, y,

*tions. c5 -n- s.
a8 In (9.inD)

9-1.2 PROBABILISTIC SAFETY MARGIN = I

the The probabilistic safety margin relates
the mean difference .between stress and
strength to the uncertainty-in that difference. Then y is presumed to be expanded in a
This concept generally is attributed to Lusser Taylors series, so the following relationships

(Ref. 1). The definition of probabilistic safety will hold:

margin is: y -f = c(xX - A) +... + C(x - )

PS = A-, = A -- 'At (9-32)"F '-+Op"(93(a) +. = Y(A1 U2, ... r )(

9-11
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,(944) Usually the failure probability -s calculated
-+from the Chebyshev and the a-norma?, formu-

2 + ... + (c," (9-35) as, and the engineer uses whatever me is-of
reconciling .the two he wishes; th,, Reason-

The variations are given Usually ir terms. of ablo-Engineering.Guess for this, purp,)6e is
the a, or yj; e.g., the 2-"n. thick br has a explahed and tabulated in Table 9-,.,
thickness variation of a -601 in., or, it has a Example Problem No. i5 shows hoW ;he
thickness variation-of 7 - 0.5%. method works imoractice.

The random variable q dcined by:
(9-6) .9-4 SIMPLE CUMULATIVE DAMAGE: . !I/= (9-36)

Fatigue and corrosion are very, common
has a distribution which generally is not exaunplas of failure caused by a-cumulation of
known. Its mean and standvid. deviation are- damage. MI.,-HDBK-5 contains fatigue curves
esily shown to be:, for many aeta. It takesmany complicated
M , P8M curves to show the fatigue behavior of one

a- is u(9-37) metal. Even then, probabilistic effects are
ignored. Such curves are usually median

since i i just the F-f, normalized by its stand- curves--ibout 50 percent of the Specimens
ard deviation. Eq. 9-20 can be used to find will 'fail above 'the curve, aid 50 percent
theprobability of failure, for.a given PSM if below the curve.
the distribution is .nown. In the absence of
knowing the distribution,, Cbebyshev's (also When the severity level of the damager
spelled Tchebycheff) limit often is used. This (" ress") changes, it is difficult to calculate
limit gives the greatest fraction of any dis- the cumulative effect. Th. most common
tribution that can be in the tail region (u and assumption is a linear one, that the rate of
o must be known exactly). The greatest cumulating damage at any one severity level is
2-sided fraction is achieved for the unlikely constant, over the life of the tem and is inWe
probability mass function which consists of a pendent of any damage the item has already
large "spike of mass 1-e at the meanu, and cumulated. It is not really a very good
two smaller spikes just beyond p t na, each of assumption, but in everyday design work, it's
mmas * /2, where about as good as can be done.

e* W 1/',7 (9-38) Suine of the treatments in pars. 9-2 and
9-3 can be applied to cumulative damage sinceEq. 938 is Chebyshev's 2-sided limit, .e., the their main message is how to handle uncer-

maximum fraction of a distribution which ciu tannties and how t pay attention to detail.
be outside the range p t n. A similar analysis
shows that the 1-sided limit, the fraction that MIL-HDBK-5 is also a valiable source-of
can be beyond p + nq,is 1/(12 + 1). T1ble information on cumulatavedamage failure-
9-1 compares the Chebyahev inequality with modes other than fatigue, but it doesn't take
the s-normal (Gaussian) distribution, the place of a material specialist

For example, if a PSM were 3.0, the max 9-5 SEVERITY LEVELS FOR ELEC-
imum (Chebyshev) .probability of failure TRONIC EQUIPMENT
t14ided) is 10%, while the s-normal (Gat-
sian) disttibution shows 0.14%. While nature Detailed procedures have been developed
is rarely as bad as it could be, it is often much which'permnit -che comhputation of electronic
worse than we would like, So be wary of us- component catastrophic failure rates as a
ing the s-normal distribution to calculate very function of applied "stress" caused by opera.
low probabilities. ting and environmental conditions (Ref. 8). A

The procedure for using the PSM is to detailed description of the technique is given
find the standard deviation of f from Eqs. for a specific category of component, die - ,
9.34 or 9-35 and then to calculate the PSM. fixed, compcsition resistor, Style RC22,

9,12______
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TABLE 9-1

Comparison of the Chebyshev~imit, the s-normal distribution and the
Reasonable-Engineerlng-Guess (REG)*.(Both the mean and stervard -

deviation ae presumed known exactly.)

114uded tel

MTaleg,Uhs the fraction beyond k standard devion, In %

kChebyshev limit (CLU *REG sINmsN) XiCLIREG

1.0 50 21 16 f;-3
1.5 31 12 6,7 1
2.0 -20 50 2.3 1.2
2.5 14 2.3 .21.3
3.0 10 .2 .14 14
3.5 7.5 .26 .023 1.6
4.0 5.9 .089 0032 2.0
4.5 4.7 .016 .00034 2.5
5.0 3A8 .0032 .000029 3.3

2.kied tails

(Table give the fraction outside *k standard deviations, in %)

Cfiebyshev Omit (CL) 11REG s-Normal (N JNXICLI REG
It 1/k2  2 pu%10.Sk)1 2 puict~k)

10100 42 32 1.3
1.5 44 23 13 110

t2.0 25 11 4.6 497
2.5 16 4.6 1.2 .95'
3.0 11 1.6 .27 1.1

-58.2 .51 .047 1.2
4.0 6.J.4 .0063 1.4
4.5 4.9 .032 AM06 1.8
5.0 4.0 .0063 .00057 2.4

The Reaac.,able-Engieering-Gueus (REG) for the fraction lying in a tail region is a quick-and-dirty way of being lees
pessimistic than the Chebyshev limit and the s-normal distribution tail area. In order to make it easy to work with, the
REG is calculated from fth s-normal tables, as follows. The number of standard deviations, k, is calculated; then the
s-normal tables wre entered with 0.2k instead of k in a straightforward way in eithr.a I -aided or 2-sided calculation as
shown In the tables above.

There is nothing "theoretically true" about either the geometric mean or the Reasonable-Engineering-Guess; they areI
just seat-of-the-pants. But the R EG con be wery usefulI and easy to use. I t helps an engineer be more real it lic about the tail
areas of distributions than either -~s-normal or Chebyshev calculation is likely to be.

'This column gives the ratio of the. "geomnetric mean of the Chebyshev limit and the s-normal tail area' to the
Ressonable-.Engineering-Guess.

9. J
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Eaple Problem No. 15

Given:

(1) Itectangular steel plate, type AISI 4340, heat-treated to a nominal (mean) yield strength
of F -90X 10' psi,'VF -20%

(2) 2late size (see -Fig. 9-4): width a i-30 in. nominal (mean), y. -5%, iength b 10 lft
nominal (mean)'ib -2%,.thickneu h to be calculated, 'h=0.4%

(3) Loading, uniform rappliedload P - (80 ± 20) lb/ft2 (0.656 psi),
(4) Plate is suppozited'simply,(nobenfig), along each end, but not the sides.
(5) The pl,*t ought not to yield in service near room temperature.
(6) Characteristics in (1).Y(4) are #-independent.

Find:

(1) Plate thicknevs (nominal) for a PSM -4
(2) Plate thickness by conventional calculations
(3), The failure probability corresponding to PSM 4.

Procedure Example

(1) State t~e geometrical eharacterstic3 of Its- 30 in., y,* - 5% '

the plate. 2t ~

jL~, 'A ~0.4%

(2) State tiw strength. State the load (as- M 90 X 10' psi,, -20%
sine wonst-cms for.O. up- 8o lb/ft2 0.556 psi,

.YP a 0 -25%

(3) Check Ref. 2 pp. 372, 404 for the for- 3Pbs'
mulas for maximum strews. Adapt to this J
problem. f(does not depend on a. In f -ln(3/4) + InP + 2mb - 21nh (9-40)

(4) Calculate partial derivatives of In f with 2'-2(9-41)
respect to In P, In b,lIn h in Eq. 9-40. b, , 2,h
Evaluate at the mean values.

(5) Calculate 'V, by Eq. 9-35. It is obvious, y) 11 X 25%)2 + ('2 X 2%)2
here, that the variation in load is the +(2~04)(-2
only important variation. 0.3

(6) Use Eq. 930, with at ,X 'Yf. 4- gox losp-'Pf
[(20% X 90 X 10'poi)2 + (0.253u,)'P9

(7) Solve by trial and error for..p, (the igean
of F) (or other convenient method). -16.2 X 103 psi (9-44)

9-14
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(8) Findp#, (the mean of h) from Eq..9-40, 16.2 X 103 _ _'by substituting mean values. Nominal 3 X 0.55pWisX (120 in.)2  (9-45)plate thickness is 0.61 in.

"I t -0.61 in.

(9) Just for fun, go back to Eq. 9-43 and op - 20% X 90 X 108psi
evaluate up and of. Thus themajor con- - 18 X 10SpK (9-46)
tributor to a .€ is or .  of - 0.253 X 16.2 X 10 8poii i- 4.1 X l08pal

(10) Make the conventional calculation. Use a 9
safety factor of 1.5 on the yield stress 1.5
and the maximum load. Use nominal (947)
plate size. Use Eq. 940, 3 K14 (2i)

(11) Find the failure probability correspond- Chebyahev 5.9%
ing to PSM - 4. Use Table 9-1 with k =  

_- __ 0.0032t
4.0; find the 1-sided probabilities. Reanable-Enbi. (9-48)

gues 0.069%

Look back at the r; i . The PSM - 4 approach produced a ridiculouuly low value of yield
stress to use. It tums out to be a safety factor of about 5.-Not many designs can afford that
luxury. Some test-programs on receiving inspection and some better heat-treat control in manu-
fo.cture are in order, to reduce the variation in yield st:.ngth. The benefit of this calculation is
not the 0.61 in. thickness calculated for the plate, but the increased understanding of the failure
causes and where they ought to be reduced.

i1,

9.1
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A P 9 TABLE 9-2. RESISTANCE FACTOR rR
FOR RC-22 RESISTORS 6

- I.e-h Resistance Rungs

(ohms) If1

< 100 1.1

UNIFORM > 0.1 M toi-o0M 1
PO1NT OF LOAD P > L0 M to 10 M1.
MAXIMUM > 10 M2,

-the component and the applied
--- Xstress

"-----a'---9 H -resis'tance -factor; it is a constant

that depends on the value, of the
FIGURE 9-4. Simply Supported Rectanuler Plate resistor (Table 9-2)

Subljct to Uniform Lod P NJandr.- environmental factors (Tible 9-3)

The basic failure- rate X, is given by the
equation:

MIL.R-11/4E, (Ref. 9). Aldthough the specific [ J --equationsand constants may be different for XB MAW ex p /  (9-50)

other components, the general approach is
applicable. The discussion is adapted from the
RADC Relablity Notebook, Volume II (Ref. where8). (Ref. 8 has been replaced by 'Ref. 13, but
the procedure it, similar.), NT = temperature constant, °K

The fxedcoposim rir.), I, 'N, - stress constant, dimensionless
The fixed, composition resistor, RC22, G = acceleration (of degradation) con-

consists of a mixture of finely divided carbon stant, dimensionless
and binder, either in the form of a ilugor a H = acceleration, constant, dimensiohless
heavy coating on a glass tube. Specially 11 - operating power, W
formed wire leads are embedded in, the resist- P, power rating, W
ance element. An insulating case, usually A = adjustment factor for ,resistor type
phenolic, is molded around the resistor form- and style, %/1000 hr
ing a one-piece enclosure to support the leads T f operating temperature,* K.
and provide moisture sealing.

The constants in Eq. 9-50 have been
The prediction methods peiwit the catas- derived experimentally. They are listrd in

trophic failure rate and the percent resistance Table 9-4. An extensive set of curves has been
degradation over time to be computed. The plotted for use in computing X,, as a function
basic resistor equation is: of operating conditions. These curves were

wh re = (B)(l1, )(1 1E) + Zs (9-49) computed using -the constants in Table 9-4.

where The numbers in the second column ("X,
Curve Figure") of Table 9-4 refer to the

, jt = catastrophic failure rate specific set of curves (in Ref. 8) to be used for
XD -basic failure rate and is a function a particular resistor style. The-values of N, do

of the physical characteristics of not refer to actual temperatures; they are

916 .
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TABLE 9-3. ENVI RONMENT- FACTORS,l, T,, AND LONGEVITY-
L, OR MIL.R-11 RESISTORi 5

fl, is dimensionless

Grubl IHE ZE EE *Lopggyity,
Environment Of All- RC-22, RC.05,20, RC0 L

.()Reliability Styles 07,12 22,42

Laboratory Upper 1.0 0.0001 0 100 000 50,000

Lower 1.5 0.001 0.(02 0015,000

Satellite, Upper 1.04 0.0001 0.0002 0.0005 50,000
Orbit Lower 1.5 0.001 0.002 0.001 5,000

Ground, Upper 2.0 0.0004- 0.0005 0.001 5,000

Fixed Lower 4.0 i0.002 0.003 0.003 1,-500

Ground, Ujoper 5.0 0.0008 0.001 0.002 1,500

Portable Lower, 10.0 0.004 0.005 10.000 500

Airborne, Upper 4.0 0.0006 0.001 0.001 1,000
inhabited Lower 8.0 0.003 01006 0.003 500

Ground, Upr 7.0 0.0Ok.1 0.002 0.002 500

Mobile Lower 14.0 0.006 0O00 0.006 100

Airborne, Upper 8.0, 0.001 0.002 0.002 500
Uninhabited Lower 20.0 0.005 0.008 01006 100

Satellite, Upper 15.0 0.006 0.002 -0.002 50
Launch Lower 40.0 0.010 0.008 0.006 10

Missile Upper 20.0 :0.005 0.003 0.003 5
Lower 800 '0.010 0.010 0.010 1

Longvity is that time period for which the failure rate cam be onedve to be
constant at'some given severity level.
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TABLE 94. CONSTANTS FOR USE IN COMPUTING X8
8

-X8 Model Constant Value
Style Curve

Figure* NT Ns  G H A

RC-22 **2 &nd 3 25*K 0.28 1 11 1.95X 10 11

RC-07 4 cnd 5 25K 0.31 1 1 3.99 X 10 1

RC.12

RC05
kC-20 1Rc-32 't and 7 25K 0.42 1 1 X '1 0

RC-42

RC.08 8 and 9 2W0K 0.625 1 1 3,.6X 10"10 "

These numbers we the numbers of figures in Ref. 8.
, Curve- Figure No. 2 in Ref. 8 is shown as Fig. 9-5 in this chapter.

merely constants which appear in the equa- mental factors, grade o,2 reliability, and Ion-
tions. gevity are given in Table 9-3.

The assumption that 'the catastrophic Example Problem No. 16 illustrates the
failure rate for part types is constant with procdu're.
time" has been replaced by the knowledge
that any specific failure rate can be treated as 9-6 OTHER MODELS
constant only for a certain longevity period
following reliability screening. The length of The models for failure presented in this
the first longevity period during which the chapter are the conceptually simple ones.
catastrophic failure rate 'can be considered Failures of real structural materials are caused
constant varies not only with the part type, by many competing and interacting failure
but with the str" of the evvironment in mechanisms. The older general purpose alloys
which the part is applied, The concept of one have good resistance to many failure modes-
nominal failure rate for each- pert type has tat is why they Were general purpose alloys.
been replaced by the more realistic concept The newer "high-strength" alloys are often
that there is a raiige of quality grades available more susceptible to some of the leI usual fail-

for each part type. The fact thatthe quality u're mechanisms. Their behavior in the pre-
grade interacts with application and stress sence of many rompeting failure mechanisms
parameters prohibits the use of a common is not well understood in many cases. Refs. 11
adjustment constant between upper an lower and 12 are good treatments for the design
grade. The relationships among the environ- engineer on th3 fa;lure modes of metals.
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Example Problem No. 16

Given a 1.0-megohm resistor (±5 percent), style RC22, opeiaedat 75't and 0.4 rated load
P/P. find the catastrophic failure rate AjR in la ground fixed environment and determine the
degradation of resistance A. and failure rate after 2 years of service (15,000 hr).

Procedure Example

(1) Use the curves based on Eq. 9-50 and Fig.
9.5 to determine ), for 75C and 0.4 WB - 0.00009 percent/1000 hr (9-51)
)rated load (stress ratio 8= PIP.).

(2) Determine nR from Table 9-2. IR - 1.1 for a 1.0-megohm resistor (9-52)

(3) Determine 11j and ZE for ground, fixed, HE (upper grade) - 2.0 (9-53)
service from Table 9-3. II, (lbwer-grade) .,4.0 (.

Z (upper grade) - 0.0004 percent/1000 hr
Ej (lower grade) - 0.002 percent/I000hr

(9.54)

(4) Compute Xe by Eq. 9.49. , (upper grade) - 0.00009 X L1 X 2.0

+ 0.0004
- 0.0006 percent/1000 hr

XR (lower grade) - 0.00009,X 1.1 X 4.0
+ 0.002

= 0.0024 percent/1000 hr
(9-55)

(5) Use Table 9-3 to determine longevity
periods L corresponding to upper and L (upper grade) = 5,000 hr
lower grade reliabilities for ground, fixed, L (lower grade) - 1,500 hr
service.

(6) Compute the ratio of servie time to
longevity period for upper grade r1 and
lower grade r, reliabilities:

r u service time 1000= 3upper grade longevity (9.56) 5,00 (9.57)
r2  service time 16. =10
r lower grade longenity 1,WU

(7) From Fig. 9-6 determine longevity factor IIL = 1.5 for ri - 3
H"L = 3.6 for r2 = 10

i. 9-19 [
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(8)' Compute the catastrophic failure rate
%'jtL at the end of 15,000-hr service by:

- ANJIL(P-59) R (upper trade)- (0.6006 percent per
1000 hr) X (1.5)

-0.0009 -percent per
1000 hr

Ljy (lower grade) - (0;0024 ,percent' per
1000 hr) X,(3.6)

-0.00864 percent per,

1000 -hr (9)

(9) Compute the approximate resistor body
operating temperature TB by:

T~~m (9461) T-5
X( (pet-rated-load) X (40 percent-rated~load) (9462)

wiiere -75 +20- 950C
T *operating temperature, *C

0.rC/(pecentmratedload)
aheat dissipation factor

*(10) Determine the percent decrease in resist- AR -2.5 percent decrease (9463)
mnce AR af, 15,000 hr, for T, vi 9500C,
from ~. 7.

9-20
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0.000 7 r-FIGURE 9-6. Determinatfion of Longevity Factor
0.0003 ?TL for MIL -R- I I Resistors, All Style.'
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0.0003 '102 100,000
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STRESS RATIO, S 0 ERAEAMz 52
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FIGURE 9-5. Determination of Failure Rate XE 100 - -

as Related to -Stress Ratio S for
MIL-R- 1 114J Resistors, RC-228

25 so 75 100 125 150 176 200
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FIGURE 9-7. Determination of Redustor Longevity
as Related to Body Temperature, for MIL-R- I1I Re-t-, Vsistors, All Styles'
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cHAPTER 10 PARAMETER VARIATION ANALYSIS

:0O LIST OF SYMBOLS useful set of tools for designing reliablesys-
tins. Through the use of these tools, the

C f capacitancie effects of variations of indivdual design
-Cdf - Cumulativi distribution parmneters on system performance and reli-

function ability can be detez.ained. The techniques
Cov = Covariance of need not be statistical. Ref. 18 is a good dis-

f = frequency cussion ,,f parameter variation analysis; it is
- fractioi, in cell i written for practical use by engineers.

number A standard devia
tions The worst-case method of variibility

L - inductane analysis is a nonstatistical approach (Ref. 18)
N = number of cells, par. 10-3 that can be v7ed to determine Whether it is
n = number of units or charact posible, with given parameter tolerance

limits, for the system p~dormance character.
0 W subscript, implies nominal istics to fall outside specifications. The answer

suae , imlEs. nominal is obtained by using system models in which
value, see Eq. 10-11 P- parameters are set at either their upper o"P - random variable, character.
istic of a p '  lower tolerance limits. Pirameter values are

P = 'mean of P; sometimesiused chosen to causc each performance character-
•* with subscripts irtic to assume first its maximum and then its

pdf = probability density function minimum expected value. If these perform.
p " = characteriatij ance-charactristic values fall within specific-

, PM IM AX ttlerance limits for P tions, the designer can be sure that the systemn
PSM = probabilistic sfety marin as high drift reliability. If specifications are

R, Resistance, par. 10-3 exceeded, drift-type failures are possible, but
A - mean Resistance, ,par. 10-3 the probablity of their occurrence remains

R. = Resisnce at center of cell unknown.
{, par. 10-3 Statistics is combined with system anal.

REG - Reasonable-Engineering- ysis techniques in the moment metiod to esti-
Guess mate the probability that performance will

Sg, j = sensitivity coefficients, see remain within specified limits (Ref. 18). The,
Eqs. 10-12, 10-13 method applies the propagation.of-variance

Tf tolerance limit formula to the first two moments of compoi-
Var = Variance of ent-part frequency distributions to obtain the

V, perifoimance characteristic i moments of performance-characteristic fre-
y = a function quency distributions. On the basis of this
"i' =coefficient of variation of information, the prolabflity that specific

Vi, see Eq. 10-25 system parameters drift out 3f their accept-
coefficient of variation of able range or drift reliability can be com-
Ps, see Eq. 10-25 puted.

Af = frequency change
A Af.t = maximum Af In the Monte Carlo method a large num-

a = standard deviation (often ber of alternate replicasof a system are simu-
used With a subscript) lated by mathematical mo-dels (Ref. 13.

= standard deviation of V Component values are selected randomly, and
the performance of each replica is determined

10-1 INTRODUCTION for its particular set of components. The per-
formance of tie replicas are compared with

Pararneter variation analysis, sometimes specification limits to yield an accurate esti-
referred to as variability analysis, consists of a mate of system reliability.

101
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Each of these methods and the basic P. V might repreent the voltage or pressure at
mathematical theory of parameter variation some point in the system, and P might repre-
analysis are discussed in the paragraphs that sent the resistance of a resistor or the dia-
follow. meter of a nozzle.

The fundamental approach in each meth- Data for a plot of this type can be ob
od involver the systemiJc manipulation of a tined by holding'all parrameters and environ-
suitably arranged system model to give the mental conditions, except P, constant at
desired information. All depend on the speed n'ninal values while P is varied over a range
and accuracy afforded by the modem digital above and below, its nominal value. The nor.,s
computer to manipulate the model and to inal value of P falls at the point on the curve
process the data resulting from this manipula- V = f(P) at Which V Y/i V om the design cent-
tion. or. This curve describes the relationshp be-

The nonstatistical, worst-case approach is tween V and P. When actualcomponent p!'rts
- -are obtained for the system,, the values of Pdesigned to give basic information-concerning

the sensitivity of a configuration- to variability r fndctd ie, o e r frequ i -range indicatted in the, lower frequency dis-
in the parameters of its c')mponent part.. This *ribution. The effect on V of this variability
information is useful to the designer in select- i P can be determined by projecting the P
ing economical but adequately stable com- distribution up to the curve V = f(P) 'd over
ponents for the circuit and in modifying the to the V axis. If the curve is essentially lipear,
configuration to reduce the critical effects of the distribution of V will have basically the
certain parameters, On the other hand, the the distribution of silly,• same shoe as the distribution of.P. Similarly,
moment and Monte Carlo methods, which - if the cu is-highly nonlinear in the range of
statistical, use actual parameter-variability interest, the distribution of V will be a dis.
data to simulate xqallife sKations and pre- tortedversion ofthatofP.
dict the probability 'that pe,,-man.e is inside
tolerance specifcations. The moment method This concept of performance variability is
pkediction of performance variability is-usu- u,derstood readily on a parameter-by.
ally less accurate than the Monte Carlo meth- parameter basis, and it can be handled easily,
od, but still adequate for most purposes. The in this manner, by the designer. What really is
moment method. provides information that is needed, however, is a means of handling
extremely useful to the designer in pinpoint- real-life situations such as that shown in Fig.
ing sensitive areas and reducing this sensitivity 10-2, where performance variability is influ.
to parameter variability. enced by several parameters simultaneouely.

Comparison of the functional relationshipsIn addition to providing data on drift- sosapstv orsodnebte n V

type failures, die techniques are all capable of, sh a posi tive correspond encegiving "strass level" information of the type
needed for estimating c tastrophic-failure between V and P2 . V'depends highly on P1
raed for eian crtasop re and P2 , but only slightly on iP. The net
rates. They are useful, powerful tools for pre- variability of the performance characteristic V
dicting overall relability, is influenced by all three parameters, and the
10-2 DESCRIPTIONSOF VARIABILITY contribution of each is a function of its

importance in determining the value of V, as
well as its own variability.

The performance o a system depends on
the parameters of its component parts and on All of the probability density functions
the particular set of values assigned'to those (referred to as frequency distributions in Fig.
parameters. Since these parameter values vary 10-2) have an area of unity, regardless of
because of impetiect parts and environmental shape. This means, of course, that those with
effects, system performance variability is in- a narrow base (low variability) have relativelyI-'
evitable. This concept is illus'rated in Fig. greater height (high relative frequency). The
10-1, where a-pefformance characteristic V of 3-variable pdf of performance characteristic Va system is plotted as a function of parameter has a broader base than any of the 1-vaeiab!e V

10-2
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First and second moments of the sample description linear-correlation is used in thic

can be calculated directly from thp histogram handbook.

if it is assumed that within each cell all com-
ponent values occur at the midpoint of the 104 EFFECTS OF VARIABILITY
cell or if the usual corection for grouping is
used. Variability models can be made up of

Example Problem No. 17 illustrates the physical components (Ref. 18), but mathe-
matical models are used whenever possible
because they are easier to manipulate. The

When a single component has several im- greateat obstacle to the use of mathematical
portant parameters, there may be relation- models in the past was difficulty in calculat-
ships among the parameter distributions. For ing numerical values for performance chAract-
exampe, for a semiconductor diode with a eristics. Modern digital and analog computers
given offset voltage VD and dynamic resist- havc solved this calculative problem, but have
ance RD, some internal physical relationship not eliminated the need for simplifying
may define a valu- or range of values fo. RD assumptions. For example, linear equivalents
with respect to i,. Another example can be are uvually used to represent nonlinear de-
given for a solid fuel rocket motor. The static vices, su ch as transistors and diodes. In some
pressure in the chamber is a function of fuel systems, however, the inaccuracies introduced
grain density, burning index, nozzle area, and by thp assumption of linearity may be intoler-
burn surface a. of the grain. Varying these able.
parameters causes variations in chamber pies.
sure, which can lead to unacceptable perforM. In general, the model must be accurate

ance. Thus variations in the design parameters enough to simulate the behavior or the system

of a particulat system can depend upon each over its entire range of operation. Further-
other. The extent of direction of the linear more, it must express the relationshipscomponent of the dependence, called the between each performance characteristic andlinear correlation, can be computed for the all parameters. The range of accurate simula-imnple from: tion can be nruch smaller than for safoty anal-
"l fyses where unusaal, dndesired operation can

(Pi - P. )(P - Pb ) cause unsafe conditions.

(10-9) If the operating region of the system
components changes, it may be necessary to
modify the mathematical model during the

where analysis. A new operating region for a com-

p - linear-correlaaon coefficient ponent such as a transistor usually rcquires a

r number of individuci units tested new equivalent circuit, and each of these
P.1, P. - measurements ci parameters P. equivalent Jcirits must be tested for accurate

P, P on uemnt jp simulatln. The required tests and necessary
Gto a standard devintions for param, changes can be performed in a routine manner

eters P, and Pb by the computer program.

The linear-correlation coefficient p lies The variability analysts methods are

between +I a.-d -. If the linear-corm.ation adaptable to many diverse types of systems:

coefficient is negative, increases in one paras, electrical circuits, mechanical systems, and,

eter correspond to decreases in the other. If indeed, any system for which deuipn equa-

the linear-correlation coefficient is positive, tions can be developed.
increas s in one parameter correspond to in- Either the loop-current approach or the
creases in the other. The statistical literature node potential approach can be used to form
usually uses the term correlation rather than the equation for an el-ctrical or mechanical
Unear-con-elation for this concept. But since equivalent circuit, but experience has shown
an enginetr tends to think of correlation and that the node potential approach is often pre.
dependence as synonyms, the more complete ferable for a variability analysis. This direct

1.-6
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Example Problem No. 17
Determine the mean and standard deviation of the resistance values for the sample described

in Fig. 10-3.

Procedure Example

(1) Determine the midpoint resistance R, of The cell midpoints are at 910, 930, 950, 970,
each cell in the frequency histogram. 990, 1010, 1030, 1 050, 1070, 1090, ohms.

(2) Determine the relative frequency of oc. The relative frequency of occurrence known
currence f, of resistance values within to be are 0.02, 0.06, 0,10, 0.16, 0.18, 0.14,
each cell. 0.12, 0.10, 0.08, 0.04.

(3) Compute the mean resistance R of the A = 0.02 X 910 + 0.06 X 930 + 0.1
sample by: X 950 + 0.16 X 970 + 0.18

X 990 + 0.14 X 1010 + 0.12
N ', (10-4) x 1030 + 0.1 X 1050 + 0.08

X 1070 + 0.04 X IM09
= 1002 ohms (10-5)

where N - number of cells.

(4) Compute the standard deviation a of o2, 0.02(910 - 1002)'
the sample resistance by: -, 0.06(930 - 1002)2

+ 0.1(950 -- 1002)2
N + 0.16(970 - 1002)2

O R2 , (Re - A)2 (10-6) + 0.18(990 - 1002)2
Wi+ 0.14(1010 -. 1002)2

+ 0.12(1030 - 1002)2
+ 0.1(1050 - 1002)2
+ 0.08(1070- 1002)2
+ 0.04(1090- 1002)2

= 1954 (10-7)

alt 44.2 ohms (10-8)

10-7
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procedure yields a complete, nonredundant it is possible, with given parameter tolerance

srt of circuit equations. The node potentials limits, for the system performance character-
calculated by solving the circuit equations can istics to fall outside specifications (Fig. 10-5).
be used directly to determine "stress" levels The answer is obtained by using system
and performance characteristics, such as models in which parameters are set at either
terminal-to-terminal voitages, current flows, their upper or lower tolerance limits. Param.
power dissipations, gains, velocities, pressures, eter values are chosen to cause each perform-
fomes, and torques. ance characteristic to assume first its maxi-

The rst step in analyzing anode poten- mum and then its minimum expected value. If
Thefirt sep n aalyingthe prformance characteristic values fall

tial model is to iden'ify all independent nodes th pefian tersi canue con-

(junctions) where three or more circuit within specifications, the designer can be con-

braftches meet. Usually, the ground or station- fident that the system has high drift-rel-

ary node is selected as a reference; then the ability. If specifications are exceeded, drift

current in each branch is expressed in terms type failures rze pomible, but the probability

of the node potentials and the branch imped- of their occu-rence remains unknown.

ance. Kirchhoff's law (sum of currents into a
node is zero) is then applied at each node.
The resulting simultaneous equations are set
up in matrix form and solved by a computer I, Int
using a matrix inversion program. o

The sound pn-ctice of verify ing the -- '

mathematical model ought to be followed by
comparing the computed results with meas-
urements taken from a breadboard model of _
the circuit, or from a working model of the
mechanical system. It is essential that all ,aeo
parameter values be the same n both the -'W.1auI
mnathematical and physical models. The per-
formance of the physical model ought closely
to approach he original design performance
goals. If these goals ae not met, the basic
design must be modified.

If the constrction of a mathematical
model of the system is not feasible, a physicall "II
model sometimes can be used for the vari-
ability analysis. The physical model is similar FIGURE 10.5. Worst-co. Method'
to c conventional model, except that it must
provide means for conveniently varying
parameters. Worst-case analysis is based on expressing

When a suitable model has been dev- the model performance parameters V, a func-
oloped, variability data for all component tions of design parameters P,, P2 , ... , P, and
parts are needed so that they can be applied expanding these functions in Taylor series
to the model to observe and interpret its about the nominal values. The design parmn-
jvpone. Three variability analyss techniques eters include all perLnent part charact-aristief
are discused in the paragraphs that follow., inputa, loads, and environmental factors. Let

the model for a performance parameter Vi be:

10-5 WORST-CASE METHOD V= y(P1 , P, P "". ,P.) (10-10)

The worst-case method of variability The linear expreasion which relates
anulysis is a nonstatistical approach Refs. changes in V, to changes in the design param-
1,1b) that can be used to determirte whather eters P1 , P2 , ... , Pr is:

iri'sL 1
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where
, = , (10.11) 5= -the sensitivity of the performance

oJ mesiure V, to the variation in the

where system design parameter P
An alternate Zorm is the normalized sensitiv.
ity:

aVjaPj = patial derivatives of the per-
formance parameter V, with re-i -( o .V I  a in V( j AV/V
spect to the design parameter Pj 5 = oIn LP, API j

0 = evaluated at the nominal condi- 0l1-13)
tions, usually the mean values

AP - +he vaiation of design parameter which is more frequently used.
Ij:r - P.o -P 0

The forms of the variation equation
which correspond to the two sensitivities are:

A set of these equations md.st be derived

to relate all performance factors to all deign
'variables. The partial derivatives of the V, AV1 " (10-14)
with respect to each dependent variable Pj
must be computed. Several techniques for cal-
culating these derivatives are given in RefF. 2,
3, 4, and 5.

One of the most important staps m a AV uP (10-15)
worst-case analysis is to decide whether to use
a high or low parameter-tolerance lWi for
each component part when analyzing a
specific performance characteristic. If the Eq. 10-15 is more convenient when the per-

slope of the function that relates a parameter formance equation is u product of terms and

to a performance characteristic is known, the the tolerances are expresed in percent.

selction of parameter limit is easy" when the If a design fails the worst-vase analysis,
slope of the parameter function is positive, ook at the absolute values of the individual
the upp tolerance limit a chosen if the terms in Eq. 10-14 or 10.15. The ones whieh
maximum vali e of the performance character- contribute the most ought to be reduced-
istic is desited. For parameter functions with they are the bottlenecks. It does little gock to
negdtive lops, the lower toierance limit cor- reduce the small term.3 because they hrve so
responws o tk maximum ijerff rmance- little effect on the total variation. It is not
characturiatic value, unusual to have well over half the variation

An b,portant part of worst-case analysis due to one or two parameters. If se. ral per-
s +0 aerine the sensiiity of system pe formance parareteri have too much varia.

formance to variations in b,put parameters. tion, the major contributors ought to be listed
for each. If a few parameters are c'iusing mostAlthough several definitions of sensitivity are

floudinh terate "of the difficulty, attention can be devoted to
example), the lieratuvrte of an 6,te fr them. If not, an extensive redecign might beexample), the sendtivity of a system essent- ncsay
ially is measured as the effect of parameter necessary.
variations on the system performance. Ir Example ?roblem No. 18 illustrates the
equation form, sensitivity can be erpreed piocedure.
by:

10-6 MOMENT METHOD

V (10-12) Statistics are combined with circuit-
Su j (02) analysis techniqes in the moment method to

10-9
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Exhmple Problem No. 18

A proposed design of a simple, series-tuned electronic circuit consists of a 60 microhenry
(aH) ± 10% inductor and 30 picofarad (pF) * 5% capacitor. Perform a worst-cue and sensitivity
analysis on the eircuit. Does ,he initial design meet specifications if the maximum a!lowable
frequency shift is ± 200 kHz? Which c'umponent is the most likely candidate for tightening
tolerances in order to mee the frequency specification? (Note: micro is 106, pico is 10- 2.) We
presume a-independence between , niations in inductance L and capacitance C.

Procedure Example

(1) State the nominal values and tolerances
of the components. We assume that the Lq - 50 PH
specified tolerances include purchase I AL/Lo -10% (10.16)
tolerance, reversible effects due to tem- Co a 30 pF
perature and voltage, and drift during IACCI[ - 5%
ananufr-ture and ute.

(2) State the performance equation. (There N' 1
only one; so we will drop the i subscript.) f (10-17)

(3) 3ince Eq. 10-17 contains only products In C (
of te parameters, convert it to the n I2f=-In - ---
form.

(4) Determine the normalized sensitivities s. - n f _11
ro I (10-19)

(5) Write the varation equation corrwpon- '](,) - 1 /4ACC) (10-20)
ing to Eq. 10-15.

(6) State allowed value of frequency shift. At,= 200 Mix
Calculate the noramal frequency from
Eq. 1.0-17. ~2.5X 1 ir~

fo = 2(50 X 10-HX 30X 10" t1v)
4.11 MHz

(10-21)

Calculate the allowed fractional fre-
quency shift, (tf ff) 4.11 X 4Hz

S10-10
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(7) Calcu!ate actual maximum fractional fre-
quency shift from Eq. 10-20. A X 10%) + (' X 5%)

- 5% + 2.5% (10.22)
-7.5%

(8) Compare with allowed value in Step (6). 7.5% > 4,9%

(9) What to do? Obviously the inductor tol-
erance must bc reduced since it alone (AL/L),.. - 4.9% X
causes greater than allowed deviationp. 6.5% 1/21/3
However, it is probably cheaper to get a (AC/CV3 4 (1023)
narrower tolerance on the capacitor. A 3.2%
reaaoaable compromise is to alot 2/3 of (Af/f.)n. : (1h X 6.5%) + ( X 3.2%)
the variation to the inductor and 1/3 to 4.9%
Lhe capacitor. Calculate the new maxi-
mum frequency -lift.

As mentioned in Step (1), these tolerances on the component parameters include sources
other than purchase tolerance. The purchase tolerance ought to be a standard otte and probably
no more than half the allowed tolerance.

10-l1
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estimate the probability that performance will where
remain within specified limits (Refs. 1, 7, and
18). TI1e basic procedure is much like that in 7y = / = coefficient of variation of P

par. 10-5 for the worst-case method. First, the 7* = Y,/V,, = coefficient of variation of V,
performance equation is linearized, usuall) by Eqs. 10-24 and 10-25 are similar in form
taking logarithms of both sides or by a Tay- (exact in content) to Eqs. 2-34 and 9-35
lor's series expansion (Ref. 18). Assume that where Pr = 0 (8-independence was assumed,
the equation has been linearized and is in the it implies no linear-correlation) which were
form of Eq. 10-14 or 10-15. developed for the probabilistic safety nargin

Two theorems from statistical/probabil- (PSM). The standard deviation a and coeffi-

ity theory are used. For the sum of random cient of variation y are measures of variability
variables (bom any distributioas), cr of uncertainty. The sensitivities sy or S,

are found by differentiation; the oy or 7y are
(1) The mean of the sum is the sum of usually given; and the o or y, is to be

the means. calculated. It is often worthwhile calculating
(2) The variance of the mean is the sum each term in Eq. 10-24 or 10-25 to find the

of the variances and covariances. total effect of a parameter variation on the

So, in Eqs. 10-14 and 10-15, the nominal performance variation. That w~y the impor-
condition (indicated by the zero subscript) tant parameters can be identified and, if need

will be taken as the mean value. Then the first be, analyzed for ways of reducing their im-

theorem is automatically satisfied. The second pact. The impact is reduced by reducing the

theorem statps that (for Eq. 10-14) sensitivity or the standard deviation. The sen-
sitivity depends on system design; the stand-

V Vard dcvLtion depends on part behavior.
Var{oV 1: Var(SAP, Fig. 10-6 shows a flow chart for the

ja1
n n moment method-io named because the mean

+ 2 E E COV {SmAP Sm iAP} is the first moment and the variance (square
J-1 m-J+1 of standard deviation) is the second central

a 'S2 8Var{AP, (about the mean) moment. A computer rou-
tine ought to print out not only the oj (or

,, , yii), Sy (or sey), but also the product duoSy (or

4, 2 Sim Sjj Coy {A, Al' YJf)

$"je I t ma +l,

. I2 ' 82O. orge atIon arm-° ra .r 
cI h ertst s

s i t ar m for multips- mean 04W at a

A i e fv1 5ran )esul rts Yalu"nV= m*$1 I L4t~.Ia

(1-.i FiIr 106.Mmet eho2

(10-24) L 4.

where 7~t~m~c

uj =standard deviation of parameter l'i meanYeas U

oo- standard deviation of V5  I
MJ= linear -corre "ati on coefficient of ~ ~ n ~ Pra

parameters PM and A (P,,,j =Pjm)frn nml

similar development for Eq. 10-15 results in lwom~*El*dw
Ichocts,cI-4I o

1 1 y' I +~ F 8SJpmyjym

V A 1 ~i (1025)Figu~re 10-6. Moment Method

10-12
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This method for analytically estimating Development of a mathematical model of
the drift reliability of a system necessitates a component necesaarily goes hand in hand
that five requirements be satisfied: with the desired performance characteristics

(1) Specification limits must be supplied on which certain limits are placeC, and with

for the performance characteristic of all sub- the determination of param tr degradation

systems under consideration. 'Performance with time. It is necessary that the mathe-

outside these limits constitutes a subsystem matical model relate the internal parameters

failure, to the performance characteristics. Essenti-

(2) A way must be found to ielate per- ally, the mathematical model is the set of

formance of a subsystem to the parameters of governing equations that describes both quan-

its components. This need is met by deriving a titatively and qualitatively the physical signifi-

suitable mathematical model. cance of all parameters in determining the
(3) The variability of each parameter performance characteristics. Development of

from one component to another and in the the mathematical model rquires that the
fom ne component te antheninmte component or design be completely analyzed,
same component with time and environment from which an analysis of each mode of fail-
must be known or be accurately predictable. ure can be determined and related to the

(4) A technique (the propagation of vari- uecn be deter .an te oe

ance foimula) must be established to combine influencing parameters. Then, the govering
this information to produce an estimate of equations can be written. The resulting set of
therals infrm incorporation to c e esima. o equations usually is programmed on an elec-
overall vasiabiity incorporating the simulta ronic computer, sincP this greatly simplifies
neous effect of all soures of variabilityr manipulationE of the model. These manipula-

,,5) Variab lity of performance ehimated tions include the calculation of the sensitivi-
istics must be transilated into an eting ties (viz., partial derivatives of each perform.
probability of failure as n aid in predicting , nce choracteistic with respect to each con-
reliability. tributing p rameter) and the magnitude of the

It is not easy to convert the standard terms in Fq. 10-24 or 10.25. They help to
deviation of V, or the allowed limits on V, to indicate the relative importance of a parti.
a probability of failure. As explained in par. cular parameter in determining the variation
9-3.2, especially Eq. 9-38 and Table 9-1. the of the performance characteristic.
s-normal distribution may give a too lowprobability of failure, while the Chebyshov Or':e the performance limit have been
limit may give too high a probablity f established, modes of failures determined, andfailure, partial 6erivatives calculated, the causes andf echar.ism3 of time-dependent parameter

A not unreasonable guess for te prob- degradation under environmental operating
ability of failure is the geometric mean of the conditions must be quantitatively evaluated.
s-normal and Chebyshev probabilities. Since This evaluation can be accomplished by:
that is a complicated parameter to cilculate,
the Reasonable-Engineering-guess has been (1) Obtaining reliability and failu e data
defiined as shown in Table 9-1; it is easy to from the manufacturer and the user
calculate and is reasonpbly near the geomet- le) Analyzing data from real-time simu-ric-mean. lated environmental operating tests

(3) Extrapclating data from tests run for
in the process of applying the moment a short time period

method, very serious consideration must be (4) Simulated tests of individual or mul-
given to fulfilling requirements 2, 3, and 5 tipk parameter configurations
previously mentioned. Requirement I usually (5) TheoreLcal anialysis
is satisfied by establishing nerformance char- (6) Combinations of these methods. It is
acteristic limits as the point where the compo- essential, of course, that theoretical analyses
nent ceases to prnduce the desired character- wid simulated testing be related to actual
istic, c ) that the performance of the associ- cperating experience whenever possible.
ated system becomes inadecuate. Require-
ment 4 is met by means of the propagation of Da.a itilized in evaluating the propaga-
variance formula. tion of variance formula incikde.

10-13
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(1) Partial derivatives of each component used in predicting reliability by expressing
performance characttristic with respect to perfonmance characteristic tolerance limits in
each contributing parameter terms of multiples of standard deviations and

(2 Parameter mean values by estimating the portion of the total per-
(3) Parameter variances formance characteristic distribution that lies
(4) Linear-correlation coefficients for inside these limits (see Table 9-1).

interdependent p. Breakdown of Variance In the event that

Partial Derivatives The partial deriva- an excessively high value of variance for a per-
tives, viz., sensitivities, are quite useful since formance characteristic indicates a lower-
they show the sensitivity of each performance than-desired reliability, it is essential to locate
characteristic to variations in each parameter the source(s) of excessive variability. The
late both S. and su (plain and normalized because it tells what portion of the total vari-

sensitivities). It is also worthwhile printing the ance is contributed by each parameter and,
product Sua - s- o to show the total varia- thus, immediately spotlights the major con-
tion in V, due to P. tributor(s). Since the contribution of each

parameter to the whole depends on both its
Mean Values The mean vlues of the per- partial derivatives and its variance, the de-

formance characteristics obtained from the signer quickly can determine whether reli.
model are used to evaluate the ability of the ability can be improved by tightening the
model to simulate the behavior of the actual parameter tolerance limits (i.e., attempting to
device. The accuracy of simulation can be reduce parameter variance). He can also
determined by comparing the mtean perform- modify the design to reduce sensitivity (par-
ance values derived from the mathematical tial derivative) of the performance character.
model with design centers and with corre- istic to that particular paraneter.
sponding values obtained from empirical tests Accuracy of the result. of the moment
of the component being analyzed. mL'hod analysis is subject to four obvious

Conventional w'sdom in the USA has jt limitations:
that the tolerance limits are equivalent to ±30 (
limits. If all tolerances are divided by a num- (1) The mean value and variance are
ber k to find the standard deviation and incapable of reflecting by themselves such

(tolerance/k) is substituted for a in Eq. 10-24 characteristics of a distribution as skewness

and (relative tolerance/k) is substituted for y and peakednes. Since these chaceic arenot a part of the input to the moment-meth-
in Eq. 10-25, then th- factor of k could be od, they cannot be expicted to appear in its
cancelled from both sides of revised Eqs. othut
10-24 and 10-25 and those equations will be output.

true when the a's and -/'s are interpreted as and variaith i a rmetal
tolranes abslut ad rlatve) Wnn oly and variance with time and A nvironmentaltolernmces (absolute and relative}. W.hen only conditions must be known accturately to

_tolerance limits (not standard deviations) are cniin utb nw ciaeyt
toancethi lmtr (noedre istardevaon . produce an accurate reliability estimate.
known, this latter pocedure i recommended. (3) The function that relates a perform-
When it finally iones time to estimate proba, ance characteristic to some pnameter of the
bilities from performance variability, a de- device is presented in the morment method lty
cision on k will hs, -o be made. But at least its slope (partial derivativ), evaluated at the
then, we will not have forgotten how wi

mean point on the curv., If the curve exhibitA
h eorwace Chaatesic Va~ace s a high degree of curvature in the region of
T erformance Characteristic Variarces interest, the inability of the tanrnt to ade-

The performance cha,-acteristic vsriancef, are quately represent the curve can be a source of
indi :es of the variability of the behavior of error.
the c mponen. and form the basis for evalua- (4) The moment method, like any drift-
ting the component design from the point of reliability analyss, yields most useful infor. (
view of iliability. Standard deviations can ba mation when it is applied during a time inter-

10-14
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va in which erift failures are more prevalent [----------------------
H Stom Litnje foethan catastrophic failures. foringle multiple-

param- parameter
All the admonitions listed immediately eter ars Parts

above in this paragraph are very important; input data and
however, rarely if ever can an engineer satisfy r- computer suL ro.I I

them all. Nevertheless, the engineer will go -- - - - - - - -i specified
ahead with the analyses. The purpose of the i i number
admonitions then is to make the engineer very Random seection proce Of tim

wary of taking the analytic results as gospel. ' - - - -

?,xample Problem No. 19 illustrates the Mathematical mo ,e I

procedure. ,

10-7 MONTE CARLO METHOD Performance- I "ormn"-!
e'h r stcsl I chae teristic In~lhtoJ

In the Monte Carlo method, a large num- specification I Vakees

ber of replicas of a circuit are simulated by L_- _- --- '_
mathematical modeling (Ref. 18). Component
values are randomly selected in accordance su,.cm Performce-

-- J I Flu I chlwacterlstlGI!

with their probability of occurrence, and the Count fliF-ailure hictogrems
performance of each replica is determined for ures, stop if

its particular set of randomly generated com- Print out in-
ponents. The performance of each replica is put and out- v ,
compared with specification limits. The ra-jo d
of the number of replicas falling within the Ideviatiosd mometa

bpecification limits to the total number of -

replica trials is a measure of the circuit drift
reliability. This method can yield a more
accurate estimate of circuit reliability than
any of the other methods eiscussed in th's
chapter; furthermore, it can approximate the polygon. For more efficient computation a
actual distribution. Fig. 10.7 is a block dia- smooth, continuous mathematical function
gr am of tbe Monte Carlo method. can be fitted to the polygon.

The Monte Carlo method gives very little When correlations exist among the var.
help in identifying and correcting failures. ous parameters of a multipammeter system, a
Even though a complete list of performance list of measured sets of values is prepard.
characteristics and parameter values is printed Each set represents the behavior of an individ-
out for each failed replica, the offending ual part and is assigned a serial number. The
parameters are not spotlighted and the reason serial numbers are then randornly selected
for failure must ',e deduced from the available from the list. After a complete set of param-
hiformation. If the analysis is not truncated eter values has been inserted into the matht-
bhcause of an excessive failure count, a speci- matical model (selected from the list), the
fled number of replicas are analyzed and the performance characteristics for that particular
reb lts are recorded. replica are determined. If the characteristics

Singie-parameter components with oddly exceed performance limits for a predeter.
shaped frequency distributions can be mined number of replicas, the circuit design is
modeled by using a histogram or a cumulative considered unreliable and must be modified.
polygon. The cumul&dve plot is better suited Drift reliability is computed as the pro-
for random selection. For each random poition of successful replicas. The reliability
number between 0 and 1 (corresponding to a s-cnfidence level is the likelinood that the
relative frequency of occurrence), a compc- computed reliability represvnts all possible
iient value is determined by the cumulative replicas. Mean values and standard deiatiom

10-15
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Example Poblem No. 19

Compute the drift reliability of the tuned circuit foi which the wont-cse analysis was
performed (par. 10-5).

P.oc idure Example

(1) State the tolerances in L and C. As men-
tioned in the text, interpret the y's in Eq. ALILo - 10%, 7 L - 10%/k (10-26)
10-25 as relative tolerances. Do not yet ACIC - 5%,- c - 5%/k (
choose k, the ratio of tolerance to stand-
ard deviation.

(2) State the sensitivitie, sz and so, com-
puted previously (3q. 10-19). 8L - C - (10-27)

(3) Compute y2 (and thus 7,) from

y - (j,7L, 2 + (Scyc)2  (10-28) y = (-Y. X 1j%/k)2 + (-YI X 5%/k) 2

- (0.05/k)2 + (0.025/k)' (10-29)
= 0.0031/k - (0.056/k)(

PLc - 0 Ucause of the s-independence It 6 5.6%/k
asumption.

(4) State the tolerance limit T, on relative
frequency, from Eq. 10-21. Tf ± +4.9% (10.30)

(5) Calculate Tf/7t which is an indicator of Tfnvf - 4.9%/(5.6%/k) - 0.88 A (10.31)
how well the specification is being met.
Obviously, if we mean the same thing by The fraction of the population which corre-
"tolerance" for f as we did for L and C, spond3 to 0.88k will fall outside the tolerance
then we are exceeding the allowed toler- limits of ± Tr.
ance.

(6) Estimate the failur- probability of the The 2-sided probabilities are appropriate since
circuit. We must choose k. Try several deviations either way are bad.
reasonable values; for each, use the Estiated Failure
Reasonable-Engineering.guess (REG)--see Prbabilty
Table 9-1-and the -normal distribution 8RobEbility
for failure probabilities. k 0.88k REG Norml

2.5 2.2 7.8% 2.8%
3.0 2.6 3.8% *0.92%
3.5 3.1 1.3% 0.19%

(10-32)

The *value is conventional wisdom as mentioned in the text. Since the choice of both k and
the distribution is left to engineering judgment (in the absence of extensive tests), there is quite V
range from which to choose a failure probability.

10-16
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are computef4 for each performance character- 10-9 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
istic and are quite similar to those obtained
by the momient method. A frequency dis- A number of computer programs for
tribution can be computed for each perform- parAmetepr variation analysis are available for
ance characteristic. These distributions can be use by the engineer. Some of these programs
plotted for further interpretatioia of the data. are listed in Table 10-1.
Fitting a Lmooth mathematical function to
the distributions often can b helpful in evalu- 10-9.1 A GENERAL PROGRAM
ating the tails which tend to b:, poorly de-
fined unless a large number of replicas have A FORTRAN listing of a general program
been computed. In no instance, of course, that implements nearly all of the techniquen
ought the tails of a performance-charscteristic discussed is given in Ref. 8. It is described
distribution extend beyond the worc-case here briefly. A flow diagram 3f the program is
limits, shown in Fig. 10-8. As can be seen from the

figure, the program is keyed to the subroutine

10-8 METHOD SELECTION which evaluates the performance model. To
make the program applicable to any kind of

In the eariy stages of circuit design when system, no built-in performance model sub-
realistic tolerances must be selected for the routine is included. This subroutine must be
component parts (tolerances that wiii be supplied by the user of the program (Ref. 4).
economical and yet restrict performance The input to the program is a mathe-
within prescribed limits), the worst-case meth- matica) description of the system model (and
od is extremely useful. This method makes no the time behavior of the model, it required),
attempt to simulate the real system closely, the number of random and fixed variables
but is intended to give baic design informa- involved, and the means or nominal values of
tion. If the circuit passes the worst-cise t.st, the input variables. Other components of the
the variability analysis can be considered corn- input are the standard deviatios or step sizes
plete, since drift failures will not occur if in the input variables, the input variable distri-

parameter tolerances 9renot exceeded.paraete toeranes re ot eceeed.butions, if available, and the correlations of
Since it is often not feasible to modify the input variables. An additional input that is

a circuit 3o it can pass the worst-case test, required for some analyses is a selection of
.he probability of successful operation must 'alues of the element parameters at which the
be estimated. Both the moment and the performant* model is to be evaluated. Addi-
Monte Carlo methods can he used to make tional programs are described in Refs. 9
this estimate. The moment method is usually through 12.
less accurate because of the omission of
higher-order terms in the propagation-of- 10.9.2 ECAP AND NASAP
variance formula, but the rumerical values
of the partial derivatives and breakdown of The Electonic Circuit Analysis Program
variance are extremely useful in guiding tto. (ECAP) (Ref. 9) is used widely and i avail-
modification of the design. The Monte Carlo able for uie on the IBM 152C, 7000 seriea and
method is capable of estimating the prob- 360 series computers (Ref. 14). It has been
ability of succei.'s with high accuracy and suitably modified for use on a variety of other
should be considered when final approval of computers aad ha some valuablp additional
a design is needed. The moment and worst- featumes for parameter variation enalysis.
case methods are more suitable during the The aic versions of ECAP have the fol-
earl'er design stages, since the Monte Carlo lowing computational capabilities (Ref. 15):
method provides litt;e feedback or redesign
M information. The Qomponont-iiaoility lata (1) For DC analysis, ECAP computes
collected with the moment oz worst-case partial derivatives of voltage at a paicular
method can t-? expanded later to implement circuit node with respect to a circuit param-
a Monta Carlo analysis. eter in a particular branch; sensitivity of aK0-1
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TABLE 10-1. PROGRAMS FOR PVA 8

PROGRAM
CODE PROGRAM DESCRiPTION REFERENCE

PV-RTI birformance Variation analyses;general program 4
for worst-case, moms its, simulation, etc.

MCS-l BM Monte dauo Simulation for performance varitton a
analysis with programmed inctional model.

MCS-GDC: Monte Carlo §imulation for performance variation 10
analysis with p.-ogrammed functional model.

PV-LS Performance Variation analysis program fc., systems. 11

PV-SE Performance Variation analysis promamn using Monte 12
Carlo simulatin with programme;d mrathematical model.

MANDEX-NAA Modified AND EXoauided wcurst-case method for 3
analysis of circu~it performance variations with
circuit equa~ions.

MM-NMA Moment Method for circuit performamnce variation 3
analysis wih circuit equations; computer mean
sad variance; correlatior included.

MCS-NAA Mem4 *t--Mehod for circuit -performance var~tion 3
aowlsit. with circuit equations; correlation iniclu.ded.

VINIL.NAA VINIL method for circuit performance variation 3
analysis with circuit eq.jations.

P'/M-NAA Parameter Variat"on Method for circuit perforrm.nce 3
var0ation anlysis with circuit equations; onb-at-a-timC
and two-at-a-time nalyses.

Monte Carlo Simulitien far circu.l 'terformance
A&riati-'n analysis with circuit equations; correletiani
included.

10-18 -
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-INPUT,

NUMBER OF VARIABLES Xi

RANDOM VARIABLES PARAMETERS
,GENEL AT MEANS 4• NOMINAL VALU ENRT

GENERTE GENERATEGNEAT 0 STANDARD, DEVI- * STEP SIZESRANDOM UNIFORMIr ATIONS , rITIrCALI

VARIABLE * DISTRIBUTION FORM DESIGN

RANDOMVARIABLES SUBROUTINE
WITH H FOR EVALUATINGJ L, ENERATE FIXED NUTS

APPROPRIATE DISTRIBUTION Y OlX,)

11MONTE CARLO SIMULATION CTION A

COMPUTE CHARACTERISTICS SITIVITY:WORST-CASE I LEArT4 NL
OF DISTRIBTON -AND MOMENT ANALYSIS OF COMPUTED PERFORM-

Cl ANCE ATTRIBUTES

- MEAN CALCULAYE PARTIAL SENSITIVITY
- VARIANCE DERIVATIVES SIGNIFICANT INTER-

STANDARD DEVIATION TAYLOR SERIES AP- ACTIONS
THIRD AND FOURTH MOMENTS PROXIMATION WORST-CASE
SKEWNESS WORST.CASE ANALYSIS ANALYSIS
KURTOSI$ SENSITIVITY
COVARIANCE MATRIX CHECKS FOR NON-

ANKING LINEARITY
STANDARD DEVIATION
OF PERFORMANCE
ATTRIBUTES

FIT APPROPRIATE DISTRIBUTION 1
EDGEWORTH SERIES
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS

FIGURE 10-8. Flow Digpm for Gen*P PVA Progre??

node voltage with respect to a branch param- AC sensitivity analysis mnd solution of the
eter; worst-care solutions; standard deviation propagation-of-variance equation (Ref. 14).
of circuit output variation; and automatic
parameter variation, which allows a parameter The Network Analysis for System Appli-
to be incremented over a range of values with cation Proem (NASAP) has been developed
a circuit solution computed for each value, by the NASA Electronics Research Center in

(2) For AC analysis, a version of ECAP a cooperative effort involving a'out 20 users
includes a capability for automatic parameter of the program (Ref. 16). NASAP is unique
variation analysis. Additional capabilities that among circuit analysis pivograms in that it uses

- also have been incorporated in ECAP include flowgraph techniques to analyze networks,
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instead of matrix-oriented techniques. ,It also Volume II - Computation, NW832760,
manioulates circuit symbolic ,parampters Research Triangle Institute, Research
instead of actual pkarmeters until the final, Triangle Park, N4orth Carolina 27709,
step of the analysis. This symbol-manipula- August 1968.
tion feature has some interesting Trmifica- 9. F.. P. Kiefer et al., Final Report on Pre-
tions, one of which is the ability to .-alculate dictio" of Circuit Drift Malfunction of
partial' derivatives and sensitivities symboli- Satellite, SytmR 4r ARPA 168-61,,
caily (Ref. 17). IB M, FSD Space Guidance Center,

In addition to the -capabilities noted, Owego, New York, for Rome Air Devel-
NASAP incorporates an optimization pro opmentCenter, Griffiss Air Force Base,
cedure which, eliminates from a circuit input19.
those parameters Ihaving Iless than & re 10. it. A. Hayward and J. I. Ingber, Monte
assigned amount of -influence on circuit per- Carlo Flight Performance Reserve, Pro-
formance parameters. The procedur isgnrpmi, Report GD/C-BTD-65-176, Gen-
effect, a tolerance analysis (Ref. 17). eral Dynamics, Convair Division,. 1966.

1-1. H. M. Markowitz. et al.,-Luc eil
NASAP originally was written in FOR- Optimization ,Phase II Final Report,

TRAN IV for use on the CDC 3600 cain- VOL II - Techniques Development, Lear
puter. It also -is now in use on aeveral ~other Siegler, Inc., 1965.
computars. 12. 1. Bosinoff et. al., TransferFuncttoni in

Mathematical Simulation for Reliability
REFERENCES Prediction, Final Report, Report

1. D. G.Mark and L. H. Stemnber,, jr., RADC- IDR-6387, SylvaaElectronic
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ton University Press, Princeton, N.J.,Tehia Pulctoslprmet
1949. W hite Plains, New York, 1965.'
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cults, Aut'3ntics Divisio., North cord, 84-5 (1966).

Ameica Avatin, 964 A-4 03 15. H. N. Tyson, G. R. Hogsfett, and D. A.
4. A. C. Nelson et al., Devidopment of Reli- Nisewanger, "The IBM Electronic Cir-

ability Methodology for Systems Engi, cuit Analysis Program (ECAP)", Pro.
necrin, Vols. I and II, Repearch Triangle ceedings of the 1966 Annual Sympos-
Institute, Research Triangle Park, North imo eiblt 56 16)
Carolina-27709, April 1966. 16. R. M. Carpenter, "1NASA-Network Anal-

5. Abramowitz and Stegun, Eds., Hand- ysis for System Application :Program-
book of Mathematical Functions AMVS Presents 'Capabilities of a Maintained
55, National Bureau of Standards, U S Program", Comnputer-Aided Circuit De-
Government Printing Office (1972). sign Seiainar -Proceedings, Kresge Audi.

6. C. Drof, "Computer-Analyze Your Cir- torium, MIT, 83-94 (1967).
cuit", Electronic Design, (,July 21, '17. R. M. Carpenter and, W. Happ, "Coin-
1967). puter-Aided Design - Part 3, Analyzing

7. R. E. Mesloh et al., Research and Study Circuits with Symbols", Electronics 92-8
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CHAPTER 11 DESIGN AND PRODbUCTION REVIEWS

11-1 INTRODUCTION

Reviews ought to be conducted through- Prior to the formal design review, the
N out the, life cycle of an item, from concept to requirements defined in applicable, military

field-,use. The reviews during-design and' pro- and equipment. ,specifications are reviewed.
duction are peihaps,the most important. The The expected environmental extremes of-the
preproduction review is essential because system, are studied- to determine-suspected
drawings &nd other specifications are never detrimental effects- on ,equipment: perform.
complete, and the-design, as it emerges from ance. 'Checklists, baed on these otudies, -are
the design' group, rarely is directly-suited for prepared to assure that the objectives of
mass production. Regardless of-the~argumenti 'formal design reviews arefulfilled. "
between engineering a-id production about The formal design review, which is insti-
who, is right, -the production department's tuted.-prior to, the release of drawings,'i. in-
implementation of-the drawings and specifica- tended to dothe f1llowing;
tions must be reviewed by both the design (1) Detect any conditions that could
and reliability groups, 'degrade equipment reliability.

This chapter dwells on the design review ... .
to illustrate the kinds of attention to detail (2) Provide assurance of equipment
that are required. Simnlar conaidemtions will conformanceito applicable specifications.

hold for eviews at the otherstages in the-life (3)- Assure the use b f e d or
cycle. stard parts far as practical.

The formal review of equipment design (4) Assure the use of prfeded cii.cuitry.as far as possible.
concepts and design, documenitation for.both cutyafrasp ibehardware and dsoc e atn fo o'(5) Evaluate the electrical, mechanical,
hardware:anld sofware is an essential, activity themal spect of the design.
in any developmentprogram. Standard proce- (6) Provide stres analysis to asure ade-
dures ought to be es~ab,;hed to- conducta (q6ate part derating.
review of all drawings, specifications, and . . .. ola tothe d~gh nforaaion y te entrcto ;s(7,) Assure- accessbihiy of all parts that
other design information by the contractor's subject to adjustment.
technical groups such as equipment engineer- " '( Assure interchangeability ofsmilar
ing, reliability engineering, and manufacturing subsystems, circuits, modules, and sb-
eng eering. Tis review should be accom- sumblies.

is prior to -herelease-of design informa-
tin por t r oferin Such a (9) Assure that adequate attention is
tion for manufacturing operatidns. Such a given to all human factors aspects of tho
review is an integral part of the design.-heck- design.
ing reviews. Responsible membeii of each (10) Pssure that ihe quality control
reviewing department meet -to consider all effort wll be effective.

- - design documents, resolve any. problen" areas
uncovered, and signify their acceptance of the This formal design -review is conducted
design documentation by approving the docu- with schematic diagrams, initial parts lists,
iments for their departments. layout drawings, design and development

Reliabiliy -enineeig, in conjunction reports, technical memoranda, and bread-with the equipment engineering groups, ought board test results. To insure that the recoin-
to conduct an intensive review of the system mendations of the desgn review group are
dui ng initial design. The design review in- carried out and are incorporated in all- r-
cludes the following major tasks: leased drawings, reliability engineering person-

nel should attend all of the final checking(1) Analybis of environment and specifi- .evws
,eviews.

(2) Formal design review of engineering A detailed schedule- for design -review-
information must, be included in program plans developed '

(3) Reliability participation in all check- for a system design effort. This schedule -.-

ing reviews. shows the names of personnel responsible for j-
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the review. The final program plans must also (1) Drawing, schematics, sketches, flow
include copies of typical checklists t0.be used diagrais, or specifications submitted, for
in-the design review program. review as part of a data package are notre-

All' major changes to the ystem must be quirdt bein thir fi.a form but must'con-
subjected to design review. This review wil be taiwihe final infonnation in a clearcomplete

similar tothat performed during initial design. format,

All. subcontracted portions of the system are (2)' All lnework, symbob, numbers,.and
ao subjected to a design review. Recommen- letters must be clearly discernible at normal

dations are .to be made to subcontractors for desktop working dince, I
corrective action u required, and to the qual- (3) Sketch or drawing numbers and
ity.control group, for incoming inspections revi"ion numbers will be included,A() Reports will include title, issue orre-
1.2 ORGANIZING -OR THE. REVIEWS vision data, and originating individual or activ-

ity.

Deign review teams ought'to include: The fmnctions of design review tear.i
(1) Technically oriented personnel from members are bkoflv -summarized, in Table

all groups sociated with the product
(2) Design specialists from groups that 11-2;1 IPEVIEW BOARD CHAIRMAN,

have no direct isociation with It.

Customer pmrticipnts also may be present, Personality, positioniand technical corn-
usually at the critical, final review. Normally, petence.-are important factors in the selection
however, participation ought not to exceed of a review board chairman. The task requires
20.people in order to maintain effective con- a high degree of tact, a sound knowledge and
trol and prevent undue lon of time. Frequent- understanding, of the design requirements, and
ly, the experience of the membTrs of the an unbiased point of view cenverming the pro-
design review team provides the knowledge poeeddesign. He ought not to be a member of
for a "design break-through" which might not the designstaff or of the reliability' or other
otherwise occur. support groups. The configuration manage-

The prime task of thedesgn review team. ment manager is frequently chosen for this

isqto conduct a detailed design reviewof the
system, including subcontacted hers, during The chairman's duties are'a follows:

the development phse and to review all de- (1) To establish criteria for selecting
sign chArips during the preproduction phase. specific 'items for ieview and the Itype of re.
Tha desip review team also will review the view to be conducted.
data developed during system tests. The devel. (2) To schedule reviews at the earliest
opment phase design ieview is divided into date coriaisent with the design and develop-
two leve~s: (1) conceptual review and (2) ment of each item reviewed.
development revier. The conceptual review is (3) To coordinate and assist the design
conducted after 'lie preliminary design is organization in the preparation of the design
complete and is oriented to unit and subas- data required forthe review.
sembly specifications. The developmental (4) To insure that preliminary copies of i
review is conducted prior to release of the agenda, drawings, and related data are sent to
design to production and is oriented to cabi- the appropriate organizations. This must be
net and subassembly design (fo validate the done sufficiently in advance of each revisto
actua hardware design for compliace with facilitate their prir evalation and sub-
cabine. and subassembly specifications). In mission of preliminary comments in prepara-
addition, special design ieviews are held when tion for each review.
ignificant reliability or performance diffi- (5) To chair the design reviow meeting,

culties are identified during manufacturing or supervise publication of the minutes, evaluate
testing. Data submissions, except for engi- comments resulting from reviews, and initiate
neering drawings, omight to be as follows: followup action-as appropriate.

----------
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TABLL'11-11.DESIGN "REVIEW GROUP, RESPONSIBILITIES AND .MEMBERSHtP SCHEP.OLE
f ROUPMEMBER RESPONSIBILITIES

Chalrman Calls, conducts meetings of group, and issues interim
and final reors

Design Engineerl's) Prepares and presents design and substanitesdecisionsi
(of product), with data-from tests or calculations.

*Reliability Manager Evaluates design for, optimum reliabityi,consistent with
or Engineer goals.

Oulilty Control Ensures that the functilns-of Inspection, control, end
Manager or Engineer test can be efficiently carried out.

Manufacturing Ensures tt the design Is producible at minimum 66st4
Engineer and schedule.

Field Engineer Enswes tfiat Installation, maintenanci,, and operator
considerations were included in the design.

Procurement Assures that acceptable pauts and' materials ire ayailable
Representative to meet cost and delivery schedules.

Materials Engineer Ensures that materials selected Will perform as required.

Toolinq Engineer Evaluates &O~gn Pin terms of the tooling costs required
to satisfy tolerance and functional requirements.

Packaging and Shipping, Astures that teproduct is cipableof being haindled
Engineer without damage, *tc.

Design Engineers Constructively review .zdequacy of design to-rmeet all
(Not- associated with requirements of c ustomer.

unit' -under review)

Customer Representative Generally voices opinion wi to acceptability of desg*nI
(optional) and may request further investigation on specific

________ _____ jitems. I

'Similar support functions performed' by maintainability, human factors, value IKS. engineering, etc.
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(6) To revise the system defLition docu- 11-2.3, OTHER REVIEW TEAM MEMBERSS mentation -when'the: proceedings:- of-a- review '
warant it. The formal inputs from specialized re-

-view team, members are defined by t~kemdi-
viduals responsible or the dei'gn group, pre-

"1-2.2 DESIGN GROUP uentation. The essential responsibi lity of the
s pecialists is to critique the design from theThe design group prepare and,transits standpoint .of the desin requirements of their

preliminary copies of agenda, drawings, and stand t ofe requrmentof terseilyand to offer recommendations for
related data to appropriate organizations.suf- improvements. Thus, reliability and other
ficiently in advance ot each review to facili, support personnel contribute to a design
tate their, prior evaluation, and proides docu- review by presenting data on compliance with
mentation, drawings, and data required for reliability, maintainability, safety, and human
eah review. This may include, as appropriate: factors engineering requirements and stand-
blockdiagrams, layouts, sketches, schematics, -i6dization. They may propose study projects
interface data and drawings, detail drawings, to develop improvements in their areas of
weigh analyses and graphs, appropriate system technical resp~hsiiility ahd competence.
or item specifications, failure mode and effect
analyses, Cause-Consequence charts (fault The production engineering staff can add
trees), predictive reliability estimates, reli- measurably to pos.ible design improvements
ability block diagrams, criticl item list., and by supplying manufacturing research data and.
detail study results (e.g., those from stress. by applying review recommendations to the
strength and parameter variation analy ). refinement of production end procurement

planning.-,
With support from special groups such'as

reliability, maintainability, human factors, Quality asurance personnel can review
and logistics, the design group plans, con- technical data and documentation; provide
ducts, and makes the eDsign review presenta- quality assurance data, reports, and analyses;
tion. All design, reviews must describe system determine constraints, qualification accept-
or end item requirements, configuration, how ance, and test requirements as they apply to
the requirements have been met by the pro- the quality assurance proram; and use review
posed der'ign, installation considcreations, recommendations to refine quality and
system or itein interfaces with other systems, inspection planning techniques.
ground support equipment, etc. 1U11-2.4 FOLLOWUP SYSTEM

Included in the design review- are items
such as- anticipated development schedules; To achieve maximum results frow a
reliability, maintainability, system safety, design review, a followup system must be
human factors, andvalue engineering factors; established to insure that all corrective-actions
producibility considerations including costs, are performed. All individuals concerned with
special tools, and facilities requirements; trade a design review must recogize their
studies; test requirements and plans; perform- responsiblility for followup,.
ance ch'racteristics, including inpuIs, outputs,
and tolerances; and electromagnetic interler- -
once. Design changes that have been recom-

The design group partic.ipates in the mended and approved must be incorporated
preparation of minutes and the evaluation and into the, system design as early as practical. A
clasification of comments resulting from proven technique is to provide all design
reviews. They initiate configuration changes if change information to a closed !oop correc-
warranted, followup on all comments that five action system established'for the project.
require further study, and proide a list of Good recordkeeping will avert nepeated cover-
accountability for all design review comments age of the same problems and prevent signifi-
in order to define responsibility for all design cant loss of insight. Good continuity and-
improvements. followup enable each ucnessive review to be
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directed to new-areas as the system design .1-31.3 ARMY'INVOLVEMENT IN INTER-
proceeds toward production and use. NAL DESIGN REVIEW

11.3 REVIEW CYCLES . At the time of submifion to the con- A

trsitor's design rcview tea' , the 'Anna, Is.'A* design-, vke cyqle, asS;t *quently fucrns ein °,+e, +.+h , +y+:s,+ "
furnished several copies of the same prei-

described, muit be performed for both system nary data package(s) thatare submitted to the
hardware and software. -Both the Army and contractor'z d , :T the' Army
its contrictor3 partiipateinthe design review uses t depreliminary data package, forinfor-
effort. TYpCal phases ae'lsted in thispara- mation only. All items -covered at the design
+gah. review meeting are included in-themeeting

minutes. Armypersonnel can attend the con-
11-3.1 TECHNICAL EXCHANGE PHASE M ntenldsg eiwmeiga,,tractor" interna design review -meeting a

Tbserver but do not participate hi the din-
The design review cycle-is initiated upon cusiods.

receipt of the preliminary design data package
by the contractor's design review team fom 11-3.4 DESIGN DATA PACKAGE PHASE
the engineeing group. Preliminary data pack.
ages contain all the informatJonn-esay for The contiito'i engineerig .group, r -

the perfortuance of a design review. A mini- the preiminary data paclageaccordln%
mum blit of he information necessary for the +perforance of a design review is givn in to the results of the design review activity and
pars. 11-4 and 11-5. The independent consult agreements-of the internil design review meet-
ants representing the various dih-iplines ought ing. The updated prelimina data package isubmitted to the design review team forto contact the counterpart design engineer to suaproval. hs piew enf
initiate technical exchahge. Subsequcrt to review and
thi, each consultant documents his cor- approved-by the design reviewtwtn, called
ments +and reco'mmendations. The iuitidis- the design daft package. Design dat -packagescipline conmeta anda recommendations will are~submitted-+to the-Armyfor review and are
be integrated by the design team and for- placed under internal contractor documenta-
warded to the engineering group. A docu- tion control.
mented response f6hro engineering-completes ,

the technical exchange p aWe' 11-3.5 CHANGE1DATA PACKAGE

11-3.2 INTERNAL DESIGN REVIEW MEET- All chamges to design data packages must
li'IG/AGREEMENT PHASE be documented.,A change data package is pe-

pared aid submitted for internal+ contractor
Formal, contractor, design review meet- design change +review. An engineering change

ings ought to be held a minimum of Once a review is performed to retain configuration
month. All items in the documented response control during preproduction and production.
from engineering, must be included in the subisequent to contractor formal approval by
minutes of these formal, internal, design re its design review team h

view meetings. If the engineering response for age is forwarded to the.Army;
any- itew does not agree with the -design- re-
view team's recommerdation, this item is-to
be discussed at the niecting. The purpose of 11-3.6 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
these meetings is to seek agreement -on all CHANGES
such items. Where agreement is not achieved,
available information must be documented All performance specification change
ane presented to management for resolution. proposals must be submitted to the Army for 7
Minutes of internal design review meetings approval. Changes to the performance
record all items covered at tie meetings, specification must be accomplished by
specific designs reviewed, and decisions made. contract modifications.
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114.7 GOVERNMENT RESPONSE package is preparedafter engineering ha or-
pleted ithe-following activities.

Within some reasonable period of time (1) Hardware:
idter receipt of each contractor submission (a). Prepared ' functional block -dia-
(except +for preliminary data packages), the grams, including interfaces.
Army furnihes thecontmctor with a detailed (b)+ Partitioned the diagram + into
critique- uniti(cabins),,new and modified.

(c) Ailocated system reliability ze-
11-3.8' UNSATISFACTORYDESIGN DATA quirement-to the unitlevel." ? (d)' Prepared it de elopment"specfi- .:

If any design data submitted by the catiLA for each unit to include reliabilit,

contiacw0t are considered unsatisfacto y,and maintainability, and mechanical paclhgi, g Yr.
,so documented by the Army, critique,: the quiremer.Z.,

o#tractor must state his ,laaned action. (i) Prepared cabinet. 'block dia-
grams.

(f) Partitioned the cabine iV to sub-
11-3.9 ARMY/CONTRACTOR REVIEW assemblies.

MEETING (g) Allocated -cabinet requirementhi
to the subassembly level.

If requested by hc contractor, comments (h) Prepared design specifications
resulting from the Alr.ny reviews will -be dis. for each subsystem and circuit stibusemby
cussed in informel meeting- between the (including- outside vendor -items). include rell-
Army and the contractor. All iteos covered at ability, maintainability; and mechAnical pack-
the meeting are included in the meetingmin- aging requirements.
utes.

(2) Software:
(a) Identified functions to be imp.e-

11-3.10 STANDARD REVIEW mented within the system computer, identi-
- d ee fled subroutines requircd for each function,
.System dataitef that include technical and estimated memory and computation time

design tandards ought to be reviewed by the required for each subroutine.
contractor's design review team-for complete- (b) Prepared a development specifi-
ness and adequacy as a design standard, Sub- cation for each computer subroutine..
sequent t;o tis review, the detailed system (c) Defined major functions of the
data are submitted to the Army for review computer program.
and comment. (4) Defined detailed functional re-

quirements.
11-3.11 'SUBCONTRACTOR DESIGN RE- (e) Definel data requirements with

VIEW respect to system enviuoment, parameters,

A design review of subcontracted items
must be performed. The contractor design The conceptual-phase data-packige ought
review unit tzeats subcontracted items like to include at least the following.
contractor-prepared items. (1) Hardware:

(a). System description thet c'ary
11-4 MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS IN CON- relate to the system performance specifica-

CEPTUAL-PHASE REVIEW tion while unmistakably giving an oveew of
system operation f

The applicable documents listed in sys- (b) Equipment development specif- *
tern specification and data packages are the cation -for each unit (cabinet) with detailed
bisi for the review. Fach conceptual review references to the systmperformar specifi-
considers the results of the engineering activ- cation
-ity documented in, the data package. A d+ata (c) Functional block diagrrm that

,- - "-:--- - "__ A-.U >
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includes-sipnalflow and characteristics as well (d),-Dekqriptioni,9 of&maor functions
as clearly delineating -those portions of the of each program
system/cabinet in-volved in each operational (e) Input and output data defiziftion
mode (d Tr f rocesing descriptionsl

(4)Syte itefac tbua ton(in- (g) Environmefntal datia
dud inut/utpt wreandcabe dta s *ll(h) System parameters and program

as signal information and characteristics) capcyreuemns

cepts And preiity/m'inluingab eaie 11-6 MINIMUM AREQUIREMENT9 Id"
analysis of the ,reliability model'DVLPETLHM A IW

(f) Government Furnished- Equin.DVLPMNA-HAERVEfmeht (GFE) tabulation The applicable documents listed in the
(3) Contractor' Furnished Equip- sytmspecification -and data packqia pre-

*ment (CFE) tabulation viously reviewed provide a basis- for dev~elop-
(h) Preliminary installation planning m4s review. Each-such review-considers the

dataDigtal ogi chaactristcs om- results of the conceptua design reviews docu-'(i) Diiamoi hrceitc o- iented in -the-data packaj*. SMuch pacae
pl~tey, specified (e.g., frequency response, ai prepared for each uilt, circuit su4s
noise margin, fan in/fan out, impedance, reli- semy (including outside vendor items), Wn
ability, enironmdntal characteristics, ad for the~computer P'orm aftr eninefig
mechnclcniuain has completed the following design activities:

(j) Concept for computer-aided an-
*1alysis of linea ad digital circuits and inch (1Rardware:

anicalassemblies andistructures(aDeindaut(cbe)topr
(k) System huinar factors concepts (a P esined aio-s. (cbnt ,oP

(1) Clear description '(electrical,
mechanical) of unit charicteritics "and func- b eo~dtaeofaddsg
tion as part of. the total system (inciuding a analyses.
ccmplete and concise listig of interface data (c) Pre,-_red engineering sketches to.
such as signal levels, impedances, and wave- lwtnthcaiedegn(cuigah-

forms) matics, block diagrams, parts lMs information,
(in) Design specifications 'for each an aebly layouts).

circuit subassembly in the unditcietd ecipino
(n)Uni fuctinaLblok ~ unit operation and, recommended, method of

*gram(s), including -tignal flow and character. tesesgedt.y~man irut
istics within the unit, and interface. data (signal(eDsindubytmadcrit

ani-impdanc leels wavfors, tc.)p~rin- to perform the desired function.
ent o al iput an oututsto he nit(f) Analyzed and tested the design

o) Unit irae(inputs and out-ust teui utilizinig engineering breadboards and cm(6)Uni iteracs, inutsan ou. uter-aded anlsstechniques where ipip u s , A c u i g r g a l w an i n l -ra t c abl e
L ~eristics (eg., voltage and current levels, fre- cbe

impeance, ad unsua coni.-(g) Prepared engineering schematic

tios) p) nitpower consumption esti- design.

(q ntweight estimate
(ronUesi maintenance and fault loca- Oftit

tion design(2) Software: Datal packages must b
(2) oft~re:prepared for each subroutine after engineering

()Computer program development has completed the following deci activities:
specification (a) Prepared comp . ter program pro-

(b) Computer interface definition duct specifications.
(c) Timing and sequencing de- (b) Specified functional allocations.

fAnition kc) Prepared a~orage allocations.
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(d)-Prepsred functional Hlow dia- anical stress -data). mh nodel wsed as the"
P~s. basis-for ths pr.-dtions wil beincluded.

-(r)e rsb'nra ,decitos (k)- If hair schassignal flow
(t) Yiiomodularity, paths, sip~nalees mpedances, pginswae
(g) Selected subroutines, forms, 06i's levels, Boolean expressions, or

truth tables ought to be showui on Rchematic!
The developmental data package out-t to r-tews rvdd

includeat last; the following. () 'Maintainability analysis data
(in) A variability analysis ought to

(1) ardwre:be prfomed . Tealyib will consider -the
effects of component toieranices, random part,(i) Engineering- schematic3, block selection, aging, and environmenaW and alec-

diagrams, interunit wiring, anid parts list ir'for- fiical- stresses. The method will be selected,
m on(b) Nonstandard electrical and from the toliowing: worst'case, moment, or

mechanical part specification shet Monte Carlo.
(c) Description 'of unit operation(nDecito ofEIMCsp

suporting Icompliance with unit speification pression techniques-
_(d) Recommended method of cali- ()Aayi fpronlhrr

bratin, alignment, and testpobem
(e) Reliability prediction for the (p)to si Tesltpoinselcin.dni

unit (include electrical and mnechancal sh" I cain n tbltos
Oat&). The Orediction ouitit to inckvde a de- (2), S6ftwafrPe:
tailed explanation of the reliability model,,in- (a) Co'mputer program iroduct
cluding substantiated failure rates and hard- specification
wane content of each block of the reliability, (b) Computer program ind sub-

inf)el Front panel drawinip of cabinets routiedescritions,
(f) (c) Subroutine listings.

having display and 'control functions, (include
humi-.%factonudita) 11-6 CHECKLISTS

(g) Mechanical design, layouts and
assembly dingpamL, (include structural and Checklists are useful as remindcrs. A list
thermal atialyies), of itemns is''prepared for the design revie*

(4)- Engie'ring schematic and parts team. Each factor is evaluated separately dur-
list infoinis.tion ing the design review, and is documented to

(i) Description, of .,iicuit operation substantiate the decisions reached, A typical
supporting complaince *ith'circuit -specifi- design review, checklist is pr-ented, in, Table
cations -11-2. Appendii A contains a detailad set of

0) Raliability predidcdon for, the- checklists that can be used by Army engineurs
subassemblies (iiclude,- electrical and, mech- for evaluating a variety- of systems.
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APPENDIX A DESIGN DETAILtCHECKLISTS

A-1 INTRODUCTION cause leakage are mechasnically locked- or
wired.

In Chapter 11 the concept of checklists is (14) Reservoir caps have an indicator
discussed. This -appendix provides several showingclosed and locked positions.
checklists addressed to specific deaign-features (15) Filler cap -access covers canot be
that influence reliability. These checklists in alledwithout fEint locking iserVoir cap.
ought to, be.used in the formal design review (16) Flammable fluid tanks include thut-
and will also 'be helpful in the day-to-day off valves.
development of a design. Checklits always (17) Interlocks are provided betwen
should be reviewed before applying them. In- fuel valves, and/or tank valves to prevent, oil
applicable items are -deleted, id the list is tank shutdffwhile engine isWoperating.
supplemented with additional requirements (18) 01 coolers are heatoisq'ated and'not

rthat are appropriate for the specific design 'located in the engine hot section.
being evaluated. Unique developments or (19) Auxiiary power unit compartments
problems may requir special checklists. are ventilated.

(20) Presure relief is specifed'if the, ol
A-2 PROPULSION SYSTEMS cooler is designed for les than,200psi.

(21 ) Air induction systems have n_
(1) Specified pressure levels for leak items which cmi' be ingsled into the enr~ne.

checks will not damage sensitive compotients (22) Particle sepaation is-specifiea ,for
(diaphragms, burtt discs, etc.). helicopter induction systems.

(2) Electrical systems within engine (23) Engine inlet scieens are retrtwtahle.
areas will operate when expoed to high temp- .(24) Ice removal and detection are -pro-
erature and propellants. vided fo, engine inlet screen,

(3) Propulsion system installation '(25) Overspeed protection -is provided
includes beat protection for. primary stiuc- for engine starters.
ture. (26) Continuous oil-level indication and

(4) Shutdown or, "zero thrust" capa- warning ae provided.
bility is included if a test-range launch-is pro- (27) Filters rx, proviled with a bypo
posed. feature immuiie to clog'ng and icing.

(5) All materials are proved compatible (28),Chip detectors are providfA in
with fuel or propellant. engine sumps.

(6) All lines and components are prop- (29) Fuel, ogl,, nd alcohol system drain
orly identified. outlets are located so that no dranag, ,can

(7) Critical functions on propulsion enter inductionzystems.
systems are monitored.

(8) Turbines have minimum possbility
of tank damage in cast of overspeed failure. A-3 FUEL/PROPELLANT SYSTEM

(9) Cartridge starters and other engine
ordnance are protected from inadvertent'igni- (1) Incompatible systems are separated
tion. sufficiently to prevent inadvertent mixing.

(10) Heat isolation is specified whenever (2) Adjacent incompatible systems are
structure, electrical components, or other designed so that it is impossible to intercon-
heat-sensitive systems can be damaged'by high nect.
temperature. (3) Components are qualified for use

(11) Fuel tanks are not located -in, or with the system fuel or propellant.
above, engine compartments. (4) Systems are identified by system

(12) Subsystems located near-engine hot function, commodity, pressure, and direction
sections are protected from heat. of flow.

(13) Nuts, bolts, and fittings that can (5) Insulation is nonabsorbent end can-

A-1
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'not rrt chemically with- the, systemr corn-, tion, system will not exceed tank 'structura
madity.linitatiors.

(6) Cleanig &,gettcannot be-retaineci '(30) Vernt systems safly. dispose of haz-
in the-sstm ardous vapors.

'(7.) Tank pressure will'be..elieved prior (31) Lines avoid inhabited Wras.
to exceeding structtual limitations., (32) Closed loop venting is Provided for

(8) Compoonenlte and sy6t~ms !ire loca- toxic hazards.
ted to minimize danger bf ignitiori- in hazard et tisoned .fuel will not impinge oni
area. -the vehicle.

(9) Electrical equipment is approved (34), Materials ae,,4ual4ld. for, use with
for,9orrationwith the fueloe propellant., the system comnmodity.

(10') All possible conijectors have. been (35) Pressure reliefand bleed allow for
omitd ftom inhabitedareas. cryogenic expansion.

(n1) Liine are routed.,to zninindize the (36) Reactions of high energy cryo-
effe~ts of leakage. genics are understood and allowed for in the

*hea1lpnStrutua support is provided fur system design.

(13) Heat resistant lines are, providedin. A-4 HYDRAUUCSAYETEMS
potential firc area~s;

(14) Reference-pressure lines are pro- (1) A, component is designed so, that itI
tected from Nrezing at high altitude. cannot be installed backwards. 'Directional

(15) JFlettricaf controLs ,are protectect arrows and c Iolor codes are in addition to posi-
4from short circuits. tive mechanical, constraints, not 'in lieu of

(X8) Flow of propellant sk~ps if line thein.
"uptureu., (2) Specific design instructions are pro-

(1?) Proper cleaning'levels are sper~ifted. vided for system proof check..
(18) System component~ inlterchange (3) All materials have been cbecked for

requiements are specified. fluid compaility and, *here compatibility
(19), ThermAel ieAis pro- is doubtful or unknown, ,tests have been

viewhere applicable. made.
-(20).Effects ofNel: or P.oeln ek (4), E~mergency systems are compkitely

age have been minimized. independent of primary systems.
(21) Static electricity protection is pro- i(5) A pressure regulator accompanies

vided. each pdWer pump.
(22) Fuel tank locetions miniiniie ef- (6) 'Ground test connectors are pro- 1

fpcti of lightning strike3. vided.
(23) Fuel aid propellanttanks aire loca- (7) N4o possibility exists for, inter-

ted for maximum crash protection. connecting pressure and return systems.
(24) Wentilation and drainage are pro- (8) Internal, surfaces have rounded cor-

vided whete leakage int(.. confined areas is ners and do not invite 'Zatig'te failure.
possible. (9) Systemn-routing bypasses inhabited

(25) Fuel tanks a;xe niot locafed in aree9.
engineacompa;tments. (10) Control system filters are of theI

(26) Tanks are located to minimize ef- no-bypass type.
feet. of leakage-near engine com~partments (11) Back-up rings are provided where

(27) Fu31 tanks are not located ir the pressures can caus ie 0-rings~tress. -

*plane of the engine turbine. (12) Sharp corners are elrninated-to re-
(28) Effects of vapors aremiinimized in duce installation damage. '

engnecopntmet. cewcopartmns n (1,I) Nonflammable hydraulic fluid is
compatible electrical equipment, and hot air specified.
bleed ducts by using vapor and liquid semls. (14) Primary control systems are separ-

(29) Single failure i~f a tank pressuriza- ate and have no other function.

A-2
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(15 Prese range doei not exceed (10) Reiiefvlves exceed the-maximum
15,000 psig, and peak systhm press-re does flow capacity rA the presswre source.
not exceed 135 pe- ent of design operating (11) ilert gases -cannot be introduced
pressure. int hsiited ras.

(16) Fluid tempeiatures do not exceed (12) Proper proof checks areperformed
those specified in MIL-H-5440. as rpecified.

(17) Reservoirs are located for maxi- (13) If system relief is not provided,
mum protection and never located in the %fety factors are sufficient to contain- sfely
engine compartment. the source pressure.

(18) Fluid does not leak through reser- (14) Relief valve outlets are ported dir-
voir vents. ectly to the atmosphere.

(19)No gas from 7 re urized reser- (15) Lubricahts andother materibase
voirs is introduced into the fluid, acceptable for use with the system gat.

(20),-Filters are consistent with contami- (16) Pressure reservoir-type and temper-
nation level required. ature rating are correct for the, system work-

(21) Sp cified preoperational testing is ing range.
strictly conLrulled to prevent excessive system (17) Componentiand systems are quall.
wear. fled and acceptable for tse in the-intended

(22) Where ground test connections are environment.
provided, pressure line is removed prior to (18),Selection of compressions has con-
removing the return line. sideted e,.plosion hazards. t

RS AD M(19)'Check valve4 are placed to prevent
A.6 PRESSUIZATION AND PNEeMATIC cri air loss.

SYSTEMS (20) Lines or component are protected
from damage due to baggage and equipment

(1) Storage pressure can be bled'ff to stowage or personnel access.
allow replacement of components., Pressure (21) Routing of inert or toxic ps.sy-
redout is provided to insure that p.ressure is tems avoids inhabited ares.
below hazard levels. (22) Hot air ducts are routed or insula-

(2) System is protected so that a regul- ted to protect structure from overheat.
ator malfunction will not cause -downstream (23), All direct pressure readout Bour.
system failure. don tube gages ar equipped with shatter-

(3) Relief valves,will initially (transient proof glass and blow-out plugs.
conditions) limit system pressure to no higher (24) Components cannot be installed
than 1 O percent of working pressure. backwards.

(4) Reservoirs and storage vessels have
shutoff valves for maintenance. A-6 ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

(5) Adjacent or incompetble system
pressure connectors are keyed or sized so that (1) Materials have been selected with
it is physically impossible to connect the due coMideration for operational environ-
wrong unit or pressure level. rpent such as ,explo ive or corrosive atmo- 4

() All lines are identified by contents, Epheres,
pressure, and direction of flow. (2) It is not possible to ignite or contri-

(7) Separate pressurization sources are bute to the ignition of adjacent muterials re-
specified downstream of primary regulation gar'less of the operational atmosphere.
when pressurizing noncompatible commodi- (3) Materials will not emit toxic or
ties. explosive gases when operated at elevated

(8) 'Pressure relief is specified where temperatures.
source pressure can exceed the design levels of (4) Use-of dissimilar metals in contact
the system. is avoided.

(9) Trapped gas can be bled ffom be- (5) Design philosophy considers the
tween components. most extreme possible environment. I

A-3
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(6) System operation is not dergraded, (24) Battery Vent outlets are designed to
'by*teperature extremes- Oftninate Vent system, backflow and 'o that

(7) System design provides-comjpensa- battery acid.'cannot be ejected from the vent
tion such As hermetic sealing and pieusuriza- butlet.
tion for all pressure-sensitive elements. (2§) Equipment is protected: from light-

(8) Components used in are&- with ning strikes.
flammable fluids are incapable of campsing igni- (26 Th0ai'tut~r a enaay
tion. ze.1 to inuecmliance-with electrical ,bond-

(9) Wiring and -component ideritificae- ing, requllirCmens particularly in areas of
tion are proper. disconitinuity.

(10) Routing of- wires and, location of (274 Eledtrical 'shielding is specified
components will not impose undue mech- whereve- it is necessary to suppress radio-
mnical sitrain owtermination points under any frequeniy, interference and oth~er sources of
combna'tion of anticipated ser-vice conditons,. spuious electrical energy.

(11) H.oizing of wires and location of (*8X ircuits and equipments are pro-
* 6omponents do not create itrerence with tected fromi overload,

adjacent systems.. (29): It is no~t possible to induce, a
:(12),-Connections and terminatiofis are dangerousr viclciutovradfma a-

at an absolute prictical minimum,. hr function of the ground system in the power
(13) Sensitive circuits are iaolat~ded circuits.I

degradation cdanb tinfduced by s4jacen cir ~ (30) It is not possible to induce a dahg
cuits. erous ground -system circuit overload froma

(14) Positive protectioni is prQvidpd for nmafunction of the vehicle power circuits.
terminal blocks to prevent shorts. resulting (k1), Primary and redundant system'c'ir-
from contact with miscellaneous debris or cuits -are not supplied. from the same power
froin elements of the envirphnment', bus or circuit breaker.

(15) Connectors are limited only, 1o ' (32) fuses, and, circuit breakeiis are
those applicatibosrequiring frequent disc on- easily, accessible and are provided with aOvisual I
nection. means to indicate their cozAdition (oop'm or

(16) Suffcient space is allawed~sround closed). :

connectoftefor engigahd~disengaginj;,par. (33) All elements requiring periodic
ticulirly where wrenchi arie-required. service are accessible. '

(17) Termination of power. and, signal (34) Protection is provided front Ahe
leads on adjacent pins of connectors is hazards of lose articles, t661s, end debris.
avoided. (35) Access covers, components,, or

(18) Elements of a redundant system do equipment requiring specific'installation ori-
not peas through the same single connector as entation have asymmetric'mounting features.
elements of the primary system. (36) Access is designed for easy hand-

(19) Special tools, materials, and pro- ling 6f hed'vyfcomponents.
cesses cleafyare specified in the design. (37) Interlocks, hielding, siety guards,

(20) All reasonable effort has been exk- barriers, and warniag markings have been
pended to- 6liminate -the possibility of the specified where a personnel hazard can exkist.

system contributing to flame propagation or (38) Handholds,,mechanical guides, rails
toxic, outgassing. or slides are speci fied wherever handling ofI

(21) Polyvinyl chloride c,. other law slipoery, bulky, heavy, or otherwise hard-to-
* temperature polymers are n~ot used as wire in- handle equipmeit isinvolved.

sujafion (high 'temperatures vr~e always (39) Electrical wire bundles ';yoid routes
hazgird). adjacent to fuel lines, hot air, duct., or m 'ch-

4(22) External power rmceptacles arx' lo- anical linka-ges
cated as -far"a possible ft-m poit of potto - (40) ffigh tetriperature Wire and cable __

tial flammable vapor or fluid,. con",t fyVion. imutald is spcfe frdign~tdfr
(2.) i.~eai-atciu battrkhs ar/ene t o ' ,nesd ne&. ight temerture sources.

azeas whome ignition is not poesibfr. (41) R.outing provides for slack and a

*A-4
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service loop with enough excess wire for three systm wiil nterfere with crew ,rescue or es-
connector replacements. -cape.

(42) Wires attached to normally mointg (7) Adequate visual indicatior of the
parts wi routedto tivxt-*iOh r athe than system operational status, is presented to con-
hend-ac"ro adjadi ntmcvihg Parts. cerned crew members.

(43) :Supports are provided to- prevent (8) Interlocks' or limiting devices. pro-
abrasionor chafig of wires and cables. tect the structue from maneuvers in excess of

(44) System-verification test-circuits do the: structural limit load factor.
not indicate the command" rather, they indi. (9) Redundant emergency power sys-
cate the actual iesponse of the system. tems areprvided.

(45) Power application will not actuate (10) ,Installation requirements minimize
critical circuits asa, result 6f function switches the -system vulnerability to defined mission,
Uitimay be cycled without Indicating the hazards such as enemy action and environ-
on-off position during a power-off phase (ie., mental extremes.
push-on/puih-off switches). (11) Installation requirements provide

(46) Complex system operational, test the-maximum serviceability and maintenance
requirements sie minimized during actual use. features with a minimum of specialized thols j

(47) Continuous monitoring is provided or procedures.for tests requiking judgments rather than (12) Installation requirements insure
standards. th .t position-sensitive comtpqoents can beJ (48) Test points are provided for rapid installed only in their properi' oAentation.
malfunction isolation. (13) Manual overpowtr ,Spiaity- is,

(49) Connectors and other delicate pro- provided with the control systeria fully en-
trusions cannot be used as footholds or for gaged aid operatirg (piloted aircraft).
mechanical leverage. (14) Elements of the system are routed,

(50) Maintainability :specifications covered, or otherwise prtected from jam- '
identity any hazards involved inremoving, re- ming from dropped or l e items, mainte.
placing, and testing of elements in the system. narce operations, cargo shift etk.

(51) <All p6wer can be isolated from spe- (15) Elements-of the s stem a protect-
cific equpmrnt to allow maintenance or ed from moincure or fluid liccumulation, by
removal. draining potential fluid ,traps. In addition to

normal corrosion hazards,,,trapped fluids can
A-7 VEHICLE CONTROL SYSTEMS freeze athigh altitudes and jam critical con-

irolelements.
(1) Design is as simple possible for (16) ,llements of stability, accuracy, I

ihe task it will perform. and reliability, have been evaluated and veri-(2) Electrical and mechanical compon- fled for each component of the guidance and
ents are compatible mubtally and with the control systefi.'
anticipated service environment. (17) There is a-means of verifying satis, '

(3) Limiting devices, emergency dis- factoty operation of each redundant path at
connects, alternate systems, or other safety any time it is determined that the system or
measures are incorporated to safeguad ;, riti- subsystem requires testing.

* cal parmneters if a malfunction occur,. (18) Redundant paths of the system are
(4) Circuit protection devices do not 'located, such that' a event, that damages one

exist in signal circuit or in other circuits path is not likely to damage the other.
where unsafe control motions of the vehicle (19) Failure in any portion of'the sys-
would-occur if the device opened. tem will not cause or create additional or

(5) Possibility of electrical cross-con- cumulative hazards.
nections or phase reversals is minimized. (20) Guards are provided over bolted

(6) No component or element of the ends of torque tubes.
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(21) Unsymmetrial componetwcan not ment fitt in, place Of removable washers. Y
Sbe nstalled incoriectly. (42) Bolts are specified to attach, rod

(22) Considen tion has been given to ends.to hollow tubes.
pulley diameter versus coble wrsp angle and -(43), It is impossible to cross-connect in-
applied force, advertently any control 4cable, or rod o the

(23), Control-colltun peninp are wiongfitting.
eredby flexible boots. '(44) Pulleys are positively attached to

(24) Control cablei are isolatedeffec- the bearing hub.
tively orprotected from electrical equipment. (45) Incorrect bolt length will not cause

(25) Control mechanism are located to system interference.
afford maximum protection'to preclude po.- (46), system -. its componenU are
sibility of jamming or damage. compatibleir..-.iicaseifrom the stt dpointof

(26) Routing.,of cales,,pugh-pull rods, dura;!y, deflections, wear, and the daager
vAnd 1orq e tube. considers structural deflec- f-one component or system creating ahazard
tion and its effect onfunction. by proximity to other components or sys-

(27) Bolt length or reverse bolt inOA-da- tms,.
tion will not ciuse systen nterferne., (47) Fabrication techniques have not

(28) Sleeves, rub-strips, . guards are subjected materials to.femperatures oi stresses
provided where contact wilh stationary ob- which-can affect design strength.
jects i posible.

(29) Providss are wade ,for frequent A-8 GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION
inspection of fatigue-prone are,.. SYSTEMS''

(30)Inspection plates or ,ccess covers
w l lnot interfere with movementifiistalled (1), Design will, be as simple et possible
incormectly, for the task it will perform.

(31) Structural deflection will not cause (2) Electrical and mechanical compon-
cables to slack sufficiently to cause fouling, ents are compatible one with the other, and

(32) Guard, are installed on all vertical with the an icipited'oevice environment.
pulleyo to prevent jamming by, foreign ob- (3) Limiting devices, alternate systoms,
jects. or other safety meaures are incorporated

(33) Inspection' doors are hinged from when feasible to safeguard critical parameters
the top to prevent falling into any mech. if a malfunction occurs.
anism. (4) No circuitprotection devices exist

(34) Bracket attachment structure is in signal circuits, or in other, circlits that'con-
reinforced properly to accept applied loads trol vehicle ,motion and where, opening of
and repeated stresses, such a device would preduce u,.safe motions. I

.(35) Actuating arms and levers are pro- (G) Posibility of electrical cros con-
vided with pins, bolts, or serrations to prevent nect(ons orphase rversals is minimized.
slippage. (6) Elements of stability and accuracy

(36) Unfavorable working conditions have been evaluated and verified for each i
will not. cause maintenanwce errors. coiaponent of the guidance and navigation

(37) Turnbuckles: and push-pull rodu are system.
not subjected to bendi'g forces. (7) System, self-check features are pro-

(38) Universal jc'int are provided where vided to allow the operator to detect the
torque tube misalignment can be excessive, presence of systematic random or cumulative

,(39) Rod ends have: rounded threads, error.
(40) Corrmion-resistant materials are (8) A fail-safe or redundant system de-

specified where leaking acid or other corrosive sign philosophy is-applied in a.manne" -onsist-
liquids €,,n contact mechanisms. ent with mission objectives,

(41) Insert-lnishinps are used in attach- (9) Redundant or double-i dundant

-- -
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-desin techniques are considered when critical ter and receiver is nuch that direct excitation
parameters are displayed and are essential dur- of the receiving ,antenna cannot exceed4O, V.
ing approach and landing. (9), Status displays are incokporated in

(10) There is a meps of verifying satis- all system functions that monitor hazardous
factory operation ofeach redundantpath:at operations.
any time the system or subsystem is-deter- (10) Compatibility with all relay links is
mined to require testing. possible within the allocated, frequency of the

(11) Redundant'paths of the system are proposed communicaon d systemdesign.
located in that an event that damages one '(11) Maximum continuous.RFexposure
path is not likely to. damage the other. of operational personnel or vehicle crew mem-

(12). No element of the guidance or ben doesnot exceed 10 mW cm'2 ,
navigatioi, system ',will interfere, with crewespe. A-10 PROTECTION SYStgSS
te(13) Installation, requirements minimize
systemdefined mission (1) Explosivevapor detectors arespeci-

nhazarl such as enemy action or environ- fled where explosive vapors can collect.,
mental extre i ones. (2) Explosive vApor detection. system

(14) Installation requiremants provide will trigger an alarm at 20,percent of the
the maximum serviceability and maintenance lower explosive level. I
features with e minimum of specialized tools (3) Toxic vapor'detectors at specified
or procedu~es; wherever -toxic ,gkses or vapors ran enter
'tat(15) 'Initallation requirements insure inhabited areas.
thaposition-nsiive components can be (4) Fire detection systems are specified
installed only in their proper orientation. for all potential fire zones.

(16) Adequate visual indication of the (5) Smoke detectors ate specified in
system operati6al status is preserted to con- nonventilated baggage or cargo &reas.
crned crew members. -,(6) All possible designacior, has been(17' Minimum direct forwad visibility taken-to prevent false indication. -,

'is not severely Jjmitad by the installation of (7) Hazard, warning systems can be re-
any navigational system. set to indicate a hazard recurrence.

(8) Explosive Vapor detectors can op- j
A-9 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS erate in an explosive atmosphere without

initiating an explosion.
(1) Redundancy is incorporated where (9) Deviation from normal perform-

required. ance will cause an explosive vapor detection,
(2) Single component failure -will not system malfunction indication.

damage or diminish the use of redundant or (10) All detection systems are complete-
related systems. ly compatiblo with the enviror-entin which

A(3) Redundant systems can be opera- theymiust operate.
W1. from separate and independent power (11) All hazard detection systems- re-
sorces. ceive power from the essential-equipment bus.

(4) Adequate design precaution is tak- (12) Detector reaction time is 'at its
en to eliminate or control electromaetic absolute minimum.
interference (EMI) effects upon circuit com- (13) P-ovisions ara made 'to allbw peri-
ponents. odic system calibration and checking.

(5) Shielding design complies with (14) Malfunction detection systems Z4I MIL-E-6051. sense critical system deviations. A
(6) Interference control of the inte- (15) Critical instruments have positive

grated system complies with MIL-STD-826o failure warning.
(7) System is colapatible and -in corn- (16) Instrument malfunction flagp are

pliance with "worst case" system require- not used to- designate emergency conditions.
ments. (17) All emergency conditions or mal- ' -: I

(8) System separation of the transmit- functions initiate a warning.
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(18). Emergency conditions requiring withstand 2000 F when routed in or hear fire
imiediate action initiate an audible warning zones.
in addition to visual warning.. (14) Fire detection is specified for all

(19) Audible warning, iO not, specified in potential fire zones.
the communication system when constant (15) Fire extinouishing systems are spe-
monitoring is not required. cified for ald potential fire zones. (Ref. MIL-

(20) Sound levelswill got interfere With E-5352.)
essential communications. (16) The most effective extinfguishing

(21) Verbal audible Wariings are 'clear, agent is specified consistent with both safety
concise, intelligible, -and reflect calmness and and design goals.
urgency. (17) Toxicity is considered where t -is

(22) Audible warning override is p-o- possible for fumne 'o enter inhabited areas.
vided where prolonged warL.Z-will interfere (18), Extinguiahing agent containers, are
with effective corrective action.' designed for maximum possible protection

(23) Volume ,;cntroli do not reduce from crashloads or gunfire.
warnings to an inaudible level. (19) Extihguishing agent containers

(24) Corponentiiterlocks are specified have-safety relief.
whenever ouit-of-sequence operation car (20) Visual indication is provided -that
dreate-asystemhazard. safety relief has occurred.

(21) Pressure gages are readily accessible
A11 FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND SUP- for inspection and maintenance.

-PRESSION SYSTEM (22) Squib, actuated discharge valves are
designed so that electrical connection cannot

(1) Potential fire zones are, identified. be made unless the squib is installed.
(2) Potentia-fiee zones are isolated by (23) Interfacetbetween-contr0l systems

fire barriers-or firewalls. and other systems cannot cause extinguishing
(3) Titanium is ziot used structurally system failure.

where it may contact molten metal. (24) Redundacy is specified where re-

(4) Firewalls are as liquid- and vapor- leys are-used in the,,ontrol system.
proofas possible. (25) Separate ini0ation circuits and dual

(5) Access doors have not been in- squibs are provided for each container.
stalled in firewalls. (2.6) Routing of contro! wiring does not

(6) Firewalls are not stressed by pass thiough potential fire zones unless it cmn
mounted equipment. withstand at least 20000F without system

(7) Materials used on the ptotected degradation.
side of firewalls will not burn as a result cf (27) Automatic explosion-supprte ing
hightemperature in the fire zone. devices are considered wherever an explosion

(8) Air ducts passing through fire cvn occur too swiftlyfor crewreaction.
zones are- fabricated to insure fire contain- .(28) Suppressing-system status is pro-
ment. videdto indicate system has actuated.

(9) Airducts originating in fire zones (29) Flame.,proof containers or com-
can be closedto stop airflow. partments are specified for storage of items

(16) Flammable fluid lines with flow with low ignition temperature or high flame-
into )r through a fire zone are provided with propaatgon Y-ts.
shutoff viaves. (30) .oxic products of combustion are

(11) Fire will have no effect on the considered when cabin interior materials ,are
operation -of shutoff valves or control circuits, selected, -

(12) Flammable fluid lines in fire zones (31) Tests have been specified to deter-
are made of stainless steel or equiva!ent. mine ifcombustioa products are toxic when -

(13) Flammable fluid flexible hose will Unknown or doubtful.

A-
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(32) Electrical equipmeint will, not pro. A412 Er;EW,-STATION SYSTEMS
vide an ignition source when'-operating in- any
hazardous atmosphere. (1 Miensiona! allowances'for safe

(33) b'fkmmabie fluiid line rouiting avoid& 'crew -accommodaiions-and work places
inhabited- ee's or is restricted, compywt th5a ~ thog'95th percentile.

(34)- Complete fire hazard anelysis 'hs (2) Surface colo's, properly. depict the
beenmade. approprit -physical hazardsby. codin.

M3) Fwde zlines and tanik struictures are ()Sa e. n ocation of ,emegnc
deigqed to contain. fuel -as miich'ss pnssible controls ane suich that crew members are able
wiliu the iysttm-under draah-induced load- to.operatk-them without iiual reference.
in, (4)! Operating controls aedesigned-(36) Fuellanes and tanks are protected and' located' tomniiein etent activa-
from penetrationi during 'a crash by mounting tior.,
behind heavy structure. anid avoiding areas 5 Emergency controls are readilyvs-
wherepenetration is likely. ble, and accessible.

(37w) Provisions are ;iacie to deaictivate- (6), Materials and finishes selected for
systens that can provide ,an-igijitign source on the crew stations are compatile with the en.
crash impact. vironment.

.(38) Sparlc-producing metals are rot ex- ()Types, and characteristics of audi-
posed to crash friction, tory, urd warning devices" av3s suitable for pro-

(39)' FIAnable fluid-t copoents are viding the discrimination vccessary under 0I
locted*hee goun co tctcannot occur op aing, conditions. Caution and adviory,

:and'here ucsh damage is unlikely, light. are located outside the flight instrument
(40), All, possble consideration -bs given- group. T7he, WrOWuSs of, thetrnlctars

to u&% of ,gelled or other Wgnition-inhibite&dof lightindicators is at least iS0ft-lambert. in
fuel~,the bright mode.

(41) -Interior finishes and- moter IalWs'-r '(8) Displays are designed to minimize
selected for Inability to support- combustion, reading errors.
and- minimum toxic prd ctsofcobuttidn. (0), Master caution and, all, warnig

'42) Flammable maiterials specified for sights car. be dimmed to approximafely 15,
use in tin interior.tea vk a ; girihad flame ft-lemberts when instrument lights, are on abd
~retpdanti are specified flor any flammable 'all- other lights, dimmed to approxiwatiely 1.5
material used. ft-lamberts,

vided Passenger c96xpirtments, are pro- (10) LAbels or placeids are plainly legi-
vddwith Are resistant storage conartment ble under both day and night conditions.

-for combustible materials. Warning and caution indicator 'Ogts are
(44)-Hanid fr-extinguishcis are pro- readily -Visible to crew,'members while at their

vided. stations.
(45) Cargo areas hve fire detecting aiad (11) ftor equipment is ptovided to

'extinguishing' stMs. maintain safe ca' bin temperature and airflow
(46) Ventilation and cargo areas can be requirement.

cloied off during theextinguishinig cycle. (2Fulad oil are prevented from
(4TY 'Lighting in cargo -areis is protected contaminating the air ir the crew cctnpart-

from damage and contat with flammables, ments.
(48) System' actuation cainnot be, miis- (13)' Suitable dekontaminationi and a11

Oirected to the wrong fire zone. tration ,devices are-provided.
(49)' A single control handie 'will shut (14) 11'iere is proper ace--* for the

off flow of flammnables and-igniton sources, removal and replacement of filter or filter
(,50) Audible alarm is provided where media.[

fire warninglgtma.o unnoticed.' (15) High-pressure, high-temperatur
(51) Audible- alarm override 1;is provided. -bleed air dut-ts are located' to preveMt over-
(52) System cacting switches are, pro- heating of walls and compartments and the

tected from inadvertent operation. bypass areas containing combustible fluids.

A49
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()Chcvalves, shutoff valves, and ;(34), All electicaly perae oos

regulatiq~ pre~aiasd compartamts. explosion-*proof-.type.
.(17), Insulation of the duc-5is located .(35) All materials used within the pies-

pwroperlod msde- of materials to -preventz surized compartnents are'f&r resistant. Inter.
heat, loss and contact with, or absorption of, ior, materials 'do not oenerate, toxic and
combustible fluids, noxious- gases, when exposed to. heat -and -

(18): Range of 'tempratures i e crew fame.
compartet complis with the thermal corn. (36) -Electrical- and heit-producing items
4ort, zone and specified -exposire times for are opparated'from oxygen' sys'1ms.
heat and coid. (37) A complete fire detection -and ex-

(.9 Threare emeigency provisions for tinguishing system is built into-them~ehicle.
asisted or unassisted- esape -from the- crew ptblwih ig sh gerits ar com-
co'mpartment ptbewth e vehicle structure and eniviron-

(20)'Crew'personnel are provided with mental control systems.
in, unimpeded path out of, and-away 'froM, (39) E nvirornental control system it
*heyehicle. equipped with. filters' for noxious gas Wn

(21) Emergency lighting -is incorporatd noxiousi gas neutralizing systems.
in the crew compartmeiit. (40) If, a toxic proelar~t is, used, the

(22) Safety belts, harniesses,,and straps ;Y'nes and connections-associated with, itave
aeprovided. rue~usd h rwcmat.!t(23) Crew and their personal equipment rotdotietece opa~ t-(41) 1'resurized cornpartment. is, sealed

are protectea from thermal radiation caused off from iomponents that could generate
by the expolosion of nuclear Weaponsinclud- toxic-gas.
ing eyeprotection against flashbliiidnimr. (42) Pressurized comp artment. are capa-

(20 Alarms and' warning signs are de- ble of being vented and purged to remo ve
sgned, instilled, and locate4 so that they can toxic gas

be heard or read directly -by crew medkbexs. (4'3) 'A eq rnplete toxic gas warning
(g5) Fire aind o!':erheat systems are de- system is installed in the vehicle.

signed and located to alert cre~v mzemberi1 of (44) Interior is free from sharp objects
such conditions, that could caus c rew injury.

(26). Portable Pire extinguishers are de- (45) All 'protrusions awe removed, pad-
siped and mounted -in locations where they ded, labeled, or otherwise shielded.
are readily usable, by crew members. - 46) AM electrical systems are 4labeled,

(27) Circuit overload protection. devices interlocked, isolated,or otherwise designed to
-' are adequate. minimize electrical shock. -

(28) Intercotnectig, wires and cables (47) Adequate provisions for the stor-
are secured and protected to avoid inadvcrt- ege, protection, and accessibility of equip.
ent contact or wire chafing. ment and supplies are provided. -

(29) Equipment cocding duct. and the (48) Electrical power pupp~ is -reduan-
equipment are located to provide adequate dant.
cooling of hot spots. (49) An alternate power source. is, avail- -

(30). Equipment is, suf&9ently accessible able for environment. control system, opera- -

for manuA fire extinguisher utilizat on. tions. If not, insure that a standby- or- emer-
(31) If. a lipropellant is used, the oxi- gency environental control system is avail-

dizer and fuel components are separted as far able.
as possible. (W0) Emergency power is supplied from

(32) There are propellant shutoff and a separate source and from an independent.

fuel je ttison valves, power bus.
(33) Electrical wires, cables, and heat- (51) Vehicle pressure walis dedigned so

proucig equpmet m iolaadfro th tat ropr ualtycontrol and testin pro
propellant components. cedures will aszertaifl pressure reliability.

- ___ A-10
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(52) 'Crack propagationisli d. hands or arms of maintenance persoRnel axe
(53) Faulty seals can be. detected. provided with rubber,' fiber, 6rplastic hield-
(54) WliiDre 'wear-'or damag&a- ocr ing on the edges.

double seals are used. (70) Of accesses that'lead to equipment
(55) Seal or sealing devices are-designed with high voltagei, safety interl0cks are pro-r

so that replacement or emergency, rep ascan,  vided 1hat -deenergize 'the circuit when the
be made. po d adccs panel, is opened. If maintenance is

4156) Shielding "is provided 'adjacent to required on equipment With ci cuit. ener-
equipment that could structurally fail end gized, inaire -that a "cheastie" iritch is pro-
puncture the cabin wall. vided that byp#e's, the interiock and tk1at

(57) Delicate components are located automatically rsets when the acecess Panel is
where they will not be damaged while the ('0sed.
uni 4 being worked on. (71), Wan*; labo are pr6videdion all

(58) Intemal coniols, such as switches access, panels leading to high voltage or
and adjustment screws, are not located close moving parts.
to dangerous voltages.

(59) Components that retain heat or A-13 'ORDNANCE AND EXPLOSIVE
electrical potential after the equipment is SYSTEMS'
turned off are notlocated where maintenance
personnel may touch them inadvertently (1) Sensitivity, shattering effect, and
upon opening the equipment power-of the explosive are.evaluated fully for

0(6) Irrefga protrusions such as cables, each application.
wave guides, and hoses are easily removable to, (2) Deree of sensitivity of the bniti-
prevent damage during maintenance ator is evaluated ly-for each applicatior,

(61), Rests' ,or stands are provided on .(3) Materils' are without dangerous de-,
which unite, can-be set to prevent damage to fect3, and will resist changes-due to aging.
delicate parts. Rest. or stands are designed u (4) Degree of confinement of the
a part of the basic chassis. 'device is evaluated fully for each application. I

(62) Fold-out construction -is provided Explosive energy release is more hazardous in
for unts wherever feasible, and parts and wir- areas of closer confinemnt.
ing are arranged so that they are not damaged (5) Items, with critical manufacturing
when the assembly is opened or closed. tolerances -are avoided where poible since V

(63). Covers and cases are sufficiently such items are more susceptible to accidental
larger than the units they enclose to preclude ignition.
damage to wires, and, other components when- (6) Termination interruptions in the $
the cases are removed or replaced. firing circuit am held to the a molute mini-

(64) Corners and edges of covers and mum. A
cases are rounded,, for safety while handling. (7) Maximum protection from inad-

(65) Ventiation holes in covers are vertent operation is provided by proper (ir.j
small enough to preclude inadvertent inset- cuit design and use of safe/arm devices.
tion of any object that might teuch high- (8) The-most electrically or mechani-
voltage sources or moving parts. cally insensitive device commensurate with

(66) Handles are shaped so that they do the application is used.
not cut into the hand of the holder. (9) Specifications for storage comply

(67) Guards or other protection are pro- with existing regulations and requiremnents.

vided for easily damaged conductors such as (10) Specifications for sto r ge do not
high-frequency cables or insulated high. permit the use of static electricity genera-
voltage cables. tors-such as plastic sheets, wraps, and coy-
th(68), Plugs with a self-locking satty ers-in any part of the packing and storage

S atch are use in preference to plugs that process.
, nust be safety-wired. (11) Test and evaluation are carried o" it

(69) Internal fillets that might injure the properly 'through detailed test specifications
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showing test objectives, methods, equipment, recomimendations to minimize the level of-the
persoinnel, and 'special precautions necessary indicated hazartd.
a deter~mined by'the design (20) Design has been corrected i ac-

(12),The ,insulation for ordnance firing cordance, with thei findings 6f -the hazard anal
circuits ,pcueesthe optimum dielectric char. ysia consistent with program objectfves.
orstids for the desig environment. (J21) All hazards, bave been evaluated

(13) _Shjelding to protec-t the squib and either'by experimient -or empiri knowledge.
firing' clrcuit frm Stray voltageis evaluated (22), EffectiViine4- and -necessity of an
pro eily ad optirze f" r e ach desn.epoo suppress on and inerting, systemi

(14) Ordnance circuit, are routed with have been evaluated.
minimum expdw~re to ptsc1damage and (23) All ignition sources are identified

/ pdiia electercal ighitioni sources. and corretive measures we tken toreduc
(15) Orydnance control circuit d*sim Is the PrTohability of'their contribution'a an,

compaible with the vehicl shocl- and ibra- :explosion source.
tion environment. :(24), DesIgw requirements subjict a mini-

(16) Ordnance, devices and the Biring ci, -mum of Oersofnel to the acceptable'liazaid'
cults have been reviewed separanely and as an level determined by the system 'hazard analy-
integrated saste,giving strong e mphasis to sla.
subsystem, mnterfaces. (25), P=6zesaflng~arming, riiehasm has

(17) Applicable. range suety manuals at least two indeperidefit-safinig featiru, any
have beivreviewed for ordnance systemi per- one of which can preven~t an unintended
formance requirements prior to design selec- det-nation. Each is aetivated by a different
tion. environmental input ' At least, pneifeasture

(18) A hald analysis-is conducted on includes an arming delay adequate't6,iTre
all ordnance systemoe lat their hazard ,he user from injury nceo rmtr
potentia. A' & ha ardanlysi is conducwd on functioning of the system.'The item is fail-
all liqifd-propellant and solii-pr6peilant xafe when all, mallng features are subvertid.
systems to an, acceptable hazard level of (26), Detosiation of any primer or deton-
operatIon. ator in a fuz*e(safing-arming mechanismh t Ihat is

(19) Hazard anidui has, identified all' a- the sofe condtition will be physically barred
potential modes of -vehicle failure and huis in- -from causing further functioning of theaiplo.
dicated design appr'?aches, corrections, o)r sive train.
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APPENDIX B
RELIABILITY DATAXSOURCtS

B-1-INTRODUdTIOU Government agencies. TW*Navy'FARADA
~- prograr. ah,6 'has been Integrated' 'into

Ih ,recent yfar 1 A large number of reliabil- 'GIDEP.
4 ity, in 'formation ct'ters and Adata banks have I 96 ohte i~~*Ariuls

7 bet.-i established. These data banks proide anSpace Administration an&-the, mdir information in a variety of formats useful t n-I 96 bt h aoalArnuisMilitary Electronicso Stn8 d Agency
reliability engineers. Advances in the field of (AMS)rcgiethvauofteaa
computer storage and retrieval, microfiniiing, provided by the ppogram and became partic-
microfiche techniques, and other procens.TsaGIEPeoM.th ntr
have made- it possible to store and retrieve chane of reliability data to -anL ths mltr
lat& quanities of information. Information services, participatingj Governmeant con.!
retrieval techniques have been, develop. endueosGoenet~mca
which. permit the engineer to retrieestored ouch as' the ftirgy Research apd 4Develop.
data and perform statistical evaluations. nitAmisrioFdalA toiA-

The accumulation of numerical reliabil- ministration, Defense'Supply Agency^ .,nd tie
ity data, has been aided '6chn"ically and4 Smal Business Adlmnistration.
economically by athe use of comiputers. -Most GDPoe~sudracatrare
of the early data banks were establiphed to upon bypteArmye nde Na hatie Cred
provide the desiin'ir with the Iinformation he uo yteAm n Nv ~idlCp-

-2 ~needed for a speii ytmdvlpet mands, the Air Forc Systems and Logitic
The more recent programis are broader 1n CmadadNS.T.PomMnDepartmenitotenally. iw responl ftrscope and have mhade-somhe efforts to allevi- Darerognizattheonay i rcsponswitble forate some of the shortcomingi of their prede- plicies p~d procedures, ,both nkiboal and
cessors. Some early 'programs ha~ve been 'international Thpe GIDEP Adiniration

comine wih oher -~ ehw~ied.Office located at, FMISAEG, Corona,'CAlifor-
Ref. 43Is a" comaprehensive listing of'Reli- mia, is, the opezatonal am -of the prorm.

abilitY and MaintAinability sources associated, Working directly under, and responiblei to,
with, the Air Force, Three major data-banks the Program Manager, the- Adinitration
are described, in pars. p-2, B-3, and B. Office m~aintains the GIDEP data banks and is
Some 6f the special circumnstances that the 'responsi~le for all operational phases of the
designer must consider in using dlata bank -program. The GIDEP management team in-
information are discussed 'in par. B-5. A cludes Government and Idustry advlsosy

* partial -listing 'of data tanks is presented in groups.

Availability of a microfilm reader-printer
B-2 GDEPGOVENM~N-INOS~hY is the only equipment requirement for the '-2GDTA EXCANEROGRAMNDUTA frequent GIDEP data user. Participants ame

not subject to fees or assessments of .any
B-VtINTRDUCTON lnd, nor is there anylpayment for conturii-

tfons of, data. Paiticipation at cnrco
TheGovrn~ntThdsty Dta x- facilities usually is considere 0art of the

change Progriam (GIDEP) was originated in nrM1eibiiyo ultyasrnepo
1959 by the Army, Navy, and Air Force gramn. However, with the recent issuanice of

* a alliticRegulations by the Military Services and
Misgle Aences. now at hat NASA, participation is now becoming attme as IDEP-Interservice Data -Exchange mardatory requirement.

Program--its ir.ltent was to eliminate dupli-
cate testinig of ,parts and components by dis- The objectives of the GIDEP progrm
seminating pertinent test data among Dtpar- are to:

* ment of Defense contractors and various
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1.Reduce or eliminate duplicate ex- for a, Defective Parts and Component* Cbon-
penditure for development parts -and&corn- trol Program ,(DPCCP), which includes -fail-
ponenta ure analysis data by component types de-

2. lcrease the confidence level in the rivedi from an operationi and maintenance
reliabilPfy of systems using these parts and' level. The functioni of the DP(;CP is 'to
components' identify and eliminate or control defective

3. Expedite research and- development parts.Methodgy includes-boilh the avoid-
projects by avoiding repttition of tests pre- ance of specifying su4spect parts in new
vioiisly-accomplised designs and the purging,. )f these suspect

4. Assist -in %hie Preparation of more :pqrts from current Govertiment inventory if
r~uI~stlcrequired.

5. tmnardz~proced~esfo reortngPart of the Failure -Experience Data
test information -aki nipra~~nto nwWh

6. Encourage -direct intercontractor Bakianipratfnconnwnath
communications- among technical personnel AETss.m h LR sab~l

woringon elaed rojctseffective means of rapidly 'providing all, pirti-
wor.n Gnelated informtion fo n let ant. with information concerning an ac-

nate source of parts -through mort- depend. talopteilprbminlvgapa,
* ale atamaterial, test equipment, process, or "uftyf

8. Ceat a eneal oure fr tst data hazard. -A'y oarticipant who finds a sltua-
9~ rovde or he xchngeof est tion -that he fees to be of general concern

equipment calibration procedures and tolte othe pati6n ilsota LR
related firm. The ALERT form is submittto th

metr~ogy ata.Adminigtiation Office where it is reviewed
This-description has been adapted from, Ref-. and distributed id all participants ~a an
3. ALERT. Generally, this Procet% is completed

Wiihi 24 hr. The ALERTI system may be
5.2.2T~UNCT!ONS used for any type of pertinent information

relatingkto any of the data banks. It is issued
GI3DEP 'data ar contained in four sep. to identiysc*tm sfut ein

arate information bank-s: the Engineering 'fiulty test equipment or calibration, proce-
Data -Dlank, the Failure, Experienq'De~ dures, or other ,,production and processing-
Dank, the Failure, Rate Data Bank, ;,d the problems.
,Metrology Data Bank. No classified -or corn-
pimy proprietary information is included. 5-2.2.3 FailumRaste Data, Bank.(FARADA)

B-52.2.1 Engineering Data Sink The Failure Rate -Data Bnk. contiins,
field performance data relating to,-pafts .and

The, Engineerin sgn Data Bank contain pi- components. Detailedlirformation cofidering.
mhanly laboratory data relating to -parts, failure rates, stress levels, mnr-ai time to repair,
components, and materials. These data, cover level of test specification, failure mode, test
Qualifitioii arid -Enivionmental Testing, Re- environment, and otheranertinentiformnation
search and' Development, Evaluation Re- is-contained in the Failure Rate- Data Bank.
ports, and other, meaningul -engineering~data the FPARADA prograni-which-c.ollectedfield
such as non~tarAard pait justification, test experience and reliability demons~rat Ttest

*planning, and manufactuting. processes. data for use in Reliability Prediction, Spares
Provisioning and Logistics Suppqrt studies-,

B-1.2.2, Failure Ex perience Date Bank has been integ3rated into GDEP, a of July
1973. This Nis, enlarged~the GIDEP data bank

The 'Failure Expe4ence Data Bank con- anid provides a broader raige-of participating,
tains failure experience data; failure anAlysis organizations. It also provides parts~Aiid comn-
reports from the field, laboratory, and, pro- ponents perfornance data abtaned wnder

* duction; ane4 information from a pilot effort A
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actual field operational conditions, so that of ,detail information covering such areas-as
correlation studies can be made to compare, function, application, constzrution, and even
laboratory tests With field experience, detailed data suchas pres ure-irge, workifg,

voltage, power rating, and freuecy range.
The codes for indexing GIDEP data are con-

B-2.2.4 Metrology Data Bank tained in the GIDEP Polices and Probidu res
Manial (Ref. 1).

The, Metrology Data Bank contains cali-
bration procedures and general information Once data have been screened a in-
on test equipment. Calibration procedures dexed, the index is placed in the GIDEP
prepared by both the military and industry, computer, and the full report is placed lr

iuicroilm. cartridges that, aire distributedcoverri, most electrical and mechanical test m itha b ar e b ktol
equipment, are available to participants. I
Under, e program called SETE (Secretariat participants. The Administration Office dis-
f0 E leiftionic Test Equipment), which is tributes a complete updated index to all
fo loniDE Thetyuipest), ofih ifm participants annually. Participants may re-i~ijed'with GIDEP, other types, of informs-

tion, such as test equipment evaluation re- quest a computer index seaarch and copies of

-P t e-vLea' ble. These reports greatly in- reports directly from the Administration
~nuP .i*,li~y Improvement in test equip- Office, or they, through a terminal,' address

-ein and instrumentation. Groups con- any of the four GIDEPda-banks individu-
cern41 with the measurement of physical ally or collectively' The user can enter a

Iand electical attributes, or development of year date to restrict his data seich to rela-

measurement standards and instrumentation, tively current information, or-he can run an
repiayu h dt bentire historical, isarch of all data in a pmrtl-" re primary userm of this data bank., cuarara.. ,cular area.

The International Reliability Data Ex-
change with the EXACT program is head- The GIDEP computer is programmed so
quartered in Sweden. Functioning at an inter- a participant can initiate a search using an
national level, EXACT provides for the ex- of several approaches. The computer can be

change of reliability test data with a dozen addressed to search by GIDEP generic code,
foreign countries. GIDEP provides test, pots manufactuer's part number, key work, in- z

to EXACT w.hich document siiccessflqumifi- dustry dandard part number, environmental

acation and evaluation laboratory- ests on code, or any other fields contained in the
parts and materials. The increasing u data banks. Once information is located, the

foreign-made parts in our military ,systems omputer provides the prticipant with a
makes availability of information on those microfilm reel and access n',iber fn~addition
materials of obvious value. EXACT provides to- a report number. All particip a arepo-
fordaa.echg avided with microfilm indexes. Thus, if afor data exchange among all-memnber coun- priiatde o niaii*rfl
trieparticipant does not maintain icroflm

records, he can request copies .ofspecific
B-2.3 OPERATIONS reports or the. loan of a microf ree from- B-2.3 O PER A T IO N S ..... . .

the Administration Office.

The GIDEP program operates as a self- If an index and computer search-1ails to
regenerating, closed-loop system. Engineer identify participant-equired data in the
ing, .0ailure Experience, Failure Rate, and, GIDEP Data Banks, the -user can initiate an
Metrology data are submitted by Government Urgent Data Requect (UDR). One of the,
or industry participants to the Administration most powerful tools of the GIDBP program,
Office for inclusion into the GIDEP Data the Urgent Data Request is a means -by
Banks. When a GIDEP Representative submits which a participant submits an informal re-
data V) the Administration Office, he assigns quest to all other participants for informa-
it a 9-digit generic index -ode. The first 3 tion on a specific frt, component, material,
digits of the code define the major part classi- or test instrument. The GIDEP Administra- ":' ficationi, such a&: transformer or antenna. tion Office, upon -receipt of the UDR, repr-o."i
The last 3pairs of digits provide-relative levels duces the form and promptly distributes it
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to all participants. When a participant finds- component technolbgiP5, ,more effective d& -
* informatic., pertainig to the particular vice proctirement and qihc asurancepa-

problem, he forwards, the ,informition di- tices, and elimination of redundant testing
ectlyto the, requestor. proitams.

One of the key people in the GIDEP The Reliability Analysis Center analyzes 
prmgram is the GIDEP Representative. As. and disseminates information that is gener-
signed by each fiew participant from its Iin- ated during all phases of device fabtication,.
-house staff, his responsibility is to'determine testing, equipment assembly- and operation.
Wiho in his organization (1) can ue and (2) The Reliability Analysis Center maintains a

* will generate GIDEP data. He, more than co prthensive d base thst continually i,
riny other person in the program, directly updated by the latest information generated
influences -his companys, sicWess o 'failure by Government 'agencies, independent R&D
within the scope 'of thc GIDEP prograna. laboratories, device and equipment mau-
(Ref. -2)., Uatuiers, syste m -.contractors, and field, op*-

a'ions. Collection effovts concentrate on fail-

B-2.4 COST SAVINGS, u:e mode and mechanism analysis; material,
device, and process technology; quality -

The GIDEP program provides partid& assurance and reliability practices; test ,re-
ipants with the vehicle- to maintain and' rults; and application experience.

improve the reliability or their product and ft f the center is it analy-
simultaneously minimize rearch time and ' processed
eliminate duplicate testing of parts, compo- is psbil ssIfo eacin t o gene -

- • -,into its files is classified- accoiing,to generic -
nent., and materials. The--program, properly descriptors that encompass material, design,

pentost andeutiize, Inroduce e and procem control characteritics. Correla-
Sction studies-which isolate dependencies and

wp~gram *as relatively new, the documented interrelationships among device properties,
cost savings, to participants, boiS Govern-ment and industry, wan $5 million. In 1973 operating :environments, and failure inci-met n idsty ws$6mllo. n193 dence--can be extended to new situations,
the GIDEP program has a cost saVigs over dew t
$10 million. n-devices, and new applications. -•

See par. B-6.1 for contect for further in- The Reliabiy Analysis Center offers
ffour basic services:' i formation. "

1; Publication of 'reliability data com-
B-3 RELIABILITY AWALYSISGENTER-A pilations, technical reports, handbooks, and

DOD ELECTRONICS INFORMATION related reference documents
CENTER 2. rapid intorinaLicn searches and re-

ferrals in response to direct user inquiryThe Reliability Analysis Center is a 3.Consulting services and i-depth
formal Department of 'Defense Information studies

Analysis Center providing technical and i- 4. Maintenance and updating of the
formation analysis se vides relating to semi- microcircuit portion of MIL-HDBK-217B.
conductor and passive electronic compo-
nents. The overall objective of the Reliabil-
ity Analysis Center is bo aid overoment and periodically updates several unique data

and contractor engineers in improving the compilations that report failure rates, envi- -

reliability of military and space electronic ronmental stress susceptibio and part mal-
systems and eqaipments. The Reliability funcion history. These publicatios asem-
Analysis Center provides users with faster ble results of recent laboratory tests, factory

and more effective methods of achieving checkout, and field operations into conveni-
important product reliability iw.,nrcement. ent forix for direct application to the users'
factual failure and reliability data on all a, e conmpiled in two forms: (1) by part type

acopihB4,uhred acs o iiia ~laiiycnro ak.Teedt

- - II
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number and manufacturer and; (2) byphysi- requirements. The system, collected and-
cal (generic) part characteristics. Data anal- processed data to-provide the .maintenance
yeis .aid 'related information concerning management information required by field
process control, quality assurance proce- commanders and managers -in the following ,

duares, procurement practices, etc., are corn- areas: -

piled in state-of-the-art reports and, hand- 1. Equipment status and materiel readf-

books-as the need arises.

Although fully prepared to -perform lit- 2. EffectiVeness of maintena 0per a
erature search and referral services, the Reli- tions
ability Analysis Center staff can contribute 3. Adequacy of res6urces
most directly to the solution of reliability 4. Support requirements.
problems 'thiough unbiased technical, assess- The processed do.a were examined'dur-
ments and in-depti studies of its accumu- ing the programming to indicate what equip-
lated resources ih :,esponse to user needs. ment was failing, why it was failing, how
The Reliability Analysis Center staff is often the, failure wa- occurring, and the
augmented in the conduct of these studies amount of time required for repaiW. The
by the RADC professional reliability staff results of the analysis provided statistical
who have reliability competence in both forecasts for planning purposes,
component and system areas and serve as
the center of reliability expeftise fo~r the Air B-4.2 THE ARMY MAINTENANCE MAN.
Force. Typical ,areas for consulting are: data AGEMENT SYSTEM (TAMMS) IN.
analysis, failure problem investigation, tel CL'D!NG SAMPLE DATA COL-
ability assessment and predictions, test and, LECTION
specification development, and in-depth data
and technical surveys. The equipment record procedur,

The Reliability Analysis Center services known as TAMMS-which replaced TAERS
are aVailable without restriction to Govern- in 1969-are used for control, operation, and
ment agencie ard contractors. As a DOD maintenance of selected Army materiel.
Information Analysis Center, the Reliability The system ! ,4pplicable to:
Analysis Center is required to charge all'
users an equitable amount for the service 1. Equipment improvement recoi-
provided. See par. B-6.2 for the contact. for mendations
further information. 2. Recording- and mandatory reporting.

of all, modification work order requirements

B-4 ARMY SYSTEMS and accomplishments
3. Recording essential information to

B-4.1 THE ARMY EQUIPMENT RECORL) be used for evaluation of, materiel readiiea

SYSTEM (TAERS) 4. Recording and reporting of failure
data for design of new equipment, redesign

Infomaton n TERSis ncldedde- of standard equipment, and product im-
spite being replaced by TAMMS in provement
1969,-because historical abstracts from the 5. Collection of inventory, operational,
TAERS files generated ,between, 1965 and and/or maintennc data on special one-time
1969 are included in the TAMMS file. studies or projects. (In cases where the forms

TAER wa par of-~ pogrm intitted and procedures do not fully meet the require-4
I TAERS was Part of ra program instituted

mnprofchur desn potlly eet t io

by the Army to collect, analyze, and make ment of such s.udies, approval for deviation
must be obtained from Headquarters, Depart-

use of information concerning Army; mate- ment of the Army.)riel. 'The data handled were basically mainte- 6. The periodic application by the De-
nance oriented, rather than reliability on ptment of the Army of a sampling tech-
ented-i.e., maintenance and management, nique to obtain specific organizational main-
part repairs and replacement frequency, n , 'tenance action data fro o units located in amaintenance resources, and manpower *
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specific geographic 'area. (This sarnplzrg will 'for engneering applications other than ex-,
include, only specific type/model/series of ception failure data throughl the Equiprient
equipmrnts'for a limited"tim period.) Improvement Recommendatiofis (EIR). The

The exceptions to the application 62 the EIR's provide indicators of 'field problems
maintenance managcment System procedures that the user feels merit national attention

or a -response to his specific problem. Each
EIR, provides only a narmtive dscript;icn.

1. Installed equipment to provide util- with little if any quantitative data.
ity services such;as gas, steam, and-water

2. Industrialproduction equipment 8 d5 PRECAUTIONS IN USE
3. Locally purchased nonstock-

numbered, nonstandard (nontype-classified) Historical data on components, equip,
equipment, -other than commercial vehicles ments, andsYstems~canr be pplied to ad+,the

4. Equipment procured with nonappro- -design of new equipment or systems. Reli ,
priated funds. ability requirements have become quite pke.

cise and are included in system contracts.+Raw data generated sat theuser and sup- Therefore, .de0pgnes require data that are
port maintenance lvels are enterd onto siaisticy v d, hive been analyzed thr.
prescribed forms. Commanders at he field otghly ad e een analybe Th
level process data relating to expenditure of oughly, Whd are optly ave Te
maintenance resources and mi+eriel readiness aegreeseto Which these objectives have been

indicators, and forward selected maintenance bn.
data to a national level data bWk. Analyses, The designer needispecfie daet--such u
summaries, and reports ,subsequently are the' failrira ates in specific environments
furnished 't the national level materi lman- and/or stresses, preconditloning or screening
agers for their use 1,1 improving the materiel procedures applied to the parts, and isimilar
readin.ss condition of Army materiel in the letails. He also needs reliability data that
hands of the -user. have been collected, analyzked, stored, and

The asic data in the system represent disseminated in a form that is useful in the

day-to-day experience of using organizations concptual and design stage phases, Until
in operating and maintaining'rmateriel. Data such time as a reliability data bank that
are recorded on assembies, end items, and satisfies completely the needs of the designer

' ' " in developed and made +opermtional, he-must
systems. Reduced data provide quantitative i eeoe n aeoe~inl ems
information such a proceed. with caution in using the data now

available to him.
1. Materiel reliability, maintainability, There are several basic difficulties with

and availability2. Scheduled and unscheduled m'unte- any data bank and analysis center. Perhaps
the most fundamental difficulty is that the

nance, requirements data -source is always suspect. Field failure.
4. tilpaion prte formpeonnel, m reports are notorious for the'r inadequacies.
4. Utilization rates for personnel, ma- The user/maintainer has many prasure to! teriel,4nd facilities. 4i

n filti-use -the system/equipment ccfrectly and to

Typical uses of the reduced data are to keep it fucitioning; the priority allotted -to
validate maintenance engineering analysis filling- out -failure reports is usually low. A
predicions, identify problems with regard to difficulty w ith many contractor reports is
current support resources, forecast resource that not all contractor personnel are -highly
requirements, and to detect trends that indi- competent; some reports are written by in-
cafe a heed for materiel mdification, or competent people. It is easier to blame fail
that materiel is nearing the end of its useful urea on parts rather than on people.

* life. Additionally) the data are used to evalu- The human factors aspecs of data banks
ate new materiel concepts and designs, and and analysis centers have not been resolved
to estimate life cycla support costs for new satisfactorily. Forn"al pronouncements by
materiel. TAMMS provides-little data, usgful

B-6'u-
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heiadqu ea ffs, andcompany officials, improving rhe iability"of elecaid
not the s0eae thingus ibplementation inthe ters.
field' Services. Publishes failure rate, mnvironIMuch time and good efforthave gone mental susceptibility and malfunction data

into these data sources. If they are, used compendia, state-of-the-art surveys, jhan,-
cautiously and intelligently, they can be very bobks, and reference bibliographies; con-
he)pful; if they are used blindly, the, reiults ducts -literature search and! referal services;
often will be very unsatisfactory, provides technical consulting Jrices. Spe -

cialist. i- reiability a e avilable to work
86 PARTIAL LISTING; OF DATA BANKS directly With the user to defne' hiproblem,

IN OPERATION search' out relevant data and information,
evaluate and analyze results, and provide

'B-6.1 G I DEP, GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY concrete recommendations, and guidance.
DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM The Reliability Analysis Center data files

contain ,data and technical: reports on 3li-
Thisis a G ovemrment-sponsoed-coopera- ability physics iniestigatiohs, -reliability

tiye program for exchange' of. reliability in- improvement programs, art de{si quaii-

formation to impre.', quality and reliability, cation and. lot acceptance tets, equipment'
and reduce cost of s*Aems andequipments. assembly, demonstration test andcheckout

'Technical Cover e. Engineering " results, and operational history.
Failure Experience Data on parts, compo- -Point-of Contact.
nents, and materials. Failure Rate Data fron TechnicalDirector
field operations, and 'Metrology Data indud- Reliability Analysis Center
ing, test 'equipment calibration procedures. RADC/RBRAC-
Coveige of, data is electronic, mechanical, Griffiss AFB, NY' 13441,
hydraulic, and pneumatic. Phone: (315) 330-4151

Mission. Providesprogram for exchange AV: 5874151
of specialized data, and operates ALERT 8.6,3 EQUIPMENT RECORD AND MAIN.
and UDR systems to provide communication TENANCE MANAGEMENT SN'S-
network among participants. TEMS,

Point of Contact. AAUE
Head, GIDEP Branch A THEARMY EQUIPMENT RECORD
.Naval Fleet Missile Systems', Analysis SYSTEM .FAERS)

and Evaluation T i C eH c o
Group Annex (Code 862) Technical Coverage. His-m rica t only,
Corona, CA 91720 1965-1969. Maintenance-nahgement data,

A Phone: (714) 736-4677 part repair and replacement frequency, main-
AV: 933-4677 tenance resources, and manpower :require-

" i ments.
B-6.2 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS CENTER

Mission. Management -information neces-

Technical Coverae. A designated DOD sary for evaluating: (1). equipment status
-Information Analysis Center for the dissemi- and materiel readiness, (2) effectiveness 6f
nation of reliability and experience informa- maintenance operations, (3) adequacy of
tion on electronic components with special resouwces, and (4) support roquirements.
emphasis on microcircuits. Point of Contact.

Mission. Serves as the DOD focal point Appropriate NMP; example 4
for the acquisition, reduction, analysis, and Commander
organization of reliability data in an authori- USATACOM
tative, timely, and readily usable form to aid ATTN: AMSTA-MkNMP)
Government aid contractor engineers in Warren, MI 48090

B-7
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B., THE ARMY MAINTENANCE MANAGE- Mission. Serves as, data bank for tech-
MEN"SYSTEM (TAMS) nical literature on missiles, xockets, rocketo

motors, and zelated *items at Redstone Arge-
Technicl Coverage. Site locatior.,Asage, nal; issues data compilations, summaries,

materiel 'readiness, and Equipment Improve- bibliograpies, and reports; and maintains
mnert Recommendations. and disseminates accumulated data.

Mission. Provides Fleet Management Pointbf Contact.
data and improvement recommendations to Commmderthe national level. Provides maintenance Comm
management techniques (forms pcedures ATrN: AMSMIRB n
to using unit level). Redstone Arsenal, AL 35809

Point of Contact. B-6.6 BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORA4
.ommander TORIES (BRL)

US. Ary Ma agement C*n4ir
'ATIN: AMXMD-MT Technical Coverage. Ballistictechnology,Lexington, KY 40507 vulnerability assessment and vilnerabilityr-
Phone: (606)293.3020 duction, weapon system evaluation, concept
AV: 745-3020 analysis, operations rescarch, reliability,,

quality assurance, ballistic measurements,
B-6.4 US ARMY ELECTROnICS COM- te-data analysii, probability, and mathe-

MAND (ECOM) matical analysis.
Minion. Conducts research in balistics,

Technical Coverqfe. Nucsar, plasma, vulnerability, and physical and mathematical
and solid4ate physics, geophysics,,meteorol- sciences; evaluates and synthesizes data for
og,, radio communications, a!atomitic data contributions to weapon technology; pro-
processing, aerospace electronics, combat 'ides technical, assistance and consulting ser-.
radar, electronic warfare, detection systems, vices; and issuestechnical reports.
frequency controls, and electyonqic parts and
components. P Dintof Crntdct,

Minion. Coordinates in. a single rgani- US Army Ballistic Research Labor

zation, the research, development, procure tories
ment, and production of Army communica. ATTN: STINFO Officer
tion and electronic materil, by sponsoring Aberdeen Proving Ground,
and conducting of research and by publish- MD 21005
ing technical reports and a current news-
letter. B-6.7 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING IN-

Point of Contact. FORMATION ANALYSIS 'CENTER
Comrnhaider (NTIAC)
US, Arthy Electronics CommandUt' MnmEltonics Co07 d Technical Coverage. Nondestructive-test

data on materials, acquired through radio.

-6.5 REDSTONE SCIENTIFIC INFORMA- graphy, ultrasonics, electromagnetic, and

TION CENTER other nondestructive test methods.

Mission. Collects, maintains, and dis-Technical Coverage. Aerospace logistics, seminates, via rapid-retrieval system,,'data in
operations, ballistics, fire control, fuzes, war- the field of nondestructive testing;,provides
heads, and related missi. and rocket ord- consulting and advisory services; and pub-,
nance. fishes bibliographic information.
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Poin t oif Contact. Commanider
Chief -US Army Tank-Automc~tive --

Materials Testing LaboratoryDvlpetCne
US Army Materials anid McaisATTN: AMStA-QR

Reseaich CenterM 409
ATTN,: AMXMR-TXT-Nondestruq- WteM 89

tiv'e 'Testing,"information Anal- 2. For, test -dsI and 'reliability
ysis Ci nter data:

Arsenal Street midWatitowh, MA 02i72 'US Army Tank-Automotive

8-.6.68 US ARMY BALLISTIC RESEARCH-Dvlpen eti
LABORATORIES (B3RL) (Rdato A''TN-; AMSTA-M&,

Engiserng Banc) (RdiaionWarren,, MI, 4090

-. 10 T'HERMOPHYSICAL AND ELEC-Tgchnikal Coverage. Nuclear radiation, TRONIC PROPERTIES INFdRMA-
residual' radiation, shielding, radiological do-TINA LYSCE ER

fens, an raiatin ~MACHINABILITY DATA 'ENTER
Minsion., Condi~cts research: and field ex- CNRT ECNLG N

periments, IwovidesB- technical information FRAINAAYW ETand assistance, provides environmental moni-FOMTNAAL ISC TE
* ~toring and radiological, safety, *su l oit o Cntc

Point of Contact. Chief, Nondc~tiuctlve Tasting In-
Chief dustrial A4pllatlons Branch
Radlftion Branch, Vulerability Laib- SAmyMaterials and, Mechanics

oratory Research Center
US Army Ballistic Research Lab- AsnlSre

c'atoriesWatertown,.MA 02172
Aberdeen Provig Ground, MD Phone: (617) 926.1900 I

B-5.9 US ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE '04.1 P LASTICS TECHNKICAL EVALUA-
DEVELOPMENT CENTER TION CENTER (PLASTEC)

Technical, Coveraige. Automotive sy Utrz Tehical Coveroge. Plastic. materials,,
for combat, vehicle, tactical, wheeled ye- adhesives and composites, vnt emphasis on
hidles, comniexc' wheeled vehicles, engineer platcs in structural wetpo sytmslec-
and construction equipmient (as of 1 July trical and electronic applications, packaging,
1974), materials handling equipment (as of 1 mechankdl devices, and sIpecifliations

Juy1975), and trailers anid seiries Min60on. Collects, -exchanges, develops,
'Mission. Design, development, testing, and evaluates technical data for the'DOD,

procuremient, logistic support (Supply and -related activities, contractors, and others on
Maintenance), and reconditioning of vehicle a fee basis as time permits. Ser~ves as plastice
systems listed above, information data source by consultation and

Point of 'Conitxt. publications.
1. For operational field. dea and.

- maintainability data:

B4
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Point of Contact. Point of Contact.
Chief CO/Director
Plastics Technical Evaluation Center US Army Cold Regions Research and
Picatinny Arsenal Engineering Laboratory
ArN: SARPA-FR-MD ATTN: CRREL-TI
Dover, NJ 07801 P.O. Box 282

Hanover, NH 03775
B-6:12 US ARMY TEST AND EVALUA. I

TION COMMAND TECOM) B-6.14 US ARMY'HUMAN ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES (HEL),

Technical Coverage. Development test,
,ata and teat techniques on all materiel used Technicel Coerage. Scientific and tech-
by the Army in the field. nical information ret ing human fuctors

Mii. Cefecting military operations and materiel.Mission. Conducts development test IIH

(DT II) (except those T H engineering Mission. Assists the AMC in resolving,
phases pertaining to aircraft performance, human-factors engineering problems by per -
stability, and control climatic hangar 'text) forming, research,. giving courses, etc., to
and developmint ;test Il (DT M) of all facilijate smooth man-machine 1perability.
AMC developed Army ,materiel intended for
general use by the Army in the field. Plans, Point of Contact.
conducts, and reports on the developmental Commander
test objectives of -ombined development and US Army Human Engineering Lab-
operational test., in conjunction with Opera- oratories
tional Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA), Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD
Department of the Army, and/or the AMC 2n00
activity responsible for operational testing.

epots of, 101 testing ,are available for De. B-6.15 PETROLEUM AND MATERIALS
fenme Documentation Center. DEPARTMENT, US-ARMY MOBIL-

Point of Contact. ITY EQUIPMENT RESEARCH AND.... "DEVELOPMENT COMMAND:
Reliability, Availability, and Maintain. D.

ability Directorate
HQ, US Army Test and Evaluation Technical, Coverage. Chemical cleaning
Aberdeen Proving. Ground, MD and corrosion; paint, varnish, and lacquer;

2105automotive chemicals;,,and fdel and lubri-21 005: c n s

cants.
B-6.13 US ARMY COLD REGIONS RE- Mission. Provides research, development,

SEARCH AND -ENGINEERING evaluation, andspecification information in
LABORATORY (CRREL) support of. AMC; provides consultant services

to other military agencies.
Technical: Coverage. Physical, mechani.

cal, and structural propertiec and behavior-of Point of Contact.
mow, ice, and frozen ground; geology, geo- Chief, Petroleum and Materials Da-
physics, geogrVhy, and meteorology; engi- partment
needing and technology; environmental con- USAMERDC

ditions and physics; military applications; Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060
and hydrology, waste water m.nagement, iceegber,'g . . . B-6.16 US ARMY NATICK DEVELOP- -

"' " ..... "" MENTCOMMAND ... t,: "-Mission. Conducts research and engi- E COMMAND

neering investigations for supporting and.im- Technical Coverage. Physics, biology, iii
prcying US military capabilities in cold and engineering as applied to textile, cloth- "
regions. ing,, body armor, footwear, organic materials,

B-10
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tainers, foodAMqP7O6-196 jI
inisecticides-and fungicides,. subsistence, con, 2. Reliability /Availability/iMaki

Wesfodservice equipment, -fiel 'd sup-, taiability -data:
port equment -(as assigned), tentage and HQ, 'US Army Armament
equipage, and-air-delivery equipment. Command

Mission. Conducts research, dvelop- Product Assurance Directorate
metnt, engineering, and standardization pro ATTN:, AMSAR4QA
grams, Rock Island Arsenal

Point'of Contact.RokIlnI610
Comniander
US Army Natick Development 8-6.18 DEFENSE' LOGISTICS iTUD IE S

Command IFRAINECAGU
ATTN: §tSNLT-EQ IFRAIN ECA9,UARMY LOGISTICS MANAGEMENTNatick, MA '01760 CENTER

B-6.17 US ARMY ARMAMENT COM- Technical1 Coverage. -Scientific and 0teh-
MAND (ARMCOM) nical ififormationi regarding human factors

affecting miltary operations and mate r"iel
Technical Coverage. Engineering re- Mission. Collects and stores~documehta-

seach ataon uniios ad wap - .y5 tion pertaining to logistic, maniagement.0Dis
tems including cannon, -mi(*tars, -howitzers, seminites informnation by the publication of
small arms, and antitank and antiaircraft an annual bibliography with quarterly-sup-,
weapons. Special topics.-Include recoil mech- pl'naof&uis relating to logistics, and
'anisms, &ie control equ~ipment, feed mechan- the publication of an annualcatalogofloIs
isms, optical, equipment, -nondestriuctive-test, tic mdels. Custom bibhorphe myb
ing equipment, all- munitions, all projectile Is, develoed' upan reuet
rocket and -missile warheads, -mechanical fuze
timers, minqs and mine fuzing, pyrotechnicsPitofC'at

prplant actuated devices, to'xic, chemical U ryLgsicMr~gmn
muiins, flaziie weapon systems, and -in- Center
cenidiary devices. Services include numericalDfe LostsSudsIior-
analysis,, mathematical- statistics, probability,tinEcag
and operations research methodology. tio Vxcange0

Mission. Supports 'and conducts re-
search, develoment, an4d engineering to B-6.19 UIS ARMY HARRY DIAMO.4ND
satisfy the need' foi new weapon systems LABORATORIES -(HDLJ
&Az~ to, improve exising systems; issues tech- TcnclCvrg.Sse eerhi

nia rprt.fuzing, ranging, guidance, and-dtcihn
Point of Contact. strumentation, measurement, and. simul ation;

1. General inquiries: electronic and electrical- components; nucelear
4Q, US Army Armament Coin- weapon effects;, andbasic research in elejctrc,

mand En- magnetic properties of plasma, nonlinear.cir-
Research Development and E- cuits, lasers, and fluidics.

-~ -gineeig Directorate
Engineeriag Support Division Mission. Provides R&D engineering and f
ATTN: AMSAR-RDS consulting services in the physical wid enpi-
Rock Island Arsenal neering sciences to meet Army reqio,,ements,
Rock Islaftd, IL 61201 and support other DOD elements.
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AMCP7"6,.196

1-'omntof Contact. 8-6.22 ADP SYSTEM FOR SUMMARIZA-
Chef roga and PaiOfceTION OF, QEEL SURVEILLANCE

US' Army Harry, Diamon Laoz- ANDFLEET-FIRING OF VT FUZES
stories

Adeiphi,, MD 20783 Technical 0Coverage. Component reli-
abilitYof VT fine performance;

*Mission. Compater, programs idebntify
VT fuzes of specific manufacturers and pro-

B-6.20 PERFORMANCE DATA AND RE. vide printouts of test results.
TRIEVAL SYSTEM 'FOR NAVALPotofCnct
SUB FACE~LkAUNCHED MISSILES, Pito Cot3230

Q.E.E. Laboratory
*Technical Coverage. Reliability, main. US Naval Weapons Station

tainability, and availability data for fire con- Concord, CA 94520
L-ol radarr and computers, search radars,
guIded dissile launching systems, weapon B6.23 ADP SYSTEM- FOR SUMMARIZA-
diction systems, test equipment, and mis- TION OF QEEL SURVEILLANCE

sl~m.OF NAVY GUN AMMUNITION

Msiion. 'Collects, rrocesses, anid- anal-
yzes r~liablllty, maintainability, and perform. Technical Coverage. Performance reli-
ance, data, using 'information, storage-and re- ability of Naval gun ammuitioni.
,trieval Oygtems., Minsion. Data. storage and -retrieval Sys-

'Point of Co ntacet. tem provides result of QEE and, special tests,
Head, S urface-Launched Missile De performed on Navy gun ammunition aud

partmient cmoets. along, with ;listings and sum-
US~aal FSAEGmanies of specific ammunition types and

Corona, CA 91720copnn.
Point-of Contact.

13-6.21 PERFORMANCE DATA AND RE- Code 32300:
TRIEVAL SYSTEM- FOR NAVAL Q.E.E. Laboratory
AIR-LAUNCHED MI'S3ILES US Naval Weapons'Station

Concord, CA 94520
Technical Coverage. I06eliblity, main-

-tainability, and availability. data for fire con- B-6.24 ADO SY;STEM FOR FLEET-FIRED
iol radars and computers,, search radars, NAVY GUN AMMUNITION,
guided missile launching systems, weapon
direction systems, test equipment, and Technical' Coverage. Reliability of stock-
mnisksi, pile ammunition.

*Mission. Collects, proJesaes, and anal- Mission. Maintains an information sys-
yzs reliability, maintainability, and perform- tern with an output of listings of ammuni-
once. data using informa&tion storage and tion'lot performance fromt test data'and sta-
i-e1trTal systems. tistical summaries.

Point of Contact, Point- of -Confact.
Head,, Air-Launched Missile De- CO!Ie 32300

partment Q.E.E. Laboratory
US Naval FMSAEG UJS Naval Weapons-Station
Corona, CA 91720 Concord, CA 94520

BL-1 1<7-
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B-6.25 ADP SYSTEM FOR AIR LAUNCH- B-6.28 NAVSECNORDIV DATA BANK
ED MiSSILE GU!DANCE AND

CONTROL SECTIONS Technical Coveraqe. Reliability, mr',ite-
nance, an') equipment performance data.

Technical Coverage. Missile component Mission. Receives data-element inputs
reliability for SIDEWNDER and SPARROW from Naval activities ot irc.uded in MDCS,

keypunches the data, and foriards to the
Mission. Provides an automated data and Naval Ship Research and Development Cen-

information storage and retrieval system for ter for processing and storage in the data
the results of G&C component testing of air- bank. Processed data then are analyzed by
launched guided missiles. Assists in engineer- NAVSEJNORDIV personnel in reliability
ing and statistical analyses of test results. and maintainability improvement programs.

Point of Con tact.
Point of Contact.Code 323 0 Head, Statistical Engineering Branch

Q.E.E. Laboratory NAVSECNORDIV, Code 6643

US Nava Weapons Station Norfolk, VA 23511

Concord, CA 94520 B-6.29 OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVAL-
UAYION FORCE (OPTEVFOR)

B-6.26 ADP SYSTEM FOR NAVY CALI-
BRATION PROGRAM FOR MEC, Technical Coverage. Operational effec-
POMONA tiveness and suitability evaluations of prepro-

Technical Coverage. Reliability of test duction equipments and/or weapon systems.

and measuring equipment. Mission. Tests operationally and evalu-

Missicn. This data pr-ocessing system ates specific weapon systems, ships, aircraft,
outputs data to optimize calibration inter- and equipments, includhig procedures and
vals, provides reliability information, and tactics, when directed by the Chief of Naval
thereby serves as a monitoring system to- Operations.
ward improving equiprent reliability. Point of Contact.

Poir't of Contact. Deputy Chief of Staff for Opera-
Naval Weapons Representative tions, Plans and Programs
Metrology Engineering Center Operational Test and Evaluation
Pomona, CA 91766 Forc3

US Naval Operating Base
Norfolk, VA 23511

B-6.27 CHEMICAL PROPULSION INFOR-
MATION AGENCY (CPIA) B-6.30 UNDERWATER WEAPON SYS-

TEMS RELIABILITY DATA
Technical Coverage. Research, develop- (UWSRD)

ment, test, and evaluation information on Technical Coverage. Reliability evalua-
chemical rockets, al breathing propulsion, tions of underwater weapon systems.
and gun propulsion.

Mission. Provides the technical data
Mission. Acquires, correlates, analyzes, necessary for weapon system analyses, andand disseminates RDT&E data via meetings, rreliability and effectiveness determina,ions

briefings, consultations, and publications to by engineering and technical personnel.

management and tehnical personnel.
Point of Contact.

Point -f Contact. Code RA32
AIR-330 US Naval Underwater Systems
Naval Air Systems Command Center
Wuthagton, DC 20360 Newport, RI 02840

I
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1-321; AUTOIMATEDl RELIABNLITY AND Mission. 'Supports, rnanagemnefnt of ~h
-AN A IN' T MLASUJ maintenance resobur'ce's at-'all Ieiels' of coin-

* MENT -(ARM"S) mand, by providing inoatidn onrequired
and current maintenlanced.[Teschnscal Coverage. Reliability and Poit of Contact.

* maitaiebiltYchaacteistcs.Director, Data Management Divisions,

Meejn. Dsignd t~ perit ~Reports Management Brancuh,
ms ret of aircraft chrctrics; thi MCCDQ

d~tacolecton nd aalyis ystm ~US, Air',Force -Logistics Command'
put,.Navy aircraft ?,aitenanice Data Collec- Wrightk-Patterson Air 'Forci Base
tknA System data; element. output will be OH 45433
uudforweapon system evaluations. B-34 /SJOFIC O SPECIAL

Point of Contact. STUDIES
Commander, Naval Air Test Center
Service Test Division, (ST373) Techhicq[ Coverage, Rellability land ^c;
US NTavil Akir Station curacy; statistical zan ahemaIcal tech-.
Patui:6it River, MDW 20760 niques. Space systems:, testing, test, analysis,

and design. Wekpon systems:t evaluagtion,
!W&32''OFFICE OF'INFORMATION SER- costs, logistics, and ,maintenance.,

VICES
Mission., hues sciqntific asides and cur-

Technical, Coverage. Nuclear science and rent -state-of-the-art information and, provides
relted scencsconsultant services for use. in fiakin ,techno

.iical, f~ctical, and strac deciiorrs.
Mission. Plans, directs, and opertes a1 ,1*

tomprehensiY6 nuclear technology informa- 'Point of Contact.
tion program for exchan~lg .processing, con- Assistant for Special St idies '

trolling. publishing; and exhibiting nuclear Operations Anilysisbffie
science' and teclholog in'tormation to meet Headqua),ers, US Air Foru'i
the needs of, the 'Energy Rteseawch and'Devel. Thle Pentagon,
opruent Administration (ERDA), other Goir- Washington, DC 20330
errinient agencies, industry, and the world
technical commuhity. Algo eitablishuERDA B-6.35 METALS AND CERAMICS MNOOR-
standards, policies,,and'procedures for infor- MATION CENTER (MCOC)
mation reporti ng and dissemination.

Pot-,t of eon tct. Sponsor. Department of Defense, Office
of Inormaion Srvics o1 the Director of Defense, Research and

Office Engineering, under a Defense Supp Agency
Energy Research and 'Development contract monitoed, by the Army' Materials

Administtation and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown,
Washington, bd 20545 Masahusetu.

5-&.33 AFK 66-1 AIR FORCE MAINTE- Technical Coverage:
NANCE; DATA COLLECTION 1. Metals: Titanium, aluminum, and'
SYSTEM niagnesidni, beryllium, refractory mietals,

high-strength steels, superalloys".(primjaily
Technicl Coverage. Maintenance data; nickel- and cobalt-base alloys), rhehium, an'1

maintenance analyss and control; feailed-pi~i vanadium. '. ;f
summaries; and maintenance manpower M~n- 2. Ceramics: Borides, carbides, car-'
agement in the areas of aircraft, missiles, bon/graphite, nitrides, oxides, sulfides, sii- A
eleeflro'nic communicationsi pround equip- cides, intenietallics, aiud' selected, glasses and
ment, vnd munitions. glass-ceramics.

B4
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Composites of these materials; coatings; envi. 3. IDEP, -Interagenicy Data Exchange Pro-
ronmental effects; met-hanical. properties; pim
-materials applicatioiu; test meth ods; sources, Integrated into; GIDEP (See par,,
suppleMs and specifications; other materials 3..
muitially agreed upon by the-contractor and 4. FARADA, Tni-Service and, NASA. Failure
the Government. Rate Data Program

R~i~lo Prvids tchncalassstaceIntegrated into GIDEP (See par.
and 'inforation on materials within the 6.)
Cent*r's scope, with emphasis-on -application .- Informair Ceotrc Rdato Efe.
to the defense community. IfrainCne

6. AFEPIC, Air ForcelElectronic Properties
Publications. 'Monthly newsletter (dis- Information Center

seminated frfee b6y'the Cen~sr to anyone en- 7. AFDMIC, Air ForceDefense Metals In-
jaged in materials research, -development, or for mation Center

-- Utilization); a series of weekly reviews -on S. AFMPDC, Air Force Mechanical Prop-
developmients in metals technology; a .rte& Data, Center (See per. B-6.10,
monthly riew of ceramic technology; a Monitored by Nondestructive TestingJ
varle~y of-engineering reporku and handbooks Industrial Applications Branch, US Armny
relatiil to the use of advaa'ced metals -and Materials and MecaisRuac~et
ceramics. Ihe, reviews, n'Eport3, and hand- Watertown, MA 02172.)
books ake avala~ble at cost, fom- the National 9. TAERS, The Army Equioment Rec~,d
Technical Infoination SerVIce. System

Service.. Answeis to technvical inquiries, Replaced by, TAMMS. (See paF.
hbiographi ,es, litera ture searches, and special B4.2.)
studie are provided on a fee basis, depending RFRNE
on the time involve 'd.,RF EN S

Point of on tact. 1. GIDEP Policies and P'rocedures Manual.
Metals and Ceramics- Information GIDEP Administration Office. Corona,

CeiV rCaliforniam
Battefie Memorial Instite 2. GIDEP Representatives Handbook.
305 King Avenue GIDEP' Administration, Office, Corona,
Columbus, OH 43201 Cawifna.'
Phoned (614) 299-3151 S. E., t. Richards, "Technology Transfer

*truhGIDEP", Proc. of 1974 Annual
Reliability and Maintainability Sympoe-

5-7 DISCONTINUED OR TRA4NSFERRED jum, 266-273 (1974).
ACTIVITIES 4. Reliabilit.y and 'Maintalinability- Data j

Sources, AFLC/AFSC Pamphlet 400-?1
1. NASA, PRINCE/APIC Information Cen- (to be published in 1974). Check- with

er Hq,' Air Force Logistics Command,
No longer exists as an active infor- Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433 or

mnation center. HQ, Air Force Systems Command,
2. RATR, Reliability Abstracts and Tech- Andrer's. 'AFB, Washington, DJC 20331.

-- nical Reviews 5. TM 88-750, The Army Muhagernent
Discontinued. Old copies are avail- Maintenance System (TAMMS), Novem-

able from NTIS, Springfield, VA 22151. ber -1972.
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APPENIIXC
ANNOTA'sED BIBLIOGRAPJY ON HUMAN FACTORS

F- -(f~~rom NTIS Govrnent RePorts AnoOu"c,,ts

AD-875 669- Descriptrs: (*Man-fvqchine systeia Ab-
Army Test anc 'Evaluation Commid, tacts), (*Human factr, eglneerng, C
Aberdeen Provinig Ground, Md. stracts), Tsychology, Physiology, Anthro-
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING. PooeitryEvinmi-ntal enginierin9,WYOrk.
Final rept. on materW~ test procedure. place layout, Clothing, Design, Great Ekitin.

17 Jl70 26pMTP-3-59 T entifiers: *,Ergonoqi. 25.
Distziution;:imitation-now Removed. Contents:, Man as a -mystem-s cmoet

Descriptors: (*Human engineering, Test ~ ooypyilgy nhoouity n
methods), I Cheniicdl wvarfare, Biological vir: bin hianics: The desli of 'the. man-ma--

chine iterfi- ;ate presmntati a, npufaifare, Human, engineering, -Traiisig,, Operation, ities, wok aeadeupe'dsg, ,i
Maintenance, Militaty personnel. romktl ein nose vi io, atio-
Identifiers: Common service test procedures. h thrm coItos pcaie Id

TeArmy Service Test Procedre, des.-ribes protective, clothing; Syoteris design and ori-
test methods and 'technibues for 'evaluahting ization-work, oiigani training, -motiva-
the Hiuman Fac~tors Engineering- aipeM of tiori, and attitudes;,Methuds-techniquee.and

0~eia-biologica equipment nd it. corn equipment ira ergqnbioc sigi c o
piatibility -with t e skills, aptitudes, and limita- man as As ftys**ms. component-physilogy-t
tions of military personnel who will-tuse tbi~ -nthropqmetq)- and 'biomechanlcs;-,Methds
'items, (Author) techniques, and equipment in er~onomicr-

investigation 'ifi the, design of the 'man-ma-
N71-12334 chifie interface-envirohnental- design; .Moth-
National Arohntics and, Space Administia- odtcnqeade~peti ego-
tion. Langley Research Center, Langley Sta- nolIC:-7investihation. of-.systems, design and
tion, Va., Or Xatloni-Work cdesign mnd' organiation,,
FI-XED.-BASQE' V-ISUAL-SIMUIATIQN Ipo i~ioidsra~~TUPY OF MANUALLY - imientation, anid elvaluato fidsra

STUD OFMANALL ;NTRLLAED taining procedures, and- limitbtio. of
OPEATON GF A LUA LIG selection,.rocedures., -

G. K -Miller, Jr., and G. W. Sparrow. Dic 10; AD-718731
42pArmy TVs anv ' Evaluation- Commnd,

NASA-T±4-D-598,_ L-7 320 Aberdeen Pro. Ag~C lutnd, Md.,
Contrict ,127-1.34-03 HUMAN FACTOR, EGINEERING

Descriptors: *Conr,. oquipmerit, *Conro 0 ~ ei~e~poeue
simulation, *Lwwer flyig, vehicles, 4Manual 1 0'JDec 67, 5p kep" No. MtP.-3515
control, Man-machine systeml, Operations Decitr:(esmehd,*uven-
resciunhj ilot performhance, VJisual flight Desriptg)s (* tmmui o, *H*ur kv en gi-
For abstract, see STAR,09 03. ~ing), Comnpatibility,-''ndling Sa~tyAs-

PB-197 127 big
BISRA-The- Cororate Labs, of, -the British 'Idahtifiera: *Cummor. service te,.t- pro'edutiu.
Stel Corp., 'Londo~i (Eng1?nd), Operatiiel The objetive of thCeMaterie!. Test ocue

Reserch e~t.is to Qavaluikte, during testi4 involving ammd~i-
BISA OPEN RE P9RT. SELECTION OF ntow~ hro oaua atr oa'
AB§"TRACTS FROM 'ERGONOMICS AB" eration- were engieered into tke tdeslgn of
STRAC'iS, VOLUME 2 NO. 2., amrnItnition' th assure imw m~iciumpitbil.

19014p BISRA-OR/HF 3 /70 ity in, ftie- ammuhition-we#poncivm relato.
,gee also Voluiiii, No. 3, PB-194 443. sihip. ',Author)-

~~190, PGE EA~1TIUEfl - -

k~. W lw- - '
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'AMCP7O6-19

AD-732 613 JFACUPS System.p. "Me, cohcept-term-. indicate
-Illinois Univ. Savoy AviatinleseahLab. stru.Lures which. d&isay, the relationship
EIFFECTS 0I THE M01, ON THE 1TASK IN 3,etW'eewnerms toat'least two levels 'of, detail
COMPLEX MAN-MACHINE' SYSTEMS, in 'meaning. This developmental' thesaurus. is-
Charles LI.. fluUn, .and Kenneth M. Alvares. intencied to serve, as the aulgtority list for sub-
Feb 71,'140 AFHRL-TR-71-7' sequent ind xing an~ retrieval propessing.,bgt
Contrat F4168-70-Cd-O0271 is n~t considered final. (AuO, or)

Se also related' frports AD-731 191 nd
AD-7321~2. .AD430 W10

Descriptors: (*Manrniachine. syti #Job Bunker-Ranio Corp;., Westlake Village, Cali.
anayss) Trinng Fcto aa~sis Dsin, DEVELOPMENT OF AHUMAN PERFOR-.anayss),Trinng,)Fctr aalsi, Dsin, MANCE RELIABILITY DATA SYSTE.P
Effectieness.Technical ret.Identifiers:_ Pilot training. DvdMitv n ~br .Mls u 1

This research -testpd the hypothesis that in a 19p AMRL-TR 71-74
complex man-machine system, one of q the CntatF3150C58
many influences on, the system is- the ,man's Pentduthe TAabi lity and Maintain-constant ~ ~ ~ ~ reene reraiaioaftetss hcconsantreoganiatin o thetass wich ability Conferenice- (10th), hield on.2840 Jun
constitute the, system, 'The performances of- 7
67 male- ollege studvnta -receiving basic 2ilght
traininig were assessed by means of check rdee Descriptors: -(*PerformAncd (Human), *Rell.
at three dfferent -points of training. Fator ability), (*Behavior, Classificationi).Man-ma-v
analyses of each- set-of -check ride data indica- cOine systems, Data, 1-iuinahn engineering.
ted- systematic changes occurred in th- struc- Paiiiysuis
tur6, of 'the task., A Ahree-factor soluition Identifiers: Taxoiioniy.

apperedin he 0-hur dtatwofacors A study was performed to determine the,
were -being -assessed by the 25-b our point; and

onlyonegeneal acto apeare inthe raquirements, for and the elements of a human
35-or deal " ~ ta pe4dimance reliability'(HPR) 'data system.,

LadSfindng nulcbl.The heart of? the HPR system -is -a taxonosnicttie mjniachine systems research nhould structure for classifyn be'huvoa studies.
no longer be designed uider Ia fixed-tak as- v tde fo areyt orl wr
sumiption. It is speculnted that this Aodletud is t~ arieoty, o tstu wtee-
assumption may be one cause of-'the generally- oe using ti aooy otsteef
found weak prediction of system performvance cecyotisdabnkoprie mwrso
effectiveness over meaningful intervals of time system development queationa,, a number of
(4Wthor)l tests vwere performed to determine the rele-

vance of the data retreved to the questionsg
AD-721 657 asked. The results of these tests indicated. that
Dunlap and Aisociates Inc., Darien, Conn.. it is possible to expand the HPR, data ba&v
HUMFAL'TS SYSTEM THESAURUS. provided one~ is not restricrted to a piobabil-

Jan 1, 49p*istic metric. (Author)
Contract DAHC04-6-C-0076AD- O 2

Descriptors: (*Dictionries, *ffuan engi- Michigan Univ., Ann Arb0r Hun= Perform-
neering), In, formation retrieval, Vocabulary, ance Center MMIYFR~Af
Subjet index i g.. 811OXMT-ERM MMR O UN~

TATIVE INFORMAT~dii FROM THREE
Identifiers: *Thesauri, HUMFACTS System Ik.NDS 0& VISUAL DISP LAYS.

Thes~ws.Technical rept.,
Vicki Vivienne Rhona Cohen. Jun 71, 89p

The thesaurus contains words and ~ RetNo. iresTTR2eAsO..-R
rancept-terms, which reflect the '-ondepts to 128
be- indexed in support of the Ilunwn F.'itors, Cc-ittact AF 49(638)-1136. ARPA Orde&-461
Engineering Information Retylv.~ (HM
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AMCP 706-196 J
Descriptors: (*Memory, Display systems), )escriptors: (*Army, equipment, H~uman
Human enhgineering, Real Motion.' v ieerig), (!,Human engineering, Ts
Idetitifirers: Short term memory. 1r bds), Meassurement,. Standards,' Accu-

A series of four experiments was conducted ra~r rs eformance (Enginerin), Per-y,
to investigt whether the nature of a Viorase(Hua)aSfel

dispay ffet. hor-tem mmor fo nuer- Identifiers: *Common ingineering test,,proo
4c informnation extracted from, it. Three-differ- cdrs
ent kinds of displays- were, chosen ~for study: The document ititlines procedures for evalua-

adigital countervmdro-v, gcsale, and ii mo*- ting the huz !Manfactors-associated with us of
ing pointer display. 'Exeei't Oi Texaminied general eq.'ptnent. (Author)
reading performance using, the moving scale
and, movin pointer displays. The results of AD-729 964,
this experiment, in which, the, moving~icale Texas, Tech Univ., Lubbock Center of Blo-

yielded~'~ suero pefrace rvde ae tcnlg and 'luar Performance.I
line duata 'with which to judge future perfdr- PERFORMANCE, RECOVERY AND. MAN-
mance and :also-enabled a 'judicious choice, of MACHINE EFFECTIVENESS.
exposure durations for the subsequent experil Semi-annual proriess Rept. 1 Mar-31 Aug 71,

me*t. In- Experiment 11 the town-Peterson RichardA. Dudek.,15 Sep- 71, -26p-
paraidigm with varied retention intervals was -Contract DAADOS-69-C-0102 i
used to examine the short-term memory-for See also SerninannuAl -progress, rep%, dated, 15
quantitatfve information frm the three-kinch Mrr 71, AD-723 430.
of displays. In general, the digital counter Descriptors: (*Man.%zachine systems,. Yffec,yielded the best recall performance, followedi
by the. moving pointer and moving scale d&s! tiveness). (*Performance (Human), Environ-
plays i that order. Experiment. III and IV mn) tes(scooySrs Pyil

werebeteen ard wthir-inubjct4desgns ogy), Behavior, Attention, Motivation, Nutri-wer btwenad itir;.~f sb~xdsins tion', Vibratian, Climatology, Exercise,4
whih esedths ypoheisusngth Rhythm (BooyFatigue (Physiology),

pidwiiPetoreon paraidigm wiith two, di~ferent GrpdyaisMltryesoe.
ihterpolated tasks,, one _of which interfered Got yais iiaypronl
with the retention of verbal information and, The goals of the research .are tht determina-
the other which interfered.with ffie-rIetezntion tion of optimal- or near optimal work/rest
of both verbal and, nonverbal information. schedules for individuals and crews to 31eld
Thie differences in-error patterns;bbtained in high perfotinance with minimal decrement
Expeiiment HI between the moVing,- pointer over time followed by racovery (after rest) to
and' ie~ving &c~-'iplaya were -,gain-obtained an acceptable high performance: The experi-
When the interpolated uctivity, was considered mentation ii~further aimed at consideratido f
to be causig on]ly verbal Interference. How,- various task lvu and differing conditionis of
ever- this difference was abolishcd or consid- en'ironment. Experimentation in progress

i eably Ilessened when the interpolated activity continues to f~ocus attention on the- assess-
was onie-that interfered with both-verbal -and ment of human, performance under continu-
nonvra eoy.(uorosopatons- or relatively long trm activity

(2 hours' or more of activity). 'Effect. of

Army Tc ,st atnc. Evi~uation CQinmand, studied in connee-tion with this project.'
Aberdeej,Prving- Ground, Md. '
HOMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING AD-725 56
Final rept. onl materiel test procedure. Army Test and Evaluation Command,

Sep 71, 22p Re~t. No, MTP-1O-2-55 Aberden Proving Ground, Md.
Supars-des Rept. No. MTP-1O-2-565 dated 19 H[UIAN F.AMORS EVALUATION

SJUJ e.T 'Ab (25 555. Materiel tes. procedure.J
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AMCP 706-196L.19 Jul 67, 8p Rept. No. M TP-10-2-505 Descriptors: (*Performance (Human), Corn-
Descriptors: *Army equipment, H~iui engi- m and + control systems), (*Automnation,
neering), (*Humhan ~enginoeing, Test, meth- *Mn aciestm),Cnrlpnl,
ods), Test. facilities, 'Questiornaies, Tech- Deiinang.elbty ua eg-
niclani, Nrksonniel, management.nernFatrniws

Idenifirs: Cor~ eninering~tet ~ Identifiers: *Highly #uthmated systems.
cedures; The -identificationof what man should do as a

*The objective, of the materiel test procedure is decisionmaker. and- controller in the newly-
to rovde enealtesting procdures to 'be evolvirigman-mnachine systems is considered.'

used in conducting the human factorsiportlon Aonthtpisdcuedaemnsner
lying basic functions in a colex'system,of engineering, tests of general supplies and ts ciiis o niiuljb n hi

equipment, and to evaluate the human -factors
requirements of the test items as set forth i analysesi, and~training and the design of opera-

QMR's, SDR's, technical characteristics, and tionsi job positions. (Author)

as indicated by the, part~icular design. These D72 9
Human, Resources ResearchOpiaon

engineering test procedures to determine the eanraV.J
technical' and maintenwice suitability of the AeadiVa
test items for service tests. (Author) SUVE OF FATR NLE N
* ARMY LOW, LEVEL NAVIGATION.

*AD-119,1O& Technical rept.,
Army Test and Evaluation Command, Rbrt H. Wrgt an WreP.aeY, JuI

Abedee~roingGrundMd.71, 125p Rept No.,H
HUAbreN.on FAT R. dMd Contract DAHC19-70-C-0012
Final rept. on materiel test Procedure. Descriptors: (*Navigation, Low iiltitude),
1~1 Dec 70, 22p Rept no.MTP-7-3.510 (*Humlan engineering, Navigation), IDisplay

Descriptors: (*Human engineering, Test stmNvgtncoperAnyra-
methds) Tet euipentNoie, isiiliy, g, Hum an engineering. Performance (Hit-

evions, s qiment, NosM~ilitary
sEim t Dis liysms, ies Cnrl Identifiers: Low level navigation. *
abiliy ManecSfty Datapoesn Factors that influence low, level navigation

5y5WU~J.and' affect Armiy capability in conducting
*Identifiers:, ]Eyaluationi *Common, engi- low level missions, were surveyed. The fature

neering test procedures, *Avionics. - of- improvements in equipment, procedures, I
HRirah factor considerations applicablp. to and training -needed to provide the Army
Aviation armament and avicnics are described, with effective operational capability in~ low
(Author) level navigation weie, -indicated. Maejor

conclusions 'from the survey include lMited
AD-127:658 capabilit in, low level aerial navigation as
Human Resources Research Organization, affecting future Army combat effectiveness;
Alexa ndria, Va. the rapid reacti mission over unfaiiliar
MAN IN CON4TROL OF HIGHLY AUTO- terrain in low level navigation; potential
MATED SYSTEMS improvements in training or procedures for
Harry L. Ammerman, and William H. Meiching. present navigation system and equipmen,; at

- May 71, 14p *Rept No. HUMRRO profes- simple automatic dead reckoning natvigation
sional paper 7-71 computer in routine attainelnt of opera- *

rtontract DAHC19-70-C-O012 tionally effective low level navigation per-
Presented at the Annual Army'Human Fac- formance; and reorienting navigation pro.
trs Research and Development Conference cedures and training to simplified U ne 6,f

(16t). ort lis, Txas ct 0. osition igto techniques. (Athr

naCato A44.
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AD417 257 T Identifiers:: Evaluation,. Task analysis, Tax-
Huinan Rescurces, Reeeac 9zpiain nmy, Manpulti"v
Alexandria, Va.

COLECEDPAPRSPRPARD NDR' The standardization and evaluatin, -of'
WOR UITREAI, ~l~~T~GOF method; ofp&orac oassment, repre
ELECRONCS AINTNANE PR- nts an 'importAnt area of ,conce~um In -this

SO .NNEL. N4C E. paper an 'approach -that conicentrates- on two
critical areas, and-the -relatiunhi between

Nov 70, 41p'Aept No, HUMRRO professional them ii discussed. Thiese are; (a) a, task cis-
paper-27-70 sification system, and(b)a edrae
Corct ~'-DAHC19-70-C-0012 measure classifcatin system. An example is

Descriptors: (.*Mainteziance petsoniel, prsndthtilsaesoepeimay
*Arm trnin), (Rado rcei~n, viW research related to the -use o4 ai performance

measure classification, system. Thsv pape con-
ensnce), Tetching methods,, Radio-communi- dd.b ugaigaesaddrclnb
cation systems, Sequences, Malfunctions, Cir. f~r eerhfot.(uhr
cult., Theory.
identifiers: wi~ield radio, repair courses, ~ 2 5
Troubleshooting, PUPAIR work;unit, Applied Pscooial'Iie IcWy~
Tapers in the collection ceport research in pro-. Pa. Science Caenter
cedures in troubleshooting and rePair' of DIGITAL SIMULATION OF THE PERFOR-
Army field 'radios that resulted in the con. M4WNC OF INTERMZDIATE SIZE CREWS:
struction- of evaluations of the, men and in APPLICATION A:ND. vALDATION OF A
experimental training courses. The papers MDLFRCE IUAIN
are: The implementation -of functional con- Trechnical rept.,
text training in a radio repairman couije; A Arthur 1. Siegel, J; Jayj 'Wolf md, Joseph
follow-up study of experimentally tmhiled afd Cosentino. Feb 71, 157 ;1 Su No.
coniventionally -trained field ~radio, rfepairmen; APS-701.5
REPAIR I11; The development and evalua- Conrat N0OO144-6C-Q262A
lion of the experim~ental field radio repairman
course; REPAIR IV: Cbmhpa-isyn of experi- Descriptois: (*NaiVai- personnel, erformance
mental and standard course graduates aftek (Humn)), .(*Man-machln, systems, Moths-
f1;-.ld experience. (Author), matical models), Oiganizations, Curve fitting,

Mathematical prediction,]Programmlng.(Com-
Al -77 258puters), Digital computers, Simulation, Mill-

Human ReoresasachOgnzainy psychology, Mission profiles, Correlation
Alexandria, Va. techniques,, Data processing systems,
AN APPROdACH TO STANDARDIZIN4 Vietnam.,iuain vla
HUMAN PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT. Idniir: optts
John D). 'Engel. Oct 70, 14p *Rept No. tio
110MRRO-professional paper-26-70 Band or curn psyclogidal theory, mill-
Contract DAHC19-70C-4012 tsy dcitrine, and, prev'ly developed and
Preceted at t ie Plaiining Conference -of tested functional iislatioiships,, selected A
'Stakodardization of Tasks and' Measures for psychosocial, personnel, and perbrmanceHuman Ftor' Research', held at Texas vwkiblf are wover, into a stochastic math.

Technological Univ., LuLbock, tex,, Mar 70. matical model for ditally simulating closed
Dem~ripo:*Pfoane(ua)Ms- man-machine systems operated by crews oll

Standardization), (*Performan., tests, Stand- model is presented in terms of a detailed logic [
ardization), Test methods, Visual' acuity, adpoesn lwsqec.A prtca
Auditory acuity, Decisionning, Symbols, m~~aon (Vietnam rzver parol) ,electe for he

Docuentaionevaluation of the model is then described and
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quantified atrequrd for input to-the model. time respectively. The need is outiined to not
The results of a series of evaluative simulation only topologically relate these variabl but*".
ruin, in which the computer simuktion model also develop a framework Within which
is applied to the mission, -arereported,. These human enginee design can be-quantitative-
results r , compared with independent cri- ly ases6sed. Two studies 'were eviewed Iin.,
teflon data for thesame misdion. (Author) which human performance (time) was pirrdic.

ted from desgn evaluations and analysis of
AD,720 976 equipment. (Author)

Army Test and .Evaluation C.imimand, AD-87700
Aberdeen Proving Groundd.HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING. Naval Missile Center, Point Mug, Calif.
Materiel test procedure. "DYNAMIC TARGET IDENTF!CATION ON

TELEVISION AS A FUNCrION OF DIS-
27/Aug 69, 70p Rept NW.MTP-42-502 PLAY SIZE, VIEWING DISTANCE, AND

Descriptors: (*Human, crigineering, Test TARGET MOTION RATE.
mthos), ('Man-machine sHuman Technical publications,
engineering), Display syteis R. A. Bruns, R. J. Wheriy,. Jr., 'and A. C.

Warning systems, A syditory, perception. Bittner, Jr, 17 Nov 70, 64p NMC-TP4/0;60
Identifiers: Common engineeing test, .pro- Dtribution Limitation now Removed"
cedures, %:uditory warning devices, -Viua! Descriptors: (*Closed circuit tplevision, De-
displays. sign), (*Target acquistion, Clcsed circuit tele-

vision), (*Naval aircraft, Closed circuit televi.
The objective of the Materiel That, Procedure slon), Human engineering, Accuracy, Tele-
is to provide methods of determining tlhe vision display systems, Ranges (Distance),
approprateness and effectiveness of human Motion, Electrooptic., Air-to-surfacei Simula-
factors, spects at man-machine interfaces. tior, Tactical warfare..
(Author) Identifiers: *Reccnnaissance transparency

AD.726 306 projection systems, *Airbxwie television

Aeropace Medical Research Lab, Wrigt-
Paterson AFB, Ohio The report deseribes the results ofa research
HUMAN FACTORS'AND SYSTEMS EFFEC- study whose goal was the evaluation of the
TIVENESS. effects of (1) television display, size, (2) dis-
Donald A. Topmiller. 1966, 11p Rept No. play degradation, (3) observer viewing 'dis-
AMRL-TR-66-257 tance, and (4) target motion rate on t*rget
Prsnted 'at the Reliability and Maintain- identification performance. Appendixes to
ability Conference (5th) heldon 18-20 Jul 66. the report describe (1) a reconnaiance trans.
Aiability: Pub. in Annals of Reliaijiit" parency projection system used to simulate
and Maintaintbility, y5'p123-132, 1966. the tel3visua air-to-surface tactical target

attacks used as test materiel in this study and]' Descriptors: (*Performance (Hu.n ), Effec- I I aigp oe t eue o p r tre

tivnes), 'Huan ngieerngMaite- (2) a rating procedr .e used to compare target
tiveness), (*Human engineering, Mainte- briefing photographs in terms of qualities

Mace, y t h ngneaical Reibicty, h n se ' *nsnce), Systems engineering, Reliability, important for target identification. The target
Maintainability, Mathematical prediction, ratings are then used to predict target'identifi-
S L cation performance in the simulated target
The paper treats humrn factors in systenis attacks. (Author)
effectiveness as a basic problem relatihg j
human. peformance to the major Systems JPRS-53?.44 I
effectivenee parameters of operability, reli. Joint Publications Research Service, Wash.
ability, and maintainability. The latter two ington, D.C.
pe-,metei ' are topologicaly related to the INFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS OF
priary dependent human performance vari. DISPLAY SYSTEMS AND THEIR RELA.
able. used in laboratory research of errors and TIONSHIP TO PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
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INDICATORS, OF OPERATOR ACTIVITY _W-59
Xu .,A. Ivahdn., 28May 71, 13p Manaqrs IncY,SaDe6 Calif.
Trans. of Piibory i Sistemy Upravlenilya DATABOOK FOR& 'HUMAN. 'FACTORS
(USSR)4,p22-25, 1969. .ENGINEERS. VOLUME,2 COMMON
Descriptors, -(*Display devices, Information FRUAMTIS )FNTO8C. Kubokawa, P. Selby, and W. Woodson, Novsystems), Compouter storage 'dev'ices, 'Mathe- '69, 371p-NASA-CIR-114272'
matical mofidels, 'Informnation theory,; Inf or-; Cotract NAS2-5298
niatidn capacity, Sensea,'Visual p excption;.

N712320 escriptors: *Conversion tiakblt, ,*Formula
71-2 (mathematics), *Human factors engineering,

Advisory -Goup for Aerospace Research and *Nome fclaturex, Manuals, "Nomograph;,
Development, Paris (France). Symbols, -Units of measurement.?
FREQU)ENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FrasrcseSA 94

AND HUMAN PILOT MODELLING.
Mar 71, 65p AGARD.R-596-71
-Lang-MostlyiEglsPrlinFeh N71-25944

y in nglih, Prtlyin FenchMan -Factors,. Ind.,,San Diego, Calif.
Descriptors: *Aircraft structures, *Dynaic DATABOOK FOR HUMAN FACTORS EN-
response, *Dynamic structural analysis, GINEERS. VOLUME 1 - HUMAN ENGI-
*Human factors engineering, *Mathematjcal NEERING DATA.
mqodeh, '*Pilot performance, *Tranfer func- C. Kubokawa, P. Selby, and W. Woodson, Nov
tions, Frequency response, Functional anal. 69, 260p NASA-CR-;114271,
ysis, Gusts, Modal response. Contract NAS2-5298
Identifiq3rs: NASA, subject code 01. Descriptors: *Anthropometry, *Environmen.
F or abstract, see STAR 0912. tkl'index, *Human behavior, *Human factors

enginering, *Physiological factors, Equip.
AD-727.365 ment.specifications, Graphs (charts), Manuals,
Aerospace Medical Research Lab, Wrighit- Tables (data).
Paterson AFB, Ohio. For abstract, see STARl 09 14.
HUMAN 'FACTORS ENGINEERING CON-
SiDE-RATIONS IN SYSTEM DEVELOP- N71-26160
MENT . Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc., Cambridge,
Julien ' M. Christensen. 1989, 33p Rept No. Mass.
AMRL-TR-69-82 STUDIES OF MULTIVARIABLE MANUAL
Availability: 'Pub. in Proceedings, of the 1DRG CONTROL SYSTEMS -AMODEL FOR
Senunar on Design of. Equipment for Effec- TASRK INTERFERENCE.
tive Utilization (5th), 21-23 Sep 69, J. I.'Elk;,nd, W. H. Levison, and J. L. Ward,
p113-144. May 71, 229p9 NASA-CR-17,46

Contract NAS2-3080 .
Descriptors: (*Human engineering, *Systems Coil- 229P Refs' 4

enginerin),'Deign.Descriptors: *Manual control, *Mathemati-
The purpose of the paper is fourfold. First, cal models, *Pjlot performance,, *Task com-
the life cycle in the design and developraent p1axity, 'Display devices, Min-machine sys-
of a typical system is described. Second, the tems, Performance prediction, Tracking (posi-
nature of human -factors enigineering require- tion).
ments is described. Third, these requirements For abstract, see STAR 09 14.
are related 'to the systerris development cycle
and, finally, a brief evaluation will be made of AD-727 254
the toots and iformation available to the McDonnell Douglas Corp., Long Bea~li, Calif.,f
humanl factors engineer. (Author) Douglas Aircraft Div.
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WHAT'S WRONG WrTH HUMAN FACTORS Probblems-of design, developmentand maMnte-
2 IN SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND, HOW nance of sophisticated siteni have br~oukhi

CAN THIS BE CORREC TED forth aspecialized-approach o iniformnation
Arthur S. Romero. 1 Sep 68,- 6p kept NO. about masn'knownasumnfcr.Obnr-

Dougls Peer~5O8 - tion of, design--and developmen osstems-
andsubsystems from. th e concpeptual phs to
mockup review reveals some of the ubderlying

DPacriptors:. (*Human engneeifig,'Man-ma- causes for the failure to incorpoqate -human
chine syAtes),Systems eng wring&,Problem faoot6rs into thei design. Thsse causes and some

ollg hilosphy, Documentakion, Facto veomnd~n freiiinating te fo
aayIEffectivenew. 'future design arediscuied. (Autogr),
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,A discontinued, BW15
GIDEP, B-1

Active element groups ('AEG),5-8 others, B-T?
Allocation RC -

Se:Reliability allocation Definitions
See: :Man/machine allocationi availability, 1-5,1413

Availabiiity,1-5, 1-13 'kapibility, 1.5
correctability,,6-
d*endabiity,.1-5
humnan p~foriance reliability, 6-6

Block diagram maintainabilitsi 1-9
See: Reliability diagram reliability, 1-1, 3-1

system, 142
Cap'~ity,1- system effectiveness, 1-4

System engieering, 1-2
Cause-consequence charts, 6-3, 7-1 HeRpe t,, 4-

construction, 7-68 Design, 6.1
Chebyshev limit, 9-12, 10-13 checklists, See: Checklists
Checklists, A-i review, 1-12, 11-1

For following systems'. review team, 11-2
communication, A-7? Drift failure, 10.4, 10-8, 10-13
crew station, A-9
electrical/electronic A-3I
fire protection, A-8 E
fuel/propeLlant, A-i
guidance/navigationi, A-6 ECAP, 10-17
hydraulic, Ar2 Environmental, 2-1
ordnance/explosiveA.. ,.i ombinations, 2-3
Oressure/ppeumatic, A-3 designing for,,2.8
propulsion, A-i effects of, 2-3, 2.'4
protection, A-'? prediction, 2-1
vehicle control, A-5 Ergonomics

Correctability, 6-7 See., Human factors
Corective action, 8.1, 11-4 Explosion, 2-18
C63relaticn (linear), 10-G Exponential distribution, 3-3;3-4,+-11
Criticality, 8-1
Cumulative damagp madfili, 9-12F
Cumulative polygon, 10-5T
Cut sets

See: Minimal cut sets Faiure s -

D mode, 9-1
modes and effects analysis, 8-i
rate, 3-3

Data bank time, 3-5
See: Data so arce time between failures, 3-5

Data Fault trees
package, 11-6 See: -Cause-conseqnence charts

sources, B-i FMEA, 8-i, 7-1

Army systems, B-5 FMECA, &1iI'
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Ftation defective, 3-6 -Magi of -AfetyI
Fh~quency histogram, 10-5 - See: Safety mar

Mechanical faure, 9-5
Minimal cut ets, 7-3, 7-7
Models

~analytic
Gaussan distribution analysis, 4-9 -

.See: *-Normii distribuition building, 4-2
GIDEP, &1 j,B-7 fiation 4.10,

cumulative damiage, 9-12
H stress-strength,. 9-2, 9-6

Moisture 2-17
Hazard Monte-Cailo,-4-9,.7-15, 10-15

analyia, 1-14
rate -See: Failure rate

Hiuman
enigineering, &.2
factors, 6-1,11-4, B.6, C.1 NASAP, 10-17
performanco, §43 Node-potentiall model; 10-8'
THERP, 6-9 a-Normal distribution, P-3, 3-4

Interference .(stress-strength) 'One-shot device,-3&6
See: Stress-strength models Optimization, 1-5, k.6, 1-7, 5-13,

K P

Knowledge organization chats Parameter.Variation anaiyjsis, 104
See: Cause-consequence, charts computer progras 10-17
See: FMEA moments, 10.9'

'Monte Carlo, 10-15I
worst-case, 10-8L Performance characteristic, 10-17

Primary event, 7-2
inear cumulative danage, 942' Product review

Load factors, 9.5 See: Design review
Lognormal distribution, 3-3, 3-4 Production, 6-1

review, See: Design review
Pseudo-randoim numbers

M See: Random numbers

Maintainability, 1-1, 1-9
Maintenance K1

See: Repair
Man/machine RAC (Reliability Analysis Center), B-4, B-7

allocation, 6-5 RAM, 1-10, 1-11
interactions, 6-3 See also: Reliability, availability, maintain-

See also. ua atr ability

1-2
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Rahdm- numbers, 4410 System
Redundancy, 1-8, , 4-3 definition, 7-6
REG (Reasonable- Engineering, Cuzes), 9-11, effectiveness, 1-4, 6-2 .

10-11. enginee g, 1-1
Reliability, management,,1-2, 1-3, 6-2

allocation, &-I
systems With repair, &-23
systems iwithout- repair, 5-2

nonredundant, -5-2, 5-3, 5-8' 6-9
redundanit, 5-1,520 Tai (of a distribution), 10-4

block diagrams: See: Reliability diagram TAMMS, B-5, B-8 -

diagram,, 4-2, 82' Task equipment, alsis (TEA),,6-6, 6-8
measures, 341 Temperature, 2-14

R~epair, 1-8, 1.9 Tensile' strength,9-2
4 TilERP, 6-9

Top event,. 7.2,7-6
Trahde-off, 4-1, 1-16, 1-16, 64 6&8'

Safety, 1-1, 1!13
factors, -
manrgin, 9-5, 9-11

Sind and'dust, 2-17 Variability, analysis

245iiiie;11 See: ?araMeter variationanalysis

Stress-strength. models, 9-2, 9-6 -

deterministic, 9-2 Weibull distribution, 3-8, 3-4
probabilistic, 9-6 Wos aeanalysis, 10-8

A

T-0
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